Heirloom® Sterling patterns are distinguished, fresh, with a young-spirited charm all their own.

This year—give for the future... Any one of the beautiful Heirloom Sterling patterns is a glorious choice for a bride. And—perhaps this is the year to give your family the sterling it deserves! Heirloom Sterling is fine, heavy, impressive solid silver, one of the wisest investments you'll ever make. See your jeweler now for gifts in Heirloom Sterling beginning at $3.25... and remember, all prices include Federal Tax.

The "Younger Set," all the basic sterling pieces needed to set a glamorous table for four. Choice of lovely Heirloom Sterling patterns. 19 pieces only $99.90*. Including the handsome chest!

Smart gift? It's Heirloom Sterling's new perfect place-setting idea! Not the usual six pieces—It includes an extra teaspoo at a "savings" price. Only $29.75* for all seven pieces!

When you’re cooking au gourmet—

What you need to cook with ease and serve with continental flair, can all be found in our Au Gourmet Shop. On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 11:00, famous cooks prepare (and let you taste) their favorite foods in our charming provincial Au Gourmet kitchen on the 6th Floor.

A. From Spain, our casseroles of rough earthenware for oven-to-table serving. 1½ quart size, 98¢ 3 quarts, 1.98

B. From France, dark walnut pepper mill, a dominant accessory. 10½” high. 7.50

C. From Italy, wine basket brushed with dull gold color, as mellow as the fine wine it will hold at your table. 6.50

D. From France, our oyster service in black-and-ocean blue earthenware. The platter, 16” long. 19.98

The individual oyster plate, each 3.98

E. From France, our own lettuce washer. New shape in wire, folds flat for storing. 1.98

F. Our own “Country Cupboard” apron in chintz. Multi-colored, with multi-flavored menu printed on pale lemon ground. 4.98

G. From Italy, spun aluminum sauce pan set with light Korina handles wrapped with copper wire. Korina is mahogany from Africa. Set of four (½ pint, pint, quart, 1½ quarts) 12.98

Pegged Korina rack, 2.98

H. From England, our Royal Worcester souffle dish in white porcelain covered on the outside with 24K gold. 7.00

J. From Italy, brass brandy warmer with alcohol burner. Complete with snifter, 14.98

Au Gourmet Shop, 6th Floor
Also at Stamford, Connecticut
Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.

BLOOMINGDALE’S • LEXINGTON at 59th, NEW YORK 22, N. Y. • ELDORADO 5-5900
Western modern adapts a whisper of the Far East to this dramatic open stock bedroom and dining room furniture by Hickory Manufacturing Company.

Featuring an unusual treatment in silver-toned metal trim and tambour doors, the Tung Si series is made of solid walnut and walnut veneers finished a rich, full-grained, seasoned “walnut” tone. Silver-toned hardware is set off by the “picture frame” construction of dressers, buffets and chests. Silver-toned bars are used in the night tables and bar-headboard-bed . . . You cannot be neutral about furniture like this. It excites attention and comment. It’s modern, but so well designed and detailed it is ageless . . .

The biggest surprise comes when you ask the price — It will fit even the modest budget.

A descriptive folder tells all. Write for it and the name of the dealer that is featuring this group in your area.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Quan.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Color 1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;ON THE SQUARE&quot; —</strong> Lazy Susan, black base, pink or white and black pottery dishes, 5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;HARLEQUIN&quot; —</strong> new motif in black and gold on favorite old penny candy jars; 4 sizes; 2.95, 3.95, 4.95, 5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;BEAUTIFUL BUFFET BASICS, —</strong> Ernest Sohn's &quot;Sionium&quot; chafing dish, 15.95; matching tray, 5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;STATE FLOWERS&quot; —</strong> you prefer on tiles, decorative as they are useful; all 48 states included, each 1.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;DECORATED FOR SERVICE&quot; —</strong> porcelain pistol handles; pink, maize, green; carving set, 13.50; pie server, 8.95 (handle shown)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;FAVORITE CHEESES&quot; —</strong> spelled out for you in gilt on white removable tile of black tole tray, 4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;OVER THE LAP&quot; —</strong> portable metal Tele-Venience tables, flame, olive, sand, gray; each 2.95; 4 in Jiffy rack, 12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;FRIENDS&quot; —</strong> will welcome a good-sized waste basket, gaily painted tole, black, pink, gold, 4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;THE GOOD COMPANION&quot; —</strong> to waste basket shown, matching magazine rack, black, pink, gold, 5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;PHILIPPINE HANDWORK&quot; —</strong> &quot;good design&quot; abaca placentas; natural, pink, yellow, gray, black; 2 designs, each 1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>— &quot;MUSICAL BACKGROUND&quot; —</strong> Georges Briard's design for black and gold tole trays; 14.5 x 5, 4.95; 12 x 7, 7.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**W&L, The Gift Shop, 5th floor**

**CHRISTMAS shopping**

**WOODWARD & LOTHROP, 10th, 11th, F & G Streets, N.W.**

**Dept. 12**

Please send me the following merchandise:

Check or money order enclosed Charge C.O.D. (min. 2.00) Add 2.5% sales tax for delivery in D.C. or Md. Please add 30c per item for shipping and handling charges beyond D.C., Alexandria, Va., the five adjacent counties of Virginia, and the six adjacent counties of Maryland.

**H & G—11/54**
Give grace to your giving
gaiety to your greetings
Opportunity of a Lifetime...now fast running out!*  

ALL SIX VOLUMES  

RETAIL PRICE IF BOUGHT SEPARATELY $36  

The Second World War  
by Winston Churchill  

Given to you!  

IF YOU JOIN THE BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB NOW AND AGREE TO BUY SIX BOOKS—OF YOUR CHOICE—DURING THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS  

A TRIAL MEMBERSHIP: For an obvious reason this can fairly be described as an "opportunity of a lifetime." To obtain such a work without cost is certainly something extraordinary. The complete set is offered—in this Trial Membership—to demonstrate three things about the Book-of-the-Month Club, important to every book-reading family.  

FIRST: that as a member of the Club you are kept from missing the important books you want to read. For example, all six of these Churchill books were regular Club Selections.  

SECOND: that you get such books from the Club at a considerable saving. For example, the regular retail price for each of these Churchill volumes is $6.00; the price to Club members is only $4.00. Last year, on the average, the price paid by Club members for Selections was 27% less than the retail price.  

THIRD: that, on top of this, you share in approximately $1,000,000 worth of books distributed free, every month, to members as Book-Dividends. These six Churchill volumes may be considered "advanced" Book-Dividends, earned by the purchase of the six books you engage to buy later.  

CONDITIONS OF THIS OFFER  

★ YOU AGREE TO BUY AS FEW AS SIX BOOKS within your first year of membership from among the Club Selections and Alternates. During the year at least 100 good books will be made available to you, from which you may choose. You receive a careful advance description of each Selection and if you think it is a book you would not enjoy, you send back a form (always provided) specifying some other book you may want. Or you may say: "Send me nothing."  

★ YOU WILL RECEIVE ALL SIX VOLUMES OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR AT ONCE—with the first book you order from the Club. For a list of good books from which you can choose your first selection, please see coupon.  

★ AFTER BUYING SIX BOOKS—and as long as you remain a member—you will receive a Book-Dividend with every second book you buy—a beautiful or useful library volume. This member profit-sharing is similar to what happens in any consumer co-operative. A fixed percentage of what each member pays is set aside in a special fund, this is finally invested in enormous editions of other books, each of which is a Book-Dividend sent free to members.  

★ YOU MAY CANCEL YOUR MEMBERSHIP any time after buying six books. Membership in the Club is for no fixed period, continuing until notice of cancellation is received from the member.
There's new excitement wherever fine china is shown— for Continental has added new patterns to a collection that sits as gracefully at a formal dinner table as it perks up a buffet with fresh and enchanting "mix-matches". There's surprise, too, to find European china of such beauty, such translucency, such quality, at such unbelievably low prices. 5-piece place settings 6.95 to 13.95. Only in Continental!

At fine stores everywhere. For full-color illustrations of all patterns, send 10c to The Rosenthal-Block China Corporation, Dept. 4HG-3, 21 East 26th Street, New York
**Silver Gifts**

most treasured of gifts from

"The Christmas Store"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a—</td>
<td>English hand-painted pottery, Pagoda design, silver-plated frames; sugar, cream set, jam pot, spoon, 9.95</td>
<td>9 1/2&quot;, 12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b—</td>
<td>&quot;Individual&quot; Sterling silver pepper mill and matching salt shaker—shaker lined with wood to prevent corrosion; set 9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c—</td>
<td>Characteristically Danish bonbon or salted nut dish, silver-plated in a soft satin finish, 5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d—</td>
<td>Italy sends its delightful bread or biscuit basket in silver plate—two sizes; 8&quot;, 8.95; 9 1/2&quot;, 12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e—</td>
<td>Silent butler, most decorative as well as useful gift; plated-silver white plastic handle, 9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f—</td>
<td>French rolling trivet, silver-plated, on casters, warmly welcomed at Christmastime, 6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g—</td>
<td>Silver-plated serving trays—smaller, round 12&quot;, 4.95; larger, with piercing and Gadroon border, 15&quot;, 6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h—</td>
<td>English silver-plated &quot;rat-tail&quot; turkey dressing spoon, serves other uses, too, 5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i—</td>
<td>Imported English silver-plated gallery tray—one-piece construction, beautifully engraved; one of the handsomest at, 24.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j—</td>
<td>Typically English, double jam or relish set in sparkling glass set in silver-plated frame; 2 spoons, 5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send me the following merchandise:

| Item No. | Description | Size | Price |

Please add 10% Federal Tax, all items except J. Add 2% sales tax for delivery in D.C. or Md. Please add 30¢ per item for shipping and handling charges beyond D.C., Alexandria, Va., the five adjacent counties of Virginia, and the six adjacent counties of Maryland.

W&L—The Silver Room, 1st floor
lighting that dramatizes your home

Lighting . . . Lightolier Lighting . . . is that final dramatic touch that lifts an interior out of the ordinary. And these new Golden Anniversary Portfolio fixtures by Lightolier are just such touches. Etched in shimmering brass and sparkling Claremont glass, they make every room lovelier. Their diffused, softly glowing illumination flatters you and your home. Their forms and fashion-favored materials reflect your good taste. Their name, of course, proclaims their quality. For these are Lightoliers, the end product of a half century of crafted construction, efficient engineering and, of course, fashion leadership. See them now at Lightolier, 11 E. 36 St., New York; 1267 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, or at the authorized distributors listed here.

Mail $25 to Dept. HG-114, Lightolier, Box #368, Jersey City 5, N. J. for your copy of "Wonderful Things Are Happening in Lighting", a new, 16-page, full-color brochure packed full of wonderful ideas on how to decorate with light at modest cost.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Supplier Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUBBOCK, TEXAS</td>
<td>Nunn Electric Supply Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIAMI, FLA.</td>
<td>Edison Electric Fix. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILWAUKEE, WI</td>
<td>Simmons Lighting Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNEAPOLIS, MN</td>
<td>Northland Electrical Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOBILE, ALA.</td>
<td>F. E. Smith Electrical Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIAMI, FLA.</td>
<td>Emerald Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLWAUKEE, WI</td>
<td>American Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIAMI, FLA.</td>
<td>Second Street Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTICELLO, NY</td>
<td>Lighting Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSKEGON, MICH.</td>
<td>Michigan Electric Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASHVILLE, TENN.</td>
<td>North Electric Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW HAVEN, CONN.</td>
<td>Grond Light &amp; Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKLAHOMA CITY, OK</td>
<td>Hunickor Broi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAHA, NE.</td>
<td>Electric Fixture &amp; Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEARL RIVER, NY</td>
<td>Lighting Electric &amp; Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILADELPHIA, PA</td>
<td>Acme Lighting Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTLAND, OR</td>
<td>Molloy-Robinson Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILADELPHIA, PA</td>
<td>Allied Electric &amp; Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKFORD, IL</td>
<td>Englewood Electric Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. LOUIS, MO</td>
<td>Elco Electric Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. PETERSBURG, FL</td>
<td>Lights &amp; Lamp Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUCSON, AZ</td>
<td>Beacon Lighting Fixture Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORONTO, ON</td>
<td>Toronto Electric Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANCOUVER, BC</td>
<td>Wholesale Electric Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON, D.C.</td>
<td>Maurice Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WICHITA, KANSAS</td>
<td>Electric Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILMINGTON, DE</td>
<td>Henry J. Lowe, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILMINGTON, NY</td>
<td>Noland Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINSTON-SALEM, NC</td>
<td>Noland Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUNGSTOWN, OH</td>
<td>Mart Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZONLTH, ON</td>
<td>Zonlth Electric Supply Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAII, HI</td>
<td>Hawaiian Lighting &amp; Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GHTOLIER**

*PREFERRED BY ARCHITECTS, INTERIOR DESIGNERS AND ILLUMINATING ENGINEERS FOR 50 YEARS*
NEW! a three-slice toaster!

a necessity for the king-size family

...and perfect for smaller ones too!

TAKES THE BREAD RIGHT OUT OF YOUR FINGERS!
(AND GIVES IT BACK PERFECTLY TOASTED!)

THE SUPER DE LUXE 3-SLICE, $39.50

Is there a big-family breakfast "bottleneck" at your house or in someone's you know? Not enough toast, fast enough? Then this new toaster that features "Toastmaster's" exclusive Power-Action is the answer. Toasts three slices—light, dark or in-between. So new it may not yet be available at your dealer's. If not, ask him to order it. The most unusual big-family gift you can give.

SUPER DE LUXE TOAST 'N JAM SET, $34.95

Features the famous "Toastmaster" Super De Luxe Toaster—world's only toaster with Power-Action. Handsome limed-walnut serving tray is inlaid with gold-figured, blue simulated leather. Two Melmac jam jars and toast plate contrast smartly with the modern-black metal holder. Super De Luxe Toaster only, $27.50.

DE LUXE TOAST 'N JAM SET, $29.95

This set features the "Toastmaster" De Luxe Automatic Toaster, known everywhere for its reliability. Rich walnut tray is inlaid with brown simulated leather. Gay Melmac toast plate, jam jars, and smart black metal holder have dozens of added uses. De Luxe Toaster only, $23.00.

there's more than meets the eye...

Koolfoom Sofa Pillows by EDSONART

NOVEMBER, 1954

Night and Day
it's Koolfoam for Air-Conditioned Comfort...

Now Pullman Sleepers feature the same blissful relaxation you get from Koolfoam Air-Conditioned pillows. These handsome convertibles boast deep, crown-molded Koolfoam seat cushions ... plus Air-Conditioned sleepability as well! Stagnant air is never trapped inside! Only Dayton Koolfoam gives you foam latex with complete open-pore surface; tests prove up to 14 times more circulation than ordinary foams! And Koolfoam looks better ... longer. Fabric covers fit snug, welt seams stay straight, due to Koolfoam's specially reinforced molded edges. Compare its balanced resilience and uniform density, and you'll sit and sleep on Koolfoam from now on!

cooler comfort because Koolfoam's patented process gives constant air circulation to dissipate dust, odor and body heat. See magnified photos above!

© O.R. 1954

THE DAYTON RUBBER COMPANY • DAYTON, OHIO • WAYNESVILLE, N. C. • World's largest manufacturer of Foam Latex Pillows
Here are examples of wood sidings with the rugged informality of western forests . . . or the classic simplicity of elegant city homes. To give you exactly the effect you desire, the Weyerhaeuser 4-Square line includes sidings of 11 softwood species, milled to a variety of patterns.

Horizontal sidings, for example, can be used to emphasize the length of a home. Vertical sidings add height. Natural finish suggests an informal hospitality, while painted surfaces offer almost unlimited opportunities for individual expression.

All of the Weyerhaeuser 4-Square sidings bring you the warmth and beauty that only wood can give. And wood sidings are durable . . . the original wood sidings on many of America's first homes are as sound as the day when they were completed. Also, wood siding is economical — its long life means low yearly cost.

Before you build or remodel, see the many Weyerhaeuser 4-Square sidings at the yard of your local Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber Dealer. Precision manufactured, uniformly graded, shipped and handled with care, they offer outstanding values for discriminating home owners.

The deep shadow lines of bevel siding emphasize the length of this home and enhance the simplicity of the design.
Natural finish Red Cedar siding gives this lovely contemporary home a pleasant informality.

Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber and Services
WEYERHAEUSER SALES COMPANY
St. Paul 1, Minnesota

Vertical boards and battens add a rustic touch to this home.
SYLMER—new Dow Corning silicone fine decorator fabrics, gives new-looking longer

Only products that meet the highest performance standards can be identified by this tag. The furniture shown here, made by the country's leading makers, is the first to be upholstered in fabrics that meet these requirements. Look for it in stores specializing in fine furniture.

*Trademark Dow Corning Corporation

First in Silicones DOW CORNING CORPORATION Midland, Michigan

The big news of the National Home Furnishings Show—Sylmer-finished

Furniture by Brunowan • Setting by Yale Barge
Furniture by Kittinger • Fabric by Schumacher
• Setting by Clifford Burroughs

Furniture by Charak • Fabric by Stroheim and Romann • Setting by William Pahlmann
Furniture by Meldan • Fabric by Stroheim and Romann • Setting by Patricia Harvey
Furniture by DeGaal and Walker • Fabric by Robert Crowder • Setting by C. Eugene Stephen­son
Furniture and Fabric by Herman Miller • Set­ting by Melanie Kahane
finish—prolongs life and beauty of built-in protection, keeps fabric with less care.

- Water borne stains can be rinsed or blotted away without leaving a spot
- Oily spots can be easily removed by sponging with a solvent cleaner
- Fabric feels softer, looks better
- Improved resistance to wear and wrinkling keeps fabric new looking longer

All these built-in properties are lasting, not impaired by repeated dry cleaning. With a SYLMER® finish, the most beautiful decorator fabrics are now the most practical; the children can enjoy them, too, without any restrictions. SYLMER opens the way to new freedom in luxurious living.

Visit the Decorator Rooms at Bloomingdale’s in New York and the display at Hudson’s in Detroit for new home furnishings ideas, using upholstery and drapery fabrics finished with SYLMER.

fabrics exclusively used in settings by America’s leading decorators.
It starts with HOUSE & GARDEN... the smart and thrifty gift that's so easy to give... the gift that so many, many homemakers would really appreciate... look forward to each month of the year... 12 EXCITING ISSUES... news in decorating, color, entertaining, houses and plans, building, remodeling, home maintenance, gardening, travel... a yearful of ideas for good living. CHECK YOUR LIST... then fill in and mail the attached order card which enables you to send additional subscriptions at big savings (you save $2.00 on each extra order)!

ONE CHRISTMAS GIFT SUBSCRIPTION, new or renewal, is $5.00. ADDITIONAL SUBSCRIPTIONS, only $3.00 (you save $2.00)! Your own subscription, new or renewal, may be included. TO ANNOUNCE YOUR GIFT, we will send a handsome card in your name, marked "Do Not Open Until Christmas."

Start your Christmas shopping right here... write now!

House & Garden
THE MAGAZINE OF IDEAS FOR GOOD LIVING
beautiful carpets by FIRTH
your smartest, thriftiest buy

"Tuftwoven" NUBBY FRIEZE . . . truly one of the most economical carpets you've ever seen! Such luxury! . . . precious wool carpet at such a surprising low price that you can afford it throughout the house. It took the most advanced American weaving techniques to make possible this beautiful carpet, with a truly lavish look at a far-from-lavish price! See Firth's NUBBY FRIEZE in its glowing outdoor-indoor colors, and you'll know that here, at last, is the carpet you've waited for!

women with a sense of style prefer FIRTH broadlooms

Send 25¢ for idea-filled new booklet, "How to Decorate with Confidence," to Firth Carpet Co., 295 Fifth Ave., Dept. 80, New York 16, N.Y.
The most exciting towel news in years... the new lighter, brighter look by Cannon!
Eighteen lighthearted towel colors you can do beautiful things with!

Cannon Carefree Colors

They're airy, they're light, they're divine to combine!
They bring a whole NEW look to your bath with every change of towels! Try Pink Whisper with Bronze Green. Or Smoke Pearl with Lightning Pink. Or create a harmony of three. There's no limit to what you can do, no matter what your budget. For every one of these wonderful colors comes in a whole wide range of patterns and prices—all with the famous Cannon quality. Generous sizes (to wrap you in luxury!), Jam-packed loops (to dry you in a jiffy!). Firm, tight weave (to wear practically forever!). And the famous exclusive Beauti-Fluff finish, which makes every Cannon towel so soft and absorbent it actually drinks five times its weight in water! All this and heavenly new colors, too, add up to the biggest towel value in years!

Cannon towels from 79c to $3.50
In essence the personal memoir of a remarkable career, *Always in Vogue* is also a fascinating account of the growth and development of the whole world of fashion in the last 60 years. With sure and intimate knowledge, Mrs. Chase takes the reader behind the scenes to meet the leading designers, artists, photographers, and fashionable women of our era. It is both her story and Vogue’s story, as only Edna Woolman Chase could tell it. The result is witty and penetrating social history, filled with lively anecdotes and wise comments on the world she has seen. With 32 pages of illustrations.

We are pleased to be able to offer our readers autographed copies of *Always in Vogue* at the regular price of $5.00. These autographed copies will not be available elsewhere.

---

TO VOGUE, GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

PLEASE SEND ME ... AUTOGRAPIED COPIES OF ALWAYS IN VOGUE AT $5.00 EACH.
These walls of glass were built for comfort — for they are Thermopane® insulating glass. You can sit closer to these windows without feeling chilly because Thermopane reduces drafts. But comfort is only part of the story. Thermopane’s insulation cuts heating bills, and reduces the chance of condensation forming on the glass to mar the view. Thermopane provides benefits in summer, too, for it insulates against outdoor heat. And your rooms are quieter all year, because Thermopane muffles outside noise. Thermopane gives you these benefits without any bother with storm sash. This insulating windowpane is installed when you build or remodel and stays there for good. It’s wonderful to have it in every window of your home.

Thermopane is stocked by Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Distributors for ready delivery. Call your L’O-F Distributor or Dealer for full information. He’s listed in the yellow pages of phone books in many principal cities. For our free booklet, “Self-insulating Windows of Thermopane”, write to Dept. 11114, LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD GLASS CO., 608 Madison Ave., Toledo 3, Ohio.
"WHEAT" by Lenox, lovely for a lifetime, so wise for now

Whether you are a Miss-About-To-Be-Married or due for a wedding anniversary, follow your heart when you choose china...choose the finest...lovely, lovely Lenox. The china chosen for our embassies...to represent American hospitality from London to Cairo; from Teheran to the Philippines! Your Lenox would be the same superb quality...for there's only one...truly the finest.

Lenox has lifetime quality, so from any standpoint "compromise china" isn't wise. Lenox is easy to acquire, by piece or place setting; most stores extend budget-payment service. So start with lovely Lenox...bring beauty to your table...a lifetime.

"WHEAT" modern elegance in Lenox; Coupe Shape, 5 pc. setting (dinner, salad, butter plates; cup, saucer) $18.95. Do see the wide selection of distinguished Lenox in leading stores.

For pattern-price bulletins in color, the informative "Reference Book of Fine China", plus name of your dealer, send 25c to Lenox Inc., Dept. L-62, Trenton, N.J.

Lenox China
WORLD'S FINEST FOR LIFETIME ENJOYMENT
Cotton Satin pleated and tailored as Craig alone can do it

See the entire Craig collection at

Lord & Taylor, New York  Neiman-Marcus, Dallas  Paine Furniture, Boston
Frederick & Nelson, Seattle  Heather House, Falls Church, Virginia
Marion Parsons Interiors, Saint Paul  Woodrum's, Charleston, West Virginia
W & J Sloane, San Francisco and Beverly Hills
How your children can share in Christmas preparations

At this time of the year, when young thoughts center around Donder and Blitzen, plum pudding and presents, why not let the children try making their own tree ornaments and Christmas cards? Not only will they have fun in the process, but they'll take pride in the results. Since most children are easily entertained by making things themselves, they'll be kept occupied while you're busy with gift-lists, shopping and wrapping. The Christmas ornaments and cards that you see on these two pages were designed especially for H&G readers by the Dennison Manufacturing Company. They require no more skill than cutting out paper dolls, building block cities or rolling snowmen. Only such basic materials as paper, paste and scissors, with a few shining stars and some ribbon for good measure, are needed. The little clown at the right, for example, who would add a touch of gaiety to a Christmas tree, is made from two colors of crepe paper, gold signal dots, plain white paper and ribbon. The little angel, below left, is symbolic of the season. Her frame is a clothespin, but the finished effect belies the simple ingredients. Dressed up in azure blue crepe paper spattered with gold stars, she'll guard over the presents beneath the tree on Christmas morning. The winsome ornament below is an ordinary Christmas ball, bedecked with two colors of crepe paper forming an accordion pull. At the top of this page is a star-shaped needle case which mother would love to find in her stocking. Two pieces of pre-cut paper stars are lined with felt, cut in the same shape. Joined together with a ribbon bow and studded with gold signal dots,
Paper-bell garland strung on rick-rack

it becomes a practical gift as well as a pretty one. The string of bells at the left can be as long or short as you like. This makes an attractive tree trimming or a decorative garland for the mantel. Bells made from gummed crepe paper, Christmas seals, stars and rick-rack edging are all that the string requires. (This is especially good for small tots, since no glue is needed.) For Christmas dinner or a holiday party for the children, the little tree place card, below, will add a festive air to the table. The base is a gumdrop (which small-fry will eat later on) and the trunk a pipe cleaner, decked out with a small bow. The tree is crepe paper, fringed at the edges for a realistic touch. Boughs are decorated with gold signal dots beneath a star on top. Placed on a piece of stiff white paper, these little place cards are easy and fun to make. But ornaments, place cards and presents aren't the only things that children can make for themselves. Greeting cards that they can send to their friends let them participate in another custom of the Christmas season. The ones to make, below, range from traditional Christmas designs, such as wreaths, candles and trees, to a jolly little snowman to delight the hearts of young and old alike. Gayly colored paper, stars, signal dots and seals will yield a variety of designs. Little folk have big imaginations, and here are ways to let those imaginations take form. A quiet corner, a sturdy table and a few materials will keep children busy for hours at a time, and you'll be as proud of their talents as they are themselves.

For instructions on how to make these Christmas ornaments and cards, write to H&G Reader Service, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C.

MODERN CHIMES

Time plays a vital part in modern living. And here is a masterpiece of the clocksmith's art—designed for those who cherish the mellow music of the traditional Westminster Chimes—yet styled to the highest standards of modern creative decor.

This handsome, modern clock is one of the distinguished Revere electric models.

For complete details, write to

THE HERSCHEDE
HALL CLOCK CO.
CINCINNATI 6, OHIO
Early American Pine
SPOON RACK
★ Make a clever wall decoration of your souvenir and heirloom spoons—in this charming Early American Spoon Rack. Your bright, shining silver will gleam beautifully against its mellow old pine finish—and bring words of admiration from your guests. It's high, 10'/4" wide, it displays 18 tea or demi-tasse spoons. Buy now for gift-giving, at a very nice price.

Only .... $3.95
Add 50¢ for postage and packing.
Write or Phone Jean Tree, Plaza 7-8100

Silver MOTHER-IN-LAW EARRINGS
★ We didn't make up the name for these clever earrings that are actually miniature silver bells. They're part of the folklore of the Navahos, who make them on their reservation. According to legend, a snoopy old squaw gave her prospective son-in-law a hard time of it until he hung bells on her ears. Made of hand of silver, they're uniquely different. Also available for pierced ears. Postpaid, tax included, only.

Matching bracelet with single bell, $3.00
Send also for free gift catalog.
You'll be delighted. Order by mail from

Southwestern Gifts
630 E. Alameda, Santa Fe, New Mexico

SIZZLING STEAK PLATTERS
Sirloins! Seafoods! Chicken!
All can be prepared on THERMO-plates and served sizzling hot. You've seen them only in the finest restaurants. Now THERMO-plates are available to you. The 11 polished stainless steel plate lifts from its 8x121/2 ebony plastic base for easy cleaning. Yours for only

$4.95 ea.
4 for $19.80
N. C. residents add 3½% sales tax plus 75¢ east, $1.25 west of Miss. for parcel post, insurance.

Jean Dickinson
Cameron Village, Raleigh, N. C.

SHOPPING AROUND

You may order all merchandise shown in Shopping Around (editorially and in advertisements) by writing directly to the shops. Enclose check or money order, as few of them handle c.o.d.'s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

For your armchair shopping please turn to pages 108 through 111 and send for the interesting catalogues we have listed for you.

Santa's best gift this year could be the handsome solid brass serving cart shown here. The two shelves are made of sturdy glass; the casters are Styrene ball-bearing with swivel action. About 26" x 26" x 161/4", $49.95. Express collect.

Order from Bleasby's, Department HG11, 31 Adams Street East, Detroit 26, Michigan.

A gift presented by John Bel-lamy, the early American wood carver, to a friend on his wedding day was the original of the eagle shown here. And "Don't give up the Ship" is an admonition every young couple should ponder. Hang this hand-colored gem over the door. 2" x 8", $9.95 ppd. Monhegan, 586 Congress, Portland, Maine.

The winner: this champion pair of horse head andirons! Heads are made of cast iron finished in satin black and mounted on solid brass hooves. Chain, rings and catches are shining solid brass, too. This set will make a memorable gift! About 20" high, 69.50. Exp. coll. Bay Colony, HG., 1063 Rockdale, New Bedford, Mass.
The Lord's Prayer is inscribed on this pretty ceramic vase. Designed in the shape of an open hook, it is decorated with multi-color flowers. Use it to hold a few sprays of ivy if you want to achieve a pleasing effect on a small table. About 5" X 3". $2.50 postpaid. Carol Beatty, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Puss on Boots is a variation of the fairy tale Puss. And your small moppet will adore this version. The engaging kittens are imported from France, are made of soft black velvet. And they look very elegant against the red velvet slippers. Crocheted strap and binding add fillip. S.M.L. $4.95. Ppd. Bryn Mawr Gifts, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

English import: the burnished brass fan fire screen. It's a handsome appointment for the hearth when the firewood is not laid. And it folds to make a compact ornament when not in use. Open: 27" x 38"; closed: 10". $95. express collect. Order from Art Colony Industries, Department HG., No. 9 University Place, N. Y. 3.

Permanent arrangement for your winter-time living room: dried Hawaiian flowers. The box contains woodroses, Koa pods, volcano ferns. And the colors are enchanting: from pale wheat color to autumn bronze. $7.95 postpaid the box. Order from Albin Enterprises, Department HG., 1401 West Eighth Street, Los Angeles 17.
**Gold or silver charms of great imagination:** the Bible ($10 in 14K gold; $1.50 in sterling): and any state map ($12.50 in 14K gold and blue enamel; $2.20 in sterling). The map comes in all United States possessions and most foreign countries, too. Pp. Tax included. Charm & Treasures, 509 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

The money center of the super-market is shown here in Junior's new toy! Made of metal, it has a convincingly real cash register, metal make-believe money, rolling cart and 24 miniature boxes of standard brand products. This will teach him about the cost of eating! $6.98 plus 50c. Clarion, Box 255, Highland Park, Illinois.

Plinth bell from England where fine bells are made and loved. Base is polished brass, bell is burnished cast brass with a mellow tone you will enjoy whenever you ring it. Use it to announce dinner, to round up the children, to alert the green thumb member to a telephone call. 5" high. $6.00. 50c. Clarion, Box 255, Highland Park, Illinois.

You can make unusual, inexpensive Christmas gifts. The Art of Tray Painting by Maria D. Murray. A new book which shows you how to transform inexpensive trays, canisters, boxes and containers into personalized Christmas gifts. Simple step-by-step instructions on all techniques and materials include: bases and finishes, use of tools; designing; gold, silver and bronzer decoration; every method you need to know. Ex-plicit instructions, easy-to-do suggestions will solve your Christmas problems. $4.50. Order today from Studio-Crowell 432 Fourth Ave., New York 16

---

**SHOPPING**

**A Wee Bit of Scotch**
Scotland is the inspiration for this charming Thistle Set. The thistle is beautifully reproduced in hand-wrought Sterling. The moneyenter, the inspiration for this charming Thistle Set. The thistle is beautifully produced in hand-wrought Sterling—an inspiration to designers. The name of “La Paloma” or “For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow.” It plays as it pours!”

**3 MIDGET HORSES Carved in Italy**
Add this appealing little horse to your collection. Just 1 inch high, hand carved in Italy, painted in natural lasting colors. An adorable ornament or pocket piece. Sold only in sets of 3 for just $1.10 postage.

**COFFEE ANY TIME!**
Enjoy coffee as you like it, even away from home...in hotels, at college, at work. KOFFEE-PAK includes 2 cups AC/DC electric percolator...2 unbreakable cups...2 stainless teapoons...plastic containers for coffee and sugar...all in a handy, shoulder-strap case. Also fine for instant coffee and tea. Complete $9.50 plus 50c postage.

**THE JAMAICA SILVERSMITHS**
Send for free Catalog of unusual Silverware and Women’s and Men’s Jewelry.
AROUND

Bolt of satin ribbon imprinted with your name and the words "Merry Christmas" is a fine investment for a small price. $4.95. Ppfd. for 2 1/2 lbs. $4.95 a plastic container. Then the 9 1/2" pure cane sugar and sealed in the Rio Grande valley are simply delicious! The sun-ripened Strawberry preserves from 44 Belvedere, Baltimore, Md.

Superb clock for a man's office or a study: the horse decorated tile mounted in solid Philippine hardwood. The movement is excellent, the numerals are brass, and the tile is decorated with full color designs (in starkling cobalt blue, green, red and amber, one each shade, only $3.00).

Strawberry preserves from the Rio Grande valley are simply delicious! The sun-ripened whole berries are preserved in pure cane sugar and sealed in a plastic container. Then the plastic bag is packed in the cunning wooden tub shown here. $4.95 ppd. for 2 1/2 lbs. Artisan Galleries, 2100 N. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas.
**SLIM SHEATH OF STERLING**

A letter opener with a slender blade of hand-crafted sterling silver. Hand-wrought monogram adds the individual touch to the gift. Six inches long. $5.25 includes tax and monogram and postage. No C.O.D.'s please.

**PERSONALITY PILLOWS**

Do-it-yourself throw pillows with a personality of their own! "Smiley" has a black felt face with white and red features, black button eyes, and golden ear hoops. Kit contains cotton to-size felt for one personality, 12 cotton pillow, trimmings, and instructions. Only $3.50 each kit, postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Miller Curio, Department HG10, 256 E. Congress St., Tucson, Ariz.

**COPPER & BRASS LACQUERED TO PREVENT TARNISH**

This extremely practical Tea Kettle is tin lined to brew excellent tea ... instant coffee, etc. Also an attractive plant watering can, flower vase or novelty planter. Body is solid copper-lacquered solid brass. In modern silver and vase or novel design. In full open stock.

**PACKAGING GUARANTEE)**

We pay postage. Money back guarantee.

**PERSONALITY PILLOWS**

An exclusive, original design by Beverly Baker Dept. HG-11, Box 427, Tuckahoe, New York

**SOLID COPPER & BRASS LACQUERED TO PREVENT TARNISH**

This extremely practical Tea Kettle is tin lined to brew excellent tea ... instant coffee, etc. Also an attractive plant watering can, flower vase or novelty planter. Body is solid copper-lacquered solid brass. In modern silver and vase or novel design. In full open stock.

**PACKAGING GUARANTEE**

We pay postage. Money back guarantee.

**FRANCES-MORRIS**

Dept. 428, Brooklyn 29, N. Y.

**SHOPPING**

**Special gift for a special man:** the English leather cuff links case. Exquisitely made of black or brown cowhide, it is lined with red leather. And the convenient, supple cover has a snap-button closing. About 8" x 4.5". $10.00 ppd. Federal tax included. Order from Cortley Gifts, Department HG, 305 East 83rd St., New York, N. Y.

**Irish Authentic Coats of Arms**

Colored screen prints 13" x 21" for these families: $6.00 each postpaid.

- McCarthy
- O'Sullivan
- O'Keele
- O'Brien
- O'Carroll
- O'Neill
- Quinn
- Murphy
- Ryan
- Walsh
- Doyle
- Keogh
- Lynch
- Murphy
- Walsh
- O'Shea
- O'Flynn
- Costello

Mary Finnian Hartigan Irish Studios
Box 327 Waterbury, Connecticut

**Beverly Baker**

Dept. HG-11, Box 427, Tuckahoe, New York

**PERSONALITY PILLOWS**

An exclusive, original design by Beverly Baker Dept. HG-11, Box 427, Tuckahoe, New York

**wonderful gift for GOLFERS**

Our new California Carrier—just two ounces of steel and cowhide—cleverly designed to hold as many as eight clubs securely and in perfect balance. Handy pouch for balls and tees too. Makes golf easier, more fun ... no more heavy bag or cart ... the perfect gift for EVERY golfer! Money-back guarantee. By mail, only from us, postpaid.

**DEL-MEL CO., Dept. EN**

217 Huppenthal St., New Rochelle, N. Y. 10578
**AROUND**

**Indispensable** accessory for every house: the lap board!

Shown: a handsome one made of Duron. Finished with bottle green lacquer, it is decorated with two bronze color medallions. Perfect for the tray luncheon, for a game of solitaire, for letter writing. 18" x 30". $3.95 ppd. Ando Speciality, Box 67, Hastings, Michigan.

"Him and Her" fashion to wear in the country: the Dog-leash coat. Perfect for blustery weather, it is made of wool, lined with rayon and decorated with dog-leash clasps. $19.95 for men (36-46); $17.95 for women or boys (10 to 20). Charcoal or oatmeal. Add $1.95 for hood. Post: 50c. Hamburger's, Baltimore.

Record book to use for listing wedding presents, Christmas and birthday gifts. Beautifully made, it is covered with heavy paper in red, reseda green, navy or petal pink. And the old print in the center of the cover can be ordered in a floral or bird design. 9" x 6". $4.85 postpaid. Handwork, 264 Boylston, Boston.

---

**FRENCH FAIENCE**

Pot de Cremes

for entertainment with a flair

(Covers here assorted fruit knuts)

$36.00 a doz.

English Gold Metal Tray

10" long 7 1/2" wide

$15.50 each

Postage not included

Alice & Banks

18 East 53 Street
New York 22, New York
Telephone: Plaza 3-7282

---

**VERSATILE HOLDER**

A beauty in design

Adaptable to every room in the house—a place for your pocket edition, a dozen digest magazines, napkins, or napetipaper.

EXCLUSIVELY STYLED—in Antiqued Green Wrought Iron . . . 9 x 7 1/2 x 3 1/2

Top's Gift List

$4.98 ppd.*

Check or M.O.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

---

**THE ROYAL HORN**

A KINGSIZE Shoe Horn

for all the well-shod man on your list. 17" inches long, it will never be misplaced. A man's man kind of gift, appreciated by all, but doubly appreciated by the portly gentleman or one who shouldn't stoop. Shoe horn is topped with a good-luck horseshoe, and comes encased in a jeweler's flannel bag, gift boxed.

---

**LITTLE SHAVER**

Gold tooled leather covered metal case (1 1/2" square) with collapsible standard size razor. A useful gift for the traveller, college girl or bride. Shell pink, aqua, or red—exclusively ours.

$3.75 ppd.

German magnifying mirror and tweezers in matching case 3" diameter $8.00 ppd.

Women's Educational & Industrial Union

304 Boylston St.
Boston, Mass.
A Christmas Card with an Artist's Sketch of Your Own Home

Send us any clear photo (negative, or print) of your home. We print an artist's sketch of it inside your Christmas cards, and your name and "Season's Greetings." Cut-out front cover window frames the sketch. Design in green on heavy vellum. 5" X 6½". Priced, with envelopes, at $5.95; 50-10; $10.50; 75-15; $14.95; 100-19.50; 150-27.90; 200-$36.25. Each Card over 200-15c. We prepay delivery costs.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Write now for new, free 104-page Gift Catalog!

ROYAL FAMILY in Robes of State

Miniature masterpieces... collectors' items! Standing about 10" high, they are British-made by Liberty of London. Utmost fidelity to detail includes hand-painted likeness faces, crowns, and decorations. They are draped in velvets, silks, satins, gold brocade, etc. A superb Christmas gift for the one who "has everything." Send direct, wherever you wish. Postpaid.

Queen Elizabeth $20.00
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh 18.00
Bonnie Prince Charlie 10.00
Little Princess Anne (Complete family... $50.00)
Also available are Queen Mother Elizabeth, Archbishop of Canterbury, Beefeater, Grenadier Guard and many others... comparable prices.

No C.O.D.'s, please.

MRS. ELSIE CLARK KRUG
P.O. Box 4003, Owings, Baltimore 12, Maryland

MAIL DOG

This long slim fella' will clamber onto your desk for keeps. Of rich heavy wrought iron with soft rubber feet, he is wound to perfection for appearance and utility. That clashing tail supplies your handily with a beautiful black-and-gold combination modern streamlined hall point desk pen (Paper Mate refills). Each curl in his 2" around body becomes a convenient mail caddy and memo holder. Complete with pen $3.95 ppd. No COD's. Carol Beatty, Dept. P-MB, 7410 San Tina Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Send for FREE Gift Catalog of 300 selections.

SWISS MUSIC BOX to hold your cigarettes! Made of solid brass exquisitely decorated with jewel-like enamel, the box is wood-lined and fitted with a tiny music box. It makes a charming gift for the man or woman who "has everything!" About 6" x 3½" x 1½". $10.95 ppd. Bornand Music Box, 139 Fourth Ave., Pelham, N.Y.

CUSTOM SCREEN with a modest price tag: the split rattan shown here. You order this screen by the panel: $5.75 for one 48" high x 10" wide. Three, four or five of these panels will make a decorative separation in any room. Natural color ready to paint or stain. Exp. coll. Caraboa, 950 Columbus, San Francisco.

A smart useful table accessory!

BUTTER WARMER

Lovely ceramic server warms butter, syrup, and sauces in a jiffy! Beautifully finished in flecked lemon glaze. Comes complete with black wrought iron stand and 8-hour candle. 6½" high. Also makes an unusual table decoration with just a touch of plant life. A smart yet inexpensive gift. Sorry, No COD's.

$15.00 ea. ppd. 3 for $4.00

STUDIO GIFTWARE BOX 564-H, GLENDALE 5, CALIF.

A smart useful table accessory!

BUTTER WARMER

Lovely ceramic server warms butter, syrup, and sauces in a jiffy! Beautifully finished in flecked lemon glaze. Comes complete with black wrought iron stand and 8-hour candle. 6½" high. Also makes an unusual table decoration with just a touch of plant life. A smart yet inexpensive gift. Sorry, No COD's.

$15.00 ea. ppd. 3 for $4.00

STUDIO GIFTWARE BOX 564-H, GLENDALE 5, CALIF.

Butter warmer is a handsome adjustable belt made of goatskin and plaid canvas. It is fitted with a pocket which will hold an array of golfing needs: score pad, pencil, cigarettes, lighter, sun glasses and a small vial of your favorite medicine. $7.95 postpaid. Order from Camalleri & Buckley, 1141 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D.C.
AROUND

Team mates: black and white match books and assorted color cigarette holders. This package makes a charming small gift for a gracious hostess! Twenty-eight match books and twelve holders are prettily arranged in a gift box. And the price is modest! $1.50 postpaid. Order from Winnie Kidder, 23 Fayette, Boston.

Delicious bread from the famous Blacksmith Shop in Rockport, Massachusetts: Anadama bread! Made from a century-old recipe, it has a wonderful flavor! And it keeps perfectly in the deep freeze. Unrefrigerated, it will stay fresh for five days. Do try it! $2.25 ppd. for 6 loaves. Blacksmith Shop, Rockport, Mass.

Father's helper could be this serving stand which has holders for 8 glasses, a removable spun metal bowl, a galvanized shelf, rubber-tipped feet. Made of wrought iron finished in black or gray, it has a raffia-wrapped handle. Bowl: pink or yellow. About 26" high. $10.95 exp. collateral. Postal Products, Box 328, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Fashion's Smartest Gift Idea: Nylon "Bermuda" Stretch Socks

"LIFE" says Bermuda Shorts are here to stay! The feminine world is gay with Kilty skirts! So . . . Kilty-length socks are top news. They stretch gently, one size fits all sizes, no droop, no sag . . . they fit like magic. ALL the family will love 'em. Satisfaction guaranteed. Indicate for men or women!

Berry red, holly green, black brown or navy blue. $2 Pair. Postpaid.

STRETCH-SOCKS, for men or boys. Coral, navy, brown, maroon, black. Indicate for men or boys. 8 Pair. Postpaid. Send Check or Money Order With Confidence To RAMBO'S, Box 231-B, Norristown, Pa.

SOPHISTI-CUFF


Tax & postage included $5.00.

MONO-ART CO.

56 Delancy St. New York, N. Y., Dept. HG

Send for free Catalog of unusual Silverware and Women's and Men's Jewelry

AROUND

Here's How Shopper PRESENTS

AMERICAN COLONIAL PLAQUES

Pineapple for hospitality . . . wheat for wealth

TIP-PROOF BUD VASES

Celebrated Swedish crystal with weighted bubble-pattern base. Available in 3 heights to display any size bloom.

short 4½" $1.00 ppd. average large 7½" $2.95 ppd. Special: set of three $3.95 ppd.

HOSPITALITY HOUSE. It's a mail box or a key cabinet. Fashioned in old pine to set off the traditional hospitality (pineapple) motif. Plaque is carefully, hand-molded in white glaze on terra cotta. 7½" x 12". $5.95 ppd.

MATCHING PLATES in hard finish ceramic, make wonderful wall plaques or ashtrays. Pineapple for hospitality; sheaf of wheat for wealth. Colonial colors: white with cherry or blue, 6" in diameter. $1.95 exp. coll. Postal Products, Box 238, Scarsdale, N. Y.

POST-LANTERN CANDLE

Colorfully decorated, name-engraved candle. Glow internally as it burns. After lighting the wick, the candle burns down to cast a warm glow through four Dickens motif translucent panels. Original "wick" candle, easily replaced, makes possible reuse of lantern shell. (Shell does not melt!) 9" tall. $2.95 ppd. 2 for $5.00 ppd.

TIPPING TIM Cocktail Glasses

Get the party off to a merry start . . . or welcome your mate out of the dog-house with cocktails served in these best-stemmed glasses. Whimsical faces are hand-painted and jaunty bow ties are real fabric . . . make a sensational bar decoration.

Personalized on special tile—$4.95 ppd.

Write for FREE Gift Catalog

HERE'S HOW

Dept. HG-14 • 590 Third Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Clipper Ship SEA WITCH Classic early American Clipper Ship—built in 1846—established records that stand today. 18½" model hand made by Yankee Craftsmen in amazing detail. Shipped completely assembled and finished. Brass name plates included. $80 Exp. Ppd. C. O. D.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

FREE CATALOG—Write for your copy.

PIEL CRAFTSMEN

Newportport 1, Mass.

SCULPTURED ORIGINALS

Two spirited models of the Arabian Bree and Paul from my Chickasaw Valley Studio. Designed from studies made in the pattern, they come in life to life in rich, patterned walnut wood. Each is individually sculptured to show fine muscular development and mood of the "Drinker of the Wind." A touched-up natural mahogany or Arany 5½" high. $20.00 ppd.

"Blink a Gallipot" 4" high 8.75 ppd.

Other models available—prices on order.

Write for FREE Catalog

M. E. BRASHER

Box G38

KENT, Conn.
SHOPPING

Choker made of sterling silver petals and sterling silver fluted beads to wear with the new smoke color tweeds ($14.30). Matching earrings for pierced ears or with screw backs: pendant ($5.50); button ($4.50); hollow balls to fill with scented cotton ($2.50). Ppd. Tax included. Alpine Imports, 505 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Key to hospitality: the solid brass door knocker cast in the form of an antique key. Baroque in pattern and design, it will make a gleaming note of welcome on the entrance door. About 7”. Give several as Christmas gifts, $5.50 postpaid. Muriel Duncan, Dept. HG, 321 Ninth Avenue, Had- don Heights, New Jersey.

Oval footstool made of Honduras hardwood and covered in one of three ways: with your fabric; with machine made needlepoint with black or beige background; with antique velvet in red, blue, rose, gold or green. 9” x 15” x 11”. $6.50 postpaid. Offered from The Bayfort Society, HG, Box 1808, Charlotte 1, N. C.

SILVER DOLLAR PAPER WEIGHT

An everlasting gift of silver for that “special person”. This stunning desk accessory shows off a real, mint-perfect silver dollar. Skillfully embedded in clear, handcut, optical grade lucite, it sparkles like a jewel. Cannot be nicked or scratched. A gift that will increase in value from the day it is given. No longer minted, these carefully chosen specimens are fast disappearing into collections. So act promptly. While present supply lasts, only $4.95 ea., 2 for $9.75 p.pd. (FREE—exciting gift catalog.) Order from Red Oaks, Dept. 161P, Wilmette, Ill.
AROUND

Watch dial earrings made from antique dials. No two are quite alike but each has delicate ornamentation. Mountings are gold-plated metal, earbacks are sterling silver. Available for both pierced and unpierced ears. $11.75. Postpaid. Fed. tax incl. Dial House, 18 Middle, So. Dartmouth, Mass.

Tartan trio. This attractive fashion of matching hat, bag and fringed stole will make you look as bonny as a bluebell. Each piece is made of fine wool in the MacLaughlin clan colors: navy blue and red. $3.95 for bag; $4.95 for hat; $6.95 for large stole. Postpaid. The Connecticut Yankee, Department HG, Sharon, Conn.

Neglected silver can be made to look like new if you send it to one of America's oldest silver plating establishments, D. L. Bromwell. Shown: a tarnished and battered sugar bowl which has been refinished on one side. Note the excellent condition of the repaired side! Write to D. L. Bromwell, 708 12th St., Washington, D. C.

ALPACA SLIPPERS DE LUXE
The most luxurious fur slippers in the world—amazingly beautiful, warm and comfortable. Made in Peru of the fluffiest and silkiest Alpaca fur, soft leather lining and outer soles, fur inner soles. Perfect for boudoir, travel, after-sports.

Ladies' sizes 5-11; natural fawn color. $10.85 postpaid. State shoe size. GOOD NEIGHBOR IMPORTS 401 Densionfield Ave., Densionfield, N. J. 27 West 25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

HANDSOME GIFT FOR A LIFETIME
Burnished copper Coffee or Tea Server. Keeps 32 cups a full gallon piping hot. Finger tip heat control allows increase decrease of flame or complete snuffing. Legs and handles finished in ebony black. Rubber tipped legs insure non-scratching. Also available in stainless steel, matching your silver service. Postpaid $24.95.

Send for Free Gift Catalog TAYLOR GIFTS Spread Eagle Inn, Wayne 2, Pa.

YOUR PET'S LIKENESS
Personalized with HIS Initials in Sterling Silver
Handwrought on copper makes this picture tray a cherished item. The beautifully finished frame is charcoal black. Please send a snapshot, name and distinctive coloring. Your photograph will be returned.

Personalized Sterling PRAYER BOOK MARKER
Handcrafted of solid Sterling Silver, these pieces may be bought singly or as a set. Two or three initials.

Prices include tax, postage and gift box. Shipped first class mail within one week after receipt of order.

Belt Buckle $8.50 Tie Clip $3.75 Set $12.00 ROBIN HOOD'S BARN Dept. 108, 109, 83 Newbury St. BOSTON 16, MASSACHUSETTS

CRYSTAL WELLS with STERLING SCOOPS
A sparkling silver masterpiece created by de Val St.-Lambert, Grasulily serves salt, mustard, relish, etc. during the entrée or sirup after-dinner coffee. Stunning silver service: ideal for any dining occasion. 12 sets illustrated.

Price: $16.00

Send for FREE CATALOG

J. J. TAYLOR
71-C Middle Neck Rd., Great Neck, New York 47, N. Y.
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ORDER BY MAIL FROM SPENCER!

REAL JAGUAR
SKIN RUG!

30 LITTLE GOLDEN ANGELS
Handmade—Imported from Italy!
Thirty of the dearest little golden angels you've ever come across! One inch tall. Hand made in Italy, import, hand painted but with a smooth finish. You paste them on Christmas gifts and cards. (Paste them on a bouffant skirt for a back. You paste them on Christmas gifts and cards. Makes them out-standing. Set of 30 little golden Angels. $1 ppd.

CHRISTMAS RIBBON SPECIAL
Less Than 1 a Yard
One hundred yards of finest quality satin ribbon. Two huge spools. Good in cards, invitations, and corsages. The gift that says the year "stood. Heavy satin ribbons. The kind that won't pull off a yard in the store. Wonderful for ornaments, gifts, party favors, or hair ribbons. RED, GREEN, white, pink, silver, antique gold, yellow, medium blue, rose, orchid, pastel green, royal blue. Assorted colors, set of TWO 50 yard bolls (total 100 yards), 300 feet. 95c ppd.

DOZEN DOLLIES
Made in Italy—Each Different
How to make a little girl happy! Twelve imported unbreakable dolls to add to her doll collection. Petite dolls, each three inches tall with pretty little hand painted faces, imitation hair and handsewn dresses. Imported from Italy. Complete set of Ar

IMPORTED CORNUCOPIA . . .
THE HORN OF PLENTY!
Fill it with fruit, flowers, holly or gay Christmas ornaments and let it highlight your holiday table! Made of sweet, strong willow reed, natural color. Two small feet on bottom for support, a ring on the side so it may be hung on the wall with greens. Size 18 1/2" long, 6 1/2" opening. Only .89c ppd.

MESS LESS PET
Folks will squeal, women will scream, it's so real! He's a finger puppet, but don't tell! Quick animated movements make the mouse appear VERY MUCH ALIVE! Soft white fur with handy eyes, the answer to anyone that wants a pet, but doesn't want the bother of a live one. More than a puppet, he'll sit up, nibble, beg to YOUR command. Extra mousey! 59c each ppd. 2 for $1 ppd.

MAKES CRUSHED ICE ALL READY TO USE!
Imagine! Crushed ice ready-made in your refrigerator—all set to use instantly anytime you wish—for drinks, seafood, relishes, hors d'oeuvres, fruits, juices, ice packs, etc. One twist and presto—a bowl of ice chips! Amazing new flexible polyethylene crushed-ice tray replaces ordinary ice cube tray. Preserves slim wafers at once! Order today. 55c each ppd.

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS.
Send Check or M.O. No C.O.D.'s or Stamps. Please Send for Big FREE CHRISTMAS Gift Catalog SPENCER GIFTS, 908 Spencer Building, Atlantic City, N. J.

SMORGASBORD SILVER
IMPORTED FROM NORWAY
Gleaming hand-crafted fork and spoon, imported from Norway to add distinction to your table. A dainty 4 1/2" inches long, the fork is perfect for pickles, olives— the spoon for jelly, sauces, nuts. Finest Norwegian silverplate, beautifully finished. GIFT BOXED $25.00 postpaid sequel house 4323 Lovers Lane, P.O. Box 7991-G Dallas 9, Texas

DE LUXE SET for the card player: aluminum table and four chairs permanently ano-

dized in gold! The chair seats are upholstered in foam rubber and covered with leather-like plastic. This set will make an impressive and an important Christmas gift. $99.50. Express collect. Avra Industries, Box 8654, Washington, D. C.

Fairy-like tree ornaments from Germany are shown here. Note the bird with real feathers in its tail; the concave balls with beautifully colored scenes and angels. Start collecting lovely ornaments like these and your tree will be an exhibition piece. $3. a doz; $1.69 a half doz. Ppd. J. J. Anthony, Box 402, Milwaukee, Wis.

Exquisite miniatures scaled 1" to the foot are shown here. The drop leaf table has turned legs, is made of cherry and maple. $8.25. The rocker has turned spindles, a scoop seat. It is made of pine and mahogany. $10. Each is a copy of a museum piece. Both are about 4" high. Ppd. Cranford, Box 8, La Grangeville, N. Y.
AROUND

When you travel be sure to take along the case shown here! It contains a two cup electric percolator, a ½ pint Thermos, two containers for sugar and coffee, two spoons, a cocktail shaker, 4 highball glasses, 4 shot glasses! Cover is wheat-color washable canvas. 13" x 12" x 9". $45. ppd. T. Anthony, 751 Madison, N. Y.

Fish handle bottle opener made of solid cast brass is a fine appointment for an executive office, for the host's bar. Masculine in size (it's 5 ½" long), it is highly burnished and lacquered to prevent tarnish. Order several for last minute gift giving. $1.49 postpaid. Agnestrom Ltd., HG, 120 Pearl Street, New York.

Make your own felt pillows! Send for the pillow kit which contains cut-to-size felt, a 12" pillow (square or round), trimmings and instructions. Shown: the Tic-tac-toe design and the Imperial Eagle. Other designs are available, too. $3.50 postpaid for one pillow kit. From Beverly Baker, Box 427, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

GENUINE MOROCCAN HANDBAG

This gift of true elegance is our newest import from French Morocco. You'll be proud to own this real beauty. Handmade of soft Sheepskin leather, with long leather drawstrings to carry on arm. It's 13" long, 11 ½" wide, sufficient to hold everything you wish to carry. Attractively handtooled In gold; $4.95 comes in 5 colors: Red, Green, P.P.D. Tan, Maroon. Yellow. Tax incl.

FREE with each order; a gold tooled Moroccan change purse $1 value.

P. W. FLEMING, Importer
303 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

GUARANTEED TO BLOOM UP TO 6 LONG WEEKS!

"Traditional Symbol of Christmas"

EXOTIC FRESH FLOWERS FROM FAR-AWAY AFRICA!

Box of 25 Star of Bethlehem flowers at peak of bloom. Larger, more glorious arrangements made with 2 or 3 boxes.

$25 FOR $3.50

1 box of 25 Star of Bethlehem flowers

Shipped postpaid anywhere in U. S. Add 3% Sales Tax for N. Y. C. Delivery

These snow-white fresh flowers open into a glory of perfect stars—from 10 to 20 on each cut stem. Delivered before Christmas; will blossom at their loveliest throughout Christmas week and last beyond the New Year! Gift box contains instructions for care and inspiring story of Star of Bethlehem. Order now—quantities limited!

Queen Anne

ENGLISH REPRODUCTION

SILVER PLATE

6 Piece Dinner Service $10.95

ROBERT ENSKO, INC.
632 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

Sea Food Servers

Imprinted large white porcelain sea shells (5 x 3 ⅜" inches) outlined in gold, for shrimp or other seafood. Removable two-ounce sauce cups are decorated with lobsters, crabs, et cetera in seaweed colors. Distinctive accessory to your fine dinner service; equally impressive as individual ash trays and cigarette cups.

Sea Food Servers 4 sets, 8 pieces $6.75 ppd.

No C.O.D.'s, please.

World Treasures
656 Main Avenue
Passaic, N. J.

CHRISTMAS TRAY

Hand Decorated

Christmas Tree design in bright colors on Red, Green, Black, or Ivory metal tray. Slate second choice. 11 inches in diameter. Chip and alcohol resistant. Perfect for Holiday television snacks. Each tray is boxed and gift wrapped with our own hand-blocked label. A wonderful buy at $1.95 postpaid, or four trays to one address for $5.80 postpaid.

THE CAROLINA MOUNTAIN SHOP
CASHIERS, NORTH CAROLINA

This cast brass STATIONERY RACK is the perfect complement for a lovely desk. Highly ornamented with cherubs, garlands and pierced panels, it has two compartments for note paper and a decorative brass handle. About 8" x 3 ½".

Money Back Guaranteed only $5.95 postpaid

Send check or money order, No C.O.D.'s, please.

HENRY KERNER GIFTS
91 Allen Street, Dept. B, New York 2, N. Y.
Old-Fashioned Ice Skating and Skiing Party

Christmas Eve at the North Pole

Christmas Eve at the North Pole

Complete Set, 30 pieces.

$3.95 Post Paid

SEND FOR FREE FOLDER

Art Craft Products P.O. Box 389, Norwalk 11, Conn.

Flacon of Perfume—IT SPRAYS!

Wondrous Dancing Mist fragrance, in a golden metal flacon with built-in spray mechanism! Lipstick size! Entirely self-contained, and leak-proof.

When empty, you can refill it yourself again and again with more perfume, or with any other liquid.

You will love it! Be the envy of your friends—each will want one too!

The flacon is filled with Dancing Mist fragrance—a perfume that invites romance and gaiety.

Buy several for birthdays, prizes and gifts, and for Christmas. Mail your order NOW.

No C.O.D.'s.

SOLD BY MAIL ONLY

$2.20 postpaid

3 for $5.50 postpaid

(Tax included)

COPYRIGHT 1951, GAYLORD WOOD

GAYLORD WOOD

2126 N. Andrews, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.

SALT and PEPPER in a New Light!

Cords Milwaukee

716 N. Water St.

Milwaukee 2, Wis.

Personalized ASH TRAYS

For the Crowd!

50, only $1.50

There's never a lack of ash trays—when you use these handsome metal foil trays—personalized with your own name or initials! Scatter them about when the crowd comes, and keep everybody happy. Use them for many parties—or, because they're so inexpensive, throw them away, and save cleaning time. Made of heavy rigid board, they're lined with bright, burn-proof felt in sparkling colors of red, green, gold or silver—and stylishly embossed. Give them as Christmas Gifts, too! 100 only $2.95. Set of 150, postpaid only.$1.50

Send by mail. Be sure to print plainly. Send also for FREE Gift Catalog

HORACE ANDERSON'S GIFTCRAFT SHOP

1224 E. 47th Street

Chicago 15, Ill.

R.S.V.P., in this instance is a charming metal basket filled with stationery. 150 sheets and 50 self-sealing envelopes come printed with your name and address. Colors: white, blue or gray. Priced at $4.95 ppd. Edith Chapman, Nyack, N.Y.

Tri-color flashlight to tuck in the toe of Papa's Christmas stocking. It flashes a red, green or white light. Case is made of metal and plastic finished in black and silver. About 23" long. $2.75 postpaid without batteries. (It works on standard batteries.) From Carleton, Department HG11, 433 Springfield Ave., Summit, N. J.
Westmoreland has been making fine glassware by the same meticulous hand methods for sixty-five years. Craftsmanship and fidelity to detail have consistently distinguished the name "Westmoreland" on glassware for two generations.

Send 10¢ in coin for 32-page booklet of Westmoreland Reproductions.

WESTMORELAND GLASS COMPANY
GRAPEVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
In the time-honored Salterini tradition—
today's trend...tomorrow's classic!

Dream-inspired design, to be sure—but no mere flight of fancy... for here is fine wrought iron furniture with a difference... created by famed Maurizio Tempestini of Florence to achieve a sublime marriage of imaginative new beauty and real old-fashioned comfort. The styling is practical, durable... the beauty is fluent, clean-lined, timeless... embodying a gracious warmth that adapts so easily, so perfectly to the cordiality of your home. Today, as in decades past, these are the furniture fashions that set the trend... Salterini, of course—the classic standard of excellence.

Shown in photo: Sectionals—armless (K560/23); right arm (K560/31); left arm (K560/41); corner table (K5625); cocktail table with wicker base (K5535); club chair (K564); ottoman (K56); elliptical bar, left foreground (K564); in foreground, circular dining table (K575); side chairs (K72); buffet (K5658); wicker table (K5658). Spring-filled seat cushions; button-tufted, cartridge cushion back. All pieces with Neva-Rust frames, available in nine custom finishes. Priced at selected stores everywhere and through interior decorators.

for finer living...

Salterini of course!

JOHN B. SALTERINI CO., INC., 510 EAST 72nd STREET, NEW YORK 21

It is not genuine Salterini without this seal on the frame.

The William Holdens like Wunda Weve in Forest Green

To emphasize the friendly charm of their living room, the William Holdens chose Forest Green Wunda Weve—cool and fresh looking, soft as spring moss underfoot. No carpet you could choose can match the decorative beauty of Wunda Weve...its rich texture, sparkling colors, deep pile. And no other carpets give you such practical qualities. Wunda Weve is loom woven for long wear of the sturdiest cotton yarns...guaranteed colorfast, pre-shrunk, fully washable. Best of all, Wunda Weve gives you so much elegance at such reasonable cost. You can have it wall-to-wall or in any size rug (including scatters), in 16 lovely colors.

FREE BOOKLET WITH COLOR WHEEL: See Wunda Weve carpets in America's finest homes! Dial decorator color schemes for your rooms with the Wunda Weve Color Wheel! Write Belshag Mills, Inc., 205-Q River St., Greenville, S. C. In Canada: Maguires Ltd., 2536 Granville St., Vancouver 9, B. C.
The sweep of contemporary simplicity in this furniture by Heritage-Henredon blends the warmth and beauty of tradition with the most modern luxury.

U. S. Koylon Foam Cushioning tailors so handsomely, it almost fools the eye about the wonderful comfort to be found here. So deeply restful, and lasting in beauty—U. S. Koylon is used in the finest of furniture, for perfection of design. For example, only with Foam could you have these amazingly long sofa seats, or such precise button tufting. In furniture where every detail is exquisite—you'll find U. S. Koylon Foam. Circa '60 furniture is available at fine stores near you, or write Heritage-Henredon, High Point, North Carolina.
Italian Translations of the beautiful fabrics that never need ironing

Dazzling everyone . . . Cohama's radically new fabrics woven of Fiberglas yarns . . . textures that look and feel and glow like something from wonderland . . . colors stolen from mosaics . . . Italian influenced prints! Hard to believe drapery fabrics so lovely could wash at home without a touch of ironing? It's true! All Fiberglas fabrics are so practical they can't wrinkle, shrink, stretch, mildew, burn. Decorative Fabrics, Owens-Corning Fiberglas, New York 22, N. Y.
What a dramatic change in the candlewick!

Here is the candlewick bedspread of tomorrow—for you today. Its "tufts" are tiny tight buds of yarn, so woven into the bedspread as to create the beautiful pattern you see in the photograph.

This is "Futura," a bedspread years ahead of itself. It is one of Morgan-Jones' pace-setting new TexturTuft bedspreads... nothing like them from any other manufacturer... the news-making bedspreads that create dramatic new effects in home decoration.

TexturTuft bedspreads are being featured for your home—and gift giving—by the finest stores from coast-to-coast. See them soon!

TexturTuft by Morgan-Jones

MORGAN-JONES, INC., 58 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK 13, N.Y.

Mills in North Carolina
A new club with headquarters in Rome and Paris offers a charming service for a very small subscription! For $3.50 the club will have mailed from Italy or from France twelve Christmas cards to any twelve people on your list. Your choice: a religious or a secular card. Old World Christmas Card Club, Westbury, N. Y.

Off to Grandma’s for the weekend with a red plaid trunk ($2.69) and a matching model’s hatbox ($1.75). A young visitor will take great delight in being sent if she’s the proud owner of this set. Predominating color: red. The first name is marked in white. Ppd. Order from Meredith’s, HG, Evanston 23, Illinois.

Four season plaques copied after the fashion of Josiah Wedgwood. Made of unglazed porcelain, the bas-relief figures are white, the background colors are either pale pink or pale green. Each about 5½” X 3½” X 1½”, $5.95 postpaid the set of four. Order from Zenith Gifts, Inc., Department HG, Evanston 23, Illinois.

**GRESHAM WOODS**

**MATCH MATES**

Bow tie & cufflinks for Him and for Her.

All cut from The Same Cloth (pure silk plaid) by famed designer Judy Modell! Adjutable bow tie & cufflinks only $3.95 the set. Get two sets, one for You & one for Him. Extra Matching earnings $1.50 the pair. Choice of the following Tartans; red, green, navy, black, yellow. Gift boxed.

**THE BOMIGGIE**

Gleaming Brass Shoes

SOLID BRASS SHOE ASTHARY

Hand engraved and imported from India. Wonderful as something different in gift exchanges, and the perfect “little gift” for those who have everything.

Attarctively gift boxed, only $1.00 per pair

We pay postage, no C.O.D.’s, please.

3047 Granville Road, Columbus 11, Ohio

**HUTCHINGS AND MARMADUKE**

**WRIGHT IRON & CO.**

_PANA MA BENCH_

outstanding bay of 14” high

_1" bench_ _stool_

_bass seat_ _ottoman_

Handsome...Handy..."At Home" throughout the house

You’re just seconds from “tot and neat” seats for those who dress for comfort and formality. Choose from American decors with our distinctive hand forged iron bases of our unique designs, of iron and wrought steel...truly American craftsmanship...amazingly durable, extraordinarily beautiful. So you may select for your home the most pleasant of unique furnishings. Send to department H G for your copy.

Write to department H G for your copy.

**THE FELICES**

Dept. HG-11, Boonston, N. J.

302 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

**MATCHES**

Btie & CUFFLINKS SET

For Him and for Her.

$7.00 ppd.

WROUGHT IRON & PANAMA BENCH

300 Gift Ideas...

in our new Christmas Catalogue.

Silver, crystal, jewelry, decorative accessories in woods and metals, children’s fracks, Christmas cards and many others.

Four season plaques copied after the fashion of Josiah Wedgwood. Made of unglazed porcelain, the bas-relief figures are white, the background colors are either pale pink or pale green. Each about 5½” X 3½” X 1½”, $5.95 postpaid the set of four. Order from Zenith Gifts, Inc., Department HG, Evanston 23, Illinois.

**DO IT YOURSELF.**

Saw by spending a few pleasant hours substituting the big handsome bench. It’s 32” long, 19½” wide, 17½” high. Kit contains completely assembled hard-wood frame, finished legs, all materials needed, and detailed instructions describing and picturing each step. Sold individually by the piece, or as a set. Shipping bond, 15½” x 24½”, $26; carving knife, 14” length, $15; sprayer’s assistant, 11” length, $12, mast sizer, 15” length, $12; complete set, $61. All prices delivered. You must be completely satisfied—or return to us for immediate refund, using the return label and gummed receipt. Immediate shipment the same day your order is received.

**331 SHOP**

271 BROOKSIDE LANE

GLENCOE, ILLINOIS

Fill a “Horn Of Plenty” with FRUITS THAT KEEP THAT LUSCIOUS LOOK FOREVER! For a gay, festive holiday table and throughout the year, our famous Gay Deciever® prints look so real that look in real you’ll want to sit right down on them—...at (keep their real feel always) they’re just slightly larger than real. The illustrated assortment includes handsome 1½” “Horn Of Plenty” basket, 1 bunch green grapes, 2 peaches, 1 lemon, 1 lime, 1 orange, 1 pomegranate. Arrange them as you like—...in the ornamental or in your own container. Kit with enough fabrics, size, scents, and accessories that you don’t have buying the materials and the supplies for your own work. For more information write to department H G for your copy.

Complete, as illustrated $8.85 ppd. Fruit alone $2.00 ppd.

**Horn Of Plenty** alone $2.00 ppd.

Write for FREE Full-Color Flower Arranging Guide Matt orders Promptly Filled

**MATCHES**

BOW TIE & CUFFLINKS FOR HIM AND FOR HER.

All cut from The Same Cloth (pure silk plaid) by famed designer Judy Modell! Adjustable bow tie & cufflinks only $3.95 the set. Get two sets, one for You & one for Him. Extra Matching earnings $1.50 the pair. Choice of the following Tartans; red, green, navy, black, yellow. Gift boxed.

**THE BOMIGGIE**

3047 Granville Road, Columbus 11, Ohio

**MATCHES**

BOW TIE & CUFFLINKS FOR HIM AND FOR HER.

All cut from The Same Cloth (pure silk plaid) by famed designer Judy Modell! Adjustable bow tie & cufflinks only $3.95 the set. Get two sets, one for You & one for Him. Extra Matching earnings $1.50 the pair. Choice of the following Tartans; red, green, navy, black, yellow. Gift boxed.

**THE FELICES**

Dept. HG-11, Boonston, N. J.

302 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

**MATCHES**

BOW TIE & CUFFLINKS FOR HIM AND FOR HER.

All cut from The Same Cloth (pure silk plaid) by famed designer Judy Modell! Adjustable bow tie & cufflinks only $3.95 the set. Get two sets, one for You & one for Him. Extra Matching earnings $1.50 the pair. Choice of the following Tartans; red, green, navy, black, yellow. Gift boxed.

**THE FELICES**

Dept. HG-11, Boonston, N. J.

302 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
CAR-MAC

Clever gadget of 24-karat gold plate holds your car and private keys together when you want them that way and uncoils at the flick of a finger to let you use them separately. Park your car and take personal and trunk keys with you. Of tawny pigeon and 24-karat gold plate. $1.95 postpaid.

(No C.O.D.'s).

"LAZY LEG" Helps Drivers

Just slip "Lazy Leg" on your accelerator pedal and give your right foot a rest while driving. With new "Lazy Leg" you can accelerate with either left or right foot at any time. Fits any car and all makes. $3.95 postpaid.

(No C.O.D.'s).

Lovely miniature. This charming little harp is modeled in bronze color plastic. And it has a liner for you to fill with soil and crisp green vines. Why don't you fill several and give them away as gifts? About 11" high x 7" wide. $1.25 postpaid. Order from House of Schiller, 180 North Wacker Drive, Chicago.

The mitten tree for your house is the one shown here. Made of a pine bough mounted on a green finished plaque, it has six red dowels from which to hang both wet and dry mittens. Background decoration is a snowy fir tree. $2.95 plus 35c postage. Order from Foster House, Dept. HG, 430 S. Jefferson St., Peoria, Illinois.

Dramatic earring: this ebony and sterling silver design. Ear button and pendant are made of polished ebony; rings and mountings are sterling silver. This set is handmade by a fine artist. Length: 2 1/4". $22.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Hutchings-Marmaduke, 260 AIME Kearny Building, San Francisco, California.

The newest in luggage. Hanging capacity of full-size wardrobe trunk, weighs only 26 lbs. Holds 12 men's suits or 20 to 30 dresses. It goes right along in your car, cab or plane eliminating transportation disadvantages of wardrobe trunk. Blue or Green Plaid, leather bound; French Sedel Canvas, Brown Duck: $108.35. In Wheat Canvas with Alligator Grained Cowhide binding, Blue Gabardine with White Rawhide Binding: $98.45. Prepaid tax included.

T. ANTHONY

SPECIALISTS IN LUGGAGE

1630 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

These decorative hard to find funnel, made of glazed white porcelain, ornamented with hand painted designs, come tied together with colorful rafia. Hang these little beauties near the spice cabinet—use to fill salt and pepper shakers. $1.00 ppd. (No C.O.D.'s)

INSIDE CALIFORNIA

224 Second St., Manhattan Beach, Calif.
AROUND

Fire irons should be selected with care because they are a lifetime investment. Shown here is a set of handsome irons hand-wrought of iron and brass. Classic in design, this set can be used in any decorative scheme: traditional, contemporary, rustic. $24 exp. coll. From Detroit Mantel & Tile, 1431 Farmer St., Detroit, Mich.

Primitive masques made of cast aluminum make a dramatic note in a modern room. Shown here are masques finished in satin black and decorated with Medusa-like brass hair. Each measures 9" high x 5" wide. $7.50 postpaid for one. Order from The Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studios, Department HG, Wheeling, Illinois.

A sporting man will like this imported smoking set. It's Limoges porcelain decorated with charming scenes of harness horses. $15 for lighter; $4.50 for cigarette urn; $2.95 for oval tray. Predominating colors: red or green. Add 65c for postage. Order from Alfred Orlik Ltd., Department HG, 745 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Amazing New TOLE HANGING LAMP
No wires to connect. Imagine, now you can change a lighting fixture with a twist of the wrist. Wherever a light bulb can be screwed in, you can hang this delightful lamp! It's red tole metal trimmed with shining brass... 8" dia., 9½" high. Has opal glass reflector. Takes 100 watt replaceable bulb.

NEW WROUGHT IRON SWITCH PLATES
A Gift of Distinction to Give or Keep
These attractive, practical and durable electric switch ornaments of sturdy black metal are designed to add warmth and beauty to the walls of any style home... from Provincial to Empire to Modern. Each rich looking wrought iron scalloped framed plate fits over any wall switch or outlet. Ideal for any room in the house... living room, kitchen, bedroom, den, office, etc.

(22) Single switch $1.35 ea. (22) Triple switch $1.95 ea. (22) Double switch $1.65 ea. (22) Combination switch and outlet $1.95 ea.

For no C.O.D.'s please. We pay postage. Money refunded if not delighted. ORDER NOW!

Laurie & Co. Dept. 2-G
307 3rd Avenue New York 17, N. Y.

NEW WROUGHT IRON SWITCf PLATES
For All Your CAT-OWNING FRIENDS
the Perfect Gift is—
CATS MAGAZINE
Each monthly issue is filled with Articles, Fiction, Poems, Pictures, News—All About All Kinds of Cats. Send only $3.50 for the first subscription; only $3.00 for each additional one. (samples, 35c)

For Your CHRISTMAS Catalog
Mrs. Wiggin's Mail Box
474 Wolfeboro, N. H.

Screws in like a light bulb!

GOLDEN SNOWFLAKES
against a smart black ground make a heavy metal tray a joy to entertain with and a decorative piece for any room. It is chip resistant, alcohol proof, 19 inches across, and gift boxed for your convenience. $5.25 postpaid, please add 50c for postage. Order from Alfred Orlik Ltd., Department HG, 745 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Send 10c for Christmas Catalog

Ruth Brawer
Box 6055, Dept. HG-5
Tucson, Arizona

REGULATING CHEESE MICE
have pink ears and sharp tails to scatter a bit of cheese. So gather your guests around a big cheese and let them help themselves. Just as good for creeping up on an olive, too. Cute for a stocking present, or to tie up to take to your favorite hostess when you make your Christmas call. Assorted pastel colors: 2 for $1.00; $3.95 a dozen.

Laurie & Co.
Dept. 2-G
307 3rd Avenue New York 17, N. Y.

For Your CHRISTMAS Catalog
Mrs. Wiggin's Mail Box
474 Wolfeboro, N. H.

STERLING or GOLD RINGS
MATCHING FRIENDSHIP BANDS
for MEN or WOMEN
A wonderful way to seal a friendship. Exchange these wide solid Sterling Silver or 14 kt. Gold plate rings. Modern and simple in design, %. wide, with beveled edges. Equally attractive when worn on ring or small pinkie finger. Wonderful value at $2.95 ea. or $5 for two.

Send 10c for Christmas Catalog

Sterling or Gold Rings
21 Station Rd.
Haverford 6, Pa.

FLOOD YOUR CEILING WITH 40 CONSTELLATIONS

Sterling or Gold Rings
21 Station Rd.
Haverford 6, Pa.

STRAIGHT or GOLD RINGS
MATCHING FRIENDSHIP BANDS
for MEN or WOMEN
A wonderful way to seal a friendship. Exchange these wide solid Sterling Silver or 14 kt. Gold plate rings. Modern and simple in design, %. wide, with beveled edges. Equally attractive when worn on ring or small pinkie finger. Wonderful value at $2.95 ea. or $5 for two.

Send 10c for Christmas Catalog

Elizabeth McCaffrey
Dept. C11
Orange, New Jersey

For Your CHRISTMAS Catalog
Mrs. Wiggin's Mail Box
474 Wolfeboro, N. H.

GOLDEN SNOWFLAKES
against a smart black ground make a heavy metal tray a joy to entertain with and a decorative piece for any room. It is chip resistant, alcohol proof, 19 inches across, and gift boxed for your convenience. $5.25 postpaid, please add 50c for postage. Order from Alfred Orlik Ltd., Department HG, 745 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Send 10c for Christmas Catalog

Ruth Brawer
Box 6055, Dept. HG-5
Tucson, Arizona

REGULATING CHEESE MICE
have pink ears and sharp tails to scatter a bit of cheese. So gather your guests around a big cheese and let them help themselves. Just as good for creeping up on an olive, too. Cute for a stocking present, or to tie up to take to your favorite hostess when you make your Christmas call. Assorted pastel colors: 2 for $1.00; $3.95 a dozen.

Laurie & Co.
Dept. 2-G
307 3rd Avenue New York 17, N. Y.

For Your CHRISTMAS Catalog
Mrs. Wiggin's Mail Box
474 Wolfeboro, N. H.
SHOPPING

Make a rug with the kit put up by Rebecca's Studio and you will be the proud possessor of a future heirloom. Kit contains stamped burlap (20" x 44"), a hand-made hook, enough colored wool strips for the center floral design and instructions. $6.90 postpaid the kit. From Rebecca's Rugs, Box 445, Walnut Ridge, Arkansas.

A bugle call is a stirring sound! If you want to be stimulated while doing the house work, the gardening, do give Junior this gold-finished plastic trumpet. It comes with a music stand and a book of bugle calls, marches and brave songs. Case is beige color. $4. postpaid. Bradlee Products, HG., 550 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Make a monkey for your youngster with the aid of this clever kit. It contains knitted socks which you stuff and colorful yarn (red, yellow, green, blue) to make gay pompoms. When finished the monkey measures 19" high. $1.45 ppd. complete with instructions. Decor by Delanor, HG. 1227 10th Ave. N., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
AROUND

English brass decoration to bring sunlight into a winter room: the umbrella shaped wall planters. Fill them with trailing greenery and hang them in almost any room in the house. You will enjoy the happy effect they create. They are tarnish proof, too. $15.95 postpaid the set of four. Add 50c West of Miss. Holton.

Festive decoration for the dining room door: a Santa Claus slip cover for the door knob. It's made of angora knitted in the likeness of Mr. Claus. Hat is red; face and whiskers are white; eyes are blue beads. And a brass bell tinkles musically from the hat. $3. ppd. Natalie Fielding, Dept. HG., 550 Fifth Ave., New York.

Decorative plates: these Chinese flower plates. Hand decorated with the traditional flowers of the four seasons: Iris (spring); Lotus (summer); Chrysanthemum (autumn); Plum blossom (winter). $15.50 postpaid the set of four. Add 50c West of Miss. From Frederick's, Dept. HG., Highland Terrace, York, Pa.

PERFECT XMAS GIFT DIRECT FROM JAPAN

Genuine Cultured Pearl Necklace

Buying direct from PEARL CULTIVATORS

IN JAPAN

Does this!!!

Postpaid Rush your order today to be in time for Christmas. Just send INTERNATIONAL POSTAL MONEY ORDER

Each necklace is made up with nearly 100 pearls. Each is an individual piece, with plate of safety pearls, and shipped in a striking gift box. It will be the delight of every girl and woman.

Also necklaces at: $14.95; $19.50

LUSTERPEARL INC.
1092 Dharanmachi, Setagaya, Tokyo, Japan.
107 NO. SANTA ANITA AVE. ARCADIA, CALIF.

SAVE 50% OF COST

Now! PRE-ASSEMBLED, READY TO TRIM AND FINISH INTERIOR ADJUSTABLE Shutters

A few spare hours, plus a saw, plane, screw driver (and some sandpaper, stain or paint) are all you need to fit, finish and install these authentic replicas INTERIOR ADJUSTABLE SHUTTERS to fit your doors or windows. Send inside measurements of doors or windows for low price of these beautiful, new, pre-assembled shutters. No nailing or gluing required. Instructions with each Knock-Down Shutter order. Send only 35c for new illustrated brochure.

H.24

KING SIZE BEDSPREADS and coverlets. Send 10c for each set of colors in the fabrics desired.

Everglaze Chintz Coverlet... 21.00

Pinwale Corduroy Coverlet... 22.95

Pinwale Corduroy Bedspread... 27.95

Denim Bedspread... 16.95

Sneaker Bedspread... 16.95

Chromspun Coverlet... 29.00

Chromspun Bedspread... 29.00

"Moonglow" Coverlet... 25.00

"Moonglow" Bedspread... 29.95

Available also in King Size

Combed Percale Sheets... 7.95

Wamsutta "Supercala" Sheets... 14.95

Wamsutta Mattress Pads... 10.95

North Star All-Wool Blanket... 29.50

"Early American" HEIRLOOM woven cotton bedspreads at a very moderate price. Attractive reproductions of an early American masterpiece. Handsome loop pile overlay design has been worked on both sides to make the bedspread reversible. Crease resistant... washable... requires no ironing. Antique ivory-white shade. Twin or full, each 14.95.

COLTEN'S

1351 BEACON ST., BROOKLINE, MASS.

Send 15c for illustrated CATALOGUE.

15 COLORS! DELUXE EVERGLAZE CHINTZ

Here is our finest chintz ensemble in a choice of new 1955 colors that mix-and-match beautifully. The scalloped coverlet is meticulously quilted... the dust ruffle extra fully gathered for that bountiful look. Draperies are 40" wide to the pair pinch-pleated. (May be specially ordered any width or length.) Send 10c for chintz color samples.

Twin Coverlet... 17.95

Full Coverlet... 22.95

King Size, special ordered... 27.95

Twin Dust Ruffle, fully gathered... 6.95

Full Dust Ruffle, fully gathered... 7.95

63" Drapes... 5.50

90" Drapes... 6.95

Vanity Skirt... 7.95

Pillow Sham... 3.95

Chintz by-the-yard available.

Add 50c for postage and handling charges to each order... regardless of size or zone.

COMFRED FINE PINWALE Corduroy

You'll admire the rich decorating quality of our velvet-soft, fine pinwale corduroy... whether you mix-and-match bedspreads and ensemble pieces for your bedroom... or use a wall of draperies for your living room. Our pinwale corduroy is completely washable (dry clean only if monogrammed). Send 10c for set of corduroy color samples.

Twin Spreads, usually 22.50... 13.95

Full Spreads, usually 35.00... 15.95

King Size (special ordered)... 27.95

63" Drapes... 9.95

81" Drapes... 11.95

90" Drapes... 12.95

Twin Coverlets (Scallop)... 12.95

Full Coverlets (Scallop)... 14.95

King Size (special ordered)... 22.95

19" Square Toss Pillow (kapok)... 3.95

14" Round Toss Pillow (kapok)... 3.50

Corduroy by-the-yard available

Studio Couch Slip Covers in hunter green, brown, red, pine or charcoal only, (76 x 33 x 18 in. size). Complete with 3 Pillow Covers. 17.95

Studio Cover only... 11.95

“EARLY AMERICAN” Heirloom Designs...

- Woven cotton bedspreads at a very moderate price.
- Attractive reproductions of early American masterpieces.
- Handsome loop pile overlay design on both sides.
- Reversible, crease resistant, washable.
- Antique ivory-white shade.
- Available in twin or full sizes, each for 14.95.

MONOGRAM

Embroidered or monogrammed. Send 10c for illustrated colors chart, $5.00.
The Verse
Initials Spell Your Own Name

We will write a warm, sincere verse with the initials spelling your own name, as "the john masons" is spelled downward by the verse pictured. Last two lines call attention to initials spelling your name. There's room for up to 21 lines (besides those spelling "the"). Your address (or, if you prefer, "christmas 1954") is on cover. All in raised silver on velvety deep-blue paper. French-folded to 4¾" x 5½". With white envelopes. 25-33.45; 50-$5.95; 75-$8.45; 100-$10.95; 250-$22.50. Each over 250—9c. Postpaid.

Miles Kimball
129 Bond St. - Oshkosh, Wisconsin

Handsomer Modern Crystal
AT A TRULY AMAZING PRICE
They look in all ways like expensive Swedish sham bottom lead crystal! Gleaming, beautifully styled modern Crystal Bowls, 6" dim., with matching Plates. An inspiration for desserts, fruits, sauces, berries.

8 Bowls 8 Plates All 16 Pcs.
Prepaid $3.50 Prepaid $3.50 Prepaid $8.75

MALCOLM'S
526 N. Charles St., Baltimore-1, Md.

LAMP TO CROW ABOUT!
This provincial lamp leads a dual life! Use it hanging from your wall or standing on a table. The ceramic salt-box base is hand painted with a jaunty rooster, has a hinged wood cover. Makes a wonderful planter, tool The oval parchment shade is gaily decorated with matching roosters. Lamp measures 14" high; shade, 9" wide. 60c postage Card inc.

WRITE NOW FOR FREE XMAS CATALOG

ZENITH GIFTS Inc
55-B Chestnut St.
Boston 10, Mass.

SHOPPING

Flying cupids: These exquisite reproductions of antique Limoges will make a charming note in your traditional room. Made of white porcelain, each is highlighted with gold accents. Note how well the pair are matched! Each measures about 6½". $2.95 postpaid the pair. Seth & Jed, H.G., New Marlboro, Mass.

Blacksmith bench filled with luscious seafood: clam and fish chowder; clam bisque; Newburg sauce; devilled kippers; lobster spread; Maine sardines! Bench is hand-rubbed pine fitted with a wrought-iron handle. There's good eating in these nine tins! $8.95 ppd. From Saltwater Farms, Damariscotta, Maine.

Christmas cards which express your individuality is the business of Russell Snow. If you will send a negative or a print of your favorite photograph, firm will reproduce it on deckle edge cards. The negative will be returned, too. $1.50 for 25 cards and envelopes. Add 25c. Russell Snow. Dept. 32X, Waltham, Mass.

COLONIAL FOOTSTOOL
This handsome footstool is a fine reproduction of an Old Hitchcock stool used in Colonial days. Beautifully finished by master craftsmen in black and gold, antique maple, cherry and light and dark pine. Top is moulded of 2" pine. Sturdy rock maple legs, 14" x 9" x 8½". Please state finish wanted.

Only 16.95 Postpaid

TEMPLETON CRAFTSMEN
Dept. 214
Templeton, Mass.

Fire-Liter in the modern manner
Light your fire the easy, modern way — use "Fire-Liter" . . . the handsome, decorative polished solid brass AUTOMATIC lighter. Never fail! Just an instant to remove the safety cap, flip the wheel — and presto! — your fire is going just as nice as you please! Warm and cozy. ENJOY your fire-place without the annoyance of smoke getting in your eyes . . . without the pain of scorched fingers. Wonderful, too, for your outdoor fire-places. HARMONIZES WITH YOUR ANDIRON SET. Works on ordinary lighter fluid. Polished to a high finish protected finish. This 15" handy "Fire-Liter" is marvelous for giving or owning. Comes with a sturdy, lifetime ring for hanging.

For a limited time only $4.98
Take Advantage of Special Low Price Offer — Send Your Order Today.
Send check, cash, or M.O. — we pay postage. C.O.D.'s Accepted — you pay postage charges.

JET-HEET INC., Dept. M, Englewood, N. J.
AROUND

For a handsome man: a handsome terry cloth robe. Shown here: the Martex terry cloth monogrammed robe. It comes in many colors: white or maize. Have the three-letter marking worked in any color. Medium (36 to 40); large (42 to 44); extra large (46 to 48). $16.95 plus 65c. Schoenfeld, 38 East 57th Street, New York.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Beautiful bangle made of hand-wrought sterling silver. The all-over design "Bacchanal" is one of grapes and grape leaves. And it is wide: 1 3/4". Give one to a special person to cherish for a lifetime. $12.50 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Dorlicraft, Dept. HG, Box 251, Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Make your own drapes!

Five New Drapery Fabrics
only $1 a yard

New Carabao Nubby Weave $1 a yard
For draw drapes, panels, a dull-finish fabric with exquisite texture when the light comes through. You can't see through it. Turquoise, Spruce, Seasorn, Lime, Leaf Green, Light Beige, Rosè Beige, Rose Beige, Tea Rose, Cocoa, Caramal, Natural, Straw, Gold, White, Grey. 45" wide.

New Carabao Textured Weave $1 a yard

New Carabao Sheen Weave $1 a yard

Famous Carabao Shantung Weave $1 a yard ( pictured)
We have sold over half a million yards of this fabric. Cross dyed to give a two-tone textured effect. Medium weight, perfect for panel or draw drapes. Grey, Beige, Lime, Rosè Beige, Turquoise, Cocoa, Gold, Mint Green, Hunter Green, Sea Foam, Celadon, Red, Off White. 44" wide.

Carabao Metallic Print Shantung Fabric $1 a yard
Printed with non-tarnishable silver and gold. Hunter Green, Dusty Rose, Gold, Grey, Copper, Seafoam, Belge, White. 41" wide.

Custom Made Drapes
approx. $1.50 a yard
We will custom make to your window measurements from any of the above fabrics. Lined drapes also available.

Send 25c for swatches of all colors of all five fabrics.

Send for complete information, prices, directions for measuring.

CARABAO SPECIAL PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. GHT, 150 Columbus Ave., San Francisco, Calif.

Money Back Guarantee

Our Fifth Year of selling direct by mail.
**black beauties to glory your fireplace**

**LOG HOLDER**
Gives fireplaces a "well-dressed" look! An ideal holder and carrier that will not distort or buckle when loaded. The contoured body is heavy gauge steel, fashioned in an unusual modern design. Rubber-tipped legs are firmly welded to the body; has swing-type handle. Measures 23" x 16" x 6" high; comes in jet-black matte finish. $8.95 Postpaid

**ANDIRONS**
Ideal for any type fireplace; corner, island, or conventional. These andirons have a clean, open design and practical sloping construction that keeps logs nested for a better fire. Also of all-welded steel, with wide base plate... finishes is jet-black for beauty. 16" length for standard fireplaces for deep fireplaces $9.95 Postpaid $10.95 Postpaid

**FIRE BASKET**
Stylized to satisfy a flair for fashion! A Plucked and Tapered model for conventional front-opening fireplaces. Pitch keeps logs nested to the rear for a better fire. Taper contoured shape of fireplace. All-welded steel construction gives lifetime service... fireprove spot-black matte finish for beauty. Size: 24½" front x 15" deep x 20½" back. $10.95 Postpaid

**GIVE YOUR FIREPLACES A "WELL-DRESSED" LOOK!**

**CHROMOSPUN tapetta** coverlet which is quilted, scalloped and fitted with kick-pleat corners is shown here. Cherry, copper, mint, gray, yellow, blue, brown, pink, chartreuse, charcoal. Send 10c for swatches. $11.95 twin size; $12.95 double. Matching twin ruffle $6.95; double $7.95. Ppd. Colten's, 19 Central St., Wellesley, Mass.

**Chinese tole tray.** This bears a striking resemblance to the long-ago favorite, papier-mâché. Background is ink-black; decorations are multi-color. $3.50 for 16" x 13" tray; $3 for four matching canapé trays (6" x 4½"). Postpaid. Add 24c West of Miss. The Blue Wave, Hg. 5 Nason Court, Kennebunk, Maine.

**Electronic SMOKE HOUSE**
ONLY 5 W Postpaid

**CUSTOM-MADE**

**PRELIMINARY OFFER**

**FREE** with this issue—OPEN BOOK a valuable book containing over 300 designs for original and decorative woodcarvings. Send for your copy today. No obligation.

**THE Cache Pot**
Dept. 7 P.O. Box 121 Boston 1, Mass.
AROUND

Yo-yo bracelet. For fun at a party wear this handsome gold-plated bracelet with the (fake) pearl studded pillbox. The box contains a gold-plated yo-yo which works on a nylon string. You'll provoke astonished comment as you nonchalantly play your game. $5.95 postpaid. Tax incl. House-in-the-Garden, 19 Garden Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Red Riding Hood would covet this cotton flannel nightgown! Made in a peignoir fashion, it has long sleeves finished with snug ruffled wrists, a ruffled collar and a flounce at the hem. Naturally, the color is fire engine red! Sizes: 4 to 16. $4.95 postpaid. Order from Johnny Appleseed, Department HG., Box 5, Beverly, Mass.

A fine barometer hand-somely mounted in a traditionally designed trivet makes a decorative accessory for the well appointed room. Trivet is made of cast aluminum finished in black; barometer case is polished brass. An accurate thermometer is an added value. 9" X 16" X 2". $17.50 postpaid. Jonathan Pike, Peabody, Mass.

HANG-ITYOURSELF...PAINT-ITYOURSELF...

MUR-EL WASHABLE WALLPAPER MURAL

The newest idea in home decorating...complete kit of finest quality wall-paper to hang and paint-by-number. Designs up to 1250 sq. ft. wide. A variety of modern patterns for nursery, teen, playroom, bed in a choice of background colors. COMPLETELY WASHABLE MUR-EL'S are almost too fun for the whole family. Even the largest MUR-EL can be hung and painted in one day. Now you can have fine wallpaper murals at a fraction of the cost of ready-printed scenics. Complete MUR-EL kits sell for only $17.95 and $21.95. Send $2 for full-color illustrated catalog (refundable on order). MUR-EL Dept. H, 475 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

The Original
NAME BRACELET

Designed and handmade by Kraftsmen Frank Taylor . . . A gift with a personal touch that will delight girls of any age Any first name hand tooled on heavy Sterling Silver . . . Adjustable (for youngsters under 9, state age) . . . Please print clearly name desired . . . Order early for Xmas giving . . . Prompt delivery. Price $2.00 Gift boxed Postpaid, Federal tax included. TaylorCrafts P.O. Box 1023, St. Augustine 3, Florida

Sliding Saucer Sled

More thrilling fun, yet safer than a sled! You start at the top of a snowy slope, sitting safely inside the deep bowl, and down you go—spinning around and around in a series of circles! This big sled is made of extremely heavy gauge aluminum and is 4" deep and 25" across. Sturdy web hand straps and grommet for pull rope. Order No. S-1296, Sliding Saver, $4.95, postpaid.

Thrilling Snow Skates

The wonderful fun of skating and skiing combined in perfectly safe miniature skis! Steam-bent hardwood with grooved bottoms, fitted metal heel plate. Designed to fit any little Winter Sport from 3 to 12 years. 12½" long by 2½" wide. Adjustable straps. Order No. T-4337, Snow Skates. $1.79, pair, post.

HANDSOME SOLID BRASS STAMP and MATCHING TAPE DISPENSER

Keep Stamps and Tape Handy in one exquisite mission-style Stamp and Tape Dispenser. Stamp Holder holds roll of 500 stamps. Tape Dispenser holds 156 feet roll of cellulose tape. Double as chintz paper-weight! Polished hard brass, 6½" long, 4½" wide. A perfect gift for a friend at work or home. One postpaid, satisfaction guaranteed.

Stamp Holder 2.75; Tape Dispenser 4.25; Holder, Dispenser on Solid Walnut Desk Stand, (2 rolls of cellulose tape) 10.95. 4 Rolls of cellulose Tape 1.00.

Send For New Gift Catalog! P.O. Box 46, Dept. G-11, Park Ridge, Ill.

HANDSOME NEW TILE TABLE

A truly exciting gift to give or receive...this sparkling, tile decorated table fills a thousand needs yet stows away compactly when not in use. Sturdy legs snap onto top giving exceptional stability. Top is 15" square—stands 20" high. Choice of maple, oak, cherry, walnut finishes. An outstanding gift at only...

$6.35 Postpaid

FREE GIFT CATALOG


Gossamer Graceful—Black Wrought Iron SHADOW BOX

Wonderfully large, graceful shadow box in Swedish Black Wrought Iron to frame your favorite greenery and figurine collection. Has 3 metal shelves 6" deep—24 squares. Perfect frame for a beautiful against modern dark walls or equally attractive in a period room. Makes a shining gift at an amazingly low price, too.

Price $3.95 ea. $7.75 pr. (plus 35c ea. shipping)

Write now for FREE, exciting XMAS CATALOG in color.

WALL STREET

FOR DISTINGUISHED MASCULINE APPEAL

PLEASE MAIL ME THE FOLLOWING POSTPAID

□ WALL STREET SHAVING LOTION 11.50
□ WALL STREET COLOGNE ........... 1.80

I enclose $ ........ for payment.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

MICHEL PASQUER
7 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.
**For a Very Merry Christmas**

**TOTEM TEPEE TENT**

Young "Indiana" spend many happy hours in this colorfully decorated tent. Set up or take down in minutes – indoors or out. Rubber tips protect floors – metal prongs stake firmly outdoors. Heavy Vinyl—4' high with 3' square play area. Complete with Totem Pole case. $49.50 ppd.

**FOUNTAIN BRUSH PAINT SET**

Holding artists (from 6 to 60) love painting with these wonderful new water colors. No mix, no mess, no spilling – colors are in the brushes ready for use. 12 different color fountain brush handles. 21 extra refills, and 6 follow-the-numbers pictures to paint. $19.50 ppd.

**SLINKY TRAIN**

Tout your whistle – here it comes – Slinky Train, whirligig and uncorking and bringing your Catty (or Lacy) Jones the thrill of your life! Made of safe, sturdy, 3-color plastic, it’s the newest of the famous Slinky toys, ideal for indoor or outdoor play, kind to floors and furniture. One pull puts this ever-amusing toy into action. $19.50 ppd.

**THE FIRESIDE SHOP**

916 1023 E Wayne St South Bend 17, Indiana

**KIDDIES LOVE THIS**

**PLAYTIME APRON**

Full of surprises! Lots of fun! Contains toys and novelties; crayons, paints, scissors, games, balloons, etc. They’ll love to wear this apron with or without the novelties; crayons, paints, scissors, games, balloons, etc. They’ll love to wear this apron with or without the toys. Made of fine blue denim with red broadcloth trim. One size fits 4 to 8 years old. $3.95 postpaid.

**HOFFMAN MFG. CO.**

1545 Trorey, Kansas City 4, Mo.

**Petite Tutu!**

Dream-come-true for every little girl who longs to be a ballerina. Pink or aqua elasticized bodice with filmy tarlatan net skirt in three full tiers. Rosebuds at waist and shoulder. Sizes 2 to 10 complete with panties to match. "Dream-com-truc for every little girl and doll". $7.95.

**Banbury horse for a young 'un to ride while watching television, while listening to the evening fairy tale. Made of foam rubber covered in checked gingham. Colors: red and white or black and white. Eyes and reins are plastic, mane is clipped wool, 20". $5.95 plus 50c. House of Bertram, Box 598, Scarsdale, N. Y.**

**Brass bucket designed for a hospitable host. It's large (3-quart capacity) and it is made with alternate stripes of bright and dull brass. It will last a lifetime because under the brass finish is a sturdy shell of steel. Insulation is dependable Fiberglas. About 13" high. $5.50 postpaid. From Hostess House, Pittsburgh 17, Penna.**

**Classic design: the Lyre magazine rack. This handsome piece is made of sturdy wrought iron finished in black and decorated with tarnish-resistant brass. It has two commodious compartments for large and small magazines, for papers. About 16" x 13" x 9". $5.95 plus 45c. Interior Trends, 25 Underhill, Brooklyn, N. Y.**

**PEPI and POLKA and BI-DI-BO, too!**

Three cheers—three cheers—and they’ll reach out and pat the heartstrings of any “small fry”. Gaily dressed clones (about 36" tall) in peppermint stripes and polka dots, scented with red peppermints. Expertly hand-made and scented with: “Pepi” or “Nika”, $3.95 each ppd. “Bi-Di-Bo”, the cute little twist-a-boot, is made of corn rubber. Washable and unbreakable: $1.95 ppd.

**A Great Gift for YOUR FAVORITE YOUNGSTER**

**TRICK of the MONTH**

A fine hobby . . . teaches poise and self-confidence . . . and is a lot of fun. The kids will love receiving a different magic trick each month with which to mystify their friends. Full directions included with each trick.

Just send us the name, address and age, with your check or money order, for each boy and girl, and we do the rest. Gift card enclosed with first mailing.

4 months or 4 magic tricks—$3.50 6 months or 6 magic tricks—$6.00 12 full months—$12.50

Full details on request.

**NATIONAL MAGIC CO. Dept. G-N-4 • 119 S. State St. • Chicago 3, Illinois**

**A STAR ON HIS OWN**

**TVEE SHOW**

With

**Mr. T•VEE**

**A BRAND NEW VISUAL TOY**

DELECTFULLY
ENTERTAINING—
EDUCATIONAL
FULL 21" SCREEN
High entertainment value for child playing alone or with adults. Six filmed full of characters enable a child to make endless pictures and stories. Develops imagination, good speech characteristics.

**VAN NESS SERVICE**

3016 FAIRFIELD AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Check or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s.
AROUND

Gay hearts rimmed with gold-plated metal make this fake pearl bracelet a delightful accessory. Sparkling “jewels” cut and faceted form the hearts. Stone colors: amethyst, topaz, ruby, sapphire, emerald. Order bracelet in multi-color or in one color! $2.50. Earrings $2.50. Ppd. Tax incl. Jozelle, 142 W. 44th St., N. Y.

Authentic copy of an antique hour glass for you to use as a focal point in any room. Because it is classic in design, it will create the right feeling with contemporary or traditional decoration. Spindle frame is mahogany; glass is crystal-clear. About 13” high. $35. postpaid. Mrs. Damar, 741 Damar Bldg., Newark, N. J.

Bath tub fleet for a little mariner: the magnetic one shown here. An ocean liner, a freighter and one tug boat towing scows come with this fleet which is controlled by a magnetic wand. The island lighthouse is about 4” long. $2.95 postpaid. Order from Selectoys, 34 W. 37th Street, Department HG., New York.

CHILD’S BOSTON ROCKER

Authentic reproduction of an Old Boston Rocker will be her dearest possession. Craftsman constructed and scaled to child’s proportions. Sturdy hardwood attractively finished in antique maple or last­ing black lacquer with Colonial decoration in gold. Overall height 29”. Only $10.95 Express Collect.

TEMPLETON CRAFTSMEN
Dept. 213
Templeton, Mass.

TRUE

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

WESTERN BOOTS for "LITTLE RANCHERS"

Bring the “wild west” to your little barkeroues and they will remember the occasion with delight each time they step into their own authentic pair of Jim Richards western boots. With an eye to growing young feet, these boots are sensibly yet handsomely constructed of the highest quality leather. Built for rugged wear, the broad square toe, genuine colored leather inlays, and stayed side seams add a final authentic touch. All ages. Specify boy’s or girl’s, red, brown or black. Sizes 4½ - 8, widths B - E. Infant’s, red only, sizes 4 - 8, widths B - D.

Satisfaction and perfect fit guaranteed. No C.O.D.’s please.

JIM RICHARDS SHOE CO., DEPT. G, WELLESLEY HILLS 82, MASS.

“91 years of fine boots for the entire family”

$8.95 Postpaid U.S.A.

The Little Princess

... soft white bunny fur to frame a little face and ears place little hands. Trimmed with real ermine tails for high fashion. Tiny fluffy hat shifts up and down over the ears. 23” style is slotted to draw up in the latest style. Detachable stole is equipped with silk cord to keep it from straying. For reigning princesses from 2 to 10. 2 piece set, $9.50. Bold separately, muff is $3.75; stole is $3.75; clothing, in $.50 including postage. No C.O.D.’s please.

EDITH CHAPMAN
50 Piermont Ave., Nyack, New York
For BIKES and TRIKES

BIKE BELT Every bike or tricycle jockey will know the meaning of real delight in owning one of these genuine leather "BIKE BELTS." Just like the big cycle riders wear ... adjustable to 6" ... 3/8" wide at back. Black and white leather. Decorated with puffed metal and silver insets. $2.00.

BIKE HORSE HEAD You don’t need a "Karen for a Horse," a horse is all that’s required. Perfect companion for "Gene Autry" saddle. Realistic, hand decorated horse’s head. Made of flexible vinyl. Fits bikes and trikes. $2.95.

BIKE SHED makes caring for the bike easy and habit-forming. Vinyl Protective Bike Cover keeps rain, snow, dust off that precious bike. BIKE-SHED is angle to cover the largest bike ... folds completely into a plastic carry case. Can be carried in bike basket. Edges bound with heavy clear tape. Easy to keep clean—wipe with damp cloth. Only $2.75.

BIBI... the little angel doll

the story goes

must take off her wings
whenever a child is naughty...

(which we hope will be seldom
and for a very short time).

This cuddly, lovable bundle from Heaven has blonde curls, puffed pajamas and a rosy cherub face. An enchanting gift for all "little angels"... $3.95

MAGIC DESIGNER

A wonderful device for diverting the most precocious of youngsters, budding artists or adults. Draws millions of different designs by simply turning the handle and adjusting the terrs. Drawings produced are ideal for coloring. Will give hours of fun and actually provide a very useful source of beautiful designs for the creative artist. Magic Designer is all metal, comes with 50 sheets of special die-cut paper, pencil and simple instructions. Entertaining for all ages.

$2.95 postpaid

For hooked rugs you need this clever machine. It will cut any kind of cloth into even strips because of its shears-type mechanism. Specify size: 1/8" cuts 4 strips; 5/32" cuts 4 strips; 1/4" cuts 2 strips; 5/16" cuts 2 strips. $9.85 post-paid. Order from Eagle Products Company, Department HG., Box 84A, Meriden, Conn.

“Little Champ” was designed for your little champ. It’s a cowboy shirt (and cow-girls love it too) made of color-fast washable cotton. Two-tone in the following combinations: brown with tan; navy with light blue; red with black. Sizes: 4 through 12. $3.96 for one. Postpaid. Southwestern Gifts, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

De luxe box for anyone’s desk: this leather-covered book. Fitted with Scotch tape, paper clips, a sturdy pencil sharpener and a slender leather book to hold stamps. Colors: maroon, forest green or brown. About 4” x 4”. $5.75 ppd. Add 50¢ for 2 or 3 gold stamped initials. Hudelson House, HG., Pomona, Kansas.

STILTS

The Ideal Gift
For Any Youngster

Every boy and girl will want to try their walking skill on these proudly, handsome STILTS! Muscles develop and grow strong while youngsters enjoy themselves. Worlds of fun and healthy exercises at the same time!

- Built-up rubber, clear-grained hardwood, 70 in. long
- Adjustable foot-step can be raised or lowered
- Non-slip rubber tips
- Strong enough to support 200 lbs.

ONLY $4.95 POSTPAID

From outer space into this atomic age we’ve brought these three mad money men...
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A silent prayer can be said whenever the wearer of this handsome bracelet glances at her wrist. The likenesses of ten Saints are engraved on the ten sterling silver medals. And a large silhouetted medal of the Virgin hangs from the clasp. $11.95 postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from The Felices, Boonton, New Jersey.

Waist-length jacket which will flatter your good looks: the broadtail processed lamb. Beautifully cut, it is lined in black and highlighted with a Paisley-print ascot. Have Santa give you this as the important gift on his list. Black only. Sizes: 10 to 18. $145. ppd. Fed. tax included. Will flatter your good looks: the broadtail processed lamb. Beautifully cut, it is lined in black and highlighted with a Paisley-print ascot. Have Santa give you this as the important gift on his list. Black only. Sizes: 10 to 18. $145. ppd. Fed. tax included. Will flatter your good looks.

Tippy Tim is a six piece set which your youngster will love! And if he is a shy feeder this set will galvanize him into second helpings! Made of china decorated with hand-painted pink and blue designs. Each piece fits together to form a happy "Tippy Tim". $1.89 the set. Add 40c. Huss, 100 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.

CHILD'S CHAIR

For Little Men and Little Women

Kiddie Calling Cards

Clever for "Playing House." "Tea Parties," or visits to Grandma's. Boys and girls have their own Calling Cards, and these are scaled down to just the right size. Printed on the same quality paper as many formal cards. In simulated leather case; Thrill every child on your Christmas List with Kiddie Calling Cards for their very own. Ideal for adults, too! Please print plainly. Order today; no C.O.D.'s, send check, or write for complete price list.

PARTYLAND

19 Dore St., Dept. G2, Boston 16, Mass.

LOCOMOTIVE BLACKBOARD

Personalized with your child's name!

Your young Casey Jones will be thrilled and delighted to be Chief Engineer-Artist with this colorful blackboard. Has child's first name brightly painted on red chalkboard. Its green composition writing surface is gayly outlined with an authentic locomotive, wheel eraser attached. Big 17" x 11". Red cord for hanging on wall. Just... $2.95 plus 3c shipping.

Write now for FREE, exciting XMAS Catalogue in color.

Helen Gallagher

430-A11 Fulton St., Pearsall, II.

Handmade in Mexico

SITTIN' PRETTY is mighty easy for little men and little women. Made of rush in fine Bambino Chairs. Bright festive colors: Red, Blue, Green, or Yellow, with splashes of hand painted floral designs. 17½ inches tall, with sturdy woven rush seats. They're kids' own chairs for ownership, play, television viewing, or small fry tea parties. Each postpaid, only $2.95.

Special 50% post, prepaid, only $5.50

Send for free catalog.

Southwestern Gifts

630 E. Alameda, Santa Fe, New Mexico
DOEPKE'S MODEL
Do-It-Yourself
All Metal
SPORTS CAR KIT
Styled Like the Famous
British M. G. This Sturdy
4" Car is a Genuine Col-
lector's Item!

Over 56 precision-fitted parts to assemble, including rubber tires, semi-elliptical rear springs, and complete steering wheel assem-
bly. Primer painted in French gray to finish in your favorite color.
$11.95 including postage

Madame Alexander's
New 8-inch QUEEN DOLL
A realistic beauty, wearing a frilly-trimmed, velvet robe over an exquisite trimmed gown... so realistic that you'll be sure it's real! The Queen Doll carries a sparkling crew on her dressing, button, controllable hair, and lovely delicate features, and eyes that open and close. Other varieties available.
$8.95 including postage

COPPER ROOF CUPOLA

Copper roof cupula and cast aluminum weathervane is the perfect gift for the house. Cupola frame is made of white pine finished with a gray prim-

TETHER TENNIS

It ticks! Give this toy watch to your favorite youngster and enjoy his gratification. The case is made of metal and plast-
c. Dial is marked like a real watch and the strap is made of gay color plastic. You'll be wise to buy a half dozen at this low price. 50c each p.p.d. Walter Drake, Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
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AROUND

Slinky Train is a wonderful pull toy! It has a blue plastic engine and a bright red caroose joined by a flexible steel spring. It will take turns gracefully at the highest speed your youngster can pull it. About 10" long, $1.98 postpaid. Order from The Fireside Shop, Department HC, 916 East Wayne Street, South Bend, Indiana.

Mary, Mary quite contrary will adorn these earrings. One is designed like an Angel (when she is good), the other like a Satan with a pitch fork (when she is bad). They are available two ways: in 14K gold ($48.40); in sterling silver ($6.00). Tax included. From Ritco Products, 456 Bedford Rd., Pleasantville, New York.

Decorative note for the holiday season: gold-color holders fitted with slim black tapers. Each holder has three cups, fitted with slim black tapers. Holiday season: gold-color holders (when she is bad). They are available two ways: in 14K gold ($48.40); in sterling silver ($6.00). Tax included. From Ritco Products, 456 Bedford Rd., Plesantville, New York.

IMPORTS

Exclusive, Unique, Incredible Toy & Novelty Gifts - Wonderful Trees & Toys

SAVE! ALL $1.00 ITEMS AT 6 for $5.50

1. CROQUET SET—Play on table cloth or carpet. 9 wickets 1", 4 maillets 3", 4 balls. Solid brass finish. Perfect trick-black...

2. TINY VILLAGE SET—18 hand carved pieces. Picturesque, colorful. In gold mesh bag, can hang on tree...

3. NAVY SET—Hand painted. 6 sailors, 5 ships including battleship, carrier, ferry—1 1/4" snow globe in mesh bag...

4. CHINESE CHECKERS—this famous game in a marvellous miniature. Pocket size 4" x 4"—opens to 6' x 4". Can play, easy rules, hours of fun, perfect for Travel...

5. MINIATURE TRAIN SETS—big scale. (Top right) Smallest ever made, all metal—1 freight, 1 passenger—only 1 1/2" each. Moving wheels...

6. TRICK TREASURE BOX with chocolate-inlaid wood 4 1/2". When lever is pressed, secret drawer opens to reveal gold covered chocolate coins...

7. APPLE TEA SET 2 1/4", 10 pieces including pitcher, creamer, 2 cups, 2 saucers inside apple...top converts to tray. Beautifully polished wood, hand painted...

8. NATIVITY WATER GLOBE 3—Tip it and the snow storms! A toy, an ideal paperweight, a triack-blank...

9. SMOKING SNOWMAN 5 1/2" with box of special fragrant incense. Smoke comes out of pipe and mouth. For table, mantel, small gifts, etc...

10. MINIATURE RAILWAY SET—Hand carved and hand painted. Cars 3/4", beautifully detailed pieces—complete with signals, signs, people, etc. In oval wooden box...

$1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00

11. FURNISHED HOUSE 5 1/2", with 6 dainty pieces of movable furniture. Beautifully finished inlaid wood...

12. MINIATURE FORT with 10 1/2" soldiers—beautifully hand carved and hand painted. Secret panel reveals soldiers hiding in hollow base...

13. BOOK OF ERASERS—7 1/2" closed, 16" open. 60 rubber erasers, 1/4" with 60 different flags of all nations in full color. New and educational. Perfect for collectors of all ages...

14. INTRIGUING FUR ANIMAL BOOK MARKS—Very cute. Animal sits on top of book and tail or leash holds place in book...

A CHILD CAN MAKE THESE 8" COSTUME DOLLS

Delight that Junior Miss with a set of these lovely 8" felt dolls. She can finish each doll quickly, easily! Everything needed is included in kit: 8" felt doll and complete costume ready to cut out and sew, jewelry, decorations, faces and step-by-step instructions. $1.00 each, $5.50 postpaid. From Charley Chaps, 410 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. H-11, Chicago 5, Illinois.

GIANT KIDDIE PLAYHOUSE

LARGE ENOUGH FOR 2 CHILDREN TO PLAY IN!

$1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $6.00

Q. T. NOVELTY CO., Inc., Box 54, Murray Hill Station, New York 16, N. Y.
**PENCILS with your NAME in gold**

Special 6 for 25¢

6 fine quality assorted black and colored lead pencils only 25¢ p.p.d.

12 with soft black leads 50¢ p.p.d.

12 each with a different colored lead 50¢ p.p.d.

**PERSONALIZED DRINKING MUGS**

Colorful 14-ounce plastic drinking mug, hand-painted with any name in waterproof, harm­less colors.

50¢

A wonderful useful gift to gladden the heart of any youngster.

**PERSONALIZED GIFT COBBLER APRONS**

Good looking and durable made of heavy denim with plenty of the roomy pockets kids love. Avail­able in three sizes — Small (ages 2 to 5), Medium (ages 6 to 10), Large (ages 11 to 14).

FREE CATALOG.

Specify items ordered and print plainly the name you want on each. Send cash, check or M.O.

PERSONAL PENCIL CO. Dept. N-3 290 Dyckman St., New York 34, N. Y.

**"DOLLETTE" A Masterpiece in Miniature**

What a pleasure it will be to give this beautiful doll bed for Christmas. "Dollette" is made by a leading manufacturer of wood beds. It is made from select materials, has a plywood bottom and is securely assembled with large machine screws.

Bedding consists of a cotton box mattress, bolster type pillow and a beautiful fringed white bedspread. Inside dimensions: 12x21.

Price $35.00.

Specify Items Desired — Small (ages 2 to 5), Medium (ages 6 to 10), Large (ages 11 to 14).

MUCH GOOD VALUE. Gift wrapped.

Delman Products. 8666 Wilshire Blvd., Dept. HG, Beverly Hills, Calif.
FINE BONE CHINA
TABLE LIGHTERS AND SMOKING SETS

Strikingly designed in fashion-right colors by the country's foremost creative stylists of home and personal accessories. Their magnificent luxury and unprecedented acceptance has established a new concept in home decor.

Lighter, Cigarette Box and Ash Tray Set to reflect the beauty and graciousness of its owner's home. In striking quilt design, hand-touched with gold. Illustrated in Pink. Also available in Onyx White, Basalt Black and Pastel Green. Gift packaged. Specify color.

817F-73-2 Retail $25.00

Individual table lighter only—available as above. Specify color.

817-73-2 Retail $15.00

Lighter, Cigarette Server and Ash Tray Set in graceful swirl design. Illustrated in Pastel Green. Also available in Onyx White and Pink. Gift packaged. Specify color.

81F-72-2 Retail $12.50

A Collector's Delight—Stein Table Lighter and 2 Ash Trays in White with quaint antique autos reproduced in full color. 3-Piece Set. Gift packaged.

825D-64-2 Retail $15.00

Lighter only. As above.

825-64-2 Retail $10.00

For the Modern Home. Tiny hand-painted fish create a distinctive pattern on the White and Soft Gray background. 3-Piece Set. Gift packaged.

821F-70-2 Retail $20.00

Clever Shadow Box Lighter and Matching Ash Tray in Gold and White, framing Currier and Ives winter scenes reproduced in natural colors. 2-Piece Set. Gift packaged.

828B-71-2 Retail $15.00

ALL ILLUSTRATIONS ½ ACTUAL SIZE
ENTIRE BODY OF EACH LIGHTER IS FUEL RESERVOIR

AT YOUR JEWELERS, GIFT SHOP OR DEPARTMENT STORE
FRENCH ENAMEL (LIMOGES)

The "Jewelry of the Home"—Masterpieces of finest craftsmanship by the world's foremost creators of fashion-wise accessories in vitrified enamel fused to metal for beauty and permanence.

Jewel-embedded lighter, cigarette urn and "versa-tray" - An unforgettable gift for any occasion. Illustrated in Pastel Yellow with contrasting light Topaz enamel stones. Also available in Green, Olive and Turquoise contrasting enamel jewels. Gift packaged. Specify color. 1A-367-2 Retail $42.50

ALL VERSA TRAYS
(candy dish or ash tray)
FURNISHED WITH BALL FEET

Provincial Rooster struts proudly on this slim lighter. Pretty and decorative... In Yellow, Red and Gold on Jade Green background. 562-654-2 Retail $10.00

Gay petit point pattern lighter is perfect for the person who loves the traditional, for it looks at home among cherished possessions. Design on white. 562-375-2 Retail $10.00

Evans "Lamp-Liter" for his office or den. A clever and useful gift: A fine lamp with 3-way socket and a bone-china table lighter in Onyx White, hand-decorated with game birds. Available with Green or Beige shades. Specify color. LP-815-74-2 Retail $25.00

Game bird lighter only. 815-74-2 Retail $15.00

Evans lighters have fiber glass life-time wicks, red seal fuel control and patented filler which insures hundreds of extra lights.

Slim jeweled cigarette box and table lighter make a set to be treasured. Case sits on four gold ball feet. Olive, Green, Straw or Turquoise with contrasting embedded enamel stones. Gift packaged. Specify color. 1K-367-2 Retail $35.00

ENTIRE BODY OF EACH LIGHTER IS FUEL RESERVOIR

Stylized stallion table lighter with matching ash tray. Perfect pair for office or den. Black stallion, gold trim on gray background. Gift packaged. 18-369-2 Retail $17.50

AT YOUR JEWELERS. GIFT SHOP OR DEPARTMENT STORE
SHOPPING AROUND

The Drum Major will encourage your youngster to acquire good grooming habits. The Major is made of plastic and holds a plastic cup marked with a young one's name. Colors: pink, blue, yellow, red, white. And a fine nylon bristle tooth brush comes with the set! $1. ppd. Crown Craft, HG., 246 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Rosary ring. This small work of art will be treasured by many people. Made of sterling silver, it is a decorative ornament as well as a devotional symbol. A tiny Crucifix forms the center finial. A decade is easily said on this ring. Fits pinky or ring finger. $2.50 ppd. Tax not incl. Religious Art, Peoria, Illinois.

Tidy Tabby is an amusing rack to stand on your desk. It's made of black-finished wrought iron and it will faithfully guard your stationery, your memo's, your letters-to-be-mailed or answered. It comes in gleaming brass, too. 9" x 3" x 7". $1.65 ppd. for either version. From your stationery, your memos, your letters-to-be-mailed-or-an-swered. $1. ppd. Crown Craft, HG., 246 Fifth Avenue, New York.

The Book That Talks is a fascinating toy for all ages. The storybook has a window in each page which is the title of the story. Children will receive when you order from the Previous Publishers. Each name is individually recorded on a phonograph record. $3.95 ppd. Tax not incl. John W. Erxleben, Chicago, Illinois.

HOW TO ORDER: Box 573HG, Dept. HG-11, 1711 Walnut Street, Phila.

BANCROFT'S Presents the Unusual... As Usual

Enjoy Color-TV Now with Personalized Santa! This beautiful color picture given above is the front page of a complete 3 section story book for children. Santa will talk to you and your child to your home. Order now while supplies last. 3 section story, the story of Christmas and the story of Santa Claus. 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Send for FREE Gift Catalog of 300 selections.

NEW AIR-FILLED BOXING GLOVES

A real set of Boxing Gloves, made of soft pliable Vinyl with AIR for padding, easily filled by blowing through the self-sealing valve in cuff. Plenty of cushion when blown full. Laced on like professional gloves. Kids can learn to box safely . . . providing hours of pleasure, exercise and training. Fits children from 5 to 12 years. Complete set of 2 pairs [4 gloves]. $1.95 ppd. No COD. Carol Boatty, Dept. P-B11, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Send for FREE Gift Catalog of 300 selections.

Because it lets you see your savings grow, this crystal-clear plastic coin bank keeps you saving . . . pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters, halves, up to exactly $50.00 in individual stacks in its sturdy, molded transparent body. Holds bills, too. Jet black base with beautifully colored reflector interior (red, green, yellow, or blue). Personalized individual name imprinted in gold. Soundly lock and key. $2.00 ppd. No COD. D.'s. Fully guaranteed.

TOM THRIFT ENTERPRISES
P. O. Box 332
New Conon 1, Conn.
**Shopping**

Putt-a-Ring is a game designed for Junior but everyone is betting even money that Daddy will take it away from him to use for practice shots. The short shaft club is fitted with a steel head, the ball is rubber, the "green" is Masonite. And a bell rings when a putt is made. $2.98 ppd. Novelty Mart, 59 E. 8th St., New York.

Monogrammed for him! Do give him this Italian silk tie marked with three hand-painted initials. The colors: black, navy or gold. $5.95. And if he is very good give him the silver clip which can be marked to match the tie. $2.75. Both are postpaid. Federal tax incl. Jeredith Manor, Dept. HG, Box 130, Nyack, New York.

New accent: brass accessories! Shown here is a clever brass table which is easy to store. The sturdy tubular legs have rubber tips; the perforated brass top is extremely decorative. Overall size: 16" x 12" x 21". $6.98 postpaid for one; $19.98 for three. Postpaid. Order from Elron, 219 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago.

**Lamps**

For the Finest in Elegant Decorator Lamp Reproductions at Lowest Prices, Write for Free Album! Box 5 RA, Detroit 32, Mich.

**Only Candle of Its Kind 100% Dripless**

Will not bend in heat to 115°. Available in 2 designs: flute or spiral. First pure, beeswax candle with complete color selection: white, gray, black, red, tan, pink, wine, blue, light blue, brown, chartreuse, yellow, gold, orchid, maize, mauve, coral, dark and light green. Your order will be sent, gift packaged, with your card on any specified date. 1 box, 2 pairs (4-15" candles) or 3 pairs (6-15" candles) $3.00 ppd. No COD's please.

**Marge Adams Candles**

152 Los Angeles Blvd., San Anselmo, Calif.

**Removes Lint & Dust**

The new Electro Cleaner performs miracles on suits, uniforms, homes, furniture and car upholstery. Picks up dust, lint, and loose hair by magnetic attraction. Cleans fabrics thoroughly and quickly, requires no current or chemical. Sent free. Satisfaction guaranteed. Made of beautiful non-breakable plastic. Gift box! The perfect gift for HIM, for HER.

Mailed prepaid for $1.75. Airmail to Service members—add 25¢


**Hutchings & Marmaduke**

260 NO. Kearny Ave., Chicago 16, Illinois

**Smart . . . Sturdy Gossip Bench**

Solid Wood Top
Hard Rubber Tipped
Wrought Iron Frame

Shipped express collect. Send check or money order. Sorry no C.O.D.'s.

**Hutchings & Marmaduke**

260 NO. Kearny Ave., San Francisco 9, California

**Handmade earrings, personally designed and made by one of America's foremost designer-jewelers. Choose 14K white or yellow gold, black or goldstone, or 18K yellow or white gold. Above, $150.00 a pair delivered. 30% discount for orders of two pairs or more.**

Handmade for your sized jumpers, 50 cents each. POST PAID

**LUTHER MANOR**

260 NO. Kearny Ave., San Francisco 9, California

**“SLEEPING BEAR” — a superb modern sculpture, to grace any house, office, hotel, club, or desk of the modern executive. Handcrafted by Lee Burnham. $10.95.**

Individually signed by the artist.

Send check or money order (no COD's please) to:

LEE BURNHAM STUDIOS, Dept. D 111
422 River Street, PALATKA, FLORIDA

**NICHOLAS MIMIKOS**

**Only Candle of Its Kind 100% Dripless**

Will not bend in heat to 115°. Available in 2 designs: flute or spiral. First pure, beeswax candle with complete color selection: white, gray, black, red, tan, pink, wine, blue, light blue, brown, chartreuse, yellow, gold, orchid, maize, mauve, coral, dark and light green. Your order will be sent, gift packaged, with your card on any specified date. 1 box, 2 pairs (4-15" candles) or 3 pairs (6-15" candles) $3.00 ppd. No COD's please.

**Marge Adams Candles**

152 Los Angeles Blvd, San Anselmo, Calif.

**Removes Lint & Dust**

The new Electro Cleaner performs miracles on suits, uniforms, homes, furniture and car upholstery. Picks up dust, lint, and loose hair by magnetic attraction. Cleans fabrics thoroughly and quickly, requires no current or chemical. Sent free. Satisfaction guaranteed. Made of beautiful non-breakable plastic. Gift box! The perfect gift for HIM, for HER.

Mailed prepaid for $1.75. Airmail to Service members—add 25¢


**Lamps**

For the Finest in Elegant Decorator Lamp Reproductions at Lowest Prices, Write for Free Album! Box 5 RA, Detroit 32, Mich.

**Nicholas Mimikos**

**Monogrammed for him!**

Do give him this Italian silk tie marked with three hand-painted initials. The colors: black, navy or gold. $5.95. And if he is very good give him the silver clip which can be marked to match the tie. $2.75. Both are postpaid. Federal tax incl. Jeredith Manor, Dept. HG, Box 130, Nyack, New York.

New accent: brass accessories! Shown here is a clever brass table which is easy to store. The sturdy tubular legs have rubber tips; the perforated brass top is extremely decorative. Overall size: 16" x 12" x 21". $6.98 postpaid for one; $19.98 for three. Postpaid. Order from Elron, 219 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago.
**AROUND**

Treasure dome desk set for the office or the study. This charming appointment is fitted with a black and gold-color ball point pen, with a Lucite dome to hold a treasured watch or miniature. Hardwood finishes: mahogany, ebony or natural. 5¾" x 4". $6.95 ppd. Carol Beatty, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles.

**Purse pack** for your vitamin and saccharin pills. The tiny carrying case is made of gold flecked plastic and it is fitted with two screw-top vials. You could use it for carrying your favorite perfume, too. Case covers come in red, black or natural. S4.75. F. L. Black, 125 Merrick, Rockville Center, New York.

“Time’s up” is the name of this charming Lucite block which has a minute glass and a seascape embedded in its crystal clear depths. It is perfect to use in Scrabble when the Rules Committee gives “one minute” as the time of the game. About 23¾" x 10¼". $2.75 ppd. From Chel Studios. Rockville Center, New York.

**GIFT IDEAS**

A slim wrist will look as elegant beaded with this bracelet. Dozens of textured metal balls hang from a link chain. And the nice part about this important binge is it’s lightweight! Gold or silver finish. $2.50

A flat little Petal Pouch 3" in diameter, resembles a flower folded for use. To open, squeeze it and there’s your business without fussing or grouping. In genuine leather, alligator finish. Red, brown, or green. $1.25 ea., 5 for $5.00

**Napkin Clips**

Personalized For All the Family! Ideal for Gifts! $3 each, set of 4 for $12.00.

A new personal note for your table! Label your napkins with these pretty personalized clips, one for each member of the family and several marked “Guest.” Each engraved with name of your choice up to 13 letters. Non-finish aluminum with silverplated trim, Single clips are $1.50 each. FIT boxed set of 4 for $5.00. Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.

**From Sweden . . .**

Our Silverplated Tekula is Loved by Tea Drinkers!

Sweden sent us this neat and pretty way to use tea. Just put it into the silverplated miniature tray—when your cup is ready, lift the Tekula out on attached chain and set in separate silverplated saucer. Let us send one. Postpaid, to each name on your gift list! Just $1.25 each, or set of four for $5.25. Postpaid.

**MARLBOROUGH HOUSE**

13003
Milwaukee 1, Wis.
MOSS ROSE OR VIOLET CHINA

For a pretty table be sure to include this charming footed Jam Jar. Both the cover and the china Jam Spoon have gold ball finials. Matching footed Jam Jar and Spoon.

$2.50 each postpaid.

Send For Free Catalog
Dee Wynne

MOSS ROSE OR VIOLET CHINA decorated handles. Choice of Moss ed salt and icp pepper shakers have gold ball finials*. Matching footed Jam Jar. Both

WAGON WHEEL LIGHT

FANCY BLACK SHELF BRACKETS

CUPOLA 20 1/2" x 21 1/2" x 9" WITH A SALT-LICK BRACKET

COPPER ROOF $3.95, VANNE $2 CAST ALUMINUM 30" HIGH $39.95

SPECIAL PRICE CUPOLA $3.95, VANNE $29.95

Shipping extra for legal size.

Send for Free 104-page Catalog of Gift Ideas!

Miles Kimball
346 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin

KNICK-KNACK SHELF

Smart! New! Useful! $2.98

Handcrafted Wood from American Forests

Quick delivery. Send check or M. O. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Add $3.00 extra for legal size.

WAX FRUIT FROM AUSTRIA

These charming natural color fruits have a secret opening. Pull a string and you’ll discover the fruit from Austria. Wax fruit from Austria.

Two sizes: Letter - $2.50; Legal - $4.50.

Write for free catalog.

Jeff Elliot Craftsmen
SOUTH CAROLINA

GUARDIAN ANGELS

Charming cherubs of finest majolica, imported from Florence, Italy, worthy of a Della Robbia. Breathtakingly beautiful with delicate pastel coloring and finish of exquisite lustre. 22 K. gold accents their dainty charm. A decorator’s touch for any room.

Each wall plaque (4½" x 4" x 2½") $4.50. $8.50 ca. or for Set 3 or 4.

GUARDIAN ANGELS

ILLUM-A-NUMBER is the modern way to display your house number day or night. Then new friends who call and emergency visitors (police, doctors, telegrams) can find you. This beautiful plastic sign sends a friendly light that ends fumbling for door keys, scares off prowlers.

Fits over doorbell: anyone can connect to existing wires in seconds. Complete with bell button, bulb & plastic sign. Perfect for door keys, scares off prowlers.

We’ve Got Your Number

13612

ILLUM-A-NUMBER 13612 is the modern way to display your house number day or night. Then new friends who call and emergency visitors (police, doctors, telegrams) can find you. This beautiful plastic sign sends a friendly light that ends fumbling for door keys, scares off prowlers.

Fits over doorbell: anyone can connect to existing wires in seconds. Complete with bell button, bulb & plastic sign. Perfect for door keys, scares off prowlers.

Send an order blank to Advanced Engineering, Dept. HGN

1108 E. 47th Place, Los Angeles 11, Calif.

Shopping

You assemble this handsome gun rack. Made of knotty pine, it is cut, sanded and ready to put together. And an antique stain and wax is included in the kit, too. Overall measurements: 28" x 24". It will hold four guns and your ammunition. And the cost is so modest! $12.90 ppd. Add $1 west of Miss. Yield House, N. Conway, N. H.

WAX FRUIT FROM AUSTRIA.

These charming natural color fruits have a secret opening. Pull a string and you’ll discover (in the pear) a beautifully modeled wax figure of the Madonna and Child and (in the apple) a Nativity scene. These make charming ornaments.

$3.25 each pdd. Gina & Selma, 1048 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

FRUIT OF THE MONTH. These delivery boys shown in the picture are bearers of fine fruit. They’ll deliver luxuries anywhere in the United States. Do send someone a subscription (from $11.65 up to $63.85 ppd.) and you’ll make them happy for a long time. Address Harry and David, Bear Creek Orchards, Medford, Oregon.
AROUND

Nested figures to stuff into the toe of a Christmas stocking. These popular little dolls are hand-carved and painted in gay colors. Each fits into the next, each has a happy expression. As a holiday greeting send a set to each youngster you know. $1 ppd. for one set; $5 for six assorted sets. Q.T. Novelty, Box 54, Murray Hill Station, N. Y.

Square-fold handkerchief, a new fashion for men! The hand-embroidered initial is placed in a corner. This one is made of gossamer fine linen woven in Switzerland and hand-hemmed in Portugal. Order a dozen for that man and he will be happy. $2 ppd. for one. State initial. Mosley Linens, 11 East Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

A fine bench for a fine price is something you don’t find easily these days. Here is an excellent piece of furniture which can double as a table as easily these days. Here is an A line bench for a fine price - $2 ppd. for one. State which color. Q.T. Novelty, Box 54, Murray Hill Station, N. Y.

NEW, LIFETIME METAL EMERY BOARD

This custom-made Diamon-Deb metal emery board (looks like a nail file but oh, what a difference) performs with smooth professional perfection. Its patented Diamonite Surface has no “tag” — leaves no dust under fingernail, makes nail care a pleasure. Guaranteed to last a lifetime. A wonderful gift! You'll want several— 4-inch size $1.00; 6-inch size $1.25; 8-inch size $1.50 —postpaid. Complete in handsome leatherette case. Cases monogrammed in gold with each order of 5. Money back if not delighted. Royce of California, Suite 25, 4812 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles 43, Calif.
SHOPPING

A bracelet to wear with pleasure: the links chain with floret disc. Made of gold-plated metal, it is classic in design. At no extra cost it can be marked with a two- or three-letter monogram. An ideal inexpensive gift for your Christmas list. $2 ppd. Tax incl. Vernon Specialties, 156 Fourth Ave. HG 10, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Collector's item: the sculptured doll dressed in authentic Dutch dancing costume. A young collector will enjoy playing with it, an adult will add it to her exhibition. About 7" high, it has movable arms, legs, head. $3.50 postpaid. Order from The Flagg Dolls Co., Department HG 11, Box 2050, Jamaica Plains, Massachusetts.

New Authentic Recordings

Old Music Box

XMAS MELODIES of yesteryear

Hi-Fidelity recordings from the world-famous Bernard Antique Music Box Collection.

Charming old favorites include: Silent Night, Jingle Bells, Hark the Herald Angels Sing, First Noel, Adeste Fideles and many others.

ORDER NOW FOR XMAS!

Extended Play 45 RPM

10" LP 33 1/3 RPM

Money Back Guarantee

Charges postage; no sales tax.

NAMECHAIN MFG. CO.

19 E. Pearson St. Dept. C-2 Chicago 11
AROUND

Buy of a lifetime: 35 karat table amethyst. It's bewitchingly beautiful and as flattering as an admirer's glance. The deep fiery purple of this beautiful stone is enhanced by a heavy 1k solid gold setting and six Oriental rubies. $23.50 postpaid. Tax included. Johnston Jewelers, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y.

Exceptional value: the solid pine toy chest-bench. Made like a fine piece of furniture, it has dove-tail fittings, concealed gliders, a hand-rubbed finish. It will become an heirloom! About 31 3/4" x 16 1/2" x 20". Available with or without nursery decal. $15.95 express collect. Jeff Elliot, HG23, Statesville, North Carolina.

Something new for the desk: the Lazy Susan tray. With this you can keep your writing table as neat as a pin. The seven compartments hold clips, stamps and your particular odds and ends. $4.95 for leather-like plastic. Brown and green. Order from Martha Schiller, Dept. HG 11, 180 No. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.

Selected Oregon English HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS

FOR CHRISTMAS


MERRY CHRISTMAS BOX WREATHS

Lovely wreath, heavily clustered with berries. $4.95
Outside diameter: 16".

DECORATOR'S BOX

A bushel of assorted length sprays
41 varieties, over SPECIAL DELIVERY
ENGLISH HOLLY PACKERS

P.O. BOX 425 = PORTLAND 7, OREGON

35 karat table amethyst. It's bewitchingly beautiful and as flattering as an admirer's glance. The deep fiery purple of this beautiful stone is enhanced by a heavy 1k solid gold setting and six Oriental rubies. $23.50 postpaid. Tax included. Johnston Jewelers, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y.

Exceptional value: the solid pine toy chest-bench. Made like a fine piece of furniture, it has dove-tail fittings, concealed gliders, a hand-rubbed finish. It will become an heirloom! About 31 3/4" x 16 1/2" x 20". Available with or without nursery decal. $15.95 express collect. Jeff Elliot, HG23, Statesville, North Carolina.

Something new for the desk: the Lazy Susan tray. With this you can keep your writing table as neat as a pin. The seven compartments hold clips, stamps and your particular odds and ends. $4.95 for leather-like plastic. Brown and green. Order from Martha Schiller, Dept. HG 11, 180 No. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.

Selected Oregon English HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS

FOR CHRISTMAS


MERRY CHRISTMAS BOX WREATHS

Lovely wreath, heavily clustered with berries. $4.95
Outside diameter: 16".

DECORATOR'S BOX

A bushel of assorted length sprays
41 varieties, over SPECIAL DELIVERY
ENGLISH HOLLY PACKERS

P.O. BOX 425 = PORTLAND 7, OREGON

OUTSTANDING VALUE!!

Truly a nicely styled, well constructed Mr. and Mrs. chest at an unusually low price. Made of select clear Ponderosa Pine. Please note the large size, 36" tall, 46" long, 15" deep. You will enjoy finishing with our detailed instructions.

Unpaid Furniture Center, Dept. HG1

FREE TO NEW MEMBERS OF THE Around-the-World Shoppers Club

This Exquisite 6-Piece Set Of Florentine Silver

This unusual 6-piece set of Florentine Silver hand-made in Florence, Italy sent to you FREE if you join our Club! Then each month you receive a wonderful surprise gift sent direct from a different foreign country, postpaid, duty-free. Send no money; write and we will enroll you, billing you as follows until you cancel:

- $5 every 2 months
- $9 every 4 months
- $12 every 6 months
- $22 every 12 months

Specify your choice. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Unpaid Furniture Center, Dept. HG1

NEW "Herb Salad Plates"

Set of 4—Basil, Sage, Dill, Parsley—Beautiful Hand Painted Plates—Ideal for Wall Hanging.

ECHO HOLLOW FARM

CARRYALL

over-the-shoulder

CARRYALL

Fashioned from strong fine-weave navy blue canvas—lightweight and waterproof. Has proven extremely useful for travel, camping, boating, beach and for young folks going away to school or college. Three initials at no extra cost. About 20" high by 12" diameter.

CHEST STUDIOS

MIDDLEBURY, CONNECTICUT

ALARM WITH CHARM!

An Exquisite Timepiece in House & Garden's Colors

This faithful reproduction of an Early American clock will capture any lover of the unusual and beautiful! Has the appeal of a treasured antique. Wonderful gift for Christmas. Highly decorative in House & Garden's colors of carnation pink, leaf green, midly blue, sky blue, lemon peel yellow. Polished brass trim. Ornamental hands; distinctive Roman numerals. Precision adjusted, guaranteed movement. Petite size, 3 inch dial. Gift Boxed. $4.95 postpaid; no C.O.D. please.

DOW-GUNThER CO., Dept. M

NEW

ECHO HOLLOW FARM

R. D. 22, Lambertsville, N. J.
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Each piece is moist and tender. Our secret process retains all the natural fruit flavors. Huge red cherries, thick slices of juicy pineapple, whole miniature pears, tempting apricots, delicious black and white figs, and plump dates. Don’t forget yourself when ordering. Gift wrapped, card enclosed, and shipped PREPAID anywhere in the U.S. One lb. net, Gift No. 1, $2.59. Two lbs. net, Gift No. 2, $4.87. Five lbs. net, Gift No. 4, $8.99. Satisfaction guaranteed. No COD’s please.

FREE Gift Book—50 thrilling gift ideas, all in natural color. Write for a copy, 37 years experience making people happy at Christmas time. Just give us the address—we do the rest.

THE MISSION FOLK
107 E. 23rd St., Los Angeles 11, Calif.

Cut Coffee Costs!
NEW
Coffee Mill

Freshly ground coffee...
SO MUCH BETTER!

Flip the switch on this Kitchen-Aid Electric Coffee Mill...you get freshly ground coffee to any grind. You release the natural coffee oils from the whole bean for a much better cup each time...coffee just like Grandma used to make! You can’t go wrong with a finer gift to coffee lovers than a KitchenAid Coffee Mill. $24.50
Send check or money order. Only postpaid.

HOME IDEAS CO.
Box 204 Short Hills, New Jersey

Asst. Fruit Basket

Deluxe Box 10 lbs. portrait above; $3.50.

Order early... send us your list and check or money order to:
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FREE Gift Book—50 thrilling gift ideas, all in natural color. Write for a copy, 37 years experience making people happy at Christmas time. Just give us the address—we do the rest.

THE MISSION FOLK
107 E. 23rd St., Los Angeles 11, Calif.

Cut Coffee Costs!
NEW
Coffee Mill

Freshly ground coffee...
SO MUCH BETTER!

Flip the switch on this Kitchen-Aid Electric Coffee Mill...you get freshly ground coffee to any grind. You release the natural coffee oils from the whole bean for a much better cup each time...coffee just like Grandma used to make! You can’t go wrong with a finer gift to coffee lovers than a KitchenAid Coffee Mill. $24.50
Send check or money order. Only postpaid.

HOME IDEAS CO.
Box 204 Short Hills, New Jersey

Asst. Fruit Basket

Deluxe Box 10 lbs. portrait above; $3.50.

Order early... send us your list and check or money order to:

THE MISSION FOLK
107 E. 23rd St., Los Angeles 11, Calif.
For His Highness: a regal bath sheet! Made of thick terry toweling, it comes in any color marked with a 6" initial in any color and a design of his hobby: game, fish, boats, animals, sports. We think this is a perfect gift for a man. 44" x 68". $9.95 ppd. Allow 3 weeks delivery. Frances-Morris, 1016 Carroll, Brooklyn.

De luxe stopper for carbonized liquids! Eliminate the aggravation of having to throw away half-empty bottles of flat soda and ginger ale. Instead use the stopper shown here. Made of chrome-plated steel, it has a rubber plunger which seals the bottle. $2.50 postpaid for one. Lowy's, 2500 H, 116th St., Rockaway Park, N. Y.

Snuggle-rug is perfectly beautiful and has a dozen uses. For example: as a bedside rug; as a baby carriage robe; as a TV floor seat. It is almost indestructible. Made of a fluffy, long-haired sheepskin, it comes in white: $12.95; or pale yellow: $9.95. 9 square feet. Ppd.

We also sell Pennsylvania Dutch Fruit Cakes, Lebanon Bologna, and Virginia Hams. Write for free folder.

Perfect gifts for hard-to-please friends...tasty main dishes for your outdoor gettogethers, breakfasts, and parties. Our excellent ready-to-serve Smoked Turkeys...lean, sugar cured Smoked Ham, and Smoked Bacon. Old-time farm kitchen flavor sealed in by our Tendersealing process. Thousands of customers reorder each year. Sanitarily packed, keep for months. Our famous recipes included. Gift orders individually handled; just send your list. Money-back guarantee.

De luxe stopper for carbonized liquids! Eliminate the aggravation of having to throw away half-empty bottles of flat soda and ginger ale. Instead use the stopper shown here. Made of chrome-plated steel, it has a rubber plunger which seals the bottle. $2.50 postpaid for one. Lowy's, 2500 H, 116th St., Rockaway Park, N. Y.

Snuggle-rug is perfectly beautiful and has a dozen uses. For example: as a bedside rug; as a baby carriage robe; as a TV floor seat. It is almost indestructible. Made of a fluffy, long-haired sheepskin, it comes in white: $12.95; or pale yellow: $9.95. 9 square feet. Ppd.

Send for your FREE copy now. Beautifully illustrated, brimming with sparkling new ideas and old-time favorites. Luscious branded Fruit Cakes; moosh, rich brandied Plum Pudding, ready to steam and serve in white oven-proof bowl. Handmade baskets and hampers heaped with delicacies. Charmin' pottery pleasantly patterned. Variety of month-watering sweets especially packed for stocking stuffing and holiday giving.

Send for your FREE copy now.

"Little Angel" Pans
BAKE MINIATURE CAKES
FOR INDIVIDUAL SERVINGS
Now you can bake perfect miniature cakes—just the right size for individual servings—with "Little Angel" cake pans. These delightful serving-size cakes will get compliments. Bake at your dinners, parties or other festive occasions. For a special treat, fill the center of cake with ice cream or fruit. "Little Angel" pans are ideal, too, for gelatin desserts and salads. Made of heavy-weight aluminum, 2½" wide at top, 2½" deep. Set of six pans, only $1.95 postpaid.

MILLE LACS MAPLE PRODUCTS CORP.
310 Prince St., St. Paul, Minn.

SHELLED PECAN HALVES
Finest quality...carefully selected for size and flavor. Delicious to eat. Wonderful for salads, pastries, hors d'oeuvres. Gift packaged with recipe suggestions.

USES YOUR GIFT LIST
Check or money order...No C.O.D.'s

SELECTED FRESH HAWAIIAN FRUITS
Refrigerated Express Prepaid From Hawaii to your door 25¢-2 jumbo pineapples, 4 papayas............ $7.50 31-3 jumbo pineapples, 17 lbs. $6.75 12-9 cocktail pineapples, 11 lbs. 19-9 papayas, 13 lbs. 1 EACH

Sea View Farms, Ltd.
Successor to Kilauea Plantation
PIER 23 HONOLULU, HAWAII
Famous SEAFOODS from Oregon

From the cradle of the fabulous fishing industry of the Northwest comes this unusual gift, a luxurious selection of seafood delicacies. Finest of the catch, three 1/2-pound cans each of the renowned Blackback Salmon, Kippered Sturgeon and Smoked Salmon and three 3/4-ounce tins of hard-to-please individual.

Loose Leaves—
A hundred in a gold lacquered can...$1.95
Carton of two cans...$3.65

Mail in Postpaid
Send check or money order to:
LING BROTHERS, INC.
10 Broadway, New York City

Dear Sirs,

Bumble Bee Seafoods
DEPT. 24, ASTORIA, OREGON

SWEDISH ROASTING THERMOMETER

The Unusual Gift

$4.95
Postpaid anywhere in U.S. or to service personnel overseas.

Order early and specify shipping date.

Check or M.O. please. Sorry, no C.O.D.

Delicious Pretzel Assortment

In Pennsylvania Dutch Tin
Seven varieties of crisp, buttery, delectable pretzels packed in an attractive tin with a Pennsylvania Dutch motif. The picturesque lid can be used as a serving tray or as a wall plaque.

Here's the smart gift for business associates, family, or that hard-to-please individual.
Gift card enclosed. Shipping 5c.

SACHMAN BAKERY CORP.
2517 Kutztown Road, Reading, Pa.

The Ride always in perfect taste

LING'S JASLOONG
A Blend of High Grade Tea
Stimulating, Refreshing and Flavorful
Give Tea this Christmas. Good Tea is always welcome.

Loose Leaves—
In half lb. gold lacquered cans...$1.60
Carton of two cans...$3.00

Ten Bags—
A hundred in a gold lacquered can...$1.95
Carton of two cans...$3.65

Mail in Postpaid
Send check or money order to:
LING BROTHERS, INC.
U. S. Lines Building
One Broadway, New York City

For every name on your list, Manor Texas Fruit Cakes make delectable gifts that are always praised and appreciated. Here is truly a modern fruit cake...baked without citron or peel, using only choice Hawaiian pineapple, candied cherries, white raisins and Texas pecans with a pure butter batter. These rich, moist and tender cakes are unconditionally guaranteed.

From the outside in, Manor Texas Fruit Cakes reflect distinguished quality. Every cake comes individually packaged in a pictureque presentation metal container on which are depicted panoramic scenes highlighting Texas history. Manor will gladly package, address and mail, postpaid, your Manor Texas Fruit Cake gifts for you at no extra cost. An attractive greeting card is furnished for your signature, which we will sign and enclose for you.

TO ORDER: List names and addresses of those to receive Manor Cakes and send with check or money order.

Send check or money order.

MANOR BAKING CO.
3302 MANOR WAY
DALLAS, TEXAS

ONLY $5.10
3 LBS.
POSTPAID

GRACE NOTES

The library table, for your Great Man's office desk: musical note book ends. Made of cast brass, each set has black bases. Notes come in two finishes: natural brass ($9.95) or lacquered in black ($4.95) postpaid. Order from The Tennessee Chromium, 206 Louise Avenue, Department HG, Nashville, Tennessee.

POCAHONTAS (modern version) should wear this dress! Made of tan cotton twill trimmed with (fake) saddle leather, it is decorated with good luck symbols, $4.95 for sizes 2 through 12; $6.95 for boy's three-piece suit in sizes 2 through 10. Postpaid. Order from Old Pueblo, Dept. HG 11, Box 4035, Tucson, Arizona.

Stock up on preserves! Plump sun-ripened berries and fruits; slow-cooked the old-fashioned way in open kettles, using only sugar and fruit. Packed in rustic gift boxes decorated with Oregon forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts.

CHUCK WAGON BOX, Five assorted jars, $4.60 for gallon, $2.95 for half gallon. Order from The Tennessee Chromium, 206 Louise Avenue, Department HG, Nashville, Tennessee.
AROUND

A brace of pheasants is a gift fit for a King. Shown here is a cock and a hen from the famous Berkshire Farms. These birds are shipped in magnificent full plumage! If you want to send some one a deluxe gift, this is it! $13.50 a brace. Air Express collect. Order from Perry Products, Box 417, Peterborough, New Hampshire.

Usabata is the container used by the Japanese to display a perfect flower arrangement. Shown here is an imported usabata made of metal finished in antique bronze. About 8" x 9", it is a handsome appointment for any room. Give one to a Garden Club member on your list. $10 ppd. From Malcolm's, 526 North Charles St., Baltimore.

Crayon bucket to present to the nicest child you know. It's hand-made of native pine finished in clear lacquer. And hand-made of native pine finished in clear lacquer. About 8" x 9", it is a handsome appointment for any room. Give one to a Garden Club member on your list. $10 ppd. From Malcolm's, 526 North Charles St., Baltimore.

Merry Christmas for you!

GOLDEN, TREE-RIPENED FLORIDA FRUIT
from Cobbs

Your friends, business associates and loved ones will enjoy the most thought-
ful gift! World famous Cobbs gaily pack-
aged Fruits and Delicacies are always exoti
cally received...you can give no finer gifts!

NOW IS THE TIME TO "REMEMBER NOT TO FORGET!"

Check your list...now's the time to or-
der a "Basket of Happiness from Cobbs" to arrive at Christmas.

Send in your order TODAY!...with names and addresses...
We take care of every-
thing...your order will go quickly on their merry way.
In the spirit of Gift-Giving...

GIFT No. 5 $11.85
Approx. 27 lbs. — A magnificent assortment of all the glories of Florida Fruits, Preserves, Candies, Soft-stoned Pecans, Coconut Paddies, our famous "Honeydew's" and many other delicacies heaped high in a tantalizing arrangement of good taste...Sure to inspire enthusiastic "Thank you" letters.

GIFT No. 6 $11.85
Approx. 27 lbs. — A magnificent assortment of all the glories of Florida Fruits, Preserves, Candies, Soft-stoned Pecans, Coconut Paddies, our famous "Honeydew's" and many other delicacies heaped high in a tantalizing arrangement of good taste...Sure to inspire enthusiastic "Thank you" letters.

GIFT No. 11 $12.85
Exactly the same as above Gift No. 5 except twice the size and contents.

GIFT No. 19 $14.95

GIFT No. 10 $13.50
Approx. 25 lbs. — A beautiful looking basket, stunning and loved by all. An arrangement of good taste...Sure to inspire enthusiastic "Thank you" letters.

GIFT No. 4 $8.85
Approx. 54 lbs. — A beautiful looking basket, stunning and loved by all. An arrangement of good taste...Sure to inspire enthusiastic "Thank you" letters.

GIFT No. 3 $7.95

GIFT No. 35
Not Sold in Stores

FREED ON PAIL ORDER
NOT Sold IN STORES

Send for FREE Flier of Other Assortments

A. L. ROTH
Mercersoon Bote Shop
2627 Boardwalk, Dept. C
Atlantic City, N. J.
Perfect gift! Serve royally to your long summer days of mountain sun—northerly winters, Apricot, Red Cherry, Black Raspberry. HESPERIAN Old-Fashioned Pure Cider Apple Butter and Elderberry, and Plum—Jellies: Currant, Grape, Black. Twelve 10-oz. glasses Jams: Strawberry, shine contribute to the flavor zest! MYRON FOSTER'S HESPERIAN ORCHARDS Hesperian Pkg. No. 600, $9.95 del'd Other Jom, Jelly Pkgt., $5.15, $2.75, del'd.

Kits Almost Gift Box of 12 Pralines,—delicious, loaded with dry pecan meats, lines, rich, creamy, watering Pecan Praline. SPECIAL OFFER PECAN HALVES Dept. H-1 • Wenatchee, Washington 1b. box $1.95 Shipping wt. approx. 14 lbs. ONLY** Luscious, large Comic Pears, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor; make unusual and appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These world-famous pears are grown in our own orchards, carefully selected—individually wrapped. Delivered PREPAID in colorful gift boxes to any point in 48 states. Perfect arrival guaranteed. Gift card enclosed. Send list, we do the rest, No stamps, C.O.D.'s or charge accounts, please. No. 1—Deluxe Box (10 to 14 pears, pictured above)... $5.95 No. 2—Deluxe Box (15 to 17 pears).... $7.95 No. 7—Ass't. Fruit Chest (About 14 lb.)... 6.95 No. 5—Ass't. Fruit Basket (About 14 lb.)... 14.15


THE MISSION FOLK 106 E. 33rd St., Los Angeles 11, Calif.

JAMs-JELLIES Perfect gift! Serve royally to your own guests, too! Northerly winters, long summer days of mountain sunshine contribute to the flavor zest! Hesperian Pkg. No. 600, $9.95 del'd.


MYRON FOSTER'S HESPERIAN ORCHARDS David H. & Wannach, Washington

Pin NACLES ORCHARDS 414 fir St. • Medford, Oregon

SINGING RIVER Lucious, Selected, PECAN HALVES The nuts to shame Christmas gift for family, friends and business associates. Knife for cutting meats, bread, fruit, vegetables, cheese, etc., any desired thickness, guide removable for large portions. Keep foods hot. Right on the Table.

Sliced for your party. $4.75 post-paid

ROBERT B. HAWKINS, Box G-23 Yaca Valley Orchards, Yosemite, Calif.

Send your 2/4 lb. box Giant Prunes.

SINGING RIVER

Address

City... State...

Singer's Trays

KEEP FOODS HOT... Right on the Table

For coffee, meats, vegetables, cheeses, etc., with large 7½" Nickensteel rustproof cutting blade, and full protective thumb guard. Ideal for cutting meats, bread, fruit, vegetables, cheese, etc., any desired thickness, water thin, or thick. Guide removable for large portions. Hold safely with stainless steel, glass or china.-Oven safe aluminum, black plastic handles and feet... Protects countertops; they are made for buffet service. $9.95 post-paid.

17" Round for shop plate, turken. $6.95 Post-paid. Ideal for hot hors d'oeuvres.

9" Round for appetizers, serving dish, hot rolls, cakes.

"COFFEE-HOT" Hot pan with polished aluminum rim. The shiny chrome till the last drop, it never $3.75 post-paid.

All have 6 ft. cord and plug—For A.C. or D.C. Add 25c. extra for shipment west of the Mississippi River. SUPREME ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CO. 192 Vasser St. Rochester 7, N. Y.}

ELECTRIC TRAYS

ONLY

SINGLE RITE SLICING MACHINE

THICKNESS

9/16 x 13/16 x 1/2

SLICE-RITE

FOR FREE CATALOG

FOR FREE CATALOG

PINEAPPLE ORCHARDS

414 fir St. • MEDFORD, OREIGN

Attractive Set of Eight

For reatation. $9.95. Saves its cost many times over. One to a customer. Spend today and I'll guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll
AROUND

Bijou for a party purse: this cylindrical lighter! It is beautifully made of gold-plated metal; it is embellished with a large (fake) jewel surrounded by imported rhinestones. Do buy several as stocking gifts. $2.50 postpaid for one. Order from the J. & L. Art Shop, Department HG 11, 812 West 181st Street, New York, N. Y.

Sentimental thought for the girl of your dreams: the name bracelet decorated with hearts. Any name (up to an eight letter one) can be made on this pretty bauble. It's made of gold-plated metal fitted with a sturdy catch. $1.50 ppd. Federal tax included. Seaford House, Dept. HG, Seaford, N.Y.

Tic-tac-toe with a new flourish: a three dimensional design. Now you can play this old favorite straight across, up and down, or on the diagonal. Made of clear plastic, it has a black plastic base and colored markers: red, blue and white. About 6½" square. $2.50 ppd. Order from Red Oaks, Department HG, Winnetka, Illinois.

NOW...Enjoy Charcoal Broiling
Indoors—Outdoors...Winter—Summer
Here's popular, full-flavored charcoal broiling on a practical year-round basis—moving from outside to indoor fireplace when bad weather strikes. Chef-Master Grill is sturdy (all-steel welded—weighs 11½ lbs.)—14½" x 14" diamond point grill broils 4 large steaks at once; grill and charcoal tray can be easily adjusted with detachable handle for cooking steaks at once; grill and charcoal tray can be easily adjusted with detachable handle for cooking steaks at once...Wild Blackberry, Spiced Cherry, Boysenberry, Strawberry made from large, plump berries. And rare and wonderful Orange-Blueberry Honey. Shipped PRE-PAID anywhere in the U. S., gift wrapped. Gift No. 32, only $4.45. Sure to please or your money back.

FREE Gift book—50 thrilling gift ideas. Write for a copy, 37 years experience making people happy at Christmas time.

THE MISSION FOLK
104 E. 33rd Street, Los Angeles 11, Calif.

AGED LIKE VINTAGE WINE
(Neal) 300 years ago, Virginia colonists sent to England hams of a distinctive savory flavor that soon were acclaimed by gourmet and royalty throughout the capitals of Europe. Both the fame and famous flavor have endured. Today, as then, the true Virginia ham is one of the world's delicacies.

Each magnificent ham now hanging in our aging rooms, slowly cured, smoked to a rich mahogany hue, aged approx. one year, has been tended by hand through each unhurried step—as we have done for the past 114 years. For example, we keep hickory fires going day and night for 30 days, while the juices drip and the pungent smoke permeates the meat.

Just before shipment, each ham (in a 40-hour process) is soaked, simmered, the skin removed, the fat trimmed, then glazed with sugar and baked with wine to a savory feast of firm, sweet and tender meat.

Your Jordan's ham arrives ready to be enjoyed, needs no heating. It keeps for weeks and weeks. Traditional for Christmas dinner...perfect for cocktail party or buffet.

To sit beside your flowing bowl—a NUTMEG TREE
For your favorite host or hostess, this white ceramic Christmas tree, frosted in glittering gold or silver, sits beside your eggnog bowl, to sprinkle nutmeg as you need it. Comes Christmas packaged complete with airtight vial of fresh nutmeg and seal. 3½" high. $2.50 postpaid. Write for folder of other charming gift ideas. Becky’s Studio

JORDAN'S OLD VIRGINIA SMOKE HOUSE
1431-K E. CARY ST., RICHMOND, VA.
**Address.**

Please send catalog of Clambakes and Gifts.

Only $2.00 Postpaid

(S $14.95 f.o.b. Clambake to me Exp. Colled, dale specified.

76 SALTWATER FARM inc.® • Damariscotta 13, Maine

Wanted

I attach my check or money order for: Clambake Gift Certificate $14.95 i.n.b. or Clambake in my Exp. Collect, date specified.

Please send catalog of Clambakes and Gifts.

Name

Day

City Zone State

Montown 4, Illinois.

Slicing Board Set for SLICING, CHOPPING, SERVING

Adds smartness and convenience to family or guest servings. Black finish wrought iron legs with rubber feet holding 8" diameter hardwood cutting board or your 9" beveled side pie pan. Serrated edge, stainless steel knife. Ideal for slicing, chopping or serving meats, vegetables, fruits, cheese, or bread. For yourself or an appreciated gift. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Only $2.00 Postpaid

Send Check or M.O.—No C.O.D.

Hintscheid’s Fine Gifts, 1271 Grandview Ave., Columbus 12, Ohio

OVER 500 NEW IDEAS FOR

PARTY DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS AND OTHER OCCASIONS

By Patricia Easterbrook Roberts

An enchanting, practical book with an eye on your pocketbook as well as your party. Shows how to decorate with unusual materials; make wreaths, swags, bouquets and centerpieces; decorate mantels, screens, walls, doors; make delightful gift wrappings, etc. Fully illustrated, useful for every party occasion.

Order today from

STUDIO-CROWELL

432 Fourth Ave., New York 16

NEW HANSON RECIPE SCALE

Weighs by

Cupful Grams Ounces Pounds

FOR AMERICAN AND CONTINENTAL RECIPES

Shipped express collect.

COD’s minute kit: prepaid, please.

COLONIAL METALCRAFT, P. O. Box 98-B, Northampton, N. J.

Electric FRAYER-COOKER Recipes

by Julia Kiene

Just out! — The first and only book of recipes for the versatile new appliances that fry, bake, braise, stew, steam, or roast — at the flick of a switch. For the frayer, there’s complete know-how on cooking digestible, low-calorie, deep-fat foods — from hot hots d’oeuvres in the living room . . . to doughnuts, cutlets and French-fried potatoes — without the greasy smell of frying. For the cooker, there are quick-or slow-cooking soups, chowders, stews, roasts, puddings. In all, 350 recipes from soups to salted nuts.

Illus. $3.00. Order from today from M. Barrows & Co., Inc. Dept. B-15, 425 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
Money in the bank is nice to have but if you are not blessed with it why don't you settle for some of Uncle Sam's money on the handsome lighter and cigarette urn shown here. Shining silver dollars are set into Lucite cubes as smart decoration. $21.50 the set; $15 lighter. Postpaid. Northmore's, Box 66, Park Ridge, Illinois.

Little table with an elegant air: the Castlewood. It's made of hardwood finished in mahogany decorated with a gold laurel leaf border. Either one or a pair of these will make a fine gift. 15¾" x 12" x 16¾. $9.95 for one. Be sure to add 50c postage. Order from Taylor Gifts, Department HG, Spread Eagle Inn, Wayne, Pennsylvania.

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
IN WOODEN PAILS
From Old New Orleans
Fraises de la Louisi­
"Fruit of the French
"French Pickles, 
in a preserver of 
Frisco's d'etat in 
Fracade la Louisi­ 
 refugees' choice

Tite-Out “Binister"
Storage Bins Open—
Close—With One Hand!
A clever kitchen wise with many have designed these stack-removable containers that lift in and out, require no lid to Tamable with, and in addition seal and store. The large 5 lb. bin, $1.50. Smaller 3 lb. bin, 60c. For use in cabinets, shelves, or hang on the wall and name no "clean-

NOVEMBER, 1954

Tilt-Out “Binister"
Storage Bins Open—
Close—With One Hand!
A clever kitchen wise with many have designed these stack-removable containers that lift in and out, require no lid to Tamable with, and in addition seal and store. The large 5 lb. bin, $1.50. Smaller 3 lb. bin, 60c. For use in cabinets, shelves, or hang on the wall and name no "clean-

Finest Gift
of All... BROWNELL
Nothing adds so much to the spirit of Christmas as glossy green, red berried English holly. Order for gifts and home decoration direct from where it grows.

BROWNELL FARMS • P. O. BOX 5965-A, MILWAUKIE, OREGON

Choice of the new 1954 crop! Growers say weather conditions made them the tastiest nuts in years. For family, friends and customers, order with assurance from Stuckey's, world's largest pecan shipper. Your card enclosed; mailed to arrive time you designate. All prices postpaid.

THE ROYAL GIFT BOX! Breathtaking bounty—an even dozen treats in one large gift pack. Pecan brittle, pecan fudge, chocolate and maple fudge, divinity, pecan log roll, one jar each toasted, sugared and spiced, cherried and plain pecan halves, plus two jars delicious tropical jellies and conserves. Gay with Holiday trimmings!

Order RG-1, postpaid $11.95

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
IN WOODEN PAILS
From Old New Orleans
Fraises de la Louisi­
"Fruit of the French
"French Pickles, 
in a preserver of 
Fricade la Louisi­ 
refugees' choice

TRAY-IN-A-TRAY TEMPTATION!
Lovely to look at, heavenly to eat! Two wicker serving trays full of beautifully arranged pecan candies, tropical jellies and pecan halves. A "showy" gift that belies its modest price. Friends will exclaim with delight. Order for yourself also!

Order SG-1, postpaid $4.50

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
A treasure house of handcrafted candies, peanut and apricot jams and assortment for personal and business giving. Save time, money. We gift wrap, mail for you.

NOW SUGAR, FLOUR etc., ARE ALWAYS HANDY
Tilt-Out “Binister"
Storage Bins Open—
Close—With One Hand!
A clever kitchen wise with many have designed these stack-removable containers that lift in and out, require no lid to Tamable with, and in addition seal and store. The large 5 lb. bin, $1.50. Smaller 3 lb. bin, 60c. For use in cabinets, shelves, or hang on the wall and name no "clean-
STOVE-ED DELICACIES.

“Invite” palates — be generous gifts. Give six treats for family feasts — be luxurious gifts!

Contains six family slices, oil-purpose spices, slowly smoked over fragrant apple-wood. Whole smoked turkeys from 8 to 20 lbs., net wt. Price $1.70 per pound. All ready to slice and serve.

FORST CATSKILL MOUNTAIN Smoked Delicacies

SINCE 1999

Beautifully decorated boxes and baskets of delicious, free-roamed oranges, grapefruits, tangerines and other Florida delicacies... make wonderful gifts that will be enjoyed and long remembered.

Apples
Gift No. 1 — 55 lbs. $10.95
Gift No. 2 — 99 lbs. $13.95
Gift No. 3 — 145 lbs. $19.95

Orange and Ruby Red Grapefruits
Gift No. 4 — 55 lbs. Delicate $14.95

Delicate pears contain an assortment of citrus fruits and delicacies.

Express-paid East of the Mississippi River, West of the Mississippi River and $4.95 per unit. Red Warner citrus has pleased thousands since 1909. Sold in U.S. only.

ALL FRUIT GUARANTEED: Free illustrated mailing copy request. Bond check or Money Order to ready serve.

RED WARRIOR GROVES

Dept. H., Umatilla, Florida

Wigwam headquarters for the Lone Ranger set: Tonto's Wigwam headquarters for the Lone Ranger set: Tonto's

Wigwam headquarters for the Lone Ranger set: Tonto's Wigwam headquarters for the Lone Ranger set: Tonto's

Coachman's robe to wear by the fireside is a quilted one in heavenly colors! Turquoise, watermelon or avocado green! Made of fine acetate taffeta, it is simple and easy to care for.


Royal Holland pewter hand-made into a classic set to give you lifetime pleasure. The covered dish can be used as a mint dish or as a sugar bowl; the jug is perfect to use for syrup or as a cream pitcher. $14 the set; $6.50 for bowl; $8.50 for pitcher. Postpaid. Order from Gifts 'n Gadget-s, 1452 East 53rd St., Chicago, Ill.
A new
Provincial
collection...

"Mediterranea"
by
Heritage-Henredon

Factories at High Point, Morganton, Mocksville, N.C.

Exciting new booklet—fascinating furniture ideas! See the complete line of Heritage-Henredon furniture, including all the pieces in the new "Mediterranea" group. Send 25¢ to Dept. HG-11, High Point, N.C.
Storage headboard, night table and
dresser of graceful, sophisticated simplicity.
From the Informal Provincial Group in
genuine walnut.

To grace a home of any period...

Every period has its own special charm... and
you may trust Heritage-Henredon to bring you
authentic, distinctive interpretations of each.

Whether you prefer provincial, traditional or
modern—your best guide to the best of its kind is
the treasured Heritage-Henredon hallmark.

Four-poster bed and dresser for today's
living. From our Colonial Group in maple
or cherry.
Because today's most gracious homes often choose to blend the past with the present, Heritage-Henredon has created a group of unusual contemporary furniture.

This, our Circa '60 group, is designed to harmonize with prized antiques, with provincial or traditional companions. The silken-smooth shell or natural walnut finish, the freshness and vitality of its lines will grace a home of any period.

You'll enjoy seeing the choice Heritage-Henredon furniture of all periods; naturally, only a very few of our open-stock pieces are pictured here. If you write us, we'll tell you the name of the nearest store where you may see the collection.

CUSTOM QUALITY AT PRACTICAL PRICES • Factories at Morganton, High Point, Mocksville, N. C.
it's smartest to serve with TEXAS WARE

New key to easy care and real economy, this beautiful, practically unbreakable TEXAS WARE. Light, silent, swift and safe to handle, it sets your table in today's colorful, casual fashion...not alone for family meals, but for extremely smart entertaining, from gay buffet to formal dining.

TEXAS-WARE's Rio Vista Group offers you real economy to a degree no other high fashion dinnerware can! For only TEXAS-WARE carries the incredible guarantee against breakage for two full years! Think of it—no breakage expenses over the two-year period (and, probably much, much longer!). Choose your TEXAS-WARE from a brilliant range of colors and designs.

Accessory pieces and open stock to complete your set available in all colors. Guaranteed against breakage for 2 full years.

At Better Stores everywhere or write for free booklet showing full range of Texas-Ware designs and colors.
For reflective beauty and for convenience... a home needs **Pittsburgh Plate Glass**!

PRESTO! . . . and this living room acquired more depth, life and brilliance. What was the magic that caused this transformation? Just a Mirror of Pittsburgh Plate Glass placed over the mantel. See how all the color and beauty of the room’s appointments are reflected here. Then imagine how “flat” and cramped this room might look without it! Here is a practical, moderate-cost idea that will do wonders for any home. And the special brackets, supplied with Pittsburgh Wall Mirrors, make it easy to install them yourself. Decorations by Marie Stosskopf, A.I.D., Chicago; Furniture by Heywood-Wakefield.

WHERE TO BUY. Pittsburgh products are carried by your building supply dealer or glass dealer . . . your department store or furniture store. See the Yellow Pages of your telephone directory under “Pittsburgh Plate Glass Products” in the “Glass” section.

**FREE BOOKLET!** Every homemaker should have this useful booklet. 28 pages of practical ideas, illustrated in full color, with a score of “do-it-yourself” suggestions. Send the coupon today.

---

"BE MY GUEST." When friends drop in, or for your intimate snacks, there is no need to worry about marred your fine table top finishes — if you have the protection of Pittsburgh Plate Glass. Spilled liquids, cigarette burns, stains are no longer a threat.

---

"THIS LABEL identifies products made of genuine Pittsburgh Plate Glass."
designed for the way we live today...

Elastic U.S.

Naugahyde

as used on furniture by modernize

With modern styling in carefree vinyl, Elastic U.S. Naugahyde adds a new decorative note that paces the trend to casual living. Note the Modernize couch in white Naugahyde textured with gold... the persimmon Naugahyde chair in the new Contemporary pattern. Designed for long-wearing, carefree comfort as well as beauty, Elastic U.S. Naugahyde wipes clean with a damp cloth... has a sturdy stretchable backing that resists splits and tears, tailors to perfection. Discover how Elastic U.S. Naugahyde fits into your design for living.

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
Coated Fabrics Dept. - Rockefeller Center, New York

*Patent applied for
SHOPPING AROUND

Poster set. You need this if you work with committees, with the PTA, with your alumnai. The box contains everything you need to make posters: assorted letters, colored gummed paper, poster boards. $1. plus 25c postage complete. Order from Loomis and Company, Department HG 11, 145 High Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Hang it on the wall to hold your magazines, to add a note of drama to your room. It's a sturdy magazine and paper rack made of hand-woven rattan. Back is solid, front is openwork. It can stand, too, on the floor or the library desk. 12" X 12" X 4". $3. postpaid. Order from Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

De luxe gift for the girl who knits, sews or crochets: woven labels marked with her name. Order these for all the talented needlewomen on your long gift list. Made of heavy taffeta. About 2½" x 1½". $1.50 for 12 labels; $2 for 20; $3 for 40. Postpaid. Order from Hallmark Labels, HG 11, 211 East 37th Street, New York, N. Y.

NEW BEAUTY FOR YOUR BATHROOM

Wool-planter or deodorizer

Charming, practical, this perky ceramic spongy beauty box adds beauty to your bathroom. These graduated gold "bulbous" give a final touch. Specially-made scented deodorant cake in hidden pocket sweetens air. Rich glazed finish with mother-of-pearl luster.

In pink, green, yellow, or aqua. incl. 2½" trend gold bubbles and odor, cake $4.25 (pdp.)

CERAMICRAFT San Clemente, Calif.

UNIQUE SCATTER PINS OF HANDWROUGHT COPPER


Roslyn Hoffman (Home of Proud Craftsmanship), 656 B'way HG, N. Y. 12, N. Y.

A GIFT OF GOOD TASTE

For Friends or Yourself

SPORTSMAN OUTFITTING CADDY FILLED WITH GUILD CHEESE

CADDY is lightweight, knapsack style, with special Fiberglas insulation between outer case and lining, to hold seven temperature. Keeps food and liquids hot or cold for hours. Ideal for picnics, fishing and hunting, motor trips, frozen food shipping, traveling with baby, etc. Made of cheerful red plaid material, easy to clean. 16" long, 10" deep, 6½" wide.

Comes filled with 9 varieties of delicious Guild Cheese—straight from the Heart of America's Dairyland: Aged Cheddar, Brick, Brick and Aged Club Rolls, Shepherd Girl, May-Bud, Mcl-O-Pure, Bleu and LeRoi.

CERAMICRAFT Santa Land, Santa Claus, Indiana

The perfect present for the hard-to-buy for. If they travel in foreign lands or tote a brief case away from home, they'll welcome this smart 9-piece coffee service for brewing perfect coffee wherever they go, whenever they want it. Set includes 2-cup electric percolator with cord (ac/dc), 2 cups, 2 spoons, 2 covered containers—for coffee and for sugar—all packed in a beautiful carrying case of finest top grain saddle tan leather with shoulder strap. Initials in gold. $24.95 postpaid.

Sterling Silver SUGAR TONGS

Impressive gift—at an incredibly low price! Sterling silver sugar tongs with handsome shell design. Order several for bridge prizes . . . for Christmas gifts too! $1.25 including federal excise tax.

Postpaid U.S.A.

BRAND JEWELERS

231 North Brand Blvd.
Glendale, Calif.
GIFT RACKS FOR EVERYONE

FRENCH COIN KNIFE

ORDER BY MAIL for yourself and as wonderful Christmas gifts. Send check or money order today, satisfaction guaranteed. 

FELLMAN, Ltd., 49 W. 43 St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

NEW! The luxury and comfort of genuine hand-sewn moccasins, plus the warmth and softness of genuine lamb's-fleece lining. That's ESKIMOS—Fellman's exclusive tasseled slippers that pillow your feet in warmth and they'll wear for years because ESKIMOS are crafted of moccasin-burnished leather in copper brown, sizes 4 to 11.

ORDER BY MAIL for yourself and as wonderful Christmas gifts. Send check or money order today, satisfaction guaranteed.

THE EXCLUSIVE GIFT with Leather Case $15.00

A knife any man will be proud to carry and show off and use. A practical blade with forged steel blade, file and scissors which simply pivot out for use, spring-closed for carrying. Made from five-franc coins (usually over 100 years old) by Portier, cutler artisian of France. The coins are split in half and fitted. About the size of a silver dollar.

ORDER TODAY—French Coin Knife, leather case and gift box $15.00

Orders Promptly Filled—We Pay Postage

FAMOUS HUMMEL MADONNA

Once Again—in Limited Edition

Collection of Hummels will want to own this famed Flower Madonna by the beloved Sister of Schwan. Exquisitely modeled and hand-painted...the magic of sacred Motherhood. This is the genuine Hummel, with Sister Hummel's own signature. 8 inches high, imported especially for us.

NOW you can order direct from importer!

681 MARKET STREET • SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIF.

HUMMEL MADONNA

NOW you can order direct from importer!

681 MARKET STREET • SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIF.

SHOPPING


An heirloom for your children: these handsome steak knives. The blades are made of Solingen stainless steel, the handles are magnificently inlaid with silver. Leather case is made of cowhide lined with suede. This will make an important gift for the important person. $19.75 ppd. Wales, 540 Madison Avenue, N. Y.

Your matches will come home to roost if you have them inscribed with the legend "These did belong to." Printed in silver or black on red, royal, green or white matchbooks. And the polished wood wall dispenser will add to your decorative scheme. $2.95 plus 35c complete. Krebs, Box 533, Westerly, Rhode Island.

NO MORE SCRATCH!!

Protect furniture surfaces with

RIG-O-BAC

the magic wool felt cushion. Self-adhesive to all surfaces, all materials. No gluing. Washable, Permanent... conforms to any outline or size of bric-a-brac, lamps, ash trays, etc... Cushions, silencers... easy to apply, just press it on with finger.

4 packages... (4 yards) $1.00

Post Paid in U.S. No C.O.D.

J. B. DAWN PRODUCTS

3905 West 66th Place, Chicago 29, Illinois

NOW you can order direct from importer!

Terrific Savings... on

FINEST cotton hand hooked rugs

Brahma rugs are sold EXCLUSIVELY by mail. COMPLETE LINE, sizes and shapes to fit every room. Distinctive patterns, beautiful colors. For only $2.95 postpaid a lovely imported 2 ft. x 3 ft. rug, or oval or square in rose, green, black, beige or blue. Unconditionally guaranteed. WARES FOR FORTIES, ideal gift, Send for FREE color catalog.

DOMESTIC IMPORT COMPANY Dept. R-11

861 MARKET STREET • SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIF.

WINTER WONDER!

genuine lamb's-fleece-lined ESKIMOS

for men and women

NEW! The luxury and comfort of genuine hand-sewn moccasins plus the warmth and softness of genuine lamb's-fleece lining! That's ESKIMOS—Fellman's exclusive tasseled slip-on that pillows your feet in warmth and they'll wear for years because ESKIMOS are crafted of moccasin-burnished leather in copper brown, sizes 4 to 11.

ORDER BY MAIL for yourself and as wonderful Christmas gifts. Send check or money order today, satisfaction guaranteed.

FELLMAN, Ltd., 49 W. 43 St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.
AROUND

Oh, look, Daddy, this is the evening jacket we were talking about. It's butter-soft cashmere in the dreamiest colors: blush pink, pale blue, ermine white. Oh, look, Daddy, it has jewelled embroidery on the closing pockets. What? Why only $85. Well, without the jewels it's only $39.95. Ppd. Order from Brandicraft, 157 Federal, Boston.

Liqueur decanter. This heavy crystal decanter has four sections, four pouring spouts. Besides being useful, it is enormously decorative filled with colorful liqueurs: mint, cherry brandy, créme de coca, Kirsch, or other favorites. 12" high. $6.95 ppd. Bertram Shrier, 1145 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

Horn of plenty for you to use as charming decoration during the holidays: the wicker and wrought iron one shown here. And it comes with a metal liner, so that you can fill it with flowers as well as fruit. Two candle holders help to make it an ideal centerpiece. 14" x 9".

Wonderful New Gift Idea for Your Bridge-Playing Friends!

CORK COASTERS
Autographed by Chas. H. Goren, World's Leading Bridge Player

Perfect foursome, shaped like the individual suits. Deep wells in appropriate red and black hold beverage-glasses snugly, dripless. Free gift cards to your friends—signed by Mr. Goren—included! Just send us your gift list—we'll do the rest!

All items shown here are sent postpaid—No C.O.D.'s, please!

SWISS MUSICAL DOOR CHIMES
Greet your guests with Sing! Chimes ring out and play a song when door is opened, automatically rewound when door is closed. Genuine Swiss movement is fully guaranteed. 4" diameter; chimes are easily installed or removed. Complete selection for any room in the house—playroom, nursery, living room, kitchen, etc. Special chimes for the festive season ahead. Beautifully boxed... a novel and thoughtful gift. Choose from Brahms' Lullaby, Meet This House, Come All Ye Faithful or Jingle Bells. Please specify. $4.95. Postpaid, No C.O.D.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Send for Catalog of Gifts, Toys, Homewares, etc.

NOUVELLE, LTD., 221 W. Chicago Ave., Dept. D-130, Chicago 10, Ill.
FLEXIBLE PLASTIC DOLLS

DANCERS From ALL LANDS
IN BEAUTIFUL, AUTHENTIC COSTUMES
CUBA - HOLLAND - SCOTCH - EGYPT - HAWAII - HAITI
CAN-CAN - BALLERINA - SWISS - GYPSY - INDIA - SPAIN

The most exquisite hand-painted dolls ever created in brilliant authentically detailed costumes... easily removed for washing. 7" dolls of flexible plastic retain any position—sitting, bending, dancing, etc. A gift girls of any age will cherish. Specify countries desired.

COLLECTOR'S SET - 8 DOLLS ONLY

ONLY $2.95 EA. PPD.

Specify quantities desired. $3.50 I.P.D.

A gift indestructible costumes... easily removed for washing.

Child. Only $4.00

Girls of any age will cherish. Dutch & French

7"

The most exquisite hand-painted dolls ever created in brilliant

DANCERS From ALL LANDS

CAN-CAN • BALLERINA • SWISS • GYPSY • INDIA • SPAIN

The most exquisite hand-painted dolls ever created in brilliant authentically detailed costumes... easily removed for washing. 7" dolls of flexible plastic retain any position—sitting, bending, dancing, etc. A gift girls of any age will cherish. Specify countries desired.

COLLECTOR'S SET - 8 DOLLS ONLY

ONLY $2.95 EA. PPD.

Specify quantities desired. $3.50 I.P.D.

A gift indestructible costumes... easily removed for washing.

Child. Only $4.00

Girls of any age will cherish. Dutch & French
AROUND

Exquisite naère with a gem-like finish; the mother-of-pearl smoking set! The lighter is fitted with an Evans mechanism ($12); matching urn for cigarettes, matching ash tray are each $4. This is the perfect set for a traditional or a modern room. Postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Lee-way, 505 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Appointment of merit: this leather box to hold the contents of a man's pocket. Give him one for his dressing table and he will give you the warmest thanks. It's made of fine leather lined in matching moiré. Turf, deep green, maroon; and black lined in red. 9" x 11". $20 ppd. From Twining & Buck, Salisbury, Connecticut.

Check your heels if you want to be well groomed. The shoes which have scuffed heels can be given a new lease on life by Century Shoe Repair Factory. Leather will be perfectly matched, heights can be the same or differently styled. Send for free mailing box, Century Shoe Repair Factory, 211 Park Avenue, Baltimore.

Perfect for GIFTS!

PLATFORM ROCKER FOR KIDDIES

All the kiddies love this gentle Donal covered platform rocker. Seat- and back-rest upholstered in durable fabric. "Perfect" filled upholstery. Slate-colored or red, yellow or green. Shell check or money order. Your rocker will be shipped at once postpaid.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

JUVENILE MANUFACTURERS
P. O. Box 2738
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

New PILLO-DOLLS

For Small Fry to Play With or Sleep On!

They look like big, cuddly 14" dolls, but actually they're solid, molded foam rubber pillows with gay, colorful percale sipped covers. Fade-proof and Sanforized. Both cover and pillow may be easily washed to keep fresh. Non-allergic. For small fry to cuddle or sleep on. Wonderful for auto trips. Unusual gifts to take small sleepers off to the Land of Nod. Specify "Boy" or "Girl".

Each, postpaid, only $2.98

Order by mail. You must be delighted or money refunded.

DONELL'S
370-G Hill Street
Dubuque, Iowa

STUNNINGLY BEAUTIFUL!

JOHNSON FAMOUS HANDPAINTED DISPLAYS FOR YOUR LAWN AND ROOF TOPS AT CHRISTMAS TIME

LARGE SANTA AND PRANCING REINDEER DISPLAY NO. 54

Beautiful life-size display. Very colorful, handpainted in rich oil colors with blue and yellow sled, colorful toys, tan deer with bright red and gold harness. A terrific Traffic-Stopper—will "light up" the eyes of the kiddies and bring forth affectionate "ahh" from the adults. Stands over 5 feet high and 3 feet long, eight individual reindeer, weatherproof wood, comes complete with harness, while supporting stakes in an easy to store carton. Price only $67.00. Night lighting unit $6.95 extra. Shipped Railway Express. Shipping charges collect. Weight approximately 100 lbs.

FOR YOUR LAWN AT CHRISTMAS!

COLORFUL JUNIOR SIZE SANTA AND REINDEER DISPLAY NO. 36

Everyone loves this Junior size display. Handpainted, colorful, eye-catching. Four distinctive tan deer, each with a different color bow and bell, red and yellow harness, red sled, 42 inches high, colorful toy pack. Extends about 16 feet long. Weatherproof wood, complete with harness, supporting stakes. Price $39.00. Night lighting equipment $6.95 extra. Shipped either Parcel Post or Railway Express. Shipping charges collect. Weight approximately 30 lbs.

COLORFUL HANDPAINTED "CHOIR BOYS"


America's Foremost Creators of Outdoor Christmas Displays

CAMION

AVAILABLE SHOWING 24 PRIZE WINNING DISPLAYS

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER DIRECT TO:

DONELLS
DEPT. HG-10
SMETHPORT, PA.

NO. 10 SNOWMAN FAMILY

Mr. Snow Man 48" High $12.50
Mrs. Snow Man 46" High $12.50
Daughter 33" High $10.75
Son 40" High $10.75

CATALOG AVAILABLE SHOWING 24 PRIZE WINNING DISPLAYS

Leonard, Brynolf Johnson

America's Foremost Creators of Outdoor Christmas Displays

Send Check or Money Order Direct To:

DONELLS
DEPT. HG-10
SMETHPORT, PA.
SHOPPING

Roundup time at your house (breakfast, lunch or dinner) will be a more organized affair if the small fry have a table and chairs for themselves. Shown: a round table (22" in diameter) $3.95; a canvas and wood chair (23" high) $3.95 each marked with a name. Add 50c. Krimstock, 112 N. 9th St., Philadelphia.

European import: porcelain finished steel salt box. It is a companion piece to the lovely lobster-red casseroles and skillets which have become so popular. We think that this box would make a good charm to any Provincial kitchen. 9" x 7" x 4". $4.25 postpaid. From the Burke-Finnegan Company, Dept. HG, Fairport, N. Y.

Lucky you with a pony shoe house sign! Shown here is a handsome one made with a wrought-iron bracket and your name (up to seven letters) made of pony shoes. $8.50 postpaid. Add $1. for each letter over seven. The finish is weather resistant black. Order from Horsesho Forge, Department HG, Lexington, Mass.
A baby burro only three months old will be sent (quite carefully) to you from Mexico for the modest price of $85. (male) or $95. (female). These adorable little animals make great pets because they are so docile! A mother and baby burro are $175. Express collect. Spencer Gifts, 826 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.
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Give him a **NIMROD GUN RACK**

Handsome and decorative, the NIMROD gives a secure place to display and protect his cherished guns. Beautifully grained and finished, choice of solid walnut or genuine knotty pine.

**NIMROD HORIZONTAL**
- 4 Gun ($9.95)
- 6 Gun ($12.95)

**NIMROD UPRIGHT**
- 4 Gun with Steel Guard-Lok ($13.95)
- 6 Gun with Steel Guard-Lok ($17.95)

We ship postpaid - 48 hours. Money-back Guarantee! Clip this ad, mail with check or M.O.

**THE NIMROD CO. (Div. Geo. Marnhout Co.) Dept.1154-G, 1701 Arch Street Phila. 3, Pa.**

**NIMROD** gives a handsome and decorative, the order so you can road it quickly. Roomy pocket sheepskin or natural pigskin. Holds other maps. Soft, luxurious dark-brown tie bar and shoe rack. Sturdy birch, in combination 6.00 “ 11.00

Motoring Log 2.50 “ 3.50

Auto Map Case—keeps your road innp in a real value!

A MAP

![Image of a gun rack]

**Ideal For Car Owners**

**AUTO MAP CASE**—Keeps your road map in order as you can read it quickly. Reversible pockets hold other maps, etc. Felt, luxurious dark-brown sheepskin or natural pigskin.

**MO To RING LOG**—leathers to match above, keeps record of miles, etc. Fits Map Case pocket.

**Semi lur Free Gift Catalog.**

**Royal Jamaica Cigars**

Here's what discriminating men are smoking and enjoying from Palm Beach north. Mix of the satisfying aroma of genuine aged Jamaica leaves. Hand crafted in a "vintage" style Mexican leaf, handmade, hand wrapped in a perfect cigar climate. Does and adds only in the States.

A great assortment of $5 in a cabinet box of 10. Order your part of the best, only from your regular dealer!

**GREGORY LIMITED**

355 East 44th Street, N. Y., N. Y.
AROUND

“Tidy Miss” is a pretty clothes hanger for a small girl. Made of wire finished in white, it has yarn hair in a choice of colors: blonde, brown, black or red. Give one to your young miss and note how quickly she will acquire closet neatness. About 3", $3.50 ppd. for one. Wirecraft Studio, Box 262, Buckley Road, Libertyville, Ill.

For the nursery: a compact wall cabinet to hold all the paraphernalia needed in caring for the Young Heir. Made of metal, it is finished in white and clean to use, in an eye dropper, a pressure-type oil can or in a gun. $1 ppd. for 4 ounces. Chair-Loc Co., Box K, Old Lakewood Rd., Lakehurst, N.J.

Chair-Loc is a wonderful home “exit” compound. With it you can repair loose rungs, dowels, joints in chairs, beds, tables, rakes, hammers and other household tools. Easy and simple to use, in an eye dropper, pressure-type can or in a gun. $1 ppd. for 4 ounces. Chair-Loc Co., Box K, Old Lakewood Rd., Lakehurst, N.J.

NO FINEER GIFT FOR THAT MAN

GIFTS FOR PIPE SMOKERS

NEW TOBACCO POUCH

Just a press of the plunger on the Phil-O-Matic Pouch fills and tamps his pipe! No spilling tobacco on rugs or floors. No need to open pouch. Keeps tobacco fresh and moist for better smoking. Can even be used when wearing gloves for outdoor use. Made of heavy vinyl, with lifetime spring filler mechanism. $1.95 ppd.

BEATTIE JET LIGHTER

The only lighter with a 2½" flame he can aim down into his pipe. Droplight, it is perfect for cigarettes and cigars. Nickel-plated. $6.95 ppd.

Write now for FREE exciting XMAS catalogue in color.
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Just a press of the plunger on the Phil-O-Matic Pouch fills and tamps his pipe! No spilling tobacco on rugs or floors. No need to open pouch. Keeps tobacco fresh and moist for better smoking. Can even be used when wearing gloves for outdoor use. Made of heavy vinyl, with lifetime spring filler mechanism. $1.95 ppd.

BEATTIE JET LIGHTER

The only lighter with a 2½" flame he can aim down into his pipe. Droplight, it is perfect for cigarettes and cigars. Nickel-plated. $6.95 ppd.

Write now for FREE exciting XMAS catalogue in color.

CHRISTMAS CARD MATCHES

These Giant-size (4½ x 3½") book matches will be the most admired and useful greeting cards ever given. The style X5 covers are red; style X4 green. Your name may be imprinted in either gold, silver, or white. Each order includes Post Office approved envelopes. $3.50 for 25, $6.00 for 50, $10.00 for 100. Postpaid—No C.O.D.’s.

HOLLY-DAY GLASSES

At Christmas time—when you drop in on your neighbors, unannounced—you won’t want to go empty handed. So wear a pair of gloves. Better still, take along a set of these sparkling 1 ounce holiday glasses; and drink it to those good friends and uninvited guests. Brightly enamelled with green holly and red berries. $3.95 a set of 8. Postpaid—No C.O.D.’s. (Add 50¢ west of the Mississippi.)

FREE Armchair Christmas Shopping Guide

HORACE ANDERSON’S GIFTCRAFT SHOP

1234 E. 47th Street
Chicago 15, III.

PERSONALIZED XMAS GIFTS

THE DESKIT

So handy! The DESKIT—personalized desk accessories for writing notes, sending packages, labeling your name and address on books, envelopes, photos, phonograph records, making letterhead holiday cards. Each DESKIT contains 35 Mailing Labels, 100 Personal Post Cards, and 300 Personal Labels—all imprinted with name and address. Ideal Xmas Gifts! Send now for FREE Gift Catalog.

HORACE ANDERSON’S GIFTCRAFT SHOP

1234 E. 47th Street
Chicago 15, III.

GINGER BREAN MATCHES

New Giant-size (3½") book matches will be the most admired and used greeting cards ever given. The style X5 covers are red; style X4 green. Your name may be imprinted in either gold, silver, or white. Each order includes Post Office approved envelopes. $3.50 for 25, $6.00 for 50, $10.00 for 100. Postpaid—No C.O.D.’s.

HOLLY-DAY GLASSES

At Christmas time—when you drop in on your neighbors, unannounced—you won’t want to go empty handed. So wear a pair of gloves. Better still, take along a set of these sparkling 1 ounce holiday glasses; and drink it to those good friends and uninvited guests. Brightly enamelled with green holly and red berries. $3.95 a set of 8. Postpaid—No C.O.D.’s. (Add 50¢ west of the Mississippi.)

FREE Armchair Christmas Shopping Guide

HORACE ANDERSON’S GIFTCRAFT SHOP

1234 E. 47th Street
Chicago 15, III.

PERSONALIZED ITEMS SINGLY

Mailing Labels, 50 for $1.00 Ppd., Personal Post Cards, 50 for $1.00 Ppd., Personal Labels, 100 for $1.00 Ppd. Order by Mail. Be sure to print plainly. Send also for FREE Gift Catalog.

HORACE ANDERSON’S GIFTCRAFT SHOP

1234 E. 47th Street
Chicago 15, III.

STAMPED AND PERSONALIZED Qwik-Mail Envelopes!

The DESKIT—personalized desk accessories for writing notes, sending packages, labeling your name and address on books, envelopes, photos, phonograph records, making letterhead holiday cards. Each DESKIT contains 35 Mailing Labels, 100 Personal Post Cards, and 300 Personal Labels—all imprinted with name and address. Ideal Xmas Gifts! Send now for FREE Gift Catalog.

HORACE ANDERSON’S GIFTCRAFT SHOP

1234 E. 47th Street
Chicago 15, III.

MIRROR FOR A MAN

Does your husband have a mirror all his own or does he have to preen himself before your frilly, feminine looking glass? Then give him this real Man’s Mirror to set atop his chest of drawers and adorn with his insignia in true manly style. Finest quality plate glass, 10" x 1½" on a handsome swiveling stand. Over-all measurement 16½" x 17½". In either Mahogany, Walnut, or Maple Finish. He’ll love it!

$9.95 Postpaid—by mail

Write now for FREE exciting XMAS catalogue in color.

HORACE ANDERSON’S GIFTCRAFT SHOP

1234 E. 47th Street
Chicago 15, III.
Put a song in your hearth
these musical audubons. Made of solid brass ($25 ppd.) or black-finished wrought iron with gilded legs ($14.95 ppd.), they are designed in the form of an eighth note. They are certain to evoke comment. Approximately 18" high x 14" deep.

Catalogue of other unusual items 10 cents.

TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
260 Louise Avenue, HG
Nashville, Tennessee

Hitching Post Boy
Made of metal castings and full body shape, 37" high, emasculated in 3 colors. Price $14.95 shipped prepaid.

Certified Products Co.
Dept. 120, Louisville 1, Ky.

No Fine Gift
FOR ANY MAN WHO OWNS A CAR...
the NEW
MILE-O-METER Custom!

Mile-O-Meter is the most useful and practical gift any motorist can receive. And now the new "Custom" is calibrated to show actual "miles-per-gallon" for any car while driving! Other scales fall engine condition at a glance, and warn when minor adjustments are needed to avoid costly trip breakdowns. Mile-O-Meter is the ideal gift for any man who owns a car... he'll truly enjoy "driving by instrument".

We mail in person in the usual metal case for an absolute innermost 1/2" back warranty. All necessary screws and instructions included. Beautiful gift-wrap included. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Gale Hall Engineering Inc. Dept. 600
Northampton, N. H.

CAPE COD CUPOLA
Ready-Built, fully assembled CAPE COD CUPOLAS for your g a s a b e breezeway or ranch house. Made of solid pine. Choice ends. Practice, souvenirs. 26" high x 23" wide, $25.00. Express collect. Order by mail or phone. Catalogue also for free.

Send for Free Catalog
CAPE COD WEATHERVANES
Dept. M-7
No. Dorrstown, Mass.

New modern design
FLIGHT DECK FOR
WILD BIRDS

An unusual Christmas Gift
Attached to the front of all bird feeding stations! Attracts to your window sill a trove of colorful birds of many species. "That's what they mean by "wild." Write for free catalog.

$4.95
2 per case
Dept. T16 Dunecraft Dunn Bldg., Pana-cook, New Hampshire

Nothing else like this
New Tilt-Away GRATE
EXPOSES HEARTH FOR EASY CLEANING

Fireplace Basket
EXPOSES HEARTH FOR EASY CLEANING

Put a song in your hearth—no need to touch

Add this "outdoor room" to your house for very little money

Add this "outdoor room" to your house for very little money

Let Shannon Stewart show you how easy it is! Whether you call it a patio, a terrace, or your "outdoor living room," her new book shows you how to plan it, build it, furnish it, and enjoy it. Here's everything you need to know—exterior decorating, plants, materials, construction costs, barbecues, children's play areas, etc. Every step simplified and illustrated, with examples of patios large and small, formal and casual, by the top architects—so you can build or supervise yourself and have fun in next summer. 400 photos, 33 diagrams and Master Plans. Only $2.95.


Planning and Building Your Patio

His signature can be embroidered on sheer Swiss cotton handkerchiefs if you get busy right now and send Nouvelle a sample to copy. The handkerchiefs are snowy white; the marking is maroon, navy, brown, 19" square. Allow three weeks delivery. $5 for three; $9 for six. Nouvelle, Ltd., 221 W. Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Bible stories simply and beautifully are the subject of this series of letters to children. A subscription for six letters (one is sent each month) is a modest $2. ppd. (Add 50c for foreign postage). Your younger will learn to love the Bible after reading these. Bible Story, Box 3463 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.

Funny money is easy to buy! You can get $1,000 for a one dollar bill! And it comes printed with a young financier's name! The children will love to play with this new toy and they will learn the value of real money. We repeat: $1. ppd. buys $1,000 worth of Money. Holiday House, 450 North Pole, Santa Claus, Ind.

Furniture is easy to buy! You can get $1,000 for a one dollar bill! And it comes printed with a young financier's name! The children will love to play with this new toy and they will learn the value of real money. We repeat: $1. ppd. buys $1,000 worth of Money. Holiday House, 450 North Pole, Santa Claus, Ind.
Gourmet's delight: plump six ounce quail! We know how good these are because we received a box containing six. This is the gift to give a discriminating friend on your Christmas list. $28.00 ppd.

for 12 frozen quail which will arrive in prime condition. From The Lawrence Quail Farm, Dept. HG, Joplin, Missouri.

Play tag? But not with the expensive luggage we hope! And to eliminate the harrowing experience of convincing a porter that the alligator satchel is your property we suggest that you get these handsome Lucite luggage tags. Marked with your name and address a pair is only $2.75 ppd. Ennie, Box 41, Rego Park, New York.

The Copy Cats are proud of the fact that they can paint a one from a photograph or snapshot. They are proud of the experience of convincing a porter that it is your property. We suggest that you get these handsome Lucite luggage tags. Marked with your name and address a pair is only $2.75 ppd. Ennie, Box 41, Rego Park, New York.

ANTIQUE IRON CRAFTSMEN

2500 27th Ave, North
Birmingham, Ala.

The "Tweedor" combination storm & screen door most beautiful, strongest wood door built yet the "Tweedor" is priced as low as the commonly made type. If your doorway looks like ours—wide, tall, or irregular, yes, and even those with low basement windows—"Tweedor" makes the most beautiful, strongest wood door! Cast 

WILD BIRDS, Feathered songsters love our BIRD BATH! If you need a special gift, this is it. Lifetime cast aluminum. Legs decorated with intricate grape design; bowl 12" diameter; height 29 1/2". If wanted for planter, hole will be drilled for drainage. Colors: green, blue, white. $35.00 prepaid ($2 extra west of Mississippi). Guaranteed to delight. Christmas delivery assured. For all stand

IDAE MAE 2979 Bidgwood Rd, N.W.

NEW BAROMETER THAT TELLS WHEN IT'S BEST TO HUNT or FISH

Wildlife activity is governed by weather. This precision barometer accurately tells when fish and game will roam freely—when they'll stay hidden. Handsome 5" glinting red cedar case with brass trim, multicolored instruction dial and travel case make this an incomparable sportsman's gift. Specify Hunting or Fishing. A TERRIFIC GIFT for your Boss, your Customers, your Friends and we've got other ideas too. Write for your FREE GIFT FOLDER.


Personalized DOOR MAT

Custom Made FOR YOU!
Your name inlaid in contrasting color
Big (17" x 27") rubber mat with your name, or name of friend, inlaid in distinctive script letters as shown. Male in come in four beautiful, pastel colors with name inlaid in white or black rubber. Special rub design surface with texture finish. Easy to clean. Non-slip back. Precision-made to last for years. Ideal Christmas gift. Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back. No C.O.D.'s please. Please print.

Deluxe

NEW LOW PRICE on Improved Deluxe PERSONALIZED GLOW IN THE DARK COACH & FOUR SIGN

Only $79.00

COACH & FOUR Sign on which your name and house number GLOWS IN THE DARK—without electric light or other attachments. Your friends and neighbors will be envious, and enhance the value of your home. Durable—gives years of service. Beautiful, rich, black hammered crinkle finish. Can't rust. Made of special new heavy weatherproof metal, 15" long by 5½' wide. Service. BeuItful, rich, black hammered crinkle finish. Can't rust. Made of special new heavy weatherproof metal, 15" long by 5½' wide. Money-back guarantee. Send only $79.00 plus $2.50 postage and handling or wire for only $79.00 and we pay postage. Make wonderful gifts. COACH & FOUR CO., Dept. RD2. Box 198-B, Plainfield, N. J., PL 8-2828.

COACH & FOUR SIGN

COACH & FOUR Sign on which your name and house number GLOWS IN THE DARK—without electric light or other attachments. Your friends and neighbors will be envious, and enhance the value of your home. Durable—gives years of service. Beautiful, rich, black hammered crinkle finish. Can't rust. Made of special new heavy weatherproof metal, 15" long by 5½' wide. Money-back guarantee. Send only $79.00 plus $2.50 postage and handling or wire for only $79.00 and we pay postage. Make wonderful gifts. COACH & FOUR CO., Dept. RD2. Box 198-B, Plainfield, N. J., PL 8-2828.

FREE! 36 PAGE CATALOGUE OF FABULOUS GIFTS for home, garden & hobbyist

CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR THE HOME
A Beautiful JEWEL Electric COLOR CHANCE FOUNTAIN

Brings You—

The "Music" of a Bubbling Brook

and the Beauty of a Rainbow

Cascades of sparkling water are illuminated from below by beams of constantly changing light. No water connections. Just plug in to electric outlet. Cool and humidifying atmosphere, preserve furniture. In metal, stone, or natural rock.

JEWEL ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.
ESTABLISHED 1885
216-M W. KINZIE ST., CHICAGO 10, ILL.

Free with the deluxe model you get a free genuine Italian Cotton Cordless Fan. Write for FREE catalogue of fabulous gifts. OLDER COPPER MINE FARMS, INC.
RD2, Box 198-B, Plainfield, N. J., PL 8-2828.

ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS"

The famous statue of St. Francis, with birds in hand and at base, reproduced in antique finish mold, 15" high. (279 in catalogue.) Also, the Victorian cast iron bird bath, 22" in diamet¬er, 3½' high, white, black or Pompeian green finish. (2105 in list.)

Send 10c for catalogue on complete line.

FLORENTINE CRAFTSMEN, INC.
471 First Ave. (cor. 38th St.), New York City 16

JEWEL Electric COLOR CHANCE FOUNTAIN

See at a glance HOW MUCH IT IS OUTSIDE from Inside

or COLD IT IS OUTSIDE from Inside

SEE at a glance HOW MUCII IT IS OUTSIDE from Inside

now model

COMPARE AT $15.00

For household, shop, club, or gift. Made of heavy cast aluminum, polished. Easy to install on any window. Only $3.95 postpaid.

ROWE MFG. COMPANY, Dept. 2
144 South Broadway
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

MATCHLESS GIFT
8 ROWE-O-Tools
IN SELECT QUALITY LEATHER CASE

Gunting bright nickel-plated tools... hand forged, hand ground and hardened. All field flat iron handle... for use on every lawn and garden job. Comes complete with "ROWE-O-Tools" case...

SEND 39c for 64-page catalogue. Satisfaction Guaranteed. All other "ROWE-O-Tools" and other Fountain items available in our catalogue. Branch offices in many cities. Satisfaction Guaranteed. All other "ROWE-O-Tools" and other Fountain items available in our catalogue. Branch offices in many cities. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

SEND 39c for 64-page catalogue. Satisfaction Guaranteed. All other "ROWE-O-Tools" and other Fountain items available in our catalogue. Branch offices in many cities. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PRICE: Only $3.95 postpaid.

ROWE MFG. COMPANY, Dept. 2
144 South Broadway
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

HOFER, Inc., Dept. 11-G
102 W. Tampa Street, Tampa, Florida

DIGESTS YOUR DOOR
Protects Your Floor

SAFETY GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

HOFER MFG. COMPANY, Dept. 2
1144 South Broadway, Los Angeles 15, Calif.

MAT COLORS
Blue
Green
Gray
Brick-red
NAME COLORS
White
Black

A basket of treats from Oregon is a perfect gift. Wicker basket holds a sherry-flavored fruit cake, three five-ounce jars of jam: apricot, strawberry, red raspberry. Pine cones, filberts and walnuts are decoration. $4.75 postpaid. Order from Jane Amberst, Department HG 11, 1908 North Argyile Street, Portland, Oregon.

"Good luck" and good cheer, too, will grace your convivial gatherings if the potables are served in crystal glasses like these. Gold horseshoes and emerald green four-leaf clovers are the gay decorations. Size: Jumbo old fashioned. $6.95 postpaid the set of six. Order from The Red Box, 289 Post Avenue, Westbury, New York.

College pennant designed as a pillow! Your young student will like one of these for his dormitory room. Made of Dacron covered with duck, it comes in any color marked with one six-inch letter and two three-inch numbers. 24" x 12". $6.95 postpaid complete for one. Finishing Touch, Dept. HC., Box 65, Rye, New York.
AROUND

The buy of the season: the silver entree dish. It is a lovely piece made of cooper with a heavy silver plate. And the deep center well will hold a small roast, lamb chops, steak, or broilers. The two side wells are for vegetables. The design is classic. About 18 1/2" x 14". $14.95 p.p.d. Tax incl. Lord George, 1270 B'way, N. Y.

A trio of scents comes in this clever perfume bar: French Bouquet, Tobruk, Blue Mist. Because Michel Pasquier is an alchemist when it comes to distilling fragrances, each of these colognes is delightful. And the bouquet lasts! $3.00 p.p.d. for the three amulets. Michel Pasquier, Dept. HG9, 7 W. 46th St., New York.

Piscatorial note for a modern table: the fish-designed serving dishes. Made of pottery finished in wonderful colors: chocolate brown, forest green, oyster white, teal blue. You can use them, too, to serve individual fish entrées. 8" x 4" x 1". $6.35 the set of 4 in assorted colors. From the Carmel Work Center, Box TI, Carmel, Calif.

Handsome Brass Knockers!

Add that extra welcome to your home—give your guests a feel and lasting impression of beauty with these craftsman-designed and built door knockers. Authentic designs—luxuriant finish—precision forged from solid bronzes for best quality and long life.

The ideal gift too, for weddings—house warmings—anniversaries—birthdays—Christmases. Individually packed in attractive cellophane covered gift boxes.

MODEL POLISHED BRASS POLISHED CHROME FINISH
A—Colonial design $12.95 $6.95
B—Beeswax design 2.25 2.75
C—French design 3.95 4.95

Order today! Send cash with order, no COD. S. Shipped postpaid anywhere in U.S.A.

MAUGINE'S

BOX 322 • LOMBARD, ILLINOIS

WIND SPEED

TELLS AT A GLANCE

Indoors

What hard

The wind is blowing outdoors

Every gust and drift

In the wind is instantaneous.

By means of a small speedometer insideside your home. The 4" polished brass dial registers up to 100 miles an hour. Installation is easy and quick: Simply mount the splitting cups on roof or TV mast and connect the wire to the indoor indicator. Costs little operating because it generates its own current. Fully guaranteed, complete with 50 feet of wire.

ONLY $49.95 POSTPAID

P.S. Order one for your own yard too.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

H. B. COWAP

2423 Ridge Avenue, Dept. 61-11, Evanston, Ill.

MAILBOX MARKER

for any mailbox install in a minute

STANDARD MARKER

STYLE M $1.95 postpaid

DAY-NIGHT MARKERS

Your name or monogram in permanent letters on your DAY-NIGHT Markers! Gnowel proportions and quiet good taste beautify your home—and it helps your friends find their way.

- Show bright at night
- Easy to read DAY-NIGHT
- 2-sidet, raised letters on both sides
- Outdoor: Weather resistant aluminum throughout
- Permanent enamel lettering—raised in solid plates
- Polished brass finish—black background—white reflector letters
- Available sizes—complete 5" x 10" number plates 7" x 7"
- Any wording you want, up to 15 letters and numbers on one plate, up to 5 on one number plate. Same on both sides

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

KEPE-NETE BIRD FEEDER

Ideal gift for all bird lovers on your Christmas list, this new decorative Kepe-Nete Feeder. Feed stays dry in Winter and Summer, will not sour. Large trays are 15" wide and finished in baked enamel. Aluminum handle. As shown, with up to 3 initials. Imperial design. $3.95 postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

BRACKET wrought aluminum Hand; wrought iron Hand;

Order one today! Send check or M.O. Add 25c postage. McAndlish LITHOGRAPH CORP. Roberts & Stanley St. • Philadelphia 29, Pa.

LIGHTWEIGHT CARRY-CHAIR

Weighs only 2 lbs.

- HOLDS 280 LBS.
- STANDS 14" above ground
- FITS 10" CASE

Lightweight, sturdy aluminum stool, perfect for spectators, picnickers, sportsmen. Easy to carry, easy to set up. New Christmas gift.

Order today! Send check or M.O. Add 25c postage.

HAMBURGERS

DEPT. G, BALTIMORE-1, MD. Outfitters to Men and Boys Since 1850
**SHOPPING**

Cosy comfort is the attribute of this Provincial footstool. It's an exact reproduction of the one used with the old Boston rocker. Top is made of 2" pine, legs are rock maple. Finishes: black with gold, antique maple, cherry, light or dark pine. 14" x 9" x 8". $6.95 ppd. Templeton Craftsmen, Dept. HG6, Templeton, Mass.

Luscious leather is used to make this purse. It's designed like a king-size farmer's change purse and it folds for easy handling. Brass frame has a snap catch. Lining and inside purse are made of rayon taffeta. Colors: beige, red or black. 9" x 9". $2.95 postpaid. Tax included. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG, Orange, New Jersey.

Waterford crystal candlesticks direct from Ireland! It is the real Waterford which is being made again after 100 years. Shown: Hibernia. $15, postpaid the pair. The $3.25 import duty must be paid to the postman when he delivers the candlesticks. Do not send it with your check! Shannon Service, Shannon Airport, Ire.

**HOLIDAY WELCOME DOOR MAT**

Your guests know they are welcome when they're greeted by this cheery Merry Christmas Door Mat. Made of rugged, two-toned green fibre and backed with top quality, non-skid foam rubber. Lettering is in holiday red, outlined in white. Stylinized pine boughs are in white. Mat measures 33" x 20". Only $3.50 postpaid. Ask for our free catalog. Kendrick Kerns, 120 Mesilla St., NE, Albuquerque 6, New Mexico.
A down-filled vest for the winter sports enthusiast! Made of pima-nylon, it is insulated with soft down, lined with rayon satin, finished with a zipper turtle neck, fitted with three pockets. Red, green, navy, brown, beige. 12 to 20.


For big men: (sizes 44 to 72; 17 to 22) we show this fine quality gabardine shirt. Cut extra full, it has long sleeves, quality gabardine shirt. Cut 72; 17 to 22) we show this fine quality gabardine shirt. Cut

A down-filled vest for the winter sports enthusiast! Made of pima-nylon, it is insulated with soft down, lined with rayon satin, finished with a zipper turtle neck, fitted with three pockets. Red, green, navy, brown, beige. 12 to 20.


For big men: (sizes 44 to 72; 17 to 22) we show this fine quality gabardine shirt. Cut extra full, it has long sleeves, quality gabardine shirt. Cut
WHO Spends Two Dollars For a Dust Cloth? AND WHY?

Two dollars is a lot of money for a dust cloth. At that price, who buys them? Here’s a partial list of buyers of our Conniver, whose names may be familiar to you:

Mrs. Ben Hecht—co-authored "The Front Page" and "A Farewell to Arms."
Mrs. Samuel F. B. Morse—asked "What has America to offer the world in the way of science?"
Ilka Chase—if you read, you know her.

U. S. Library of Congress—its collection includes every book written by Mrs. Hecht.
HMS "Queen Elizabeth”—best known ocean liner afloat.

Conniver now is all you need like Chase—if you read, or watch TV, you know her.

S. Library of Congress—Most of the books here are on hold on dust or dirt. The result is that everything wiped with Conniver is afterward beautifully cleaned and polished. You just get a flick of the cloth.

HMS "Queen Elizabeth"—at sea, she can disrupt power lines for hours...even days. You'll never be without light if you safeguard your home with this A. R. C. Kerosene Mantle Lamp. Produces 60 candlepower light. Absolutely safe. Needs no fuming or priming...operates silently.

Should you spend two dollars just because these buyers did? No, not necessarily. But you should know why they splurged—so that you can decide for yourself.

HERE IS WHY THE BUYERS BUY...

People buy Conniver (and then buy it again) because it absolutely ends dust or dirt. A touch on any surface—wood, glass, metal, porcelain, plastic or leather—and it instantly applies a tough finish, but it will enhance lustre. Get appliances, windows—everywhere in your home. Dust Cloth?

Use Conniver on woodwork, furniture, mirrors, porcelain and chrome kitchen or bathroom appliances, windows—everywhere in your home. It won't hide or discolor any finish, but it will enhance the shine. Get one for the car, then you can wash it off, with just a wipe. By the way, regular use of Conniver prevents the formation of both rust and tarnish, so there is no need to wash it. Regular use of Conniver keeps rat's from rustling furniture, and it is safer for children to play with. Its fresh clean aroma makes the house smell better. Definitely a must.

WE GUARANTEE IT—TO THE HILT!

We just don't know how to write a stronger Guarantee than the one we've put on Conniver. We say that if Con­niver doesn't do everything we prom­ised, we'll instantly refund your money—no questions asked. There are no strings on this. You are the judge.

Conniver buyers know that every word we've said is true. You will know because the Silicone is there and you will be satisfied. You are the judge.

BRECK'S OF BOSTON
723 Breck Building—Boston 10, Mass.
Breck's has been a reliable company since 1825.

SHOPPING AROUND

A seafaring man will like this smoking set. It consists of a cigarette box which repre­ sents a friendly dock and four cushion ash trays designed in the shape of the Old Sailor's dingy. Colors are nautical, too; sand beige, sail white, sea gray. $5, posted for the five pieces. Individual Photo Match, 18 E. 41st Street, New York.

Empire reproduction in a modern medium: wrought iron and expanded metal. The graceful frame is made of sturdy wrought iron; the seat is made of expanded steel. Finished in black, it is an attractive seating piece. 24" wide x 16" high. $13.95 exp. coll. Decor Metal, Box 732 Jour­ nal Sta., Jersey City, N. J.

European gem: the hands­ome manicure set shown here. The leather case is made in Austria; the instruments are Solingen stainless steel; the handles are Galalith (an ivory­like substance). Colors: red or green calf; natural pigskin. About 5¼" x 6¼" overall. $12.50 ppd. Order from C.D.C., 660 First Avenue, New York.

THESE HORRIBLE AGE SPOTS*

FADE THEM OUT
*Featured brown spots on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you're get­ ting old—but perhaps you really are. Fade them away with new ESKOTERES, that medi­ cated cream that breaks up masses of pigment on the skin. Makes hands look white and young again. Equally effective on the face, neck and arms. Not a cover-up. Acts in the skin—not on it. Fragrant, greaseless base for softening, lubricating skin as it covers up those blemishes.

Send NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST

Seven days and address. Pay only $2.98 on arrival plus C.O.D. postage and tax on guar­ antee. Remember, you may return remaining ESKOTERES for money back if not satisfied with first results. Makes hands look white and young again.

Send NO MONEY—Order C.O.D., or send check and we will put postage. Order Now, avoid the rush! See your dealer or write direct to: MITCHUM COMPANY DEPT. 161, PARIS, TENN.

THESE HORRIBLE AGE SPOTS*

Kills Flags and B.O.

WHILE PETS SNOOZE

Give your pet luxurious comfort, relief from scratching, death to fleas, runny nose in cedar fragrance. Deodorant with Flea­scat Pad. Effective for nine months. Then replace the flea­scat, deodorizing inner pad with a fresh one—and it's good for nine more. Order C.O.D., or send check and we will put postage. Order Now, avoid the rush! 18 E. 41st Street, New York.

FISH NET TABLE CLOTH

Create a nautical atmosphere, with this Bali Hai Original! Stuffs itself in a minute. Makes a perfect gift. Enhances your reputa­ tion for originality in table settings; excel­ lent for luncheons, sea food dinners, barbecues, buffet servings, etc. Doubles as an attractive wall decoration too. (Spar­ kling idea for Christmas decoration!) This beautiful hand made original is 52" x 77" ample for most tables, and only $6.95 postpaid, send check or money order to:

BALI HAI ORIGINALS
Gronfey Br. Box 192
Miami 50, Fla.

**New! Inflatable Modern Bolster**

New idea in Bolsters! For beds (single or double) or studio couch. Of soft, pliable Vinyl, easily filled with air...will retain its shape indefinitely...serves the pur­ pose of a bolster plus the advantages of being the most comfortable lounge pillow ever used. Lightweight for easy hand­ling. Deflate for small storage. Non-al­lergic. Easily wiped clean. Automatic fold­over valve for simple inflation and deflation. Directions included for making decorative covers. Small investment. $3.95—$19.95. Carol Beatty, Dept. P-Y11, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Send for FREE Gift Catalog of 200 selections.

WHEN POWER LINES FAIL, RELY ON THIS GENUINE, MADELINE KEROSENE MANTEL LAMP

Saves fuel, burns hotter, and storms can disrupt power lines for hours...even days. You'll never be without light if you safeguard your home with this A. R. C. Kerosene Mantle Lamp. Produces 60 candlepower light. Absolutely safe. Needs no pumping or priming...operates silently.

KEROSENE ONLY, POSTPAID $12.95

with Electric Converter, postpaid $15.35

Send Check or Money Order to: MADELINE McCOLE, Room 1225 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.
Every fabric in this beautiful room

is made of easy-care DuPont Nylon

A room to dream of...a room to dream in! Du Pont nylon makes this room ever so beautiful, ever so practical. Luxurious satin, filmy marquisette (decorated with cotton dots), delicate damask, graceful shantung, deep-pile carpeting...every fabric shown is amazingly durable, easy to care for, thanks to Du Pont nylon. Du Pont nylon is strong for great wear resistance...dirt clings less readily to nylon's smooth, round fibers. When you shop, look for fine home furnishings of Du Pont nylon at your favorite store. You will love them...love the little care they require.
A perfect gift!
Beautiful with all dinnerware patterns!

ANNOUNCING

Splashed with gold, flecked with white, one delicate rose blossoms in a bower of golden leaves. This ageless pattern was the first choice of homemakers, all over the country, in a nation-wide survey. Designed by Freda Diamond for perfect harmony with both modern and traditional settings... in finely blown, crystal-clear glasses by Libbey. Yet practical, too! Permanent 22K gold decorations... rims* defy chipping.

GIFT-BOXED!
Tumblers, about $4.00 for 8
Stemware, about $7.20 for 8

Libbey Safedge Glassware
AN O PRODUCT

Libbey Glass
General Offices - Toledo 1, Ohio
Accent rugs

... exciting color notes
that bring a room to life

Use Accent rugs the way you do flowers and pictures, to add warmth and color all through the house—before a sofa, beside your bed, in a hallway. At heavy traffic points, put them over your precious broadloom to save wear and tear.
Lovely thought for that one memorable Christmas present, too.

AZALEA (632), casual grouping on white ground. 27 in. x 45 in., $14.95.
3 ft. x 5 ft., $24.50

EARLY AMERICAN (614), flower garden pattern. 27 in. x 45 in., $14.95.
3 ft. x 5 ft., $24.50
4 ft. 6 in. x 6 ft., $44.50

Karastan, Division of Fieldcrest Mills, Inc., 295 Fifth Avenue, New York City
the Algiers...

the luxury mattress by SYLCON

Non-stop flight to heavenly dreams. Night after night
of carefree healthful rest... so refreshing and relaxing...
so like a sublime Miami vacation. All the color and beauty of this enchanted
vacation land is captured in the custom-designed fabric by Kasha.
Correct scientific construction provides luxury sleeping for those
who want only the best... yet rugged enough to meet the
demands of cost conscious hotel management.

Write to Sylcon, 105 South LaSalle Street,
Chicago 3, Illinois, for Free Brochure,
"As Relaxing as a Miami Vacation."

...as relaxing as a Miami Vacation
NEW... for modern living!

• Nothing else like it • Converts any radio to a modern, clock-controlled receiver • Sleep switch permits retiring to favorite program • Awakens you to music followed by alarm to prevent over-sleeping • Blanket automatically turns off at selected time

The NORTHERN clock-controlled electric blanket is another NORTHERN first in electric bed coverings that provide sounder, more relaxed sleep for people everywhere. Over 1,300,000 people now sleep under NORTHERN-built electric blankets. And remember, for the finest quality when you buy... buy NORTHERN!

More than 42 years' experience manufacturing electric bed coverings and electric heating pads

Northern Electric Company
5224 North Kedzie Avenue, Chicago 25, Illinois
Sold in Canada by George W. Endress Company Ltd., Toronto

Electric bed coverings for every purse and purpose, from NORTHERN. Single and dual controls... single and double bed sizes. Also, both single and dual control electric sheets.
Thousands of young American women were asked to vote on their favorite china patterns. From coast to coast they put Royal Doulton's new designs at the top of the list.

**Autumn Breezes**
- Autumn foliage with pure gold, bands the rim with muted color to enhance the beauty of your linens and silver.
- 5-pc. place setting $19.75

**Rondo**
- Uses a rhythmic design of gold scrolls which emphasizes the whiteness of Royal Doulton bone china, the perfection of its glaze.
- 5-pc. place setting $22.50

**Spring Zephyr**
- Has a soft color scheme of muted green and pure gold that typifies the modern trend to subtle "nature colors" that harmonize with anything.
- 5-pc. place setting $19.75

*American women choose royally... they choose these exciting new patterns by Royal Doulton*

Fine English bone china never looked so enchanting as it does here, with a fresh new simplicity, a subtlety of color that makes the most of its snowy whiteness and delicacy of design. There's a new look to Royal Doulton, and in city after city American women say it's just what they were waiting for. At better stores — write us for the one nearest you.
On the ball of these masculine line accessories are two useful appliances: a corkscrew and a bottle opener. Each tool is precision-made of Sheffield steel, each is set into a standard white golf ball. The man at your bar will be delighted to find them in his stocking. $4.95 ppd. the set. Order from Wonderbar, Box 425, Trenton, N. J.

Authentic design. These crosses are superbly copied from the antique originals. They're hand-wrought in sterling silver. Shown here from left to right: Florentine cross $7 postpaid; English cross $5 postpaid; French cross $5 postpaid. Fed. tax included. From Jamaica Silversmiths, 79-32 164th Street, Jamaica, N. Y.

Teddy totter is the container to use when you don't want to carry glass bottles. Made of plastic decorated with flags of the International Code system, it is insulated with Fiberglas and lined with easy-to-wash Polyethelene. It will hold two quart$ $10 plus. 40c postage. From The Crow's Nest, 575 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

On the ball of these masculine line accessories are two useful appliances: a corkscrew and a bottle opener. Each tool is precision-made of Sheffield steel, each is set into a standard white golf ball. The man at your bar will be delighted to find them in his stocking. $4.95 ppd. the set. Order from Wonderbar, Box 425, Trenton, N. J.

Authentic design. These crosses are superbly copied from the antique originals. They’re hand-wrought in sterling silver. Shown here from left to right: Florentine cross $7 postpaid; English cross $5 postpaid; French cross $5 postpaid. Fed. tax included. From Jamaica Silversmiths, 79-32 164th Street, Jamaica, N. Y.

Teddy totter is the container to use when you don’t want to carry glass bottles. Made of plastic decorated with flags of the International Code system, it is insulated with Fiberglas and lined with easy-to-wash Polyethelene. It will hold two quarts $10 plus. 40c postage. From The Crow’s Nest, 575 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

THE PERFECT GIFT

for your Dog or Cat

Hilo DRY BATH in Handy Aerosol Dispenser

Cleans without water! No muss or fuss! No danger of colds! Just puff creamy, fragrant lather onto pet’s coat, rub in and towel off. Kills fleas. Deodorizes. Leaves coat soft and glossy. A favorite with breeders for show grooming. Only $1.49 ppd.

PERSONALIZED PET TAG

with my name on it. A personal gift to your family member. Mark children’s room or case or books. $1.25 ppd.

By Mail order, Dept. A, Hilo Co., 575 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y.

Write for FREE Catalog.
CENTURY RESTYLES shoes the factory way!

REMEMBER—beauty begins at your feet. CENTURY'S experts repair or gracefully remodel your shoes. The Factory Way

- Pumps cut down to restore迎来 across your instep
- Heels in step with latest fashion—are branded or styled to matching or attractively contrasting materials or colors from your premises.
- Alligator and reptile shoes or handbags redesigned
- Suede shoes refinished—the factory way
- For latest style and comfort have your shoes made modern
- Primo leather soles—heels built up—cuff marks repaired—waxed or oiled—new sole comfort added.

SEND NO MONEY

Just mail shoes to address below with complete instructions. Pay when shoes are delivered.

CENTURY SHOE REPAIR
210 Park Avenue, Baltimore 1, Md.

A NEW SIGN FOR CHRISTMAS

Dress up your premises with a Hagerstrom sign—its rich black with your name on both sides in readable white. Sign is aluminum, mounted on 16" wide wrought iron bracket. $1.95.

COPPER LANTERN

Black finish to match sign, so both can be mounted on same post. Well made to last for years. 21½" high, 13" wide. With postcap $19.50. Lantern 14" high, 8½" wide $12.50.

POLISHES

The Spot Remover Furniture Polish

by Jackson of London

REVIVA

REMOVES stubborn surface stains • CLEANs dirt and grime

POLISHES to high, dry lustre and even minor scratches

Triple Action Fluid for marbled furniture, all in one bottle. Consumer tested and approved for over fifteen years. The finish that revolutionizes furniture polishing. For all dark or light stained, shellacked or varnished surfaces. Pack 3 oz. REVIVA A and surface spots vanish like magic. Revives original color and grain of wood. Excellent for refrigerators and plastic surfaces. Too wonderful for antiques.

Quart $2.75 • Half-Pint $1.75 • Plug Postage, Sorry, no C.O.D.

Mrs. Mark Jackson's Studio G-11
88 West 59th St.
New York 19, N. Y.

SHOPPING

Recollection of things past: your youngster's first drawing. Send it to be immortalized (in your lifetime, at least) on an 8" bisque plate. The picture is transferred to the plate, carefully matched color is applied. Then the plate is high fired in a kiln. $3.50 postpaid. The Brick House, Dept. HG, 3114 40th Place, Des Moines, Iowa.

Tahitian torch copied from the original used by the Polynesian fishermen is shown here. Use it to light your patio, your swimming pool. Made of black finished metal, it has two brass collars, a chain-fastened stake. $7.95. The 7' black finished pole is $2. Express collect. Standard Factors, 1423 Tenth Ave., Seattle 22, Washington.

Place cards add a note of distinction to your dinner table. Shown here are most attractive ones decorated with hand-painted flowers. The decked paper against the delicate color of the flowers are charming against the soft white background. About 2½" long. $1.00 the set of 24. From Tea House, HG., Weston, Massachusetts.

CUFF LINKS

Wild Animal Tracks, deeply incised in heavy Silver-Plated discs with antique finish, decorate these unusual cuff links. A distinctive gift, packaged in a suede leather drawing gift bag.

DEER, WOLF, MOUNTAIN LION, BIGHORN. Deer shown, actual size about one inch. $3.50 Postpaid. Tax incl. No COD please. Satisfaction guaranteed.

P.O. Box 4151
La Jolla Sta., L. A. 43, California

HANG-IT-ON-A-STIRRUP

A Sporting Touch to Bathroom, Bar, Dressing Room or Den.

Choice of Chrome or Brass Stirrup mounted on Natural or Black Leather; please specify clearly.

$5.98 each Postpaid $11.50 pair. Stamped Initial 50 cents extra. No C.O.D.'s please.

J. B. DESIGN
1537 N. Beverly Glen, Los Angeles 24, Calif.
**AROUND**

**Wedding gift** for the devoted young couple: the “He” and “She” mirror. Shown here is a fine reproduction of the old fashioned “wash basin” mirror. Perfect for the guest room, the foyer, the children’s nursery. Frame is solid cherry finished in natural color. 18" x 14" x 3.5". $10.95 ppd. From Carl Forslund, HC, Grand Rapids, Mich.

**Ice bucket** with an elegant look: this lacquered bucket from England. The design is a handsome Chinese one done in gold against a black background. Insulated to preserve ice for many hours, it has a carrying handle and a snug cover. 2 1/2 quart capacity. $9.95 plus 75c. Jolar, Dept. HG., Box 85, Brooklyn, N. Y.

**Songs for Children** is a delightful music book. It contains over 200 familiar tunes and verses. Be sure to get a copy and start a tradition of family singing. It’s good therapy for and invalids too. Makes a thoroughly appreciated Christmas gift—one you’ll be thanked for! We guarantee more restful, peaceful sleep and comfort for your invalid and prescribed for high blood pressure, I

**FRAMES**

**Frame is solid cherry finished in natural color.**

**Candle-Drip Bobeches**

- $10.95 for 16 pairs
- $20.90 for 32 pairs
- $41.95 for 64 pairs

On 2 Long-Playing Hi-Fi Records

**275 Wild Bird Songs**

- Vol. 1-150 songs & calls of 58 species.
- Vol. 2-140 songs & calls of 58 species.

Endorsed by the American Nature Association.

Unbreakable Vinylite Only $75 each, pckd.

Sold with full money-back guarantee. Mail orders filled promptly—No C.O.D.’s please.

**Picker Recording Service**

402 Arcadia Rd., Old Greenwich, Conn.

**BETTER SLEEP CO. • Dept. 113 • New Providence, N. J.**

**How Much Is That Doggie In The Window, Of Course!**

Here is a puppy that will delight every child when it plays “How Much Is That Doggie In The Window?” He’s a cuddly, honey-colored cocker, 7 1/2” long, and the music box in his tummy is the very best.

**THESE BEAUTIFUL CRYSTAL IMPORTS are yours—at the importer’s prices!**

**FOR THE LIGHT OF YOUR LIFE!**

**IMPORTED CRYSTAL CHANDELIER (P-50)**

Model for a commission and traditional setting! When will you again see one such a beautiful, wonderfully low priced European chandelier, with handcut prisms, handcut aubergine prism tubes and handcuting. Five arms, with 5 candelabra. Height 16", width 15", $49

**COMPLETE ALL-IMPORTED PRISM AND BOBECHES SET IN 2 SIZES**

- Height 10", width 14", $39
- Height 18", width 18", $49

**CANDLE-DROP BOBECHES**

- $1.95 pair
- $3.90 2 pair
- $7.80 4 pair

**IMPRESSED CRYSTAL PRISMS**

- $1.25 1 pair
- $2.50 2 pair

**PRISM AND BOBECHES SET**

- Complete all-imported, $19.50 per pair
- $39.00 2 pair

**SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK**

**211 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs 4, Colorado**

**FINE SATIN RIBBON**

**ONLY 1c PER YD.**

You can save on this 3/4" sparkling satin ribbon that costs $3 per roll in stores—your choice of 10 gay colors. This factory-new, color-fast ribbon has no-fray edges and extra strong weave. Practical for gift wrapping, clothes trim, party favors or hair bows. Take your choice—each 50 yard roll only 50c postpaid.

**21 Station Road, Haverford 6, Pa.**

**NAME MITTENS**

For Ages 1 to 16 years, Teenagers &

**The Young in Heart**

**RED NAME MITTENS**, Sewn lined with charmed silk or satin and filled with new napped Acrylic for softness, warmth and hand. Smart and warm for school, evening, skating, skating. The young in heart give them to fit. For parents and The Young in Heart give exact size. (Please print name.)

**$2.19 Postpaid**

No C.O.D.’s; Please

Free with every pair of mittens

Send 10¢ for Christmas Catalog

**GIVE NATURE’S MAGIC MUSIC!**

For all who love the sweet-sounding creatures of dooryard, field and forest, here’s delight! 2 High Fidelity, 331/2 rpm micro-phonograph records, each giving 44 minutes of delightful and instructive listening. Authentic songs and calls of popular American species. Every one introduced by the famous Stillwell who made them remarkable and instructive contributions to nature over a 5-year period. Order one or both now.

Vol. 2-140 songs & calls of 58 species.

Endorsed by the American Nature Association.

Unbreakable Vinylite Only $75 each, pckd.

Sold with full money-back guarantee.

Mail orders filled promptly—No C.O.D.’s please.

**FICKER RECORDING SERVICE**

402 Arcadia Rd., Old Greenwich, Conn.
**SHOPPING**

When she grumbles give her this amusing white apron which announces in stark black letters the understandable statement "To heck with housework". Made of fine cotton, it is a capacious apron which will give yeoman duty. Fits all waists, $2.25 postpaid. Order from The Mail Box, Department HG., Lombard 17, Ill.

Toby jugs to add to your collection! These little monks are jolly fellows made of imported porcelain. And they are finished in color: brown and white habits; natural color faces. Each measures about 4". $2.95 postpaid the set. Add 25c west of Mississippi. Order from The Vermont Crossroads Store, Dept. HG., Waterbury, Vt.

Crystal square to use for a delicate flower arrangement. Concave and clear, it stands on a black metal bracket which has rubber-tipped feet. A pair would make pretty decoration on the sideboard. Crystal container is 8" square. $2.95 postpaid for bowl and bracket. Cherokee Traders, Box 7295, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

**SALE MONEY**

On chandeliers, candelabra and sconces. Our own exclusive designs. Genuine imported hand polished crystals. Money back guarantee. We pay shipping charges in U. S. A. Write for free catalogue showing models as low as $20.00.

**FLIPPY**

*Watch the fun as acrobatic Flippy rocks his head, back flips in the air and stands on his feet every time. The enchanting toy of the year for children of all ages. Permanent key and clock spring mechanism enable Flippy to do 4 to 6 back flips with each winding. Cutely woven plush in grey, brown or black, 10" long x 10" high x 4" wide. No COGs please.*

**PERSONAL PHOTO CHRISTMAS CARDS**

25c for $1

**FREE SAMPLE** Just send snapshot negative of your child, family, home, pet, etc. for free sample DeLuxe enclosed. Yulecard from the world's largest producer of photo Christmas cards. Please include 5c return postage. Negative returned with sample and illustrated style and price folder. (If without negative, send photo and 50c for new negative.) See before you buy. $2 for 25c, 25c for 50c, 50c for $1, including envelopes. Add 25c shipping. Limited trial offer — only one order (25 cards) to a customer. No obligation. Satisfaction guaranteed. Offer expires Dec. 1.

**YULECARDS** Division of Mail-Save Dept. H.S., Quincy 65, Mass. *Trademark registered*
AROUND

Nine tools made of high-carbon cutlery steel come packaged in this handy cowhide leather case: knife, corkscrew, Phillips screwdriver, bottle opener, hammer, awl, can opener, auger, standard screwdriver. Each is operated from a common handle. A fine kit for the car. $3.50 ppd. Maymac, W. Grand, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

A child's prayer brings a blessing to the house. To teach him to pray do get this charm to the house. To teach him to pray do get this charm. A fine kit for the car. $3.50 ppd. Maymac, W. Grand, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Petit point case to hold a party-goer's eyeglasses. It's an elegant appointment which will give a lifetime of gracious service. Background is worked in black; floral design is multi-color; open edge is rimmed with gold-color metal. About 6 1/2" x 3". $4. postpaid. Order from Trellawn Enterprises, Department HG, Salisbury, Connecticut.

A neat touch of whimsy plus clever craftsmanship make these 8" caricatures an eye-catching and smile-provoking addition to mantle, table or desk. Both Hunter and Fisherman may be in distress, but the person who receives them will be happy about the whole thing. Perfect for the sportsman. Give them singly or as a pair.

LINSEED OIL PRODUCTS CO. 351/2" high, 60" wide. 16" deep. Weight 120 lbs. Made from select kiln-dried Poplar. Finished in black, open edge is rimmed with gold-color metal. About 6 1/2" x 3". $4. postpaid. Order from Trellawn Enterprises, Department HG, Salisbury, Connecticut.
Gift for Anyone on Your List!

Ideal Easy to get on and off, yet hug your feet with suppleness and warmth. Designed by noted leather craftsmen into handsome slip-on shoes or women's slip-ons.


IN LUXURY

been gift. Hunting?

PERSONALIZED PRINCESS SEWING BASKET

answers all gift problems for birthdays, showers, etc. Smartly woven of extra heavy wicker, handwoven, hand-loomed, and tied with sturdy threads. Ivory or black. Perfect for hand embroidery, sewing, knitting, quilting, cross-stitching.

New Bathrooms

Lion Head Towel Rings
Rustic, yet graceful design. Lion's Head bath towel rings of brass. Sold in pairs. Each ring is hand-cast in solid brass. The lion's head is cast separately and then mounted on the ring. The lion's head is hand-painted with black and gold. Each ring is 4.5 inches wide. Each ring is 5 inches high. Each ring is 5 inches wide. Each ring is 5 inches high. Each ring is 5 inches wide. Each ring is 5 inches high.

My Grey Hair is Natural Looking Again

Says Jan Garber, Idol of the Airline Industry.

"No matter what color your hair was before it turned gray (black, brown, blonde, or red) TOP SECRET gives grey hair youthful, natural looking color!" says Jan Garber, famous dancer and leader. "I noticed results after just a few applications. And TOP SECRET is easy to use—doesn't stain hands or scalp. I look years younger. And TOP SECRET keeps my hair looking lusty and well-groomed. It's the only hair dressing I use."

You Look Younger Today

TOP SECRET has been a favorite with famous personalities for years. Exclusive TOP SECRET formula imparts natural looking color to grey or faded hair. Does not streak or injure hair. Not a tint.

Start using TOP SECRET today. Send $5.00 (Fed. Tax incl.) for a 6 oz. bottle, postpaid. No COD's. Please. Money back if not delighted with results.

Albin of California

Room 4-L, 1401-14 W. 6th St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.
AROUND

Scotch kilt to wear on a country weekend, on the college campus: this Black Watch or Royal Stuart plaid. Authentically designed of fine wool, it fastens with two buckles, with a king-size safety pin.


Madonna copied after the original driftwood sculpture by Betty Burroughs Woodhouse. This copy is cast in a stone-like composition which has captured the color and charm of the original. About 14 1/2" high, it is finished in a warm brown. $15.50. Please add $1.50 post. Museum Pieces, 114 E. 32nd St., New York.

Scale and weights for you to use when you follow foreign recipes. This one comes in two ways: 1 kilo scale with 500 gram brass weights. $12.95; 5 kilo scale with 1000 gram brass weights. $15.75. Extra gram weights. $1.50 each.

Scale and weights with spoons for providing a convenient way to measure weights. 25 pipes. 3 air-tight humidor jar drawers. Larger accessory drawer. Size 13 1/2" x 18" x 6 1/2". 7 Pipe Rack—13" x 9 1/2"—like top half of rack shown. $6.50. 29 Pipe Rack—19 1/2" x 22" (4 humidor and 2 accessory drawers). $26.50.

14 PIPE RACK

Does everything a good pipe rack should do. Hangs conveniently on wall—saves precious desk or table space. Holds 14 pipes, 3 air-tight humidor jar drawers. Larger accessory drawer. Size 13 1/2" x 18" x 6 1/2". 7 Pipe Rack—13" x 9 1/2"—like top half of rack shown. $6.50. 29 Pipe Rack—19 1/2" x 22" (4 humidor and 2 accessory drawers). $26.50.

MAGAZINE RACK

This large, handsome wall rack holds 30 magazines in upright position where each is visible for convenient selection. For living room, study or office. Pre-printed card for keyol for office and reception room. Size 22 1/4" x 8" x 17 1/2". Size 22 1/4" high—holds 45 magazines $27.50. Size 49 1/2" high—holds 60 magazines $32.50.

FINSHELD: All racks are made of the finest genuine northern knotty pine in choice of hand-rubbed, honey tan, white, black, cherry, tan, pink mauve, or vivid hues, these smart accessories lend a so-very-fortified touch to every costume, as these, brought a wondrous message of faith and hope. Now to remind those you love best of the most joyous tidings ever heard, make them a gift of these reverently mod- eled tokens. They will be cherished for a long, long time. Inspring beautifully on a mantel, atop a bookcase, etc. Each is 4' high, in kneeling position and made of pure white porcelain.

Send $2.50. The Pair $5.95. Bows and Ribbons—a little extra. FREE Christmas Gift Catalog—Write!

WYIELD HOUSE

139 N. Center Rd., Dept. 611-4
Sanford, New Hampshire

EDWARD H. ZIFF, IMPORTER

29 Pipe Rack—13"x9 1/2". $8.50.

18 Pipe Rack—13"x9". $12.50.

7 Pipe Rack—13"x9 1/2". $6.50.

MADONNA CANDLEHOLDER

To match your holiday suit you’re sure to wear this hand-painted, imported Ma- donnna Candleholder on your mantle, dining room table, or desk. It is finished in a warm brown with a rich, hand brushed warm gold finish. Madonna is delicately colored in black, with golden hair and beautiful rose colored flowers. Stands about 3 inches high. A Remembrance to a appreciated friend or relative. Send for No. C.O.D.’s planter. Candle not included.

Each $2.95 Pair $5.75

Artist’s Proof—Registered Guaranteed

EDWARD H. ZIFF, IMPORTER

524 E. Danchester, Dept. 11-G
Chicago 11, Illinois

Famous & Old-Fashioned Christmas Cards

made from your favorite negative

BARGO SCONCES

New Scorecard sconces—attractive highlights for your living room, dining room, bedroom, foyer walls. Graceful curving design adds warmth and graciousness to any room. Use the white embers against a dark green or brown wall; try the close- gym gold finish on your pale walls. 15" high, 61/2" wide. In French Gold or White. $595 each (express charges collectable. Send check or shipped C.O.D.).

BAROQUE SCONCES

NEW Scorecard sconces—attractive highlights for your living room, dining room, bedroom, foyer walls. Graceful curving design adds warmth and graciousness to any room. Use the white embers against a dark green or brown wall; try the close-gym gold finish on your pale walls. 15" high, 61/2" wide. In French Gold or White.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE

Familly and friends will cherish these beaut- iful deluxe personal Photo Christmas Cards. Made from your favorite negative of baby, family, home, pet. Artistically reenphazied on attractive double edge quality Christmas Cards with matching envelopes, 4 Dabei designs. For FREE SAMPLE and Illustrated Folder send black and white negative and No. 30A and 30B for postage and handling. If negative unavailable, call photo shop and order for mailing new negative. Sample offer expires Nov. 20. No C.O.D. or stamps please.

RUSSELL SNOW PHOTO CO.

Dept. 210
Waltham 54, Mass.

NOVEMBER, 1954

OUR FAMOUS RACKS

IN DO-IT-YOURSELF KIT FORM

For you—is a gift for the man who lives to do his own. These racks for which professional tool chests were made will save your time and trouble. They are made from pre-cut pieces that are easily assembled. Kits include all parts pre-cut, pre-fit, carefully Stamforded to achieve a knotty pine finish. Every- thing is assembled, including the humidor and accessories. All you do is follow instructions. You’ll save money and enjoy these wonderful easy-to-make kits.

MAGAZINE RACK (III.)

ONLY $10.95 PPD.

Add $1.50 W. of Mts.

14 PIPE RACK (III.)

ONLY $7.95 PPD.

Add $1.00 W. of Mts.

Two Heavenly Angels in Exquisitely White Porcelain

Once before when the world was troubled, two angels, just such as these, brought a wondrous message of faith and hope. Now to remind those you love best of the most joyous tidings ever heard, make them a gift of these recently mod- eled tokens. They will be cherished for a long, long time. Inspiring beautifully on a mantel, atop a bookcase, etc. Each is 4' high, in kneeling position and made of pure white porcelain.

Send $2.50. The Pair $5.75. Bows and Ribbons—a little extra. FREE Christmas Gift Catalog—Write!

AGNESTRONG

130 Pastil Street
Dept. G-11, N.Y., T.

LUXURIOUS

MOUTON

PETER PAN COLLARS

NECKTIE POM-POMS

BOW TIES

Made of genuine, feather-soft moat for in delicate pastels or vivid hues, these smart accessories lend a so-very-fortified touch to every costume. Ideal with sweaters, blouses, the new classic styles. Choice of white, black, cherry, tan, pink mauve, and blue pastels.

NEW GIFT CATALOG shows dozens of beautiful leath- er items for men, women and children. Write for Free Copy.

NOW C.O.D.'S

Brandalift

Dept. 611-4, 107 Federal St., Boston 10, Mass.
The Mohawk 'HOST' 6 ft. Knotty Pine BAR

What a Christmas Present for HIM!

Impressive...Beautifully grained, unfinished knotty pine, white pine faced, 75" x 17½"...
4½" tall. Boxed. 22" front to back. Shipped K.D. for easy assembly.

BAR STOOLS: 32" tall, wood-pegedged white pine, alcohol resistant plastic cushioned top
. . . . . in red, blue or green. 7.95

5 With Order—Money-Back Guarantee

MOHAWK LUMBER COMPANY
14525 W. CHICAGO, DETROIT 28, MICHIGAN

Order 300 for $1. ppd.
for Christmas
in
Clear Plastic GIFT BOX

Quix
TIMESAVERS

MAKE YOUR OWN RAISED LETTER STATIONERY

For as little as $1.25 you can have distinguished raised-letter note paper with therovers Steel-Die Embosser. More beautiful than printing; costs much less.

ORDER 300 for $1. ppd.
for Christmas
in
Clear Plastic GIFT BOX

100 GOLD • 100 BLUE • 100 WHITE

SAFETY ADDRESSING LABELS

All 3 colors in box. Personalize letters, envelopes, checks, books, etc. Make lovely Christmas gifts. Also 1000 All White—in mailing box—$2.00 ppd. Free Catalog with each order.

ALSO:

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPINGS

Our “Blue Ribbon” Pkg. selection of matched papers, ribbons, seals, tags, $1.50 plus 50¢ for postage.

Print name, address. Send cash, check or m.o.

LOOMIS & CO.

145-Y2 High Street, Boston 10, Mass.

LOVELY SILK SCARF

You'll adore this charming 18 inch square silk scarf, with a downy rayon velvet horse silhouettes prancing around it. Pure hand rolled, washable Japanese silk. Comes in aqua, red, or around it. Pure hand rolled, washable square silk scarf, with a dozen rayon pink with black horses, or in navy, royal blue, or Kelly green with white plush horses. State preference. Price for one only $1.50; two for $2.50; three for $3.50. 1 pay postage. Order several for Xmas. Money back if not delighted.

“LHIE JOE” WIESENFELD CO.
Dept J-40
Baltimore 1, Md.

Sterling Qualities make these forks a notable purchase. Little beauties, each topped with a different, exquisitely wrought flower, tipped with gold-plated tines. For lemon, hors d'oeuvres or pickles. Those who appreciate fine things will be thrilled with them!

Sterling Silver, 4½" long.
Set of 4, (ppd., tax incl.)...

$6.00

Jamaica Silversmith
79-32 164 St., Jamaica 2, L. I., N. Y.
Dept. HG

Send for free Catalog of unusual Silverware

Classic art: the Chinese horse copied from an ancient museum piece. Cast in chalk white art stone (gypsum cement), it is a piece you will cherish, it is one you will be proud to give as a gift. About 8½" long, $4.95 postpaid. Order from Alladin Crafts, 4950 Gallier Drive, Department HG, New Orleans 22, Louisiana.

DAUGHTERS AND MOTHERS WILL LOVE IT!

Here is the best Christmas gift that you can give any girl or woman...just a lifetime. The new "Blue Roger" Week-End Traveling Bag. The newest, smartest, and most beautiful bag ever made.

Holds up to 4 dresses, 3 pairs of shoes and everything necessary even for a week or longer.

Bag weighs only 3 lbs.,... carried by hand or over shoulder. Hands are free... practically no wrinkles... made of the finest new Trade-Wind fabrics. Colors, green, tan and blue... $10.95 postpaid... Check or Money Order... No C.O.D. Money back guarantee.

Free catalog on request.

Walter L. Fry Jr. Inc.
5766 Woodward Avenue • Detroit 2, Michigan

CLASSIC ART

The Chinese horse copied from an ancient museum piece. Cast in chalk white art stone (gypsum cement), it is a piece you will cherish, it is one you will be proud to give as a gift. About 8½" long, $4.95 postpaid. Order from Alladin Crafts, 4950 Gallier Drive, Department HG, New Orleans 22, Louisiana.

Feminine frill: the nylon handkerchief trimmed with Alencon lace. And the lace, in turn, is trimmed with twinkling rhinestones! This is a fairy-tale bijou designed for a bride (in white) or for a femme fatale (in black). It is generous in size, 16" square. $10.00 ppd. Scintilla, 5718 N. Kenmore, Chicago, Ill.

SHOPPING
A creative impulse is inherent in all of us! So why don't you indulge it by using the jewelry-making kit shown here. With it you can make a rhodium or gold-finished necklace and matching earrings set with colored rhinestones: amethyst, emerald, sapphire, ruby or topaz. $1.49 ppd. Jewelcraft, 46 Park, Framingham, Mass.

Thermia Glasses
Keep ice cube for hours! Existing new tumblers keep drinks fresh longer, leave ice cubes and beverage! Outside is always dry, keeps hands dry when playing cards, need no coasters. Leave no harm to furniture. Made with two layers of Strene with air space between to form insulating. 15 oz. in sparkling metalloid shades of Can- yon Gray, Pearl Blue, Pearl Gray and Chartreuse. Set of 4 ($1.25 ppd. 25% ppd).

Shred-O-Mat Salad Maker
"Salad" days are every more fun with this unique kitchen appliance that quickly shreds, slices, or grates "greenery". Three blades interchange instantly, large hopper and dices are safety-covered stainless steel. White enamel finish, saucer base. Fits anywhere without screws, clamps.

Thoresen's, Dept. 23-M-26
352 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. (Canadians: Avoid tariff—order from THORESEN CO., Dept. 23-M-26, 45 St. James St. West, Montreal, P. 63)

NEW Electric Shave "erases" un­ derarm & leg hair. Safe! FAST! Re­moves unwanted hair in seconds! You hardly feel it! No nicks! No scraping! No coarse regrowth! Leaves skin feeling soft, smooth, beautiful! Operates on AC current. Complete kit with special brush, case, electric cord. Bargain price 3.95. Rush check, m.o. cash for free delivery. (COD's cost 50c more). 5 Day Trial—money back guarantee. Order now!

Welfare Appreciated Gifts
We're trading red booklets for the most popular gift of all . . . Rowling's famous Lip Tissue Booklets! Be the guest who is thoughtful . . . the hostess who is prepared. 25 booklets crammed full of soft and fancy white Kleenex Tissues for the lips. Red and White covers personalized with name or monogram. Package in monogrammed gift box and uniquely gift wrapped. 81-75 Postpaid No COD's.

Personalized Lip Tissues
We're trading red booklets for the most popular gift of all . . . Rowling's famous Lip Tissue Booklets! Be the guest who is thoughtful . . . the hostess who is prepared. 25 booklets crammed full of soft and fancy white Kleenex Tissues for the lips. Red and White covers personalized with name or monogram. Package in monogrammed gift box and uniquely gift wrapped. 81-75 Postpaid No COD's.

Personalized Lip Tissues
With Your Personal Greeting
Thrill your friends with this unique Christmas Greeting on a lovely Funky Christmas Red free ornament. More than just an ornament, valuable red and useful gift as well. Write your name in pencil or ink on the tag which is permanently printed on the ornament in white.
SAD-EYE SAM
THE ONION MAN
This tear-yad guy has a right to cry! He's the keeper of the onions, the Ice-box watchman who protects delicate foods from odorous leftovers. Use him formally to serve chopped or sliced onions at barbecues or on the table where his hand-painted, tearful personality will add fun as well as flavor.
He's 5" in diameter, 3½" high, glazed ceramic.
Postage $2 plus 25¢

Stinky Cheese Jar
Polis who favor fancy cheeses no longer need to hear nasty comments about their choice. odorous, brand! Instead, they can use with this clever new Stinky Cheese Jar.
The 4" x 4¾" ceramic jar holds most quarter-pounds comfortably. Cutest little winking skull, in black and white, is sculptured in deep relief on the lid. Base is canary yellow.
Charming, smile-provoking, it will go right from the refrigerator to the table and delight guests. And the man-of-the-house, searching for a late snack—$2 Postage
Write for FREE 64-Page Gift Catalog
HOSTESS HOUSE, Dept. 11
500 Forbes St. Pittsburgh 17, Pa.

You Can't Spill Drinks
With Indian Rope Tray
A new miracle in serving trays. If you didn't see it, you wouldn't believe it. Swing it high or low, not a drop will spill. Holds up to 10 full glasses. The "pendulum" principle is the secret. Per-spill. Holds up to 10 full glasses. The Swing it high or low, not a drop will
A new miracle in serving trays. If you
with this clever new Stinky Cheese Jar.
The 4" x 4¾" ceramic jar holds most quarter-pounds comfortably. Cutest little winking skull, in black and white, is sculptured in deep relief on the lid. Base is canary yellow.
Charming, smile-provoking, it will go right from the refrigerator to the table and delight guests. And the man-of-the-house, searching for a late snack—$2 Postage
Write for FREE 64-Page Gift Catalog
HOSTESS HOUSE, Dept. 11
500 Forbes St. Pittsburgh 17, Pa.

Fairy Stone Jewelry
Strange... Exchanging... Legend-Rich!
These are found only in the remote, mysterious Mountains of Vitality. Nature has given them their unique, magical powers.
"The Fairies wept, and their tears, falling to the earth, formed lovely cross-shaped pebbles."—Sage by the Mountains' Legend. This ancient stone, long used by the Fairies for protection of their magical powers, is available to you.
"It is a perfect companion for the living, a guardian for the dead by night. You can put it under your pillow, and in the morning you will wake up happy in the world."
"The poor little wraith who wears it will find in it a home for his soul..."

Send for gift catalog
BYRD'S Jewelers
Dept. HG2
Martinsville, Va.

Monogrammed Glass Table Mats
Unusually affective glass plaques, beveled and personalized with hand-cut mirre monograms. Splendid for use under hot plates, under vases or as coasters. Decorative and practical—makes a most desirable gift for any occasion.
Set of 3—4", 5", 6" $5.95 postpaid
Set of 4—5", 6", 7" $9.25
Platter 8" x 12" $4.95

Underline initials of lost name
No C.O.D.'s please
EUNICE NOVELTIES
Dept. HG-11
Our 15th Year
P. O. Box 41
Rego Park, N. Y.

Gorgeous—Life Size Greeting Cards or Plain Prints
THINK OF IT! THEY'RE FEET TALL IN FULL COLOR
Marilyn Monroe
LILI ST. CYR ANITA ERBERG PAT NALL JOANNE ARNOLD MADELINE CASTLE
TERRIFIC GIFT OR PARTY GAG!
The world's largest, most life-like, most accurate picture of Marilyn Monroe. Ideal for den, bar, living room, office, bedroom. Upgrade your "Life Like" with a Marilyn Monroe Greeting Card or Print! Many beautiful pictures to choose from. Send $3.50 for one; $5.95 the pair.
Send for gift catalog
Pacific Shop
219 Batter Street, Dept. G
San Francisco 8, Calif.

SHOPPING

Small magnifier but oh my, what a job it does on fine print! The lens is ground to give you sharp accurate vision, to magnify the print 3½ times. Lens folds neatly into a beige color plastic frame. Easy to carry in purse or vest pocket. $3.95 postpaid. Order from Edroy Products, Dept. HG9, 490 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.

Copper belt to wear with sweaters and skirts, with well tailored wool dresses. Team it with either copper or leather bracelets and earrings for a nice effect. Made by hand, the belt can be worn by almost everyone. Waist sizes: 24 to 32. $4.00 ppd. Federal tax incl. Order from Roslyn Hoffman, 656 Broadway, New York.

A sailor's prayer is engraved on the heavy bronze plaque. "O God, thy sea is so great and my boat is so small." Give one to your mariner to use as a paperweight on his executive desk or as a decoration for his boat. About 4" in diam. $3.50 for one; $5.95 the pair. Add 50¢ post. The Mariner's Mart, East Hampton, N. Y.
AROUND

“Bic-O-Bac” is the perfect protection for your bric-a-brac, for fine wood finishes. It’s a scalloped felt strip which has a pressure-sensitive adhesive back. Press it on the base of any metal, glass or ceramic ornament to form a protective cushion. $1 postpaid for four yards. J. B. Dawn, 3905 West 64th Place, Chicago 29, Ill.

Exceptional value: the velvet covered ottoman shown here! Made of hardwood, coil springs and steel webbing, it is firmly upholstered and covered in stained-glass-color velvet: red, rose, topaz brown, sage, leaf or emerald green and gold. 20" x 25" X 17". S16.50 for eight stuffed cushions. 20" X 25" X 17". S16.50 for four.

Custom-made loafers in a large range of sizes and widths is the specialty of Sheppard’s Shop. Shown here: a pair of brown loafers which come in sizes 5 to 15; in widths AAA to EEE. Available in black. $9.95 for sizes up to 15.

Remember our feathered friends. Keep their lilting song in your garden. Here’s a bird feeder that can be placed anywhere. A foot steel post, comes in three sections, ready to be fitted together. Hood and feeding tray in brown steel. Hopper in clear plastic holds up to 2 lbs. Hood 14 1/2 across. Tray 9" wide, 3/4" deep. Ideal for bird lovers.

Steak model $5.98 postpaid
Hanging model (same size) 3.50 postpaid

Stereotaxic Induction (Above) a pressure-sensitive adhesive back. Press it on the base of any metal, glass or ceramic ornament to form a protective cushion. $1 postpaid for four yards. J. B. Dawn, 3905 West 64th Place, Chicago 29, Ill.

VOY. No. 601. MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.
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The Ideal Christmas Gift

The Stand with the Revolving Arms
Sturdy! Will Not Tip or Tilt

New All-Steel Vio Holda PLANT STAND
● Holds 11 plants, 10 on Revolving Arms

A wonderful stand for flower lovers! Finest all-steel welded construction. 50 inches high. Antique black, white or red enamel finish (your choice). The 10 revolving arms, extending 6 to 12 inches from sturdy center shaft, may be moved with a touch to enhance arrangement or allow even sun and air exposure. Light weight. Easy to clean. Requires little space—and a grand gift idea.

MAIL ORDER today! Only $14.95 plus $1.00 for packing and postage in U.S.A.; $2.00 for shipment to Canada. Specify color. Send actual shoe size and color. Return guarantee. Satisfaction guaranteed.

VIO HOLDA MFG. CO.
Box 915, Dept. 134, Topeka, Kan.

FOR THE FAIREST OF THEM ALL!
This VANITY BRACELET beside an important piece of jewelry is also a spillover compact with puff and mirror. Equally smart with tailcoat costume or evening dress. Gold plated with 3 HAND ENGRAVED INITIALS, expands to fit any wrist. $5.95 postpaid.

THE FELICES,
DEPT. HG11 Soothing, N. J.

SHOPPING

Create an effect with this clever brass lamp base. It is designed to hold your favorite objet d'art, a treasured trophy, and arrangement of flowers. Your choice: 5" or 6" diameter base, $7.95; or 7" or 7½" diameter base, $8.95. Add 50c for postage. Order from Royce, Dept. HG., 4812 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

Steel jewel box you will admire for appearance as well as for performance. Sturdy as only steel can be, it is finished on the outside in Chinese red and gold; on the inside with royal blue. And it's generous in size: 6" x 5" x 1½". $4.49 postpaid. Order from Unimart, Dept. HG10, 108 E. 16th Street, New York, N. Y.

Casino is a sixteen piece service you will enjoy using at Canasta and bridge parties. Each place setting (cup, saucer, plate) is designed in the shape of a card pip: heart, spade, club, diamond. White background decorated in multi-color. $7.45 postpaid the sixteen-piece set. Casino, Dept., HG, Box 231, Sibbing, Ohio.

PICS, PICS, PICS

PICTURES & PRINTS

New Catalog of FINE ART FOR YOUR HOME AT SMALL COST

Send your order (no purchase necessary) for the FREE FINE ART FOR YOUR HOME AT SMALL COST Catalog, including fine reproductions of world famous paintings. Write Helen Gallagher, 516-A First Fulton Street, Peoria, Ill.

FOR THE FAIREST OF THEM ALL!

GIAN T CIRCUS CUTOUTS
All the kiddies' favorite circus animals and favorite clown come alive in whimsical FULL COLOR giant size 22-inch cutouts. Apply them directly to your walls. Easy to remove, ideal for nursery or play room. One gift he or she will love you for. Set includes 7 animals, one clown, yards and arrangement of flowers. Your name and address printed on 1000 fine quality gummed labels. PACKED IN PLASTIC BOX. Use them on stationary, checks, books, greeting cards, records, etc. Your choice of 3 lines printed on fine quality gummed paper. 1000 labels for only $1.60 postpaid. Six orders for $6. THIS IS A SPECIAL OFFER. A sensational bargain. Ideal for gifts. Makes a wonderful, useful present. Satisfaction guaranteed, Handy Labels, 11346 Washington Blvd., Culver City, California.

1000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS

NAME & ADDRESS LABELS

Mrs. Arthur H. Robinson
1035 Thurman Avenue
Rochester, New York

Your name and address printed on 1000 fine quality gummed labels. PACKED IN PLASTIC BOX. Use them on stationary, checks, books, greeting cards, records, etc. Your choice of 3 lines printed on fine quality gummed paper. 1000 labels for only $1.60 postpaid. Six orders for $6. THIS IS A SPECIAL OFFER. A sensational bargain. Ideal for gifts. Makes a wonderful, useful present. Satisfaction guaranteed, Handy Labels, 11346 Washington Blvd., Culver City, California.
Collar pin to wear with your French-cuff shirts, a pretty scarf, a chic beret. Made of sterling silver, it has two or three dangling discs which are marked with your initials. $5.50 with two initials; $7.50 with three. Postpaid. Federal tax included. Holiday House, 211 Bellevue Theater Bldg., Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

Ceramic apple in natural colors (red, green, yellow) holds six ceramic handled knives. This little set which sits on an apple leaf saucer is perfect to use with your cocktail cheese spread. Too. About 3" in diameter. $4.95 ppd. Order from Calisco House, Dept. HG-4, 5760 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles 19, Calif.

Five drawer chest for you to buy one of two ways: unfinished or in stained and polished walnut, mahogany, maple or blonde. The design is classic, the wood is poplar. 43" or blonde. The design is ed walnut, mahogany, maple finished or in stained and polished above four finishes. Exp. coll. to buy one of two ways: unfinished. Five drawer chest for yen

HORACE ANDERSON'S GIFTCRAFT SHOP
124 E. 47th Street
Chicago 1, Ill.

Bamboo Café Curtains
Custom-decorated original hand-printed "Autumn Fantasy" design. Feather pattern or traditional drape. 30" X 30" to 108". Imported fine quality mulberry burlap, self-edged or cut square. 90" X 90". $11.75. Postpaid. For samples write for Free Illustrated Book. BRUSH A TUNE $3.95 POSTPAID

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN Resident Day Classes Start Feb. 2nd. Send for Catalog R Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course Same at once. Send for Catalog C Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN 21 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.

IMPORTED 12-PIECE ANGEL BAND
Heavenly music played by a celestial band. Delightful little Angels each with a different musical instrument—12 in all—incorporating a button-waving machine. Each piece is hand-cared in Italy from hand-worked and colored bamboo. Set of 12 pastel shades. They have wings and halos of gold! 13½" high. $2.95 postpaid

REVELVING "ANGEL CHIMES" From Sweden comes this fascinating decorative innovation. Heavenly music played by a celestial band. Made of heavy wax, high-quality rainbow color, 12" high. 4 candles included free with each. Order for each end of the mantel, dining table, etc. Or if you desire only one for yourself, the extras will serve as a perfect gift. 2 for $3.95 postpaid

ANGEL CHIMES CANDLES Made in Sweden expressly for the "Angel Chimes". Candies are hand-shaped, smokeless and odorless. A real luxury—may be had in red or white. 2 Dozen for $1.00 postpaid

MONOGRAMMED PILL BOX
Smart, gold-finished last in which to carry Virginia cigarettes, matches, toothpicks, and other pills. Brilliantly gold-finished with a monogram. Each with its own presentation box. $1.95 postpaid

Write for Free Christmas Catalog BLACK & COMPANY, INC. 162 Blank Building, Rockville Centre, New York

LAURA H. COPENHAVER Rosemont
Virginia Mountain Handcrafted Curtains ● Carvings ● Composites Quilts ● Valances ● Rugs ● Tables From the hands of Virginia mountain craftsmen comes the treasured-ware "Rosemont." You can't copy Rosemont! A copy of an old design, it looks as if it came from the hands of Virginia mountain craftsmen. Each 20" x 108" with additional 9" hand-tied "Peacock Tail" fringe, $23.50. Ppd. Shown with 12" Canopy Ruffle, including 9" hand-tied "Peacock Tail" fringe, from $17.50. Basket Weave and medallion curtains with hand-tied fringes—made to fit any window.

Please write for free illustrated booklet.

LAURA H. COPENHAVER Rosemont
Marion, Virginia
BAROMOID
An Ingenious, Now Kind of Barometer. Even a Child through BAROMOID's Rotating Weather Band; A's Diameter, Mounts at Window. Patented, Dial Readings; Cased in Beveled Glass and Brass, Out for Storm. Precision Movement Also Gives Exact Clear View Predicts Sun, It Grays for Overcast, Blacks Forecasts Weather at a Glance (from Any Distance) Exclusively Ours. $2.75 Post Paid.
20 Bedford Street, Walfsham 54, Mass.
No C.O.D.'s Please. Money-Back Guarantee if It Won Rain or Shine

VISORLETTE
A Driver's Best Friend
If he drives, he'll want "Visorlette" to clip to the sunvisor of his car. Made of Fine Top-Grain Cowhide, It Will Hold Sun or Driving Glasses, Maps and Street Guides. It's Fitted with a Zipper, a Mechanical Pencil and a Pad. In Handsome Luggage Tan with Monogram. A Perfect Gift!
$4.95 Postage Included
No C.O.D.'s Please.
WALES LUGGAGE CORP.
Dist. HB-11, 540 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

Reflect Your Good Taste
The GOUT STOOL hangs back to the days of knee-breeches and scarlet waist-coats. Yet it lends modern style and therapeutic leg-casting comfort to your home. Fashioned by a master craftsman in the traditional charm of its 18th century predecessor. Textured Fabric—Green, Brown, Champagne, Red or Citron. Solid mahogany or blond legs. Sizes 2.5" x 2.5" x 17" High—Only $12.50 Exp. Coll. ($15.50 if you furnish 3/4 Yd. of 50" Fabric.) For Gifts Add $2.00 to Cover Express.

SNDY & SNYDER
Pine Custom Made Furniture Since 1921
P.O. Box 85, Dept. H, Cincinnati 20, Ohio

The Authentic
Bermuda CARRIAGE BELL
This distinctive two-toned car accessory makes a welcome gift. Carefully Made of Heavy Nickel Plate—5 1/2" in Diameter. Directions for Easy Installation Included.
$6.95 Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s Please.

The Bermuda Shop
554 Madison Ave. at 55th St.
New York 22, New York

Sensational Gift for Home or Office
FONADEK® Holds the Phone While You Talk or Listen
Everybody wants this miracle electronic instrument that frees your hands to write, do your nails, even feed the baby while you phone. Ideal for a busy club member... Indispensable for a Business Man. Whole Groups Can Hear and Take Part in Conversations. Adjustable Volume Makes Telephone easier for Hard-of-Hearing. Smart Gray Finish. Size 6 1/2" x 3" x 4" Portable. Requires no Installation. AC-DC Unit $69.95 Prepaid. Guaranteed.

FONADEK Division of
SPECIAL DEVICES, INC.
Dept. HG, 44 School St.
Boston 8, Mass.

The Whittle Pipe is for the Man Who Loves to Fashion Things with His Knife. Give Him this Block of Algerian Briar Wood which is Attached to a Hard Rubber Mouthpiece and Let Him Carve and Pare the Bowl to His Taste. This Will Turn into the Pipe He Loves Best. $2.75 Postpaid. David P. Ehrlich, 207 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Antique Furniture Needs Care and We suggest that you feed the wood with wax compound by the Sturbridge Yankee Workshop. Besides Nourishing the wood, this wax brings a glowing patina to new as well as old wood. Easy to apply. $1.29 Ppd. for 8 Ounce Can. Yankee Workshop, Dept. H-10, Sturbridge, Mass.
**AROUND**

Save time and energy by installing this inexpensive intercommunication system. The two-station unit comes with fifty feet of cable. Easy to hook up, easy to operate, it will enable you to work in one room and communicate with another part of the house. Metal cabinets. $29.95 ppd. Meadowbrook, W. Hempstead, N. Y.

Parker Timer is a personal alarm system which busy people will be grateful to own. Shaped like a watch and worn in a pocket, it will sound an alarm to remind you of your next appointment, to alert you that the parking meter is running down. $12.95 postpaid. Parker Timer, 55 E. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois.

The handyman in your house (poor overworked papa) will be delighted with the Plane Guider shown here. It will make a precision instrument of his hand woodworking plane! He will be able with ease to do clean, accurate fettting, joining, beveling. It's made of sturdy metal. $2.98 ppd. Perrine, Harrison, N. Y.

**313 HARD-TO-GET ALL-DIFFERENT STAMPS—25¢**

Special imported collection included: MONA LISA, OLYMPIC DIAMONDS plus FREE booklet on stamp collecting

Look at all you get for 25¢! GERMANIA—beautiful Mona Lisa; HUMA RY Diamond Stamps; largest spot stamp ever issued: RAN MARINO—multi-colored triangles; ASHRAM—1922 Franklin Inaugural set complete; glass hundred of other imperforate stamps, postage due ratio, etc. Catalogs $1.50 each—catalogues $5.00 volume—all over $1 for only 25¢ in installments. Enlarge for Free Catalog. Money back if not delighted! FREE "Special Stamp Catalogue of Rarities" includes Stamp Identifier and Dictionary. Send 25¢ Today Ask for Lot N-1

**ZENITH COMPANY**

81 Willoughby Street, Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

--

Amazing Powerhouse Binoculars give you 20 MILE RANGE

9X Magnification

**DIRECT FROM IMPORTER TO YOU**

Thoresen—world's greatest importer of German Binoculars—brings you the finest, nationally advertised Powerhouse Binoculars! These are the only binoculars you will ever need for use in shooting, hunting, bird watching all over the country or $12.95. Thoresen's new binoculars will outsell all other pairs for only $14.95, top price $18.95. 30 day money-back guarantee. 100% satisfaction or your money back. Free shipping on orders $10 or more. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**Genuine Coated Lenses!**

most space between your eyes. Convex front focusing. High binocularly even in moonlight. Clear stereoscopic images, binocularly even in moonlight. Clear stereoscopic images, 3x magnification. These lenses are a precision instrument, exactly fit, feel like a glove handcrafted from the finest leather. The glaze on your eyes. Perfect touch for a modern home... imported Limoges-type porcelain, decorated with floral bouquets and standard brass fittings. Easily installed. Switch plates come in single or double styles. Order several.

**Matching New Accessories**

**HAND DECORATED PORCELAIN SWITCH PLATES and DOOR KNOBS**

Perfect touch for a traditional home... imported Limoges-type porcelain, decorated with multicolor floral bouquets and standard brass fittings. Easily installed. Switch plates come in single or double styles. Order several.

**Single Switch Plate** $1.50
**Double Switch Plate** 2.75
**Door Knob** 3.95 pr. (3 pr., $10.95)

All prices postpaid. Write for FREE catalog.

**SETHE & JED** Dept. H-11
**NEW MARLBOROUGH, MASS.**

**MALCOLM'S**

526 N. Charles St., Baltimore 1, Md.

**Oregon Mountain Deerskin Luxuries**

**Deerskin Glove Moccasins**

FIT, FEEL LIKE A GLOVE Handcrafted from genuine, wild Deerskin. Soft, silky leather shapes to your foot. Flex nature sole and foam inside cushions every step. Fully lined. Men's, women's sizes. Get 2 pair for his & her matching, $8.95 pr.

**Deerskin Hand Bag**

The Finest Leather Luxury

Luxurious, wild Deerskin gives you gorgeous, silky leather in browned-butter color tones. Richness no other has! Suitable for men or women. Luxurious wild Deerskin. 24K gold. Door knobs available with white, brass fittings. Easily installed. Switch plates come in single or double styles. Order several.

**One for Him**

$3.95 each
**One for Her**

$3.95 each

**One for Both**

$7.95 pair

**Don't Kiss Me, I'm Busy**

That's what's hand-screened in bright red letters across those crumpled cotton awnings.

**Oscar's Fine Pastries and Cookies**

19 Garden Place, Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

**Framed Pictures of Poker-Playing Dogs**

These canine cronies are as human as your old gang itself. (You'll even recognize your friends' card-playing expressions!) Each dog is a "character" study and the total affect is hilarious. Simulated oil paintings in true-to-life colors. A riot as decoration room or office. Comes with fruitwood frame. 11" x 16½".

No COD's please. Ppd. only $2.95 each. Pair includes framed companion picture titled "Waterloo." When you see one, you'll want both, so ORDER NOW. $5.75 pair.

**Artisan Galleries**

2100-B11 N. Mankell, Dallas 4, Texas

**Seth's Gino**

DEEST, W. Hempstead, N. Y.

**THORESEN'S**

158 Fourth Ave., Dept. B, New York 10, N. Y. CANADIANS: Avoid tariff-case. 1500 Air mail long distance Plus charge... Full 5-day money-back guarantee. Send only $4.98 for premiere lots and postage of $1.50. Genuinest, finest eyewear. Fully adjustable frame on huge range of lenses. All prices postpaid. SEND TODAY—They'll go fast at this greatly reduced price.

**资本市场 I Idea for Drinks!**

How many State Capitals can YOU name? These unique map glasses show them all, on an accurate, black-and-gold map of the U. S., backed on beautifully styled fine crystal glasses. Unusually conversation pieces. Fun for parties. Educational too (for kids large and small). So much more than just attractive glasses! Big 14-ounce size, ideal for every beverage. Chip-proof edge. Every State and Capital on each glass. Set of 8 prepaid.

**$5**

**Oregon Mountain Deerskin Luxuries**

**Deerskin Glove Moccasins**

FIT, FEEL LIKE A GLOVE Handcrafted from genuine, wild Deerskin. Soft, silky leather shapes to your foot. Flex nature sole and foam inside cushions every step. Fully lined. Men's, women's sizes. Get 2 pair for his & her matching, $8.95 pr.

**Deerskin Hand Bag**

The Finest Leather Luxury

Luxurious, wild Deerskin gives you gorgeous, silky leather in browned-butter color tones. Richness no other has! Suitable for men or women. Luxurious wild Deerskin. 24K gold. Door knobs available with white, brass fittings. Easily installed. Switch plates come in single or double styles. Order several.

**One for Him**

$3.95 each
**One for Her**

$3.95 each
**One for Both**

$7.95 pair

**Don't Kiss Me, I'm Busy**

That's what's hand-screened in bright red letters across those crumpled cotton awnings.

**Oscar's Fine Pastries and Cookies**

19 Garden Place, Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

**Framed Pictures of Poker-Playing Dogs**

These canine cronies are as human as your old gang itself. (You'll even recognize your friends' card-playing expressions!) Each dog is a "character" study and the total affect is hilarious. Simulated oil paintings in true-to-life colors. A riot as decoration room or office. Comes with fruitwood frame. 11" x 16½".

No COD's please. Ppd. only $2.95 each. Pair includes framed companion picture titled "Waterloo." When you see one, you'll want both, so ORDER NOW. $5.75 pair.

**Artisan Galleries**

2100-B11 N. Mankell, Dallas 4, Texas

**Seth's Gino**
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**THORESEN'S**

158 Fourth Ave., Dept. B, New York 10, N. Y. CANADIANS: Avoid tariff-case. 1500 Air mail long distance Plus charge... Full 5-day money-back guarantee. Send only $4.98 for premiere lots and postage of $1.50. Genuinest, finest eyewear. Fully adjustable frame on huge range of lenses. All prices postpaid. SEND TODAY—They'll go fast at this greatly reduced price.

**资本市场 I Idea for Drinks!**

How many State Capitals can YOU name? These unique map glasses show them all, on an accurate, black-and-gold map of the U. S., backed on beautifully styled fine crystal glasses. Unusually conversation pieces. Fun for parties. Educational too (for kids large and small). So much more than just attractive glasses! Big 14-ounce size, ideal for every beverage. Chip-proof edge. Every State and Capital on each glass. Set of 8 prepaid.

**$5**

**Oregon Mountain Deerskin Luxuries**

**Deerskin Glove Moccasins**

FIT, FEEL LIKE A GLOVE Handcrafted from genuine, wild Deerskin. Soft, silky leather shapes to your foot. Flex nature sole and foam inside cushions every step. Fully lined. Men's, women's sizes. Get 2 pair for his & her matching, $8.95 pr.

**Deerskin Hand Bag**

The Finest Leather Luxury

Luxurious, wild Deerskin gives you gorgeous, silky leather in browned-butter color tones. Richness no other has! Suitable for men or women. Luxurious wild Deerskin. 24K gold. Door knobs available with white, brass fittings. Easily installed. Switch plates come in single or double styles. Order several.

**One for Him**

$3.95 each
**One for Her**

$3.95 each
**One for Both**

$7.95 pair

**Don't Kiss Me, I'm Busy**

That's what's hand-screened in bright red letters across those crumpled cotton awnings.

**Oscar's Fine Pastries and Cookies**

19 Garden Place, Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
COLOR BURLAP

FREE SAMPLES and Brochure on request

The newest decorator fabric... colored burlap... has dozens of distinctive uses around the home. Ideal as a drapery material... unusual as a fashion fabric for skirts, belts, handbags, etc., it is easily sewn or cut, drapes beautifully. Sun fast and crock proof (colors will not rub off when wet), Debuario burlap is a long-wearing, durable fabric woven of the finest imported burlap. You'll find many new uses for this amazing and inexpensive material in your home. Available in 40" and 54" widths in your choice of 9 beautiful, sunfast colors. (Frame proof burlap in 54" width also available.)

AS LOW AS 59c PER YD.

WRITE TODAY for your free samples!

7 Market St. Paterson, N.J. Dept. 245
See the sensational new **100% SARAN** carpet

**SARANETTE Broadloom by Masland**

Accidents will happen! But you can take them in stride when your carpets are 100% saran. Dirt, grease, grime... even ink can be sponged off this amazing carpet.

Saran carpets stay fresher, cleaner from the very first day because the smooth round fibers shed wearing grit and dust. That means easier care and longer life, too, for these beautiful, more practical carpets.

You will love the richness and depth of color in saran...brilliant living colors that *stay alive* through the years because they are an integral part of the fiber itself. And when it comes to texture, you will marvel at the resilient, luxurious feel of 100% saran.

Man-made saran is truly the wonder fiber created for modern, care-free living. See the 100% saran carpets at your leading rug and department stores.
In fine homes, everywhere

Callaway Carpets and Towels

CALLURE—the ultimate in comfort and elegance. Springy, high-twist Avisco Rayon makes the deep, dense cut pile lint-free. And custom-caliber colors have depth and luster, give your floors distinction.

ROYALTY—a truly regal holiday gift. Blissfully soft and plump, and ABSORBenized® to dry you faster. Rainbow colors are a beauty treatment for your bath. Such quality deserves the "label of luxury."

*Reg. U. S. Trademark
Three-in-one cake pan to give you professional results with your party cake. It’s made of heavy gauge aluminum and it will probably help make you famous for your three tier cakes! Use it to mold a variegated gelatin dessert, too.

Send order to: Dept. G., 901 Bergen Ave., Jersey City 6, N. J.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**EBONY AND BRASS MILL**

Ebony and brass mill to grind your peppercorns and a matching shaker for salt are made of Sheffield steel, the finest on the market. $12.95 postpaid. Order from Ett-Bar, 901 Bergen Ave., Jersey City 6, N. J.

**NEW MODERN SWISS MUSIC FOOTBALL**

Swiss music football plays 85 school songs Touch a button and this football plays YOUR school song. Roll it in every color imaginable. Of course all radios are pre-sold. Only $2.25 each. Write for our catalog of unusual gifts. Latino Inc., 14800 Fernway, Cleveland.

**MONOGRAMMED GOLDEN LINKS AND TIE BAR**

Monogrammed golden links and tie bar! For men and women. Made of solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Y, graceful planters and matching watering can that holds full pint. All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's. For FREE swatch metal box movements in pink-lined foot pedal. Touch a button and this football plays 85 school songs. Cheery, gleaming addition to your home! All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's.

**MONOGRAMMED GOLDEN LINKS AND TIE BAR**

Monogrammed golden links and tie bar! For men and women. Made of solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Y, graceful planters and matching watering can that holds full pint. All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's. For FREE swatch metal box movements in pink-lined foot pedal. Touch a button and this football plays 85 school songs. Cheery, gleaming addition to your home! All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's.

**MONOGRAMMED GOLDEN LINKS AND TIE BAR**

Monogrammed golden links and tie bar! For men and women. Made of solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Y, graceful planters and matching watering can that holds full pint. All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's. For FREE swatch metal box movements in pink-lined foot pedal. Touch a button and this football plays 85 school songs. Cheery, gleaming addition to your home! All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's.

**MONOGRAMMED GOLDEN LINKS AND TIE BAR**

Monogrammed golden links and tie bar! For men and women. Made of solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Y, graceful planters and matching watering can that holds full pint. All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's. For FREE swatch metal box movements in pink-lined foot pedal. Touch a button and this football plays 85 school songs. Cheery, gleaming addition to your home! All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's. For FREE swatch metal box movements in pink-lined foot pedal. Touch a button and this football plays 85 school songs. Cheery, gleaming addition to your home! All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's. For FREE swatch metal box movements in pink-lined foot pedal. Touch a button and this football plays 85 school songs. Cheery, gleaming addition to your home! All hand-polished to mirror finish, then lacquered to prevent tarnish. Available to you in either solid copper or solid brass to harmonize with any surroundings. Copper watering can has solid brass spout and handles. Specify: copper or brass set. Sorry, no COD's.
SALADMASTER

Performing Miracles with Food

Guaranteed in Writing for 10 Years

Don't Be Confused With a Similarly Named or Type of Machine

Like an expensive piece of cutlery, Saladmaster is not designed to sell just for a price. Saladmaster is truly a wonder machine. Saladmaster prepares foods over 200 ways... makes luscious salads... cuts paper-thin potato chips... cheese... French fries... shreds and French fries... sheets coconut... peels celery and apples... prepares baby foods and vegetable juices. Blades, guaranteed not to dull, rust or stain, are made of 20-gauge, cold-rolled, solid steel. Completely chrome plated—looks like a jewel. EASY TO CLEAN and EASY to OPERATE. Safe enough for a child to use. PLACE SALADMASTER ON YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT LIST—TODAY! NOT SOLD IN STORES.

RUSH ORDER TO
SALADMASTER SALES, Inc.
100-HG11 Howell H. Dallas, Texas

Complete with 6 mirror-finish cutting tools, beautiful full color instructions and recipe book, $39.50 plus postage, if any. Higher outside U. S. Postage paid if check sent with order.

GIVE THEM
The Southland's
SWEETEST GIFT

DELICIOUS OLD-FASHIONED REAL LOUISIANA SUGAR CANE

It'll bring back memories of sugarmaking time, with the busy cane mills, the boiling kettles, and the thrill of chewing on the fresh stalks of sugar cane. And the youngsters will love this new, novel, old-fashioned treat from the Cajun country. It's real sugar cane, fresh from a romantic old Louisiana plantation. You simply peel the stalk, slice and chew away. Mmmmm! Mmmmm! Wonderful for Christmas, Birthdays, or for a party treat. Three stalks, each 2 feet long, sealed in Reynolds Wrap, only $1.98, Ppd.

RICHARD AULDRIDGE
482 Brier Brae Road
LaFayette, Louisiana

Amazing Device for Cracking ICE!

Now...crack ice so fast you won't believe your eyes. One or two light taps on a cube of ice cracks the ice to bits without effort. It's the action of the Tap-Icer spring steel vibrator that does the trick and the ice doesn't scatter. No grinding. No jabbing. No pounding. No skill required. Amaze friends. A gift everyone enjoys. Made to last for years. Money back guarantee. Only $1.00 post-paid. If a resident of Pa., kindly add 1.00. GIVE HER THIS WONDERFUL TIME & ENERGY SAVING MILK BOTTLE BOX

A wonderful convenience for mother—Milk Box with arm's length handle that carries all the milk right to the refrigerator without loading arms, stopping or magnifying. Eliminates breaking, upsetting, tripping, and chafing. Just one light touch to impulses. Keeps doorstep neat. In kitchen, it holds 6 empty bottles; is easy-to-move without stoop or strain; no extra seat for youngsters. Lovely pine with dovetailed corners, stain and varnished against weather. Cold will not warp; brass hinges won't rust; 30" handle 12" high door top.

ONLY
$7.95
6c Extra,
W. of Miss.

ORDER EARLY

No C.O.D.'s, Money Back Guarantee.
Littleton Crafts
Box G11-4, LITTLETON COMMON, MASS.

SHOPPING

Dryette is the twentieth century fixture for your bathroom. Easy to install, it has three arms made of wood and covered with Tenite, a smooth plastic fabric which will eliminate snags and tears in hand-washed stockings. Folds against the wall when not in use, 14", $1.95 ppd. Polyphase, 7 Du-mont, Rochester, New York.

Apothecary scale. You know how hard it is to find a good reproduction of one of these decorative antiques. Shown here is a polished brass scale which is beautifully executed. About 13" high x 12" wide, it is perfect to use for small flower arrangements. $13.95 ppd. Holiday Inn, 1770 Pine Avenue, H.G., Long Beach 13, Calif.

Exquisite Limoges for a feminine dressing table, for a pretty bathroom. Shown here are three white porcelain boxes for you to use for powder, for soap, for hairpins. $2.75 for 3" diameter; $4.35 for 4" diameter; $5.50 for 5". Postpaid. Order from Baldwin-Kingery, 105 East Ohio Street, Department HG9, Chicago 11, Illinois.

Demi-Tasse Set
Fine German Porcelain in Dresden style with pink, green or periwinkle blue flower sprays; service for 8—$29.50

Add 95c for shipping

ALFRED \ OLEK

745 Fifth Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

NOSTRADAMUS SAW THE FUTURE

ATOMIC WARFARE! WARM WITH RUSSIA! PEACE ON EARTH!

In the 16th Century, this rare book prophesied atomic warfare, War with Russia, eventually Peace on Earth, and other amazing developments until the year 3797 A.D. Each prophecy in this book is interpreted by Henry C. Roberts, famed Nostro- damus expert. A fascinating book that will hold you spellbound. 4.00 postpaid. Spellbound, Dept. HG-11; W. of Miss. 7779 A.D. Inc., New York 22, N. Y.

HOUSE & GARDEN
AROUND

Measuring scoops are practical to use and attractive to look at. Shown: four graduated square bowl scoops made of aluminum anodized in red, blue, green and gold. The handles are long, the rack from which they hang is sturdy. Easily attached. $1. ppd. the set. Burgess House, 426 S. 6th St., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Temple bells from Kyoto. Hang them on the terrace, on the porch or on the entrance door. Made of bronze alloy, each bell has a musical note, each responds to the rhythm of the wind. They make sweet sounds in the garden. Hang them from a post. $2. ppd. set of three. Inside California, 224 Second, Manhattan Beach, Cal.

Rattan bird cage to hold a vine plant, a pot of geraniums. Hang it in a sunny window, on the porch or in a sheltered nook in the garden. Imported from China, it is hand made of natural color rattan, a pretty background for leaves and blossoms. 17" x 12". $2.95 ppd. Heath and Home, 4531 W.虹miind for leaves and blossoms, a pretty background for leaves and blossoms.

A Finnish Ovenware. While, ovenproof I'itohears that, are delicious for any home.

Swedish handcrafted silver-plated. Standing Foster with 4" round glass dish. For your sweet table service. Has simple two as fruitness.

Swedish handcrafted silver-plated. Standing Foster with 4" round glass dish. For your sweet table service. Has simple two as fruitness.

Polished Brass Screws Furnished with Each.

A-22
N-36

Set of four $12.00
1/4 qt. $2.50
1 qt. $3.50
2 qt. $3.00

A Finnish Ovenware. While, ovenproof I'itohears that, are delicious for any home.

For Your Host, Hostess or Your Own Home!

Send 10c for catalog.

APPOINTMENTS:
- elegant French imports exclusive at S.F.A.

Mail and phone orders.

"MOUNTAIN of TREATS"
Here, indeed, are royal gifts for those on your list who appreciate the gay, the gracious and original in presents. Not one—not two—but SEVEN mouth-watering treats packed in a big, beautiful, bountiful basket that is, in itself, a "collector's item" because of its unique shape, its stunning lacquered finish.

Two sizes—
DELUXE at $25.00 contains golden brown whole FOREST Smoked Turkey, 3 generous family-size cases of FOREST's pickup, finger-size cocktail sausages—franks, smoked pork, and exclusive smoked turkey sausages. Also, zesty, spiced arichak relish and large box of imported English cocktail biscuits. Topped with a hand-made Italian character doll, dressed in authentic parfital costume, filled with Italian candies.

REGULAR at $15.00 includes all three cocktail sausage delights, jar of arichak relish, imported Sunch Dee Bee Cake, package of exotic, spicy Ski-ball tea and Italian provincial-costumed doll.

Mail check and your gift list today. No C.O.D.'s please. FREE—full color catalog of all FOREST Smoked Delicacies—includes many entertaining tips.

THE FORSTS
Route 346
Kingston, N. Y.

I enclose Gift List and Check for $. Please ship the Forst Combination Baskets cbed below, delivery charges prepaid.

Basket "Mountains of Treats": Deluxe........... at $25.00
Regular........ at 15.00

Send New Full Color Catalog.

Your Name.
Address.
City, State.
PUT YOUR FEET UP AND RELAX!

New Deluxe Relaxer gives any chair the comfort of a contour chair. Or place it on the bed with feet propped up. Permits increased circulation; eases aching feet and legs, varicose veins, leg cramps; relieves heart strain and muscular fatigue. Wonderful for expectant mothers.

The elegance of its baroque design and muscular fatigue. Wonderful for expectant mothers. Of beautifully grained walnut-finish plywood; upholstered top of foam rubber with dark red simulated leather. Stands in place without fastening. Folds flat for storage. Excellent for reading, TV or just plain relaxing. $5.98, plus 50c postage.

15th-Century Splendor

Magnificent five-branch candelabrum in solid brass. The elegance of its baroque design and muscular fatigue. Wonderful for expectant mothers. Of beautifully grained walnut-finish plywood; upholstered top of foam rubber with dark red simulated leather. Stands in place without fastening. Folds flat for storage. Excellent for reading, TV or just plain relaxing. $5.98, plus 50c postage.

LITTLE STORE-KEEP

Eliminate small items clutter about the house. Use in kitchen, bathroom or wherever you need compact storage space. Handsomely styled sliding door cabinet can be set on any surface. Remove rubber-tipped legs to stack several, or hang on wall. 18" x 5 1/2" x 4" deep. In all white enameled steel with black legs and knobs, or black with white doors. Please specify.

ONLY $49.95 POSTPAID

(AIR MAIL SHIPMENTS IN U.S. $2.50 EXTRA)

Send Check or Money Order to:

Cape Cod WIND INDICATORS

WIND SPEED

TELLS AT A GLANCE

INDOORS

HOW HARD THE WIND IS BLOWING

OUTDOORS

Every gust and lull in the wind is instantly shown on the handsome speedometer inside your home. The 4" polished brass dial registers up to 100 miles an hour. Installation is easy and quick; simply mount the spinning cups on roof or TV mast and connect the wire to the indoor indicator. Costs nothing to operate because it generates its own current. Fully guaranteed, complete with 50 feet of wire.

ONLY $49.95 POSTPAID

(AIR MAIL SHIPMENTS IN U.S. $2.50 EXTRA)

FAITHFUL HOUND DOGS

AND IRONS

County Wicklow in Ireland is famous for handweaving, for blending beautiful colors. Shown here is a handwoven knee rug made of the finest wool in a range of delightful colors. And it has hand-tied fringe on the long sides. In two sizes: 54" x 56" or 36" x 40". $12.95 postpaid. Carol Brown, Dept. HG, Putney, Vermont.

December 1960

Mm the Creole pralines! We think that there is nothing quite like the flavor of these pecan confections which come from New Orleans. Made of the finest natural ingredients they are a taste sensation. $2.20 for the hale of 8. Postpaid. Add 20c for West of Miss. Creole Delicacies, 536 Frenchmen Street, New Orleans, La.

Holiday angels are easy to make if you have a clever kit like this at hand. It contains heavy white paper angels; red and green metallic paper and green velours paper. You apply the decorations to the paper angels. Kit contains the making of two 14" and eight 7" angels. $3.95 pdp. Huckleberry Studio, Latrobe, Penna.

Holiday angels are easy to make if you have a clever kit like this at hand. It contains heavy white paper angels; red and green metallic paper and green velours paper. You apply the decorations to the paper angels. Kit contains the making of two 14" and eight 7" angels. $3.95 pdp. Huckleberry Studio, Latrobe, Penna.

Holiday angels are easy to make if you have a clever kit like this at hand. It contains heavy white paper angels; red and green metallic paper and green velours paper. You apply the decorations to the paper angels. Kit contains the making of two 14" and eight 7" angels. $3.95 pdp. Huckleberry Studio, Latrobe, Penna.

Holiday angels are easy to make if you have a clever kit like this at hand. It contains heavy white paper angels; red and green metallic paper and green velours paper. You apply the decorations to the paper angels. Kit contains the making of two 14" and eight 7" angels. $3.95 pdp. Huckleberry Studio, Latrobe, Penna.

Holiday angels are easy to make if you have a clever kit like this at hand. It contains heavy white paper angels; red and green metallic paper and green velours paper. You apply the decorations to the paper angels. Kit contains the making of two 14" and eight 7" angels. $3.95 pdp. Huckleberry Studio, Latrobe, Penna.
A Wonderful, Wonderful New Idea For You

Surprises for Small-Fry

If you could, in some magic way, peek into the wonderful world of Make-Believe where children live, you would see a "thousand million" memories.

Endless apricot-colored days that are just for play. Great decisions in the making—"Guess I'll be a jet pilot, or a cowboy, or the captain of a ship. Bet I could be all three if I was the strongest man in the world!"

And when you were her age, what secrets did you share with your favorite doll? "Well, because and make everyone well..." "I'll be like Mommy and have a little girl just like me," or "I'll be pretty and dress up every day!"

Best of all were the surprises. Nothing, absolutely nothing could match the delicious excitement of an unexpected gift, and what's a better gift for a girl or boy than a HAPPY TIME surprise package.

A Unique and Valuable Service

Let the HAPPY TIME GIFT PLAN be the magic wand that sends surprise toys and gifts to the children of your choice for you. The Plan's tremendous purchasing power enables it to select extra value gifts, that will win the heart of the youngsters YOU enroll in the HAPPY TIME GIFT PLAN. You will be remembered extra well because each gift will be a treasured surprise given in your name. You will be Number One on the younguns Hit Parade throughout the year.

A membership in the HAPPY TIME GIFT PLAN is such a convenient and practical way to give pleasure to children the year 'round! Hundreds and hundreds of new gift ideas are gone over, by us, searching for that something special that makes the things we send for you the just right gift.

Join Today...Mail Coupon Below

For as little as $5.00, the child you enroll in the HAPPY TIME GIFT PLAN will receive any three gifts of the seven listed that you specify on the coupon below. Children enrolled under the Second Plan, will receive seven different surprise gifts, one on each of these special occasions: Christmas, Birthday, Valentine's Day, Easter, Summer Vacation, School Gift and Halloween, for only $10.00. Gifts are sent, prepaid, by us, for you, from California.

Wouldn't you like to give a surprise gift that keeps coming many times during the year? A membership in the HAPPY TIME GIFT PLAN makes such a delightful gift for Birthdays, Christmas or any time. We know the younger set, those lovable wee people from five to ten years young, will be delighted with each of the thrilling gifts they receive. However, if for any reason you are not completely satisfied, just resign your membership and we will refund the balance of your payment. Could anything be fairer?

We Urge You to Act Now

Join now, this very day, and please a child for a whole year to come. Regardless of when you start, in November or July, your membership is for a full year, and the child will receive the number of gifts you order. Remember, the gifts you give through membership in the HAPPY TIME GIFT PLAN are selected after hours and hours of "shopping" by our staff. Each item is a top value because your membership enables you to take advantage of the PLAN'S purchasing power and gives you better gifts for less! Fill in the coupon below and mail it today...you'll be glad all year you did!!

HAPPY TIME GIFT PLAN

Children enrolled under Plan #2 ($10.00) receive gifts on each of the 7 days listed below.

Children enrolled under Plan #2 ($15.00) receive 3 separate gifts. Please check special dates and the child will receive the number of gifts you specify in space above.

For PLAN #1 ($5.00) • For PLAN #2 ($10.00) •

NAME...__[ ]_girl [ ]_boy [ ]_age

ADDRESS...Birthday-month-day

CITY...ZONE-STATE

It is my understanding that all gifts will be sent postpaid. I reserve the right to cancel this membership at any time if I am dissatisfied and the balance of my membership will be refunded.

BANK REFERENCE...[Blank]

Please sign my gift card each time you

CITY...ZONE-STATE

It is my understanding that all gifts will be sent postpaid. I reserve the right to cancel this membership at any time if I am dissatisfied and the balance of my membership will be refunded.

BANK REFERENCE...[Blank]
THE LOVELIEST — THE NICEST — GIFTS OF ALL

China Garden . . . the perfect name for these exquisitely designed, British import pieces. Sturdy metal-ware with delicate golden, garden motif in gracious relief against the glistening black liquid-proofed, baked enamel background. A wonderful gift at any price . . . outstanding at these so very low prices!

BUFFET BEAUTY
Help yourself to a world of pleasure in your buffet service with the GOURMET ROYALE CASSEOLE
You'll love its graceful shape and rich coloring . . . and your guests will appreciate the fine flavor that it adds to foods by keeping them hot, right at the table.

WASTE BASKET . . . . S4.95 PPD.
CIGARETTE BOX . . . . 1.00 PPD.
LETTER BASKET . . . . 3.00 PPD.

ORDER DEPT. G114 NO C.O.D.'S

SHOPPING

The emergency shelf should hold F.O.B. (First On Burns). It is a soothing spray which will allay pain, protect against infection, reduce swelling and promote healing. It is non-toxic and non-irritating. Keep a can in the kitchen as well as in the first-aid cabinet. $1.89 plus 11c post. Jay Sales Co., 192 N. Clark St., Chicago.

Nickel buttons to sew on your cashmere cardigan, on your husband's favorite sports vest. These buttons are honest-to-goodness five-cent pieces. Each is mounted in an 18K gold-plated rim. Available as buttons or with a clutch safety catch. $1.50 for one; $5.50 the set of four. Carousel House, Dept. HG11, Marion, Mass.

Six pounds of the most delicious pretzels come packed in this handsome tin box. Sticks, nuggets, loops of delicious salty crunchiness are individually packed in heat-sealed cellophane. We kept our box for months and the last morsel was crisp. Note the cover: it's a tray. $4.95 ppd. Bachman, 2501 Kutztown Rd., Reading, Pa.

AMAZING VALUE for only $2.00!
All 3 pieces are included—2 classic candlesticks and the functional fruit and serving bowl (full 10" diameter). Truly lovely in shape and dimension—finished in today's proven matte-black or in bone-white—both colors blending with any color scheme! Send only $2.00, plus 35 cents shipping and handling charge, check or money order in advance, for immediate guaranteed delivery. Artificial candles shown are not included, but will be sent at $2.95 additional.

Modern Copy of Grandmother's Lap-Board

Cute and Attractive CART PLANTER
Use it for Plants, Bon-Bons or Cigarettes.

Stylish miniature study, cart with hand-decorated designs. Striking black background. Real, turning wheels (deteriorated beam legs and hub). Removable, plastic waterproof liner. 9" long x 5-1/2" wide, x 5" high.

$4.25 Postage Paid

FREE CATALOG: Gifts, Gadgets, Glassware
MEADOWS CRAFT
105-89 10th Ave. (N-18) Holliwell, N. Y.

ANDO SPECIALTY COMPANY, P.O. Box 67
Hastings, Michigan

Relax in PATAKWA MOCCASINS
Ideal gift for the whole family
from the Indian Reservation Country of soft, washable suede material, flexible padded sole, fitted inside heel cushions and insoles. ELIGER TO WEAR indoors and out with socks rolled up or down.

HANDCRAFTED in Natural, Turquoise, Brown, Red, S. Green, Rustic, Golden Cream, Indian White, FOR MEN and WOMEN in sizes 6 to 15. $4.95 size 9 thru 12 . $5.95

FOR CHILDREN too in natural or brown only.
Sizes 3, 7, 9 . . . $2.95
11, 12, 2 . . $3.95
Send cash, check or m.o. For COD's send $2 deposit—Satisfaction guar.

Immediate delivery. Gift orders carefully handled.

POPELHO TRADERS
Box 4651, Dept. KG
Tucson, Arizona
AROUND

For you and the man in your life: matching turtle-neck sweaters. These are made of butter-soft medium weight wool and can be ordered in a wonderful range of colors: cherry, beige, seal brown, copper, forest or Kelly green, yellow, navy, black or white. 32 to 46. $7.95 ppd. Beckwith's, 37 Essex Street, Boston, Mass.

Kris Kringle will be impressed with this felt Christmas stocking when he climbs down your chimney. Made in green or red with white felt cut-outs, it is ablaze with sequins and mock-jewels. Use one weighted with pebbles to hold your dinner table holly. 18" long. $8.25 ppd. Chimes, 345 Park Ave., Winter Park, Florida.

Needles for every household repair job are included in this wonderful assortment! You Needles for every household

Needles for every household repair job are included in this wonderful assortment! You

Needles for every household repair job are included in this wonderful assortment! You

Needles for every household repair job are included in this wonderful assortment! You
COMFORT IN SLEEPING WITH LOUNGING OR SLEEPING

The whole family will approve of this comfortable, colorful combination of playwear and sleepwear. Wonderful for watching TV or having a snack — and a real boon for cool weather sleeping. Dad, Mother, and Son are sporting our famous red SKI-JAMAS. The knits and cottons in contrasting blue and white are softly reinforced with a touch of nylon. Carefully finished with fine cotton with an elastic waistband. Daughter wears a red cotton flannel nightgown. All four are color fast and durable cowhide. And the red is a Christmas favorite, as brilliant as holly berries.

Men's whole sixes 7 to 13 $9.50 ppd.

APPAREL

Women's (sixes S-M-L) 5.95 ppd.

will retain shape after many washings. Note our old-fashioned nightcap — bright red with parky ruffles. All four are color fast and durable cowhide. And the red is a Christmas favorite, as brilliant as holly berries.

Nightcap (sixes S (child) M (adult)) |.00 ppd.

Nightgown (sixes 4-16) 4.95 ppd.

Boy's (sixes 4-20) 3.95 ppd.

Men's (sixes A (small). B. C. D) $6.95 ppd.

SKI-JAMAS

Remarkable value

Early American Maho Weskit Chair with hand-woven double-ply natural cane next—a value you can double anywhere. This pubbing chair is fully assembled, has curved ladders, and it is a "back post at 30". It's authentically handcrafted from selected native hardwoods (birch or oak). Seat is 14" x 16" deep x 18" high. Discontinued ($8.95 for two). Light natural finish ($10.95 for two); finished in maple, mahogany, pine, cherry or walnut ($12.95 for two). Minimum order is two. Write for FREE catalog. Express charges collected. Satisfaction guaranteed. Quick delivery. Send check or money order.

Jeff Elliot Craftsmen
Dept. G 114, Statesville • North Carolina

LUXURIOUS RED SUEDE SLIPPERS

You've never seen anything so beautiful — you've never owned anything so comfortable. These looing slippers are of soft, comfortable suede, lined with imported natural lambs' wool, and soled with durable cowhide. And the red is a Christmas red — just as cheerful as holly berries.

Men's whole sizes 7 to 13 $7.95 ppd.

VIYELLA WESKIT

Red Weskits were popular in Mr. Pickwick's day—now they are back again in a red as brilliant as a huntsman's coat. Here they are for both Father and Son. Dad's is tailored of imported Viyella flannel; Son's is of imported Dutch flannel. Both are made of 50 per cent wool and 50 per cent Egyptian cotton, have pear-shaped buttons, are fully lined, color fast, and washable.

Men's Red Vest (class 3B-40) $12.50 ppd.

BOYD F. SCHERNBECK

Gift Model PIPE RAK

A Place in the Car For Your Favorite Pipe!

Pipe Rak holds pipe firmly upright. NO MESS, NO SPILLING. Adjusts for bowl size and drying angle. Suede finish, inside, protects pipe. Genuine rubber vacuum cup attaches to any smooth surface. Exposed metal 14K gold plated, $4.95. Chrome, $3.95. Three initials engraved, $1 additional. Standard model (all suede, no personalized) $2. No C.O.D.'s, please.

Gifts: In stock, order now. Send check or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

We have captured the charm and beauty of yesterday, combined it with the craftsmanship of today, to bring you an art gallery for your every home. Every piece in our collection is handcrafted by master craftsmen. Every item is an heirloom. Every piece is a one-of-a-kind original. Every item is a cherished heirloom for years to come. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom. Every piece is a true value. Every piece is a true heirloom.
The old sock was never as decorative as this "sock purse". Carry it for laughs! No one, of course, has enough money to fill the capacious cavity (15" x 4") but you can stuff it with tissue. Made of machine-knitted cotton thread, it comes in red, black or green. $1.25 post-paid. From Lowe & Sons, 490 N. Los Robles, Pasadena, Cal.

Telephone shelf. This lattice-work bracket will add charm to any room with a telephone. Made of wrought metal finished in black or white touched with gold, the two shelves will hold directory, telephone and note paper. Overall dimensions: 14" x 6 3/4" x 7 1/2". $4.95 plus 75c. Maymac, 79 W. Grand St., Dent, 5-G, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Nautical folk will want to add this cunning set of salt and pepper shakers to the curio shelf at home. A lighthouse and a sail galley, to the curio shelf at home. 荷花威士忌 will Wcil for this charming set of salt and pepper shakers. 推 this cunning set of salt and pepper shakers to the curio shelf at home.

**NOVEMBER, 1954**

**GIFT CATALOG**

**NEW GIFTS THAT MEN & WOMEN WANT!**

**DEERSKIN DRESS GLOVES:** For a fashion-treat to your wardrobe, these beautiful deerskin gloves for men and women. They're soft as butter and durable. 400 famous models. Ladies' sizes: 7 to 12. Gentlemen's: 7 to 12. Price: $6.95 postpaid.


**SMOKIN' HICKORY HAM—WHILE THEY LAST!**

If you've ever tasted real Louisiana Cajun country hams, you know there's nothing like it anywhere! The meat's firm, finely-trimmed, extra delicious, because it's dry-cured the Louisiana way. Just dried, smoked and basted with Carya Hickory smoke and cured with Carya Smokey Hickory and basted with Sherry Wine. Just 2500 Government inspected slabs, 8 to 12 lbs. $1.20 per lb. Ppd. Guaranteed Xmas delivery. Order your Carya Hickory Smoked Ham today. Pre-cooked. Makes a delightful Xmas gift to use soon or for next year.

**BUY NOW—NEW LOW PRICES* MACY'S SILVER CLUB PLAN**

5$ DOWN, $5 MONTH for your 24 piece sterling silver set

*FREE with your order a salt spoon lapel pin in the identical pattern you choose.

Macy's, Box 70, N. Y. C. (1) HG-11-54

**DISPLAY YOUR TREASURES**

If you have given the usual traditional hang­ing, you'll love this Modern Cabinet. Made of solid cabinet-makers, hand polished to a rich finish, it has a beveled glass door and a mirrored back, complete with glass shelf. Centre glass slide enhances the beauty of your prize collection. Glittering glass shelf, with beveled molding, 12" x 12" opening. Equipped with sturdy hanger. Also comes in a choice of Walnut, Athletic Gold or Athletic White finishes. Outer dimensions are 25" high. 15 1/2" wide, 15" deep. Inner depth of 14 1/2". 17" wide, 15" deep. 20" high. 15" deep. 20" wide, 12" deep. 24" high. 17" deep. 24" wide, 15" deep. 30" high. 17" deep. 30" wide, 15" deep. 36" high. 17" deep. 36" wide, 15" deep. 42" high. 17" deep. 42" wide, 15" deep. 48" high. 17" deep. 48" wide, 15" deep. 54" high. 17" deep. 54" wide, 15" deep. You may take two years to pay. Monthly payments on some patterns are slightly higher. You may pay more than the nationally advertised price, including every charge when it applies. You may add this cunning set of salt and pepper shakers to the curio shelf at home.

A Bracelet For Grandmother ...

who will be proud to have her growing tribe of grandchildren with her at all times. Each first name and birth date engraved on separate disc in script. Wonderful for remembrance, to show along with snapshots! Sterling silver ... $3.00 for bracelet plus 1.00 per disc.

1/20 10K gold filled ... $3.00 for bracelet plus 1.50 per disc.

Engraving, postage, tax incl.

Be sure to send for our complete catalog of this and other fine custom gifts.

**FOAM RUBBER 3-WAY PILLOW**


A BRACELET CASE for your 24 piece sterling silver set

*FREE with your order a salt spoon lapel pin in the identical pattern you choose.

**HOLIDAY HOUSE**

First come—First served!

**ORDER YOUR CARYA HICKORY SMOKED HAM—WHILE THEY LAST!**

If you've ever tasted real Louisiana Cajun country Carya Hickory Smoked Ham, you know there's nothing like it anywhere! The meat's firm, finely-trimmed, extra delicious, because it's dry-cured the Louisiana way. Just dried, smoked and basted with Carya Smokey Hickory smoke and cured with Carya Smokey Hickory and basted with Sherry Wine. Just 2500 Government inspected slabs, 8 to 12 lbs. $1.20 per lb. Ppd. Guaranteed Xmas delivery. Order your Carya Hickory Smoked Ham today. Pre-cooked. Makes a delightful Xmas gift to use soon or for next year.

Carya Hickory Smoked Bacon, 8 to 12 lbs. slab, $1.20 per lb. Ppd.

Mail your gift list to us by November 30 for guaranteed Xmas delivery.

**SMOKIN' HICKORY HAMS**

831 Briar Rose Road, Lafayette, Louisiana

**CLOTHE THE NAKED bulb... that dangles from the ceiling with a good-looking "LAM" CEILING LIGHT DIFFUSER**

Just snap it on to any overhead bulb and it eliminates glare, reduces shadows and gives a pleasant diffused light. Molded of fiberglas-reinforced plastic, it's tough as steel—light—as a whisper—and washable.

Coarsely textured and ivory-colored, 14" wide. $3.25

[For $6.00] Extension arm for pull-cord socket $9.50

We Pay Postage—Money Back Guarantee

**FRANCES MURRIS**

Dept. 5-2

101 Carroll St.,
Brooklyn 25, N. Y.
Having weather trouble? . . .
want to keep track of it? . . .
or just curious? Here are four
handsome accurate instruments
I recommend for your home use.
These are unusual Christmas
gifts that will be appreciated and
used throughout the year.

CLINT YOULE weather instruments

Clint Youle 4-way thermometer
tells you at a glance:
prevail outdoor and indoor
temperatures, highest and
lowest since last reading.
Black or ivory plastic case with
gold trim. $9.95 ppd.

EXTRA! complete set $26.00 ppd.

CLINT YOULE weather instruments

Clint Youle barometer
Try your own forecasting!
This instrument shows changes
in atmospheric pressure
provides you confidently with
weather information. Table
noted with bracket for wall
hanging. Black or ivory plastic
case with gold trim. $16.75 ppd.

Clint Youle 4-way thermometer
tells you at a glance:
prevail outdoor and indoor
temperatures, highest and
lowest since last reading.
Black or ivory plastic case with
gold trim. $8.95 ppd.

COPPER Double Boiler
with WHITE CHINA INSECTS

1 qt. size $13.45. 1-1/2 qt. size $17.95.

LETTER HOLDER AND KNIFE
Imported Solid Brass

Searle House & Garden

THE EXOTIC ART OF AFRICA
SENENO MASKS

These fine examples of African art are
ritual dance masks from the Seneno tribe
of French West Africa. Free-size reproductions
cast in art stone and finished in
ebony. Each is 11-1/2" high and comes ready
to hang.

Check or Money Order Satisfaction Guaranteed $4.95 each
Satisfaction Guaranteed $4.95 each

YOUNG'S SNOW DOME

Handwrought STERLING BOOKMARK
Handwrought STERLING BOOKMARK

Our famous jet cutters bring the art of the silversmith to
its highest refinement in this exquisite sterling silver bookmark.
This is an off-the-rack gift at an everyday price—one that
will serve for a lifetime and keep the memory of you constant
and close. These books or six letter name hand
engraved. State letters or name desired. Gift
boxed.

$3.65

4016 Locust, Kansas City, Mo.

MAGNIFICENT SKINS are used
to make this supple deerskin
feed bag. The outside is made
of grain leather, the inside of
suède leather. And the color
is a mellow honey-brown.
We think that this is one of the
nicest bags we have seen in a
long time. 4" x 9" x 10". $16.95 ppd.
Tax included. DCS Co.,
127R Locust, Danvers, Mass.

A Useful Lifetime Gift of Precious Metal

Handwrought STERLING BOOKMARK
Handwrought STERLING BOOKMARK

Our famous jet cutters bring the art of the silversmith to
its highest refinement in this exquisite sterling silver bookmark.
This is an off-the-rack gift at an everyday price—one that
will serve for a lifetime and keep the memory of you constant
and close. Three initials or a six letter name hand
engraved. State letters or name desired. Gift
boxed.

$3.65

4016 Locust, Kansas City, Mo.

MAGNIFICENT SKINS are used
to make this supple deerskin
feed bag. The outside is made
of grain leather, the inside of
suède leather. And the color
is a mellow honey-brown.
We think that this is one of the
nicest bags we have seen in a
long time. 4" x 9" x 10". $16.95 ppd.
Tax included. DCS Co.,
127R Locust, Danvers, Mass.

A Useful Lifetime Gift of Precious Metal

Handwrought STERLING BOOKMARK
Handwrought STERLING BOOKMARK

Our famous jet cutters bring the art of the silversmith to
its highest refinement in this exquisite sterling silver bookmark.
This is an off-the-rack gift at an everyday price—one that
will serve for a lifetime and keep the memory of you constant
and close. Three initials or a six letter name hand
engraved. State letters or name desired. Gift
boxed.

$3.65

4016 Locust, Kansas City, Mo.

MAGNIFICENT SKINS are used
to make this supple deerskin
feed bag. The outside is made
of grain leather, the inside of
suède leather. And the color
is a mellow honey-brown.
We think that this is one of the
nicest bags we have seen in a
long time. 4" x 9" x 10". $16.95 ppd.
Tax included. DCS Co.,
127R Locust, Danvers, Mass.

A Useful Lifetime Gift of Precious Metal

Handwrought STERLING BOOKMARK
Handwrought STERLING BOOKMARK

Our famous jet cutters bring the art of the silversmith to
its highest refinement in this exquisite sterling silver bookmark.
This is an off-the-rack gift at an everyday price—one that
will serve for a lifetime and keep the memory of you constant
and close. Three initials or a six letter name hand
engraved. State letters or name desired. Gift
boxed.

$3.65

4016 Locust, Kansas City, Mo.
AROUND

Heraldic emblems decorate the three-piece set shown here. Hat ($2.95) and belt ($3.95) are made of fine wool felt in red, white or black. Decoration is multicolor. Silk twill scarf ($3.98 postpaid) is screen-printed with matching decoration. Postpaid.

Order from Fun & Frolic, Department HG10, 67 High St., Newburyport, Massachusetts.

Two-fold planter to hang on the terrace, to stand on an indoor table. The graceful bracket and fixture are made of black finished wrought iron; the classic bowl is made of brass treated to resist tarnish. About 8½" x 6" x 4". $2.25 postpaid for one; $4. postpaid the pair. Donell's, 370 Hill St., Dubuque, Iowa.

The nursery set will respond to neatness if you fit the closet with garment bags. Shown: a set of vinyl bags decorated with Mother Goose people. 15" x 17" bag for shoes; 30" x 11" x 15" for 9 suits or dresses; 19" x 15" for laundry. Blue, red, maize. $3.98 postpaid. Weill, 1650 East 38th Street, Brooklyn, New York.

LUXURIOUS CÅLFSKIN RUGS

A striking note for your home! So decorative in front of a fireplace ... perfect in game room, den or a cowboy's room.

Selected U.S. Grade No. 1 hides used exclusively! Each hide carefully selected for distinctive markings, specially treated for softness and lustre. In black or brown on white ... both with suede, slip-resistant backs. For an authentic personal touch, we'll brand it with your initials FREE on request.

Two-fold plaid to hang around the room. With no coarse regrowth. Cannot be tested for extra-close dry-shaving contact, with no coarse regrowth. Cannot be tested for extra-close dry-shaving contact.

New! Ladies' Electric Razor, $3.95

Now, with new scientifically designed electric razor, legs and underarms can have new beauty ... guaranteed to stay sat-in-smooth twice as long! Fully tested for extra close dry-shaving comfort, with no coarse regrowth. Cannot cut or irritate most sensitive skin. Powerful, A.C. with leatherette case. Gift box. Order now and save on special price of $3.95, ppd., money back guarantee. Check or M.O. to Mrs. Fields Shopping Service, Dept. EN, 237 Huguenot St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

RIGS

Soft, drumming 2-in-1 gloves, perfect for driving or skiing, warm as toast. Separate inner wool glove covers wrists, 7.75 pr. Men's sizes 8 to 11. Add 25c west. Send for catalog showing other styles in deerskin: gloves, hats, jackets, shorts, shirts. Christmas ideas too.

THE VERMONT CROSSROADS STORE

Dear Mr. Smith,

Your order dated November 15th has just been received. We are mailing your order today. We are enclosing our catalogue and price list for your reference.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

[Company Name]

Department HG 4

9 Old Westbury Rd., Westbury, Long Island, N.Y.

Hamida, Brooklyn 13, N. Y.

WRITE FOR FREE NEW CATALOG.

Dept. HG 4

Spend $100.00 a Year Automatically!

Get a Perpetual Date & Amount Bank and save painlessly. 25¢ a day automatically keeps Calendar up-to-date. Forces you to save a quarter every day, or calendar won't move. Also registers total amount in bank. Fool-proof mechanism and key. Use year after year. Start saving right away. Pays for itself in 8 days! Order several. Reg. $3.60. Now only $1.99 prepaid. Mail cash, check or money order to LECCRAFT, Dept. HG, 300 Albany Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.

Leila, the cow, that's multicolor. Red, white or black. Decoration in handsomely cowhide. $3.50, ppd. on request.

The Marine's Mart

Meidstone Boat Yard, East Hampton, N. Y.

Deerskin

Smooth, soft, glamorous 2-in-1 gloves, perfect for driving or skiing, warm as toast. Separate inner wool glove covers wrists. 7.75 pr. Men's sizes 8 to 11. Add 25c west. Send for catalog showing other styles in deerskin: gloves, hats, jackets, shorts, shirts. Christmas ideas too.

THE VERMONT CROSSROADS STORE

WATERBURY 9, VERMONT

IMPORTED WEDGWOOD REPRODUCTIONS

The unusual beauty and exquisite coloring of authentic Wedgwood are captured in these amazing reproductions. Delightfully decorative—these useful treasurers are yours for only a fraction of the costly originals. Embossed white design on Wedgwood Green. Blue or new Pink.

Perfect for gifts.

Cigarette Box and 2 Ashtrays
Candy Dish
The Complete Set
All postage included. Enlist check or M. O.

RU-EL COMPANY
Dept. G, 622 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

OLD FASHIONED PENNY BANKS . $1.95 each.

cast in clay from the original molds and colorfully hand-painted. Each is approximately 6" high with simple coin slot for penny collectors ... banks just like grandma used to own.

These are collectors items: A. Mammy, B. Pappy, C. Old Time Policeman, D. Indian Chief, E. Derby Wearing Grandpa and F. Betsy the Cow. Order one or more for wonderful low priced gifts.

Send for illustrated folder of Nautical Gifts.
Acrobats - white & red on black
Golf - white & yellow on navy
Spider web - gold & grey on black
On parade - black ground
Fisherman - grey on maroon
Red Devils - on navy blue
Rooster - white & red on black

For Sartorial Security

Bowtie in Sterling . . .
A wonderful bit of whimsy ... and just right to top off that cute blouse. Tied for you in a bow of sterling silver. 2 ¼ inches long with safety catch. $3.30 incl. tax and postage.

Our famous brocade braces $8.50
Garters to match $2.50
Gift-boxed. Postpaid U.S.A. Sorry, no C.O.D.

Calvin Curtis
CRAVATEUR
60 EAST 55th ST., NEW YORK

Irish Belleek China
— for a hundred years the pride of a land famous for peat bogs and jaunting cars—a china still eagerly sought in ever increasing quantities by lovers of beautiful craftsmanship—egg shell thin, iridescent and lovely. Sugar and Cream set in useful size for many purposes, $4.85 pair ppd.

Send for our complete catalog vividly illustrating 29 items in Belleek China.
Charles R. Service
420 S. East Colorado, Pasadena, California

352 Fourth Avenue, New York N. Y.

Happy Seasoning is an expert's combination of salt, monosodium glutamate, herbs and spices formulated for people who are shy about their own knowledge of seasoning. Do send for the jar and shaker of this flavorful and experience the fine taste it imparts to food.
$1.00 ppd. From Large Charge, Inc., Tarpon Springs, Florida.

Clever device to make your metal spring into a headboard bed; the metal legs and locking attachment shown here. Attach the legs to the spring, the headboard to the sturdy clamp and you will have an attractive modern bed. Legs are 8" high, $7.50 plus 50c. Order from Joré & Company, HG, 78 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
AROUND

Nuremberg Lebkuchen. Christmas is not complete without Lebkuchen, that delicate, spicy cake so traditional to the holidays. Order several tins of this delicious fare to pass with wine, with hot coffee, with ice cream. $1.85 ppd. the 16-ounce tin. Order from Hady's, 129 West 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Herkimer County in New York State is a rectangular piece of Paradise. It is natural that the Herkimer cheddar cheese is ambrosial! You will agree if you send for this box which contains three 6-ounce crocks of cheddar: plain, rum flavored, port wine flavored. It contains three 6-ounce pieces of Paradise. It is natural wine, with hot coffee, with ice this delicious fare to pass with holidays. Order several tins of Christmas is not complete with Nuremberg Lebkuchen.

ANGELABRA EARRINGS
Little "cherub" angels seem suspended in mid-air—alive, as they gracefully twist—glide—dance with every move of your pretty head. An exclusive Red Oaks creation for your gay holidays (and important gift needs). Inspired by the famous Swedish Angelabra. Made of gleaming brass, clear lacquer coated. 1½" long—gold screw-type backs. $1.50 a pair. 2 pairs $2.85 ppd. (tax. incl.). FREE—exciting gift catalog. Order by mail from

D. P. Stors Co.
BROOKLINE 46, MASS.

For A Guy Holiday Whirl

JONNY PLANTER for your Bathroom
New ideal Self-watering decorative planter for top of toilet fixture. White molded lid with deep planting area made to fit any standard toilet fixture, replacing the porcelain lid. Special absorbent wick hangs in water of tank, and across bottom of planter to constantly and automatically water plants. Complete with adapter to fit any tank! A really new idea in modern decorating. $4.95 ppd. No COD's. Carol Beauty, Dept. P-Z-11, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Send for FREE Gift Catalog.

For the Tree
Adorable barefoot angel musicians swing on silver stars and glittering crescents. Each hand-tinted cherub has attached string for hanging. Imported German-ornaments are 2½" to 4" high. $1.95. Assorted half-dozen . . . $3.39

For the Table
Angel Bells that are really bells—they jingle merrily when rung. Each chime angel, 4" high, is dressed like a golden-winged Mrs. Santa, one bears a lighted candle, one a free, one a gift. Set of 3 . . . $2.95

For Stocking Stuffers
Surprise Belts made of yards of crepe paper. As child unwinds ball, 12 wonderful surprises drop out—whistles, miniature toys, rings, etc. Tie on packages—hang on tree. Mr. and Mrs. Santa, Candy Canes, Each Ball, with 12 gifts . . . $1.00

For the Door
Electric automatic ringing Christmas bells. Hear them ring . . . see them sway . . . Musical tinkling ring Christmas into your home. $7.50

For a Centerpiece
 Spell out NOEL with ceramic 8" x 4" black letters which double as vases and candleholders. Hang them on the wall, too! In white or green, embossed with holly leaves and berries. Send set of 4 letters . . . $2.95

For a Christmas Carol
wind this music-box candlestick, "HOLY NIGHT!" will play for 3 long minutes while dear little hand-tinted angels parade on the revolving red and white base. Swiss Thorens movement. 6" high, includes red candle, $7.95

For the Home

REAL GOLD PLATED

A. Pilgrim's Pride (1½" wide)
B. Classic Beauty (1½" wide)

Good Luck... High Fashion!
Your lucky BIRTH-SIGN hanger bracelet $9.50

PERSONALIZED LEATHER BELTS

Personalized LEATHER BELTS
Spectacular at $1.95

Monograms are pure magic on your choice of ladies polished-quality GENUINE LEATHER belts. Finished luxuriously with TOP-QUALITY hardware, in sparkling brass. We know it is hard to make a choice—but at such prices — he greedy—order both for yourself and for gifts. Engraving Colors: Jet Black, Cherry Red, Tawny Tan, Navy.
Size 34 to 36 . . . $1.95; 32 to 40 . . . $2.50. (Please add 20c postage.)
Sold only by mail.
VERNON SPECIALTIES COMPANY
Dept. HG
156 Fourth Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Twining & Buck
Send for free catalog
Salisbury, Conn.

Vernon Specialties Company Dept. HG
156 Fourth Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

FREE—exciting gift catalog. Order by mail from


ANGELABRA EARRINGS
Little "cherub" angels seem suspended in mid-air—alive, as they gracefully twist—glide—dance with every move of your pretty head. An exclusive Red Oaks creation for your gay holidays (and important gift needs). Inspired by the famous Swedish Angelabra. Made of gleaming brass, clear lacquer coated. 1½" long—gold screw-type backs. $1.50 a pair. 2 pairs $2.85 ppd. (tax. incl.). FREE—exciting gift catalog. Order by mail from

RED OAKS, Dept. 161P, Winstead, Ill.

Fireplace Fan
Relieve the harseness of your unused fireplace with our colorful 39 inch wide folding fireplace fan. Hide unsightly ashes in wintertime. Made of heavy pleated paper . . . it sets in place between andirons. Only 3.95 in pastel green, grey or blue . . . with gold hand edge and brass medallion. Available in all gold at 4.95. Postpaid.

JONNY PLANTER for your Bathroom
New ideal Self-watering decorative planters for top of toilet fixture. White molded lid with deep planting area made to fit any standard toilet fixture, replacing the porcelain lid. Special absorbent wick hangs in water of tank, and across bottom of planter to constantly and automatically water plants. Complete with adapter to fit any tank! A really new idea in modern decorating. $4.95 ppd. No COD's. Carol Beauty, Dept. P-Z-11, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. Send for FREE Gift Catalog.

For a Christmas Carol
wind this music-box candlestick, "HOLY NIGHT!" will play for 3 long minutes while dear little hand-tinted angels parade on the revolving red and white base. Swiss Thorens movement. 6" high, includes red candle, $7.95

For the Tree
Adorable barefoot angel musicians swing on silver stars and glittering crescents. Each hand-tinted cherub has attached string for hanging. Imported German-ornaments are 2½" to 4" high. $1.95. Assorted half-dozen . . . $3.39

For the Table
Angel Bells that are really bells—they jingle merrily when rung. Each chime angel, 4" high, is dressed like a golden-winged Mrs. Santa, one bears a lighted candle, one a free, one a gift. Set of 3 . . . $2.95

For Stocking Stuffers
Surprise Belts made of yards of crepe paper. As child unwinds ball, 12 wonderful surprises drop out—whistles, miniature toys, rings, etc. Tie on packages—hang on tree. Mr. and Mrs. Santa, Candy Canes. Each Ball, with 12 gifts . . . $1.00

For the Door
Electric automatic ringing Christmas bells. Hear them ring . . . see them sway . . . Musical tinkling ring Christmas into your home. $7.50

For a Centerpiece
 Spell out NOEL with ceramic 8" x 4" black letters which double as vases and candleholders. Hang them on the wall, too! In white or green, embossed with holly leaves and berries. Send set of 4 letters . . . $2.95

For a Christmas Carol
wind this music-box candlestick, "HOLY NIGHT!" will play for 3 long minutes while dear little hand-tinted angels parade on the revolving red and white base. Swiss Thorens movement. 6" high, includes red candle, $7.95
De luxe assortment of fine delicacies is from the famous house of Henri. These are French concoctions: almond-paste bonbons, nougat slices, caramels, petits fours, salted nuts. Send this box to a gourmet and you'll receive praise. $15.00 postpaid. Order from Henri, 15 East 52nd Street, New York 22, New York.

Cloisonné case which is pretty and capacious enough to carry powder and puff, lipstick, cigarettes and money. Made of gold-filled metal, it is decorated with pastel flowers on a white ground. The gold-filled chain makes it easy to carry. $6.95. Tax included. Add 25c post. Oak Leaf Gift Shop, 112 S. Scoville, Oak Park, Illinois.

Wall sconce of great beauty is displayed in this picture. Made of black-finished steel, it has an expanded metal mesh shade, a clear glass hurricane chimney and brass finials. It is perfect for provincial or for modern decoration. About 11" high. $10.50 ppd. Mt. Vernon Founders, 301Emory Street, Baltimore, Dept. HG, Md.

Light Your Garden Pool with natural-looking Lily Pads. Realistic 3 1/2" pads float on water's surface. Concealed lights beneath pads give a soft underwater illumination for beautiful effect after dark. 12 foot wateertight cord. Single pad, $6.75. Double (as shown), $12.50. P. P. Preding in U. S. A.

AFFORDABLE FASHION STUDIO

In Canada: Please write for list, checks payable at Montreal, 371 St. Tunette, Montreal 21. Que.

IN CANADA: plui local sales tax. Checks payable at Montreal, 371 St. Tunette, Montreal 21, Que.

GUEST E-X-T-E-N-S-I-O-N TOWEL RACK

TRIPLE YOUR TOWEL SPACE!

Every bathroom needs the extra towel space provided by this wonderfylly efficient towel rack. Just hang it on your own rack—round or square—no screws or bolts. Brilliant Chromium plate over nickel on solid brass—no polishing. Adjustable 15" to 25" long. Will last a lifetime. Money-Back guarantee—single bar extension. $2.75 Ppd.

Fine for drying Nylons and Undies. You can take it with you. $11.94

ALLEN METAL PRODUCTS CO.
25 Lefferts Rd. Yonkers S. T.

AUTHENTIC CAST IRON AND CAST ALUMINUM REPRODUCTIONS

Hand-cast 7 piece original Grape and Leaf group expertly cast with heavy castings and 3 arm chairs $22.50 white. Painted finish $19.50. Cast Aluminum $59.50

Left: Piano stand with three movable posts. Price Reduced from $84.50. $27.50

Made to order low table and 3 arm $27.50. $29.50.

Made to order low table and 3 arm. Green $39.50. Aged Silver $49.50.

Made to order bar and 3 arm. Off White $39.50. Aged Silver $49.50.

Made to order table and 3 arm. Aged Silver $33.50. Black and White $29.50.

Made to order table and 3 arm. Aged Silver $29.50. Black and White $27.50. White $24.50.

Specify finish. Send check or money order. Will ship by train or express on receipt of payment. Money-back guarantee.

J. F. DAY & CO. 190 4th Avenue South, Birmingham, Alabama.

HEAVY FURNITURE ROLLS EASILY

on Mrs. Damar's Easy-to-Attach BALL BEARING CASTERS

Simply tap these pronged all-steel ball-bearing casters into the legs of beds, tables, chairs, TV sets, radios, etc.—and you'll be able to roll your heaviest furniture in any direction with no effort—like "power steering" on a car! Unlike wheel casters these ball casters roll over doors and rugs without scratching! Make it easy to turn big chairs when you want to face TV. Fits any piece of furniture, & $1.00 delivered. Money-back guarantee. Send cash, check or money order now. Beautiful catalog of gifts & gadgets included, FREE, with order!

Mrs. Dorothy Damar 692 Damar Building, Newark 5, N. J.

IN CANADA: Please write for list, checks payable at Montreal, 371 St. Tunette, Montreal 24, Que.

Genuine Hand carved TEAK WOOD from British Hong Kong for Beautiful CHINESE MODERN effect in your home at unheard of price of ONLY $49.95 (Next of 4 Tables) F.O.B. Pasadena Will Ship R. R. Express Collect. Approx. $7.50 frtg. Send for catalog

LOWE & SONS
490 N. Los Robles, Dept. H5 Pasadena 6, Calif.

RUNNING HORSE

What a gift for any horse lover! Mount on wall above fireplace, in den, office, etc. This graceful metal horse is 3-dimensional—30" long, 15" high. Black or Pompeian green finish. $32.00 f.o.b. Wheeling. Polished brass or copper, $42.00. CANDLESTICKS. Four-steps design. Made of wrought iron, black finish. 13" wide. Pair $20.00 postpaid.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

HAGENSTROM METALCRAFT STUDIO

SHOPPING

"The Traveler" ALL-PURPOSE ALUMINUM FOLDING BED

Your whole family will be so delighted with this modern masterpiece of portable sleeping comfort. No ordinary folding table. This ideal piece fits neatly in a mere 24" x 25" x 30"—enough room more than 100" wide when unfolded! It holds the weight of four grown men! Made of lightweight aluminum, but over as light as 8 lb. Multi-mirrored plain RAREUAR purple mirror, wash-resistant. NO MATTRESSES NEEDED for comfortable sleeping. Ideal for ton or outdoor use! Read sketch or M. L. STICKER for comfortable sleeping. Ideal for ton or outdoor use!

AVRA INDUSTRIES • P.O. Box 6654, Dept. "H" • Washington 11, D. C.

ASK FOR LIST OF OTHER ITEMS "For Modern Living!"
AROUND

Your diving board is a costly investment! Protect the board and matting from weather damage by using the plastic cover shown here. Easy to put on and take off, it comes in five sizes: 8 ft. ($8.95); 10 ft. ($9.95); 12 ft. ($10.95); 14 ft. ($11.95); 16 ft. ($12.95). Ppd. Salyco Plastics, HG., Box 425, Pasadena, Cal.

A case for keys is a good idea. It prevents rips and tears in pocket or purse. Shown: a smooth leather case fitted with a gilded chain onto which you string the keys. Case is easy to open and close because of the spring action. Red, blue, green, brown. $1. postpaid for one. Order from Fischer's, 43-66G Bowne St., Flushing, N. Y.

He will hum "Why did I buy those blue pajamas?" in a happy fashion when he wears the Sanforized blue broadcloth set shown here. Neatly tailored, the broadcloth has a gay design of clouds supporting a man in an easy chair. Sizes: A, B, C, D. $5.95 postpaid. Order from Breck's, 376 Breck Building, Boston.

VALUES FOR THE SMART SHOPPER!

DRY CLEAN YOUR DOG or CAT

Takes place of dreaded bath. Rub chlorophyll impregnated Kleen Dog Cloth over pet's fur to remove dirt, odors, fleas and to impart high gloss. 17" by 24". Can be washed when soiled and reused until worn out. $1.00 ppd.

CUTS FOOD THICK or THIN

Most useful knife ever made! Cuts bread, cake, cheese, meat as thick or thin as you wish. Easily adjusted. Crafted from finest Swedish steel. Never needs sharpening. Lightweight letter opener handles gives it extra beauty. Every home-maker will welcome this as a gift. $2.49 ppd.

WASHES AWAY NYLON GREY

Pour a few drops of Nylonu in wash water—see how quickly yellowish, grey nylon turn gleaming white. Use for wool, silk, dacron, or order to restore original color. Ideal for hose, slips, blouses. Two long-lasting key, bottles only. $1.19 ppd.

AMAZING NEW CLEANER

The handle bends! Amazing what you can do with FLEXIBRUSH . . . dust, paint or polish . . . reach behind pipes, under furniture, between radiator, venetian blinds, twist or bend handle any which way, it straightens out good as new. 9½" long with lamb's wool cleaning pad. $2.75. Set of 3, $1.00 ppd.

He will hum "Why did I buy those blue pajamas?" in a happy fashion when he wears the Sanforized blue broadcloth set shown here. Neatly tailored, the broadcloth has a gay design of clouds supporting a man in an easy chair. Sizes: A, B, C, D. $5.95 postpaid. Order from Breck's, 376 Breck Building, Boston.

He will hum "Why did I buy those blue pajamas?" in a happy fashion when he wears the Sanforized blue broadcloth set shown here. Neatly tailored, the broadcloth has a gay design of clouds supporting a man in an easy chair. Sizes: A, B, C, D. $5.95 postpaid. Order from Breck's, 376 Breck Building, Boston.

A Christmas Gift for the LADY'S DESK

Perfect appointments for personal correspondence—an indexed address book and letter case in luxurious moire with a three-letter monogram.

The address book $3.95

The lettercase $19.95

California Pansy Pot

Clever Vases . . . Clever Gifts $2.25 ea.

For any hard-to-handle short stemmed flowers . . . the new original Pansy Pot is slotted to hold blossoms firmly. This clever design enables you to artfully arrange all short stemmed flowers. Unusual gift for daily use. No frog needed. Candle in top makes a novel centerpiece. Colors glazed grey-green, plum brown or summer green. 2½" high, 3½" dia. ppd. $2.25 ea. 2 for $4.25.*

Personalized CANNON TOWELS with Embroidered Initial

Towels in matching 4 piece sets

These beautiful CANNON towels will add beauty, charm and personality to your bathroom. The genuine Bonaz initials are expertly embroidered in complementary colors . . . your choice of AQUA towels with Royal BLUE initials; PINK towels with med. BLUE initials; YELLOW towels with GREEN initials.

DAVID-JULES * 34 W. 33rd St., New York 1.
"TANBARK," new western-spirited Pabco creation above, so unique you must see it. Natural wood tones, rich and mellow, inlaid in random effect—exactly right for your ranch-style kitchen, den, bedroom or main room. By the yard, pleasingly priced.

inlaid linoleum
by Pabco

Your home sparkles with family fun! You mix indoors and outdoors with lively colors, personal style—but minimum upkeep! Floors of linoleum for you—quiet, resilient, a snap for care, and so inexpensive. But whoa!—not just any old linoleum—Pabco Inlaid is special! Original in color and design, styled to your heart's desire by young Californians. Yet this light-hearted linoleum costs no more, often less. Tell your dealer "Pabco, please!"

PABCO PRODUCTS INC.
SAN FRANCISCO • NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DALLAS
© 1954

PABCO FLOOR COVERINGS INCLUDE CALIFORNIA ORIGINALS INLAID LINOLEUM • LINOLEUM TILE
FLORON PLASTIC TILE • PRINTZ RUGS • PRINTZ YARD GOODS • RUBBER TILE • ASPHALT TILE • VINYL-ASBESTOS TILE • MASTIPAVE
“Italian Sketchbook Colors”... towels by Martex

All the sun-steeped splendor of Italy... captured by Martex in new colors for your bathroom! Thick, luxurious Martex terrycloth in Pompeian Red, Espresso Brown, Fresco White, Grotto Blue, Italian Olive, Roman Brass, Ebony, Appian Clay. Generous bath size (27” x 50”) in famous “Luxor” quality, about $3.95. Others from $2.50. At fine stores everywhere. Martex, 65 Worth Street, N.Y. 13, N.Y.
**SHOPPING AROUND**

A basketful of goodies will make a most appealing gift this year. A covered re-usable split-oak basket is fitted with three jars of preserve, with a pound bag of pecans, with two trays and a box of tropical confections. Do consider this for the gourmets on your list. $7.95 ppd. Cobb's Fruit Co., Box 1, Little River, Miami, Florida.

**Handtooled sandals** from Mexico! Made of fine top grain cowhide, each shoe is beautifully decorated; each has a sturdy sole and foam rubber innersole. Colors: cinnamon brown or bright cherry red. Sturdy sole and foam rubber. Really suitable for bar, game room, living room, dressing room or kitchen. Available, with or without backs, in three heights: 29" bar height, 24" kitchen height, 19" chair height. Stools (round or square) covered in choice of heavy cotton check. Priced: $7.95 round back or $8.25 square back. Select now and order today! Money refunded if not satisfied.

**Wrought iron and foam rubber stools** designed especially for contemporary living.

A happy combination of sturdy, ½" round jet black wrought iron and soft, resilient foam rubber. Really suitable for bar, game room, living room, dressing room or kitchen. Available, with or without backs, in three heights: 29" bar height, 24" kitchen height, 19" chair height. Stools (round or square) covered in choice of heavy cotton check. Priced: round stools $7.95, square $8.25 with or without backs.

**BLANKETS UNLIMITED!**

New ALL-ESTRON Quilted BLANKET


Satisfaction Guaranteed.

BLANKETS UNLIMITED

Bost. H. J.

530 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y.

**GLAMOUR GLASSES**

- **Exciting for Table Settings** • **For All Long-Lasting Occasions**
  - **Set of 8 12-OZ. Weighted Bottom Glasses**
    - **1. MARDI GRAS... A touch of carnivalesque charm...**
      - **$7.50 ppd.**
  - **LITTLE VISA...**
    - **$7.50 ppd.**
  - **HAPPY HOLIDAYS...**
    - **$7.50 ppd.**
  - **INTREPID...**
    - **$7.50 ppd.**
  - **MARIGOLD...**
    - **$7.50 ppd.**
  - **CLASSICO...**
    - **$7.50 ppd.**

If you're hairy for extra exuberance we'll gift-wrap in gold paper and silver cord. Send names and addresses of recipients and your personal cards. Sorry, no COD.

**THE NORCOTT CO.**

BUTLER, MARYLAND

**For Your Garden**

This chubby little fellow with Jug and Bird Bath is 25 in. high, 28 in. wide. The jug can be piped for running water. Made of Porcelain Stone—$65.00 f.o.b. New York. Figure without bird bath $25.95. Write NOW for NEW catalogue, picturing a great variety of lovely Ornaments in Stone, Bronze and Lead for House or Garden.

10c please for mailing.

Erkins Studios

Visit our GALLERIES

38 West 50th St., New York 18
Available to you direct from our
workshop in traditional, con-
temporary and novelty patterns.
Today's most distinctive Rug made
to your individual requirements in
size, design and color.
Write for free illustrated information.
OLD SPARHAWK MILLS
South Portland, Maine
Maker of America's Finest Hooked Rugs

Beau'ti'ful Handmade Needlepoint
STORAGE
HASSOCK
Needlepoint multi-colored
Folial-design top
Gold or silver channeled sides
Choice of black, burgundy, blue & brown
Needlepoint background color
Dimensions—top 16 1/2 x 16 1/2" (inside)
18" x 18".

Lovely Needlepoint
Solid Mahogany Foot Stool
Some unfinished and unfinished choice as Homek, Solid mahogany, blonde or dark-finish wood-
work. Choice of these leg styles—Modern, turned or Queen Anne.
Dimensions—12" x 16" x 18" high.

Tip'n Twinkle
makes diamonds sparkle!

Everyday Everybody needs this
FAMOUS "AUTOMATIC MEMORY"

LEVANT GRAN COMHODE

MEMINDEX—unusual, handsome and
welcome GIFT for any busy person.
Handy deck of otherwise indexed CARDS in both
POCKET CASE (for temporary day) and
DESK FILE (for permanent use).
We trusscrathing, BONUS, Dusted Cards for re-arrang-
ing of 54 with all orders for $5.00 style
PK. Lexide (not illust.). Pocket Case and
Leatherette Desk File.$5.50
—others higher. Postpaid
when cash accompanies order. All orders shipped
day received, satisfaction
guaranteed. Free folder.
Price Department W.4. Wilson Memindex Co.,
149 Carr St., Rochester, N.Y. Do it today!

ROYAL GRAN COMHODE

Fireside GRILLE
Outside Cooking Indoors
Heathside barbecues are a lot of fun.
Delight your friends with delicious barbe-
cues, steaks, chops, winers, right in your
home with the FIRESIDE GRILLE. The
sturdy grille is fastened at one corner to
an upright—swings out so that food can
be placed or removed without any discomfort
from fire. Grille is also adjustable to de-
sired height over fire. Installed or removed
from fire in a few minutes—no tools needed—dis-
in any place. Can also be used outdoors
for camping, picnics and as a swing-away
grille for outdoor stone fireplaces. Shipped
prepaid for $4.95. Send check or money
order. No C.O.D.

THE LANGE COMPANY
Brookfield, Wisconsin
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cues, steaks, chops, winers, right in your
home with the FIRESIDE GRILLE. The
sturdy grille is fastened at one corner to
an upright—swings out so that food can
be placed or removed without any discomfort
from fire. Grille is also adjustable to de-
sired height over fire. Installed or removed
from fire in a few minutes—no tools needed—dis-
in any place. Can also be used outdoors
for camping, picnics and as a swing-away
grille for outdoor stone fireplaces. Shipped
prepaid for $4.95. Send check or money
order. No C.O.D.

THE LANGE COMPANY
Brookfield, Wisconsin

BULB MAGIC IN YOUR WINDOW
by Ruth Marie Peters
Brand new — for WEEK-BY-WEEK BLOOM in your
window — with 60 black and white photos, 10 how-
to-drawings, and 3 bulb gardens in riotous color . . .
an information-packed book about 100 bulbs to grow
in soil or water — from spring snowdrop to autumn
crocus, from Achimenes to Zephyranthes. $3.95.
Order today from M. Barrows & Co., Inc., Dept. B-185,
425 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, New York.
**Around**

Virginia smoked ham is justly famous. And this one from Jordan's Smoke House is as fine as any you can buy. It's economical, too, because it keeps so long. Slice it paper thin and you'll agree it's most delicious fare. Hams weigh from 8 to 13 pounds. $1.89 postpaid the pound. Albert Jordan, Box 324, Richmond, Virginia.

“Chopperaid” is a wonderful device to use with your manual food chopper. In the modern kitchen there is often no place onto which you can clamp a chopper. We used our step stool until we discovered “Chopperaid”. It’s easy to handle! It’s made of steel and cast-iron. $3 plus 35c. Haynes, 2005 Laskey Rd., Toledo, Ohio.

**Terry visor** is a boon to any woman who uses a hair dryer. It will keep the annoying hot air away from forehead, ears and face. And it will make a pin-curl woman look pretty during the drying process. Plastic, bound with pink or blue terry cloth, it comes in a see-through gift box. $2.50 ppd. Blair Gifts, Allenhurst, N. J.

**LEATHER TOP TABLES**

For a cherished Christmas gift!

Exciting occasional tables add distinction to your living room: marvellous for gifts—weddings, anniversaries, or Christmas—family or friends. Fine examples of good craftsmanship. Beautiful hand-crafted finish gives the genuine Honduras mahogany or Provincial magnolia a unique richness. First quality leather top for six-savories look and long use. Send check or money order—no C.O.D.’s please. Money back guarantee. shipped promptly EX-CO EXPRESS COLLECT. Mail your order today to:

Carolligh Industries, 177-179 E. Marion, Elkhart, Ind.

**Exciting New Gifts for the entire family...**

- **For MOM and SIS**
  - Genuine SHEEPSKIN
  - SNOW WHITE RUGS
  - For the first time, our SNOW WHITE rugs in your choice of oval or rectangular shapes. Sumptuous extra long natural sheepskin curl piled to charm any setting. Made from finest imported sheepskins. Wonderful as a gift or for your own use. Please specify “oval” or “rectangle.”
  - 24”x42” $17.95 PPD.
  - 36”x50” $24.95 PPD.
  - Extra sizes available.

- **For DAD and SON**
  - GENUINE BRANDED CALFSKIN RUGS
  - Everyone loves these handsome, silky calfskins... They’re so perfect for the hall, den or bedroom. Soft, yet durable. Suede back. 3 line/band brand (print initials wasted) lends authentic personal note. Choice of black or brown with white.
  - App. 6-7 sq. ft. $10.95 PPD.
  - App. 8-9 sq. ft. $14.95 PPD.
  - 3 initial brand $2.00 EXTRA

**BULLY BOARD**

is a combination blackboard and bulletin board, and we think it’s wonderful. Complete with chalk tray and four brass hooks for keys, the frame comes in scrolled maple. 20” x 11½”. With scratch pad, pencil, big-headed tacks, chalk and eraser, $6.95 postpaid. No COD’s, please. Guaranteed to delight. House of Zola, Box 69, South Pasadena 4, Calif.

**Tidy Line**

Handy Bathroom Clothesline for “intimate things”!

Tidy-Line keeps bathroom tidy and uncluttered. Clever, functional, and decorative. Fish hold securely to wall with super-grip suction caps. Put up or take down in a jiffy! Strong nylon line adjustable from 4 to 8 ft. Use at home or take on trips. Available in black and white, or yellow and white. Complete with colorful clothespins. No. 101, $3.95; No. 102, $5.00.

**FILIGREE HANDLED IMPORTED STEAK KNIVES**

Exquisitely designed, brilliantly crafted cutlery from Solingen, to bring the charm of the Old World to your table. Ivory colored handles with metal filigree overlay. Sparkling, hollow-ground blades of stainless steel. Unconditionally guaranteed against defects. In a jeweled box presentation chest.

- Set of 6 $14.95 POSTPAID
- GIFT’S IMPORTS
- LINDEN HILLS P.O. BOX 3097 MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

**COLLECTOR’S CORNER**

527-33 West 7th St. • Los Angeles 14, Calif.
This Christmas . . . GIVE YOUR HOME A GIFT . . . the gift of bright, new decorative charm! Yes, now you can have handsome DecoTrays, Switch Plates in every room in your home. Hand-cast and hand-finished in brass and black iron with distinctive heraldic design. The only one of its kind on the market! Order today.

Glorious Yuletide Decorations
Mastery hand-crafted in art. Time imports from Austria characterize the appearance of the day in the true Old-Enamel. Miniature Statuettes. Finely detailed way color corners, encased in glass, the perfect hanging or decorative accessory. Black. Single Plate: $1.25 ppd. Black. Double Plate: $2.25 ppd.

Please add 15¢ Postage Cost of Mississipi.

GIFTCRAFTERS
P.O. BOX 677
Richmond, Virginia

MINIATURE RUCK SACK
Everyone will rave over this cute little bag. Imported from Switzerland. In Green or Red: Partan plaid—or plain Blue. Neatly trimmed with leather, bright nickel nickel burrs. Two outside pockets. Carries change, cigarettes, lipstick, ski wax, car keys, mirror, comb—It's a wonderful gift item!

Send for our new sportswear catalog.

Bouquet Garni. Try using these little bags when you make a soup stock, when you simmer beef à la mode, when you make bouillabaisse. The box contains 24 bags of mixed herbs. You won't have to guess which one to use because a chart makes this information clear. $1.50 ppd. Sey-Co., 14657 Lull Street, Van Nuys, California.

Pull up bench to use in almost any room: the wrought iron and expanded metal bench shown here. Graceful in design, sturdy in construction, it is finished in weather-resistant black. About 15" high, the seat measures 18" x 20". $5.95. Add $2.50 for express charges. From Designs Moderne, HG, Box 1241, Montgomery, Ala.
AROUND

Treasure box of fine cheese. And what an assortment! Three dessert cheeses: Camembert, Gruyere, and Roquefort. Three firm cheeses: Port Salut, Swiss, and brick. Send this to someone for Christmas and you’ll make them happy for a long time. Box $11.45 postpaid. Order from The Swiss Colony, 36 Cheese Row, H.G. Monroe, Wis.

Black and white sketches of landscapes decorate the twelve sheets of note paper in this attractive box. The French-fold paper is of excellent quality (5" x 4"), the designs are charming! A box complete with matching envelopes will make a thoughtful stocking gift. $1 ppd. Theresa H. Sedlacek, Box 1445, Louisville, Kentucky.

Memorable gifts: Crystal pitcher with hand-etched design of eagle and stars, 5" (8 oz.) size, $6.50; 9" (1 qt.) size, $10.50. Not shown—7" (32 oz.) size, $8.50; 8" (48 oz.) size, $9.75. These prices include postage. The Red Box, Inc., 289 Post Ave., Westbury, N. Y.

CHEDDAR CHEESE with Cutting Block and Carver

A favorite food gift... 5½ pound wheel of delicious Cheddar Cheese—complete with new-design, hard Vermont rock maple cutting block and butcher steel carving knife that snaps to the block magnetically. A truly tasteful and practical gift. Also available: Same slab of Pennsylvania Dutch Bacon. Either gift for only $29.75. Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

Paper-wrapped preserves your most cherished memories—Send any size. Invitation, snapshot, photo, negative, etc., and we will reproduce it on our 8½" white china plate. Overglazed to preserve finish. Ideal wedding or anniversary gift. Two-week delivery, $8.00 each postpaid.

Hand Engraved

NIELLO STERLING SILVER JEWELRY

From Far Off Siam

These fascinating pieces of Far Eastern craftsmanship—"NIELLO STEELING"—have been fashioned by skilled craftsmen in Siam for over 2800 years. Basically bi-colored sheets of copper are hand engraved on a body of pure silver then filled with melted niello. The resulting delicately enameled pattern is incised into the silver. Your friendly jeweler can recommend this unusual gift for the one who values distinctive products.

For perfect manicures at home

An ideal Christmas gift! Fast, gentle, safe... and so easy to use! In less than 10 minutes Spruce gives a beautiful manicure. It lifts, softens and cleans nails, makes nails healthier, hands more beautiful. Fewer showers and baths from now on! Includes 5" ea. nail buffer, cuticle lifter, cuticle cream, cuticle brush, and cuticle lifter. Operates on 110 V AC. Guaranteed to satisfy, or full refund. On market since 1938, many thousands in use. Only $24.95 complete, postpaid anywhere in the United States.

ORDER NOW or write for Free descriptive literature

ABAR MFG. CO.
8734 Woodland Ave., CLEVELAND 4, OHIO

Fully Guaranteed

$24.95

Your Own Design

Hand Painted, Baked On Water and Alcohol Proof Lasting as Glass Itself

Send photo or drawing of YOUR home, summer place, fireplace, front door, dog, boat, etc. We will hand paint in full color on highball or old-fashioned glasses and fire to glossy hardness. Will not wash or rub off. Your directions and specifications carefully followed. Satisfaction guaranteed. A wonderful gift. Six for $13.95; doz. for $22.95 (double old-fashioned, 6 for $14.45; doz. for $23.95). Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s please.

LOWELL’S
1807 Lyndale Ave., S. Minneapolis, Minn.
THIS 39½¢ STORM WINDOW
protects your family all winter!

INSTALL IN 5 MINUTES
SAVE $100 OR MORE
JUST PRESS ON—THAT’S ALL!
• NO NAILS! • NO HOOKS! • NO SCREWS! • NO TOOLS!
Imagine a storm window that weighs less than 8 oz.—yet seals out wintry blasts and humidity like magic! FLEXIBLE—you can punch it, kick it, even tap it with a hammer and it springs back—never shatters! This amazing new type storm window is so TRANSPARENT as CLEAR GLASS! Not affected by snow, sleet, rain, dampness, because it is 100% WATERPROOF. Resists climate changes—won't crack even at 25 degrees BELOW zero! Will pass any and all Fire Department tests! To install, just press on with dual-purpose Adheso border—no nails, no screws, hooks or tools. Costs you only pennies, yet you can use and re-use it year after year for winter protection and comfort!

TRY ONE AT OUR RISK!
Over 1,000,000 of these new type storm windows were sold last winter alone. We invite you to try one, too, entirely at OUR RISK—no obligation whatsoever for you! When you’ve TESTED IT—when you see how easily and quickly it goes on, you’ll never again use the heavy, bulky, old fashioned kind! No more back-breaking installation! No more broken glass! It’s a brand new, safe, sure way to winter comfort— for only pennies per window. TRANS-KLEER comes in rolls 36 inches by 432 inches—ENOUGH FOR 10 AVERAGE SIZE WINDOWS, AT ONLY 39½¢ EACH! In all, you receive 108 SQUARE FEET!

LOW-COST HEALTH PROTECTION!
PROVE IT YOURSELF WITH THIS SIMPLE MATCH TEST!
Try this: on a windy day, hold a lit match just inside a CLOSED window. The first strong gust of wind will blow it out. NOW put up a TRANS-KLEER window ... you’ll find that a lit match will NOT blow out EVEN IF YOU KEEP YOUR REGULAR WINDOW OPEN! No wonder so many homes have been sold! No wonder so many home owners, hospitals, farmers, buildings and churches are switching to TRANS-KLEER! To avoid disappointment, rush your order NOW—while our supply lasts! SEND NO MONEY. Simply fill in coupon and mail at once. PAY POSTAGE by sending payment with order. In that case, we pay ALL POSTAGE to your door. Same day delivery if order is in by 3 p.m. POSTAL SAVINGS on all orders! If not delighted, return the other 9 for FULL REFUND. SPECIAL OFFER FOR QUANTITY: 6.90 for 2 full rolls (216 sq. ft.); 18.00 for 6 rolls; 34.00 for 12 rolls. ACT NOW!

THORESEN’S
Dept. 23-M-47, St. James St. West, Montreal 1, P.Q.)
Dept. 23-M-47, 352 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

THORESEN’S, Dept. 23-M-47
352 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Jumbo size
$2.95 ppd.

Regular size
295 ppd.

THORESEN’S. Dept. 23-M-47, 352 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

House & Garden

Hangerchain is an intelligently designed space-saver. Made of snap-proof chromium plated links, the chain is adjustable to any clothes pole. It will hold eight to ten hangers. And it’s fine for a child’s closet because it is easy to reach. $1.85 postpaid. Labor-Saver, Box 315, Department H66, Croton-on-Hudson, New York.

IMPORTED WICKER TISSUE CADDIES
Keep your Kleenex in these unusual wicker caddies! Homepeople want to display on a desk or table, or hang one on the wall for extra convenience. Hand-woven in Hong Kong, these caddies are durable and lightweight. Natural color only. Large family size enamelable with box of 300 Kleenex tissues. Regular size has box of 100 tissues. Clever gift idea for his office, too!

NEW SLEEPING COMFORT
This Christmas give your friends—or yourself—the blessed gift of sleep with this handy hangerchain. Hangerchain, 2 plastic-covered arms raise covers to comfortable contact-free heights. Re-lieve air pocket relieves body, eases nervous tension, improves circulation. Helps relieve cold feet and foot cramps. Ideal for electric blankets users. Hospitals recommend for invalids. Base slides easily under foot of mattress. Fold flat when bed is made. FULLY GUARANTEED to provide comfort indefinitely or money refunded. One for each bed. $4.75 postpaid. No C.O.D. Send for catalogue.

STOP ANNOYING TV COMMERCIALS
FROM YOUR EAST CHAIR

Audio Controls Corporation
7th FL., 413 Race, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

SHOPPING AROUND

Spouto is the opener to use on canned fruit juice, tomato juice, syrups and canned soft drinks. It makes a pouring lip on the can. Easy to use, it is made of steel. It stores neatly in the cutlery drawer. About 5½ long. $1.00 postpaid. Order from Keyes-Davis Company, Department HG10, 74 14th Street, Battle Creek, Michigan.

ATTACH BLAB-OFF EASILY, QUICKLY TO ANY TV, OPENIES TO TV COMMERCIALS

Audio Controls Corporation
7th FL., 413 Race, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Name
Address
City Zone State
*SAVE POSTAGE by sending payment order, In
that case, we pay ALL POSTAGE to your door. Same day delivery if order is in by 3 p.m. POSTAL SAVINGS on all orders! If not delighted, return the other 9 for FULL REFUND. SPECIAL OFFER FOR QUANTITY: 6.90 for 2 full rolls (216 sq. ft.); 18.00 for 6 rolls; 34.00 for 12 rolls. ACT NOW!
**Keep your house snug and dry this winter**

Only those with money to burn can neglect the roofs and outside walls of their homes. This is literally true, since leaks and cracks let precious warm air out, forcing the heating system to work overtime, resulting in extra fuel bills. Defective roofs and walls do more than that. They also let dirt and moisture in. The former can be detected by dusty areas on walls around doors, windows and wall registers. These increase house-keeping chores and cleaning bills. Moisture in the wall is also a serious matter. If untreated, it will ruin inside and outside wall finishes and finally attack the structural members themselves. Every homeowner, therefore, should keep a sharp weather eye for the first signs of deterioration in the roofs and outside surfaces of his home. We've compiled a list of cures for most of these ills; many are within the abilities of the amateur. Check them over and apply those that remedy your problems. Your home will be more comfortable, and you will cut heating and repair bills.

**Calking outside cracks and joints**

Time was when calking was the boat-builder's province. It filled cracks, kept moisture out, and maintained the health of the framework and interior finishes of the house. On the outside, freezing water expands to widen cracks, loosen shingles and cause flashing to buckle. When the ice melts, it can cause serious inside damage. Dirt caused by drafts will show on walls around door and window trims, base boards and hot-air vents. Use the calking gun to close up these crevices in the same manner that outside cracks were filled. In the basement you may

(Continued on page 130)
a wonderful thing
has happened to
venetian blinds

Custom-made Rolla-Head venetian blinds now feature fabulous Rolla-Tex Plastic Tapes!

The only fashion-inspired plastic tape in the world! Stunning moiré textured design in 12 decorator colors . . . to combine with the 14 lovely colors Rolla-Head Venetian Blinds offer in Du Pont baked enamel finish. Now, a quick swish of a damp cloth keeps your Rolla-Head with Rolla-Tex sparkling clean, all over!

ROLLA-TEX is practically indestructible • Stain resistant • Sheik dust and dirt • Sunfast • Water-proof • Mildew-proof • Shrink-proof • Stretch-proof

ROLLA-HEAD

Only venetian blinds give you perfect ventilation, light and privacy control. Only Rolla-Head gives you Rolla-Tex, the new miracle plastic tape!

EASTERN MACHINE PRODUCTS CO.,
Baltimore 30, Maryland

FREE! Booklet with actual slot samples of all 14 ROLLA-HEAD colors. Write to Dept. G-11.

KEEP YOUR HOUSE SNUG
continued from page 149

... to find more air leaks as well as cracks in the masonry walls and floors. Joints between the masonry foundations and the structural sill upon which the main part of the house rests are often the cause of air leaks. Test with your hand or a lighted match to find out where drafts occur. The calking gun
will make short work of these heat
losers.

Cracks in concrete floors and walls
To remedy cracks in concrete floors or walls where water seeps through, cut a wedge-shaped groove an inch or more deep with a cold chisel and hammer. The width at the base of the groove should be wider than at the face. This lets you key the new patch tightly into the old. Brush the area thoroughly with a wire brush to remove every particle of dust or dirt and soak it with water before applying cement. The mortar should be allowed to set for 45 minutes before being applied. This insures it against shrinking after hardening. Keep the patch filled for several days to insure slow drying. Make mortar mixture of 1 part cement to 3 parts sand with enough water to form a plastic consistency. Cracks in masonry should be filled the same way.

Paint failures
Peeling or blistering of paint on outside walls is sure indication of dampness in the walls. In a great many cases this is because moisture has seeped through some joint and has found its way inside the wall. Such trapped moisture then travels to outside and inside wall finishes, and since water is a great traveler, the damage may be quite a distance from the leak. If the walls of your rooms show signs of water leakage or the outside paint is peeling or blistering, check all inter­sections between masonry and frame construction at chimneys, dormers and gutters. If damage is found, have it repaired immediately. Calking may do the trick but extra flashing or new gutter hangers may be needed. If so, engage the services of an expert. When wall and roofs are made really tight, the moisture will dry up, and the wall surfaces, both outside and in, can be safely repainted. Wait awhile so that every last trace of inside moisture has disappeared before tackling the job.

Leaks at rain gutters may be easily repaired by lifting the roofing felt and shingles overhanging the eaves and squirting a liberal amount of calking or roofing cement between the cracks in the roof sheathing. When the gaps are filled, press the felt down firmly, squirt more calking between it and the shingles and then press the shingles down.

Leaky roofs
In older construction where the under­side of the roof is the attic ceiling, cracks and broken shingles are easy to detect. But for standard construction, a close inspection on the roof must be made. Look for split, cracked or loose shingles. If the damage is not too great, a piece of roofing felt or copper can be fitted under the split shingle and held down with roofing cement. The patch should be larger than the shingle to extend about an inch beyond sides and bottom. Nail loose shingles back in place with rust-proof nails. If the roof is badly dam­aged it may be necessary to resurface with an entire new roof. Unless you have the know-how, hire an expert roofer to do this job. It's a good thing while on the roof to check flashings around intersections and sides. If rotted or worn out, have them repaired or replaced.

Weatherstripping doors
Leaky outside doors will cause drafts and other annoyances and should be made tight with weatherstripping. There are many kinds of weatherstripping, both flexible and rigid, all easy to apply. If flexible weatherstripping is used, two pieces will be needed: one across the bottom of the door itself, the other running up one side, across the top and down the other side of the door. The weatherstripping should project beyond the face of the door to insure a tight joint when closed. Instructions usually accompany each weatherstripping kit. Rigid weather­stripping requires one piece for each edge of the door. The two top corners should be mitered to form a neat joint; the bottom piece should be carefully nailed to the inside face of the door with the contact or flexible edge down to form a tight pressure at the threshold. Uneven thresholds should be replaced with new ones with level tops. Side and top pieces should be nailed to the door stops so that when the door is closed the contact or flexible edges press evenly but not too tightly against its face.

Weatherstripping windows
When installing weatherstripping on a double-hung window, first lock the sash tightly. Flexible weatherstripping is easiest to install and can be bought at any hardware store; it is usually made of felt with a flexible metal binder with nail holes along one edge. For the upper sash, tack the weather­stripping to the frame adjoining the sash. Apply it on the outside face of the sash. Cut one piece that will extend up one side, across the top and down the other side. For the lower part of the sash, apply the weather­stripping on the inside face. Four pieces will be needed: one on each side, one at the bottom and one across the meeting rail. To avoid the lock, this piece should be cut into two strips. Apply the two side pieces to the face of the inside stop molding which ad­joins the sash. Extend these two pieces from the sill to the top of the meeting rail. Nail the piece or pieces across the top of the meeting rail to the top of the lower sash with the contact or flexible edge covering the crack be­tween the upper and lower sash. Nail the bottom piece to the face of the sash with the contact edge pressing firmly against the sill. When finished, the sash should be easily operated with the weatherstripping forming a tight bar­rier between sash and frame.

To weatherstrip casement sash, follow the same procedure as for doors. Tack weatherstripping to the window stop so that the flexible edge presses firmly against the face of the sash when the window is closed. Felt tacked to the inside face of the meeting strip will seal the vertical crack where the two sash meet.
Cruises to the Caribbean

Easy to reach, different worlds, the West Indies warm the heart of the sun-seeking traveler

Come winter, the mind begins to dream of southern suns, tropical waters, the good life lived in the open air to the tune of palm trees, the smell of the salt sea, the bright company of birds. In the Caribbean there is a kind of lizard of islands called the West Indies that curve southward from Florida to Venezuela, where you will find just such suns, just such seas and an atmosphere that is either French, Dutch, Spanish, English or American by title or tradition.

HAITI is French and fanciful, a place of mountains and green plains (Truman Capote used it as the setting for A House of Flowers). The air smells of frangipani. In Port-au-Prince you can stroll about the Champs de Mars, park, recreation center and concert site, or laze in the Place de l'Indépendence, heady with tropical flowers. The work of such primitive painters as Hector Hyppolite, Castera Bazile, Philomé Obin and Wilson Bigaud can be seen at the Centre d'Art. Fly to Jacmel to sunbathe or swim in unspoiled bays (15 minutes by Haitien Airline). Pétoinville, Kenscoff and Fuer cy are mountain resorts you shouldn't miss. Drive (6 hours) or fly (45 minutes) to Cap Haitien to visit the ruins of tragic Henri Christophe's palace, Sans-Souci, a copy of Versailles. (When he was defeated, Christophe shot himself with a golden bullet.) Ride a horse up Bishop's Hat Mountain to the Citadelle built to defeat Napoleon. Drink fine coffee, eat coconut ice cream, mango pie. Dance the merengue at the Cabane Choucoune, a thatched-roofed nightclub in the hills above Port-au-Prince. Buy Haitien mahogany, tortoise shell, laces and embroideries.


PUERTO RICO. A U.S. possession with a Spanish tradition. Beaches slope down to blue-glass water, upward to jungly mountains. The University of Puerto Rico in Rio Piedras has a beautiful campus with fine baroque buildings. Flamboyant trees blaze like fires, "Out on the island" means anywhere outside the capital, San Juan. Doves and mocking birds, cuckoos and flycatchers flit among orchids and hibiscus. Go to cockfights at the Galleras Canta Gallo in Santurce or Tres Palmas Galleria on the Bayamon Road. Go to horse races on a Sunday afternoon. Deep-sea fishing is exceptional. Try for dolphin or sailfish or marlin. The oldest section of San Juan sits on an islet laced to the mainland by bridges. Visit the fort of El Morro built in 1539; the Cathedral of San

(Continued on page 153)
Florida For Fun

Now that winter's here, head south. And if you follow Florida to its logical conclusion you'll end up at the southernmost tip of the U.S.—Key West. The Gulf Stream curves in closer to the mainland than at any other point and brings the fish with it. You can soak up sun at Hillsboro Inlet, swim off Palm Beach, sail in Hobie Sound, or gaze at the sea from one of the huge hotels at Miami Beach. New Year's Day means football in the Orange Bowl. Jacksonville, St. Augustine, Daytona Beach, Palm Beach, Delray, Fort Lauderdale string down the Atlantic Coast to Miami and the Keys. There is a 100-mile stretch of beach called the Gold Coast.

On the Gulf Coast, you'll see Tampa; St. Petersburg with its Sunken Gardens, bayous, Reptile Ranch and wintering New York Yankees; Sarasota, the winter home of the Ringling Brothers-Barnum & Bailey Circus and the Ringling Museum of Art. At Key West you can eat turtle steak, conch chowder and sugar apples. And don't forget the Everglades, a vast tropical wilderness of waterways, mangrove forests, salt prairies, pine islands and water-birds.

Florida

MIAMI BEACH


FLORIDA

TOWERS HOTEL


Towars Hotel

Marie Antoinette Deluxe oceanfront apartment hotel. Handsomely furnished one- and two-bedroom apartments, spacious hotel rooms. Daily maid service, attractive dining rooms, cocktail lounge, entertainment, tennis, swimming, cocktailing, water sports and private beach. Atlantic Terrace, Choice location. For color brochure, write Fred Y. Frodeno, 2225 N. Atlantic Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

MIAMI

Towars Hotel

LAUDERDALE

BELLAVISTA BEACH

The Belleview-Biltmore A complete resort hotel with distinct club atmosphere. Beach & Cascah club. Pool and Surf bathing. Championship golf course, tennis, Fishing engineer. dress@nightly. Reasonable American Plan rates include the finest food in Florida. Open July 1st to Oct. 31st. For Reservations or Brochure, write Don Church, Mgr., Suite 314, Hotel Biltmore, N. Y. 17, N. Y.

BELLEVISTA BEACH


Belleair

FLORIDA

BILTMORE

The Saxony. Miami Beach's most luxurious hotel. On the ocean, 32nd to 35th St. White Deport. R.C. A. for color brochure and rates.

BILTMORE

For Sun and Fun, or sober relaxation, use House & Garden's Travelog when planning your southern vacation or holiday this year.

IDENTIFY YOURSELF AS A READER OF HOUSE & GARDEN WHEN WRITING TO THESE HOTELS FOR INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS
BAHAMAS
NASSAU, CABLE BEACH
Bahmoral Club
The luxurious Caribbean resort club with accommodations to suit every discriminating taste. Club privileges, three private ocean beaches, cabanas, sports and social activities. Renowned restaurants, exceptional service. Consult your travel agent or Bahmoral New York Office, 36 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y. 4-3875.

BERMUDA
ELLOW BEACH SURF CLUB
It's the best season here and nowhere else you will find so many activities right "on the spot." Swimming from our coral-tinted beach directly in front of the hotel, tennis, croquet, dancing and entertainment. Golf nearby. All rooms with bath. See your Travel Agent or U.S. Rep., Robert E. Warner, Inc., 89 W. 40th St., New York, Boston, Chicago and Washington, D. C.

TUCKER'S TOWN

CANADA
MONT TREMBLANT, P.Q.

CUBA
HAVANA
Hotel Vedado, Havana's newest city Resort Hotel. Swimming pool and completely air conditioned. Color brochure and rates sent upon request.

JAMAICA, B.W.I.
MONTego BAY
The Casa Blanca
Literally overhanging the blue Caribbean, the Casa Blanca offers Jamaica's finest location, with unparalleled service and cuisine. Famous Doctor's Cave Beach adjacent—swimming, golf, tennis, fishing, club privileges. Luncheon buffet on patio, music evenings included. American plan reservations required. Rep.: Wm. P. Wolfe Organization, 500 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 10.
Airtemp lets you live in the

Comfort zone
ALL YEAR 'ROUND!

Only Airtemp offers you—


2. Chrysler Airtemp can meet every need. Heating with gas or oil. Cooling with water or with efficient Airtemp waterless unit that uses only air and electricity. Takes only inches of floor space.

The lowest-priced year-round residential air conditioning on the market! And the Chrysler Airtemp Furnace produces more heat—quicker and cleaner—from less fuel—gas or oil! And Airtemp waterless air conditioning means no water bills.

For new homes a Chrysler Airtemp year-round air conditioning system is designed to give you daily savings that more than repay the slight cost over ordinary furnace heating. In remodeling you can add Airtemp cooling to your forced air furnace for surprisingly little cost. And no more floor space is required.

Only Chrysler Airtemp has 18 years' experience in packaged residential air conditioning. This assures you of the most efficient system—at the lowest cost. See your dealer—or write Airtemp Division, Chrysler Corporation, Dayton 1, Ohio.

New sit-down sink takes backache out of kitchen chores. Of stainless steel, the sink is made to fit any standard, island or peninsula type of counter. Unit contains shallow bowl, allowing leg room underneath, plus one or two deep bowls for normal rinsing. 72" model, with 1 deep bowl, without cabinet, approx. $195. Elkay Mfg Co., Chicago.

Double-duty wall receptacle permits room light to be turned on or off by wall switch when plugged into one outlet. The other outlet, independent of wall switch, provides current for radio, TV, etc. 50c. John I. Paulding, Inc., New Bedford, Mass.


Self-cleaning shower head adjusts from needle spray to flood spray. Contains a volume regulator for conserving amount of water used. Shower head fits any standard 1/2" shower connection. "Model L" approx. $11.95. Speakman Co., Wilmington, Del.

Vinyl-covered fiber board wall panels can be easily installed on wood, plaster, brick, concrete, tile, cinder block walls. Just a few dabs of tile cement and they stay in place. Available in light gray-green, sunshine yellow, light gray and light coral. 54c per panel. United States Plywood Corporation, New York.

Metal fireplace form gives four or five times more heat than standard fireplace. Cool air is drawn in between double walls of form, heated by fire, then recirculated into house through outlet grilles. Unit can be installed in existing fireplace. $48 and up, depending on size. Superior Fireplace Co., Los Angeles, Cal.; Baltimore, Md.

Electrostatic air filter, attached to warm air heating system, removes dirt, smoke, lint and pollen from air to keep house cleaner, family healthier. Can be installed in old as well as new houses. Costs about $400 for six-room house. Requires no cleaning, has no moving parts to get out of order. American Air Filter Co., Louisville, Ky.

New insulation blanket is composed of rock wool between two reflective surfaces. Aluminum facing on outer and inner surfaces reflects heat, acts as vapor barrier to keep moisture out of walls. Rock wool insulation prevents passage of heat. 8¢-10¢ per square foot, depending on thickness. National Gypsum Company, Buffalo, N.Y.

Do an hour’s worth of housecleaning in minutes with REGINA

Only
$49.95

Now you can breeze through all your cleaning with the only vacuum designed for daily use! With lightweight Regina Electrikbroom you whiz from linoleum to wood floors to carpets and upholstery—without attachments! This one-hand helper also does the work of dust mop, carpet sweeper, broom. It’s the new, time-saving way to have a “company-clean” home—every day!

Once over lightly—Regina Electrikbroom sucks up crumbs, lint, thread, sand in one swoop! Unique Swivel Action Nozzle gets up to and under furniture—gives positive suction even under low pieces!

Up the stairs in half a wink! Cleans steps and risers quickly, thoroughly. Vacuums bedroom floors, rugs, even mattresses! Whether you own a big vacuum or not—pamper yourself with lighter, faster, more convenient Electrikbroom!

Send Coupon Today For Free Informative Booklet

THE REGINA CORPORATION, RAHWAY 39, N. J.

☐ Please send me free booklet on Regina Electrikbroom.
☐ Please send name of nearest dealer.

Name...
Address...
City...
State...

Send Today For Free Informative Booklet

FINE PRODUCTS FOR THE HOME SINCE 1892
Through Magnavox the comic operas of Gilbert & Sullivan come to life with all the excitement of a first night at London's Savoy Theatre. All of the world's great music is re-created for you by Magnavox just as the composer intended you to hear it.

Hear the world's greatest music as you've never heard it before

Magnavox brings music into your home with all the fidelity of a master performance in the concert hall. For a Magnavox is an instrument in the truest sense of the word. Without mechanical distortion, without the intrusion of unbalanced emphasis—faults of many so-called high-fidelity reproducers—Magnavox fills your living-room with the whole of the living performance. Whether the music is Gilbert & Sullivan or Shostakovich, you hear overtones and timbre never heard before in record reproduction.

The new Magnavox "Symphonic Modern," a master high-fidelity instrument combining AM-FM radio with phonograph and tape recorder, has an exceptional audio system that includes two 12-inch low-frequency speakers. These are then coupled, in a cross-over network, with a high-frequency horn speaker, to give you true full-range reproduction. Twenty watts of undistorted audio power are produced by the high-fidelity amplifier—full power reserve to meet the demands of the most expansive symphonic performance.

And you can play any size record on this new Magnavox automatically. The famous Pianissimo Pick-Up, with dual diamond-sapphire stylus, exerts only one-third ounce of tracking pressure to translate even the lowest frequencies.

Call on your Magnavox dealer—his name is in your classified phone book under "Television" or "Radio-Phonograph"—for a thrilling demonstration of the new Magnavox Symphonic Modern. Other Magnavox models for high-fidelity reproduction as low as $99.50.

You are years ahead with Magnavox

New Magnavox "Symphonic Modern" AM-FM radio-phonograph includes a tape recorder and reproducer. You can record memorable musical radio broadcasts and build your own "tape" library or buy pre-recorded tapes. Note convenient record storage file at the center. The Symphonic Modern, illustrated above, closed, is available in either hand-rubbed mahogany or cherry and fine white oak. $745.00

Better Sound...Better Buy

The magnificent

Magnavox

high-fidelity radio-phonograph

Prices include Federal tax and are subject to change—slightly higher in Pa., Md.
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Delightful to own... Pleasure to give

COMFI-COIL
The Exclusive
featherweight
innerspring top
hassock

Comfortable Comfi-Coil Hassocks, smartly styled in magnificent modern decorator colors are a joy to own or give. Comfi-Coil wrought iron frame and regular hassocks feature Innerspring Top Construction, three dimensional vinyl covers, durable, washable and weather-proof for indoor and outdoor, winter and summer living. They're featherweight, so light that even a child can carry them. For the ultimate in luxury at budget prices, it's Comfi-Coil, America's favorite hassock, available at leading stores everywhere.

Write for name of dealer nearest you...

COMFI-COIL INCORPORATED, TAUNTON, MASSACHUSETTS
T

RADITIONALLY, autumn is the season of abundance. There is the mounting anticipation of holidays to come. There is the excitement of planning and preparing parties, of making lists and shopping for gifts. There is the rapt audience of little children already on their best behavior. We Americans have much to be grateful for. Ours is a country blessed with resources that put the good life within the reach of all. We have learned that true enjoyment comes only when you share your blessings with family and friends. In so doing, you enlarge the meaning of your own life and build a harvest of happy memories for the future.

ALBERT KORNFELD, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Keeping open house during the holidays is part and parcel of the spirit of the season. On the following pages you will find recipes, games and ideas for parties that go hand in hand with a crackling fire and a circle of friends.

Chafing dish cook book


With today’s trend toward cooking at the table, the chafing dish has made a comeback. Take a look in your attic and if you find grandmother’s silver chafing dish, dust it off and put it to good use. A chafing dish can be used around the clock, from breakfast to a late snack, for appetizers, main dishes and desserts, indoors or out. With the chafing dish pan directly over the flame, it acts as a skillet for quick sautéing. With the water pan underneath, you have a perfect double boiler for the most delicate sauces. (A tip for quick cooking: fill the water pan with boiling rather than cold water.) Today, handsome chafing dishes are made in traditional styles and simple modern shapes. You can buy them in copper, chrome, silver, stainless steel or aluminum from $15 to $50. You can supplement your chafing dish with a crêpes pan for pancakes, a marmite for warming soup and a café diable unit for extra-special demitasses.

Chafing dish recipes are time-savers because most of the ingredients can be prepared ahead of the party. Even the simplest food looks exciting when it is prepared in a gleaming copper or silver pan, so why not let your chafing dish give a fillip to family meals as well as parties? For example, scrambled eggs served from a silver chafing dish was a regular feature of Mrs. Roosevelt’s Sunday night suppers at the White House.

Most of us enjoy food more if we have watched it being prepared. (Who hasn’t ordered crêpes suzettes for the sheer delight of seeing the liqueurs blaze?) If you’re the kind of cook who likes an appreciative audience, try your hand at the chafing dish specialties on the next pages. Except for the appetizers, which are intended for party groups, all the recipes serve four people. Many can be turned into one-dish meals by serving them over rice or noodles (kept warm in a casserole over a candle-warmer).

36 recipes for chafing dish cooks, beginning on the next page
APPETIZERS

Stuffed mushrooms
1 lb. large mushroom caps
4 T olive oil
1 clove garlic, minced
1 small onion, minced
2 T melted butter
2 T sherry
1 c moist crumbs
1 T chopped parsley
Salt and freshly ground pepper
Mix garlic, onion, butter, sherry, crumbs, parsley and seasonings. Place mushroom caps in chafing dish over direct flame with oil and sauté quickly. Fill sautéed caps with mixture and return to pan with oil. Cover and let cook 10 minutes. Remove cover and serve.

Saucy meat balls
1 1/2 lbs. lean pork shoulder, baked
3 T cornstarch
1 c vinegar
1 c sugar
Few dashes Tabasco
1 T Worcestershire sauce
1 T prepared mustard
2 green peppers
1 red pepper or pimiento
1 large can of pineapple chunks and juice

FISH

Shrimp marinara
2 lbs. fresh shrimp, cleaned
1 chopped onion
2 cloves garlic
2 T olive oil
1 large can plum tomatoes
1 small can tomato paste
1 small can water
1 T chopped parsley
Salt and pepper
1 t oregano
1 T sugar
1/2 c sherry
Brown onion and garlic in olive oil in chafing dish pan over direct flame. Remove garlic and add tomatoes, tomato paste, water, parsley, salt and pepper, oregano and sugar. Simmer 15 minutes. Add raw deveined shrimp and cook until shrimp turn pink. Add sherry 10 minutes before serving.

Fillet of flounder with hazelnuts
4 fillets of flounder
Salt and pepper
Paprika
2 T lemon juice
1 1/2 c ground hazelnuts
4 T butter
Wipe, season and sprinkle fillets with lemon juice. Coat both sides with ground nuts and let stand 15 minutes. Heat butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame until foamy. Sauté fish until brown and crusty.

Salmon sole sauté
4 hearts of salmon
4 long strips sole
4 strips bacon
Salt
1/4 t garlic salt
1/4 t paprika
1 T lemon juice
1 T chopped parsley
Sprinkle salmon and sole with seasonings and lemon juice. Wrap sole around salmon and then bacon around sole. Heat chafing dish pan over direct flame and sauté fish and bacon until cooked through. Baste with lemon juice. Serve sprinkled with chopped parsley.

Continued on page 256
**Egg Foo Yong**

2 T oil  
1 clove garlic, minced  
1 can button mushrooms  
¼ c celery, sliced  
2 T chopped parsley  
Salt and pepper  
1 T soy sauce  
½ t MSG  
5 eggs  
2 T oil

Heat oil and sauté garlic and mushrooms. Add celery, parsley and seasonings. Beat eggs and add mushroom mixture. Heat oil in chafing dish pan and fry pancake until golden on both sides.

**Celebrity scrambled eggs**

2 T butter  
6 eggs, beaten  
2 T sour cream  
½ t caraway seed  
½ t salt  
Dash cayenne pepper  
Watercress garnish

Melt butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame. When butter begins to brown, add eggs beaten with sour cream, caraway and seasonings. Stir until it begins to set. Let set and fold out of pan. Garnish with watercress.

**Western**

½ small onion, minced  
¼ c green pepper, chopped  
2 T chopped parsley  
1 T chopped olives  
Salt and pepper  
2 T butter  
4 eggs  
¼ c milk  
2 T grated cheese

Cook minced onion, green pepper, parsley, olives and seasonings in butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame. Beat eggs with milk and add to vegetable mixture, and scramble. Place on hot dish when set and sprinkle with cheese. Serve with toast.

**Rum omelet**

4 eggs  
3 T butter  
½ c milk  
Salt  
Confectioners' sugar and rum

Melt 2 T butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame until it begins to brown. Beat eggs with milk and salt. Add to pan and stir briskly until they begin to set. Let set and roll up. Glaze with remaining butter and sprinkle with sugar and heated rum. Ignite rum and serve flaming.

(Continued on page 256)

---

**POULTRY**

**Chicken Marengo**

1 frying chicken, disjointed  
Salt and pepper  
1 t paprika  
1 clove garlic, minced  
1 t lemon juice  
4 T butter  
4 T white wine  
1 med. can tomato sauce  
1 small can tomato paste  
1 can water  
1 T sugar  
¼ t ginger  
1 lb sliced mushrooms  
1 c sour cream

Clean and wash chicken. Season with salt, pepper and paprika. Rub well with garlic and lemon juice. Heat butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame and brown chicken well on all sides. Add wine, tomato sauce, tomato paste, water, sugar, ginger and mushrooms. Cook until chicken is tender. Stir in sour cream just before serving, stirring well to insure heating.

**Chicken royale**

2 T butter  
1 T flour  
½ green pepper, chopped  
½ c sherry  
2½ c light cream  
2 c cooked cubed chicken  
1 c sautéed mushroom caps  
1 T pimiento strips  
½ t MSG  
Salt and pepper  
¼ c blanched almonds

Melt butter in chafing dish pan over hot water. Remove pan from heat and add flour, blend. Add green pepper and sauté. Add sherry and cream, stirring until well blended. Add chicken, mushrooms, pimientos and seasonings. Heat all well. Serve in individual pastry shells topped with toasted almonds.

**Chicken with mushrooms**

2 c raw white meat chicken, cubed  
2 T oil  
Salt and pepper  
½ lb peas  
1 c celery, cabbages  
1 lb sliced mushrooms  
½ c chicken stock  
2 T cornstarch  
2 t soy sauce  
½ c water  
½ c almonds, blanched

Add cubed chicken to oil, salt and pepper in chafing dish pan over direct flame. Cook chicken, peas, celery, cabbage (cut into ¼" diagonals) and mushrooms. Add stock and cook covered 10 minutes. Blend cornstarch, soy sauce and water together. Add this and cook 5 minutes more, stirring constantly. Serve hot over steamed rice sprinkled with almonds.

**Sweet-sour chicken livers**

1 lb chicken livers  
½ t paprika  
1 T flour  
½ t salt and pepper

(Continued on page 256)
MEAT

Stuffed hamburgers

1 1/2 lb ground beef
1 c crushed corn flakes
1/2 t garlic salt
1/2 t MSG
1/4 t ground pepper
1/2 c cold water
2 T butter
1 c fillings: chopped olives, pineapple, or hard-cooked egg and anchovy

Mix beef, corn flakes, seasonings, and water. Heat butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame. Divide meat mixture in half and make thin patties. Fill with one of the above fillings or slices of cheese and sandwich with another patty. Brown on both sides and simmer covered for 15 minutes.

Special beef slices

4 slices cold roast beef
2 T butter or drippings
1 T flour
1 beef bouillon cube
1/4 c hot water
1 T meat glaze
1 T tomato paste
Salt and pepper
1/2 c Burgundy wine
1 T chopped parsley

Melt butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame. Blend in flour and cook, stirring until brown. Dissolve bouillon cube in hot water and add to fat and flour. Stir well and add meat glaze, tomato paste, salt and pepper. Add beef slices and heat well. Add wine just before serving and heat well. Serve topped with chopped parsley.

Ham and sweets rolls

4 cooked sweet potatoes
1/2 c brown sugar
2 T water
4 T butter
4 thin slices precooked ham
1/2 c pineapple juice

Combine sugar, water and butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame. Cook until it becomes thick and syrupy. Add potatoes and glaze. Remove potatoes with large spoon and place on slices of ham. Roll and secure with toothpicks. Add pineapple juice to syrup. Return potatoes and ham to syrup and heat through. Serve hot.

(Continued on page 258)

DESSERT

Bananas flambées

2 t butter
4 bananas, halved lengthwise
2 t sugar
1 oz Kirsch

Melt butter and place bananas sprinkled with sugar in chafing dish pan over hot water pan. Cover and simmer 20 minutes. Pour 1/2 oz. Kirsch over bananas and ignite. Shake until fire is out and repeat. Serve.

Flaming fruit cake

1 unfrosted fruit cake
1/2 c rum
2 T rum

Sprinkle 1/2 cup rum over fruit cake baked in angel cake pan and let soak. Place in chafing dish and heat 2 T rum. Pour rum into center of cake and ignite. Serve flaming.

Brandied apple slices

2 apples, sliced
2 T butter
1 t confectioners' sugar
2 T chopped pecans
1 c heavy cream
1 T brandy


Fruit sauté

1 T butter
1/2 c canned apricots
1/2 c canned pineapple chunks
2 T apricot juice
2 T pineapple juice
1 T cornstarch
1 T rum
1 qt vanilla ice cream

(Continued on page 258)

Bananas flambées, a blazing dessert that can be prepared at the table, makes a spectacular finale to dinner.

Hospitality begins at the hearth when you cook by an open fire

The dining area of a living room is the setting for this fireplace meal. Here, shish kebabs are revolving on a spit before the fire while rice is kept warm in a big earthenware pot on the raised hearth. Guests can tear their own selection from the ingredients on a footed wooden chopping block and serve themselves from the individual skewers. Mellow cherrywood furniture, draperies with an autumn-leaf design and table accessories of wood, wicker and bamboo create a warm, hospitable atmosphere. A centerpiece of marigolds and nasturtium linen napkins bring bright color to table. Furniture, L. and J. G. Stickley. Fabric by Cheney Greet. Shopping information, page 252

Shopping information, page 252
A good game makes a good party

Tests of skill and wit, many inspired by television, are taking America by storm. If you find yourself using such words as quag and marl, brushing up on Siam or sharpening your powers of deduction, chances are the game bug has bitten you. Here, H&G shows you some ingenious ways to amuse your friends and yourself.
The party that ends in a game of Scrabble or with guests matching wits over Carte Blanche is no mere happenstance. Today, playing games is part and parcel of the growing trend to spend more evenings at home. A good reason for the return of the game table to a permanent place in the living room is that games are proverbial ice-breakers. But playing today is not at all like finding yourself in a drawing room with grandmother, two aunts and a pack of cards. You're more likely to be faced with a board marked off in crossword-puzzle-like squares, cards imprinted with Egyptian symbols, anagrams, pegs or a dial that you twirl for luck. (See H&G's dictionary of current best-selling games on page 254.) You may pit your wits against a mythical detective, wrack your brains (or Webster's) for such little-used words as *duu*, *zax* and *fid*, or test your memory of world events. Regardless of whether you have gaming instinct or not, you'll invariably have a good time. The formula for the currently popular games is half luck, half skill, which practically eliminates both the perpetual dunce and the perpetual winner. Since good players are apt to take their games seriously, you can add to everyone's enjoyment by providing an attractive setting, comfortable chairs, good lighting and plenty of elbowroom. On these pages, we show you new games (all good Christmas gifts, incidentally) in new settings. You can plan a holiday party around any of them.

You can set up your own
fortune-teller's table with Rā-Sebā

You don't have to be an accomplished soothsayer to forecast the future. Spread Rā-Sebā out on a table and read the fortunes of your guests one by one. To play, you deal out 18 perforated Rā-Sebā cards on the board and interpret starred messages about home, career, marriage, etc. Second deal clarifies first reading. Final keynote cards influence meaning of fortune. Here, the table (by Grand Rapids Chair) is opened to dining size. It also lowers to coffee-table height and leaves drop down. The game, Rā-Sebā, $2.50. Pilgrim Products.
With this Pop-Up Store, children can go shopping right in their own playroom.

Imagine the spree that small children can have spending play money in a toy and candy store. Two, three or four players are dealt shopping lists, money to pay for purchases and $2 extra spending money. Players move from counter to counter by the number of spaces indicated on spinner. Some stops require buying soda, telephoning, etc. Player who finishes shopping, has packages wrapped, and goes out exit first, wins. The store, which pops up from a playing board, is placed in the center of a large low table in the playroom at left. Rough play or spilled food won't hurt the indestructible laminated plastic table top. Molded plywood chairs stack for easy storage. Table by Creative Playthings. Game, $2.50, Milton Bradley.

Swayze helps you make a game of headline news around the globe.

Here's a quiz for friends who like to rehash the news. A headline event in Bombay or last year's Oscar winner may stump the player who can't remember the approximate year and month. The quizmaster selects a news event in the area indicated on the spinner dial, gives category and date clues. Each player in turn tries to guess event by asking questions. Quizmaster scores for each question asked until one player names the headline event. To play Swayze (named for news-commentator John Cameron Swayze) you need a table big enough to spread out the map board, spinner, slate and newsbook. The higher-than-average coffee table, right (see sketch), opens, with leaves up, to a 54" x 21" laminated playing surface. By Heritage-Henredon. The game, Swayze, $3, Milton Bradley.
Kalah is a game that will intrigue children and adults

Games of concentration such as Kalah deserve the comfort of an armchair, good shadowless light and a quiet corner. In Kalah, a game that originated centuries ago in the Nile valley, each player controls a long elliptic pocket (called a Kalah) at the stern or prow of the boat-shaped board and a row of bowl-like pits along the side, which are filled with counters at the beginning of the game. The object is to distribute the counters pit by pit around the board until all (plus captured counters from your opponent) are collected in your own Kalah or pocket. When your last counter falls in an empty pit, you capture your opponent's counters in the pit across the board. The boat-shaped Kalah board is set up on a permanent game table in the living room at right. During the day, the table is flooded with natural light from the window wall. At night, it is lighted by a strong overhead lamp. The round walnut table with brass legs and leather upholstered armchairs are by Widdicomb. Wooden boats, $10.00 up. Flat board version, $2.50 up. Kalah Game Co.

Conduct your own

College of Musical Knowledge with MusiQuiz

With this special long-playing record, you can see how good your friends are at identifying famous musical themes. Give each guest a pencil and score sheet (6 come with the record) before you put on the 33 1/3 RPM disc. Voice on record emcees game. You can play the entire quiz in about 30 minutes or choose several categories for a shorter game. All of the 100 snatches from overtures, concertos, symphonies, ballets, instrumental pieces, etc., are familiar concert repertoire. Since any number of persons may play, MusiQuiz is good for large parties. Each player needs privacy and a convenient place to fill in his answers. In the living room at left, individual cherry tables with plastic tops are placed around the open fireplace. Tables by Brandt Cabinet. MusiQuiz record, $5.95. Period Music Co.
With Carte Blanche, teams guess charades from picture cards

Unlike its gesturing prototype, Carte Blanche is a game where you put your charades on the table. Each player tries to guess partner’s charade made with 5 picture cards. Symbol clues can be drawn on cards or palette with marking crayon. If partner fails, opponents can try. Here, the palettes and cards are arranged on a folding card table with plastic top by Shwayder. Matching chairs fold away. Game, $3. Carte Blanche Co.

You can plan a poker party in any quiet corner

For poker, you need a spot away from kibitzers, good light from an overhead lamp and plenty of elbowroom. The table, above, by Habitant Shops has a laminated plastic top and pockets for chips and snacks. A solid cover converts it for dining. Roto-Dart, the dart game on the wall, has a new twist: the target rotates. $4.95. Klauber Games.

Your guests can match vocabularies with word-building Bali cards

Practice makes perfect in the new word-forming games such as Bali. Each player tries to build words with alphabet cards in 7 columns. Long rather than unusual words count highest; your score multiplies if all 108 cards are played out. You can compete as individuals or play in teams. At the left, a practice game (Bali is fun to play as solitaire) is laid out on a small flip-top bachelor’s chest by Heritage-Henredon. Game, Bali, $2.98, I-S Ultd, Inc.
A full evening of fun and competition centers around a table of Scrabble

Whether you're a crossword fan or not, chances are you'll soon be addicted to Scrabble. Each player (2 to 4 may play) forms words with alphabet tiles crossword fashion on the board, touching or intersecting previously played words. Your score doubles or triples if you play on premium squares. Object is to score highest and use every tile. You can finish a game in about an hour or stretch it out like chess. Here, a commodious round table and rolling bar make a perfect game setting. Warm casseroles for buffet supper can be left on laminated plastic top of bar. All furniture in mahogany designed by Breger-Salzman for Grosfeld House; Scrabble, $3, Selchow & Righter.

More and more families are declaring their independence of the city and discovering

A new way of life

in suburban and country communities

Since 1947, the communities that ring our metropolitan areas have increased in population by nearly 17 million people. Today, there are actually 54 million Americans enjoying a suburban way of life. Although there are many reasons why a family moves to the suburbs or to a country community, one motive is certainly shared by all: the desire for more living space. The house shown here supplies not only more living space, but more useful living space. It was built in New Canaan, Connecticut, within commuting distance of New York, but it could as well have been built in similar country communities around Los Angeles, Portland, Milwaukee or Detroit. Like many of today’s houses, this one takes its tone from its rural surroundings, looking out over wooded hills and valleys. The living room, shown here and on the next four pages, has a halo of sunlight through window-walls and long clerestory strips of glass under the ceiling. It is spacious, airy and livable in the true sense of the word. Since the home is the center of suburban life, a house must provide for all sorts of family activities. In this one, the living room is the hub. It is not only a comfortable place in which to sit and talk, but an all-purpose room for reading, writing, dining, playing the piano and games. The fireplace, which is the focal point of the room, is wide enough to embrace a pair of handsome sofas and lamp tables as well as two cocktail tables. Around this central conversation area, furniture is grouped for all the other family activities. Alcoves for dining, study and music open onto the main living area but have slightly lower ceilings to give them the distinction of separate rooms. The furniture is part of an attractive new group designed by Edward J. Wormley and made by Dunbar Furniture Corporation. It is a simple, contemporary style that is at home anywhere. Because the furniture is well designed from every angle, it can be arranged independently of window-walls. The result is that the whole room has a feeling of light, air and space.
Large tables and an open fire are a perfect setting for entertaining
The living room is furnished for comfort.

Extra-long sofas, above, form comfortable conversation island in front of the fireplace. Right: high-back armchair and ottoman are ideally placed near the window for reading. Any place you sit, you have a view of the outdoors. Left: materials used in decorating this room are practical as well as attractive: oak (low table beside armchair); brass (hardware); leather (top of small cocktail table); textured sheer curtain material made of rayon with a Celanese fiber, Fortisan, used in the warp for extra strength and for sun resistance.
Dining is given proper space

Like so many houses today, this one forgoes a dining room in favor of an alcove in the living room, but it is not pressed for space. The lowered ceiling and the open-shelf room-divider help to give it the visual feeling of a separate room. The advantage of this open plan is that when you entertain, the dining area is an extra right arm. Marble-topped sideboard, right, doubles as a bar (tambour compartment holds decanters and glasses). Spindle-back chairs can be pulled up to the fireside for after-dinner coffee. If you like to entertain buffet style, you can employ the dining table for serving, and seat your guests around the card table (see page 160). The handsome, subtle mixture of materials in the furniture (marble, brass, dark mahogany and honey-colored tawi wood) enriches the room and adds a distinctive flavor.
Study and game areas have a permanent place in today's living room

The tempo of life today is apt to tax your energy unless you reserve a certain amount of leisure time to refresh yourself. How you spend the time depends on your personal interests. Some people find relaxation in reading, others in music; still others prefer to spend their spare time at a game table. But one thing is certain: if you live in the suburbs or in the country, you will rely on your own home to provide these pleasures. In this house, one part of the living room serves as a secluded study (below). It is lined with bookshelves and equipped with a neat writing table. Made like the dining table, of mahogany and Polynesian tawi wood, this piece gives you plenty of elbow room to write, read, cut out recipes or paste up photographs in your family album. In addition to a good-sized drawer, there is a separate little chest on top to keep stationery,
pens and stamps at your fingertips. When you feel like playing a game, there is always a card table set up permanently in the window. Overlooking the yard and woodland, this is a pleasant spot for members of the family and friends to get together over a game of fun and wits. The mahogany table with circular leather inset is the kind you can leave up because it harmonizes with the rest of the furniture in the room. The mahogany and brass chairs with slanted seats are as comfortable as the game is long. You see the table below, ready for a game of Analysis. Snacks are wheeled in on a cork-topped tea cart. The arrangement of furniture in activity groups leaves plenty of space to move around. The room looks furnished but not overdecorated. It represents a style of living that any family would enjoy.

Shopping information for these 5 pages on page 253.

Game table, chairs are part and parcel of decoration
COTTON TAPESTRY:
NEW FLATTERY FOR THE BED

These new coverlets made of heavy cotton tapestry may well be tomorrow's heirlooms. Reminiscent of counterpanes handed down from generation to generation, they are woven in Switzerland, where the art of hand-loomining still flourishes. The finished patterns are imported and then tailored in America. Rounded corners, scalloped hems, hand-woven fringe, and piping as thick as a rope are but a few of the details that give these coverlets distinction. They hang exceptionally well because of their cut and their weight. The designs, simplified versions of traditional motifs, look as if they were in relief, like repousse. Because they have been bleached three times to cancel chances of shrinking, you can entrust them to the laundry and they will remain as glistening white and fresh as an Alpine slope. With the exception of the "Diamond" pattern (below, right), the coverlets are shown here over pastel petticoats made of closely woven cotton. Coverlets imported by Ottavia; petticoats, available in 12 colors as well as white, are made by Craig Creations. For additional shopping information, turn to page 253.

Opposite

Dotted coverlet and petticoat
lighten and brighten a small bedroom

If you're tired of the straight, boxy look of a bed, why not use a graceful scalloped coverlet? This one is an allover pattern of raised dots, set off by a pink petticoat. Notice how the scallops fall into crisp, neat folds at each corner of the bed. To add to the sunny feeling of the decoration, the shuttered window is hung with three tiers of organdy curtains. These are trimmed in hands of the same material (Como cotton) used in the petticoat and are also ready-made by Craig Creations. Furniture by Kindel, "Riviera" wallpaper by Stockwell.

HAANEL CASSIDY

Tulip border of this coverlet frames the bed. Background is filled in with a woven fret design. This cotton tapestry pattern looks well with modern or traditional pieces.

Rose pattern stands out against a waffle-weave background as if it were engraved. Shallow scallops, bound in sturdy piping, soften the hemline. The coverlet is shaped to round the corners and hang full and evenly.

Diamond weave coverlet, outlined by narrow raised welting, is tailored to the floor. It has bell-shaped corners slit so that you can use it on a four-poster bed, but is equally attractive in a modern room.
Chrysanthemum print brightens the window-wall of a living-dining room.
NEW WISDOM FOR WINDOW WALLS

Curtains made of Fiberglas yarn bring new texture, new color, new practicality to windows

Choosing the right curtain for a window wall is a special problem in decorating today. You need a material that will filter the light and be strong enough to endure constant exposure to the sun without fading or damage to the fibers. The fabrics you see here are made of Fiberglas (woven from spun and twisted strands of glass), designed by Doris and Leslie Tillett, and have a special luminous quality which gives them the effect of a stained glass window. Thanks to a new method of dyeing, the fabric can be overprinted in a color which is lighter than the background, creating a silhouette effect in sunlight. At night, when the curtains are drawn, the whole surface seems to flatten out into a rich, silky brocade. These materials are not affected by sun, heat, mildew, or insects any more than glass itself. You can wash them in warm, soapy water and rehang without ironing. New techniques make it possible to weave Fiberglas (until now available mostly in plain marquisette casement curtains) in soft, supple textures such as bouclé, shantung or pebble weaves which need no lining. You can buy it by the yard and make your own curtains on a sewing machine, using a loose stitch and light tension. Its long-lasting qualities and easy upkeep make this material a good decorating investment.

Shaping data, p. 254

Striking plaid curtains with a light and shadow effect give a structural boldness to the study-bedroom wall above. Other patterns for window walls are, left to right, on top of opposite page: “Panama,” a boucle printed in horizontal ombre stripes with a bold striped accent; “Shasta Daisy,” a flower print silhouetted against shiny white shantung; and “Chrysanthemum” heads, six inches in diameter, printed on a pebble texture. Far left: delicate “Woodland Fern” over-printed on turquoise boucle and “Thoroughbred Horses,” hand-printed on a satin weave. This page, left: large-scaled “Plaza-Mayor,” a boucle with a tweedy look; right, “Honesty,” an overall design of satinpods on mat white boucle. Fiberglas yarn by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
HOW TO ADD STORAGE SPACE TO YOUR HOME

You don't have to knock down walls to add storage space to your home. Anyone who can handle a hammer, plane and saw can put up a shelf, and a good shelf is the short cut to many a storage problem. Here are five simple arrangements that you can build to fit your wall space alongside of a doorway, behind a piano, around a window, in the garage or on the back of a closet door. Today, you don't even have to have lumber specially cut, because you can buy \( \frac{3}{4} \)" pine shelving in stock lengths from your local lumber dealer of 8', 10', 12', etc., and in 4", 6", 8", 10" and 12" widths. You can build a simple framework for the shelves or use metal keyhole strips and brackets available in stock lengths at hardware stores. Wide shelves should be attached to brackets or upright supports so they won't warp. If you want smooth, professional results, put the shelves together with finishing nails, countersunk with a nail set, and then fill in with plastic wood. Give the shelves a coat of primer paint and then two smooth coats of enamel. If you're a serious amateur carpenter and would like to build your own home work bench, write to H&G's Reader Service for pattern and directions.

YOU CAN BUILD A LIGHTED BOOK WALL around an ordinary double-hung window with radiator beneath. Use \( \frac{1}{4} \)" pine boards for frame and shelves; perforated metal or woven plastic for grille over radiator; hardboard or plywood for sliding doors of cabinets. Bookcases need only be 10" deep and can be set back from radiator cabinet. Allow 1" of air space around radiator and put a sheet of aluminum foil behind it to reflect heat back into room. Protect the underside of shelf (can be tile or marble) and wall behind with \( \frac{1}{8} \)" asbestos board. Top of case is 6" board, shields light box.

WORK TABLE PLUS STORAGE SHELVES puts wall of garage or basement to practical use. Box construction of shelves, 24" deep, provides ample space for garden tools, sports equipment or luggage. Framework needs no backboard, could be 1" x 2" or 1" x 3" strips with end boards of \( \frac{1}{2} \)" plywood. Work table top is made of 2" x 8" fir planks. Nails can be kept in small chest beneath; tools hang on pegboard wall panel above. If you want to incorporate a basement sink in the potting bench, check your local plumber for an estimate of the installation cost.
YOU CAN CENTER A MUSIC WALL AROUND A CONSOLE PIANO. Shelves made of 3/4" lumber should be 15" deep to hold your record collection, need no backing. Radio and record player can be installed in deeper (18") two-door cabinets flanking piano (leave 1" free space around piano). In a living-dining room, one cabinet might be used for china storage. Tubular lights, concealed behind a 4" board under shelf above piano, eliminate the need for special lamps. Use stock curved cornice molding for professional look. You can adapt this music wall as a free-standing room divider using vertical pine boards for backing.

HANGING SHELVES AND DINING TABLE (left) save space in a small apartment. With metal keyhole strips and brackets, you can arrange shelves any way you like. Use as many strips as you need, if possible screwing directly into wall studs. Otherwise, use toggle bolts, allowing no more than 32" between strips. For shelves, use 3/4" plywood, 10" wide. Deeper dining shelf (20") should be screwed to brackets to prevent warping. Wrought iron legs will give extra support.

LARGE OPEN FRAMES ATTACHED TO DOORS of deep closets in bedroom (right) add storage space for shoes, handbags, accessories. Frame needs no front or back, should be at least 2" less on all sides than size of door. Nail 10"-12" shelves into frame at intervals of 6-8 inches. Attach frame at top and bottom inside face of door with small metal angles. You may have to add an additional hinge to the center of the closet doors to accommodate the extra weight.
LEATHER

IN NEW GUISES

Today, you can have window shutters, or a TV set, or a folding screen, or curtains of leather

Thanks to new tanning processes and improved finishes, leather has a bright new future in decoration. These new finishes and new colors are responsible for much of its growing popularity. Now you can enjoy the luxury of glossy, hard-surfaced leathers that need no special care. They are treated to resist stains, alcohol, dirt and scuffing and can be cleaned with mild soap and water. There is a new upholstery leather, brushed cowhide, that is as supple as fabric. It has a pleasing suede texture and is good for cushions and screens as well as for sofas and chairs. This year, leather is being teamed with brass, bamboo and wrought iron; you see it quilted, tufted, and tooled; in shiny or soft finishes. A good piece of leather can do wonders for a room. The fact that leather is available in an exceptionally wide range of colors, including all 29 H&G colors, is a strong point in decorating. You can get it in pastels, sharp accent colors and match it to any color scheme. For example, the vivid cerulean blue leather upholstery on the Louis XV desk chair, opposite, accents the pastel blue wall color and blue tweed carpet. Leather looks crisp and tailored with contemporary furniture, warm and mellow in traditional settings. If you mix periods, you'll find leather is a good transitional material that links past and present. These room schemes show you good ways for using leather in your home. These six decorating schemes were created for the Upholstery Leather Group by leading designers. Photographed at W & J Sloane, N. Y., by Haanel Cassidy. Sketches by Jeremiah Goodman.

Teamed with brass in a living room

Two types of leather add interest and comfort to this living room. The floor is made from pigskin blocks, which are resilient to walk on. Lightweight chairs are upholstered in blackberry-colored leather. Brass is used to accent chairs, a mosaic tile table and to frame a tapestry on a paneled wall, right. Designed by Edward J. Wormley.

Combined with wrought iron for dining chairs

In this room, leather gives warmth to wrought iron furniture. Two shades of leather are used on the pull-up chairs: black for seats, natural color for sling backs. Textures which range from wood paneling to a burlap curtain and a marble buffet shelf are mixed in the room. Brass, pewter accessories. Designed by Maurizio Tempestini.
Hung from a brass pole
over a window wall

Soft glove leather that hangs in folds is used for curtains in this library. Pastel blue walls and a blue tweed carpet blend with the platinum color of the leather. For accent, Louis XV chairs are upholstered in vivid cerulean blue leather. A panel of leather book backs covers desk cupboard. Orman Kimbrough was the decorator.

Set off by redwood paneling in a game area

A table with an inlaid leather chessboard and a pair of folding “X” chairs bound with rawhide create a game area in a redwood-paneled living room. Gold leather sling backs and chair seats repeat gold squares in the chessboard. Leather shelf pulls out of table for drinks, ash trays. Eleanor Forbes was the decorator.

Blended with teak in a writing corner

To give unity to a study area in this living room, sandalwood leather, which matches the natural finish of the teak furniture, is repeated on shutters, on the top of the desk and on chair cushion. Gold tooling on the shutters and desk top echoes stretchers, brass legs of desk. Designed by John Gerald and Katherine Kinnane.

Harmonized with fabric in a music-living room

Two textures, one smooth, one rough, set off a game corner in this music-living room. Shiny gray leather is used on chairs and game table; a tweed linen is applied to one wall. Sporting prints, framed in leather, and a built-in cabinet of firearms give this corner added interest. Room was decorated by Alfred Lowden.
1. On a level site, a house can spread out in wings

If you like repose and order, you will like Mr. and Mrs. Robert Osborn's symmetrical house on a level ledge in the Berkshires near Salisbury, Connecticut. A flat grade made it easy to build on a concrete slab, save cost of excavating. Trees and hills are a pleasant backdrop.

2. On a hillside, a house follows the slope of the land

If you want a picturesque house, a hillside site has many advantages. The design of Miss Elizabeth D. Mudge's house was determined largely by its hilly Los Angeles site. The split-level plan cantilevers out over the downhill side and a pitched roof repeats the sharp slope of the land.

3. On a waterfront site, a house makes the most of a lake view

If you'd like the view to be part of your house, you can plan as carefully as Mr. and Mrs. Bernard C. Sevener of Seattle did. Their house on the shore of Lake Washington juts out over the water like a ship's prow. Living-dining room opens to a deck which almost touches the lake.

A good house should be designed to fit the land around it. If the two are well mated you will not only have a better looking house but a better house to live in. You can't achieve this by arbitrarily setting your house on your lot as you would place a plate on a table. Ask yourself these questions: Is your lot level or hilly? Does it combine a view with a desirable southern exposure or is the view toward the western sun? Is it protected from winter winds? Does it catch cool summer breezes? All these factors should influence the design of your house because they will affect the kind of living it will give you. For best results, plan the house for the specific site it will stand on. Today, your lot is really the ground floor of your house because rooms extend outside to terrace and garden. Good outdoor living space (for sun, shade, view, breeze, easy access) calls for indoor and outdoor planning that dovetails.

The three houses on these and the following pages are on three different kinds of site. A level site in Connecticut is well suited to a one-story house which spreads in wings around three terraces. A hillside plot in California is ideal for a three-story plan. A lakeside lot in Seattle, Washington, provides a good view and good orientation. The advantages and drawbacks of such sites generally are these:

A level site, raised slightly above surrounding land, is least expensive to build on, and presents the fewest problems. Natural drainage is good in sandy soil, risky if the soil contains much clay. Beware of a rocky site, which is usually costly to excavate. A flat site, however, is suitable for a basementless house on a concrete slab, saves excavation costs.

A hillside site is picturesque and can be practical, too. Drainage on the downhill side is easy to control, although on the uphill side the basement may need special waterproofing. Grading is minimized if you step the house down the hill. A split-level house can be economically built into a hillside because the foundation walls will enclose rooms on the lower level. Such a basement is a dividend. With big windows on the downhill side, it is bright and sunny enough for a playroom.

A site with a view of water, hills or woods deserves a house that makes the most of it. Plan the house around this asset with window-walls to bring the outdoors in. If natural orientation is not good, use screens, or a roof overhang for protection against hot summer sun; plant trees as a windbreak; use ventilating devices to snare a breeze. This kind of integrated planning of house and land adds considerably to the dollars-and-cents value of any house, and to the living pleasure of its owners.
An artist who chooses to work at home likes both to be near his family and to be undisturbed by household activities. Illustrator Robert Osborn, whose studio is a separate building just a stone’s throw from his house, has exactly this arrangement. In addition, he and his family can enjoy the rugged countryside near Salisbury, Connecticut. Their house is built around three terraces and an herb garden “where humming birds stand perpetually on their tails,” on a plateau-like level looking out over spectacular views of the Berkshire hills. It is a sparkling white, one-story house with clean, straight lines. Its site is a rectangular platform raised above the surrounding rocky hillside and defined by a low stone wall. House and site were planned together, with due regard both for natural assets and for man-made convenience. For example, the stone wall repeats the texture of rock outcroppings everywhere on the property and confines the grass terrace areas to what can be mowed in 27 minutes. Inside, the floor plan is neatly organized for the present and for the future. It is divided into three separate wings (one for Eliot and Nicolas, aged 5 and 8, one for general family living, one for services); planned so that when the boys have outgrown their playroom it can become their parents’ private sitting room.
South wall of living room is glass, with door to terrace; opposite wall is lined with bookshelves. Simple fireplace is exactly centered in one end wall; at opposite end is grand piano. Music wall (right) is divider between dining room, living room and entrance hall; the hall is also a gallery for the Osborns' paintings.

Living 15'6" x 30'

Bedroom 15'5" x 10'

Playroom 15'6" x 15'6"

Children's playroom has a floor-to-ceiling blackboard, usually covered with bright chalk murals. On either side of it, louvered doors open to their separate bedrooms. Built-in shelves are for toys; a drop-down work table is hinged to the wall opposite. A wash basin is built into the opposite end wall (see plan).

In Mr. Osborn's studio, shelves behind drawing board hold tools of his profession. At his left is floor-to-ceiling window-wall which gives him fine working light as well as an inspiring view.

Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Robert Osborn
Architect: Edward Barnes
Location: Salisbury, Conn.

Floor plan and site plan are precisely related to each other, and house and terraces are on a slightly raised platform outlined by a stone ledge. (See photographs on opposite page.) Wings on either side of entrance court balance each other, and living-room wing is exactly centered at rear. Such a well organized plan creates feeling of repose and order.

Children's playroom has a floor-to-ceiling blackboard, usually covered with bright chalk murals. On either side of it, louvered doors open to their separate bedrooms. Built-in shelves are for toys; a drop-down work table is hinged to the wall opposite. A wash basin is built into the opposite end wall (see plan).

More photos, page 224. Building data, 220
High on a sharply sloping hillside above Los Angeles is a small house with a big view of the Pacific Ocean, the Santa Monica mountains and the lights of the city at night. It belongs to Miss Elizabeth D. Mudge, who divides her time between a career at the University of California and a pleasant social life built around good friends, good talk, hiking and outing trips. She chose her site and let it determine the plan of her house, with these two qualifications: the design must be modern and exciting; the costs must be kept down. On both counts, the hillside site proved to be an asset.

The plot naturally suited to a split-level house. Its plan was so handled that half of the living-dining room is two stories high, dramatizing the view of the hilltop. Above the other half, built like a balcony, are two bedrooms and a bath. The entrance is on the uphill side, so that you go six steps down to the first floor, and up six steps to the balcony floor. From the outside the house has a jaunty look. Supported by concrete piers, it projects out over the downhill side. The pitched roof repeats the slope of the hill. Its foundation and retaining walls are of concrete blocks, because they are inexpensive and because their rough texture reflects the rugged feel of the land. Its upper walls are of native California redwood.

Miss Mudge's house was planned for easy upkeep, quiet relaxation, and pleasantly informal entertaining on weekends. (There is a single guest bedroom.) The whole first floor is one big room, with the kitchen open to the living-dining area so that cooking and conversation can be combined when there are guests. A broad deck adds 10 feet to the living room's width, and throughout there's a feeling that indoors and outdoors are one and the same thing.

Broad deck runs along side of house, serves not only as lookout tower for the owner, but as an extension of the living room for big parties. Steps connect it to rugged site.
Owner: Miss Elizabeth Mudge
Architect: Kazumi Adachi
Decorator: Dan Aberle
Landscape architect: Garrett Eckbo
Location: Los Angeles, California

Split-level floor plan is so arranged that half of the living room is two stories high; the upstairs projects like a balcony over the fireplace side of living room. Practical details include adjustable bookshelves (photograph at right) and carport storage closet for camping and other outdoor equipment. Bath has skylight window. Double-story part of living-dining room looks as dramatic from bedroom balcony as the high view beyond the house. South wall is painted bright tangerine, others are natural redwood.

More photographs, page 222. Building data, 220.
Facing into Lake Washington like the prow of a ship, this house obviously belongs to a nautical-minded family. On this broad deck or on their racing sloop, the owners can enjoy the water at home or afloat. Deck runs around two sides of living-dining room, and faces a distant view of mountains across the lake. Covered front entrance walk (below) links house and garage.
3. A waterfront house makes the most of a lake view

All good sailors are happiest when they are on the water. For Mr. and Mrs. Bernard C. Sevener, whose racing sloop is moored at their doorstep, and whose house juts out over Lake Washington like a ship's prow, this is a permanent state of affairs. They can enjoy the water, in fact almost touch it, whether at home or afloat.

Their house turns its back on the street, and opens out onto a broad slate deck facing the lake. Across it, to the east, is a view of distant mountains. The floor plan is worth careful study, for it shows excellent relation of rooms to one another and to the outdoors. For example, in the dining end of the big living room, one wall is a pass-through to the kitchen; the opposite wall is a sliding window to the deck, so it is easy to serve inside and outside meals. Large parties can flow from living room to library and guest-sitting room; but overnight guests have complete privacy because their room and the master bedroom are on opposite sides of the house. The house provides exceptional storage space, not the least important of which are special closets for boat gear. These are under one corner of the deck.

Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Bernard C. Sevener
Architects: William J. Bain and Harrison Overturf
Decorators: Lou Garner Swift and William Teeter
Location: Seattle, Washington

Living-dining room has an air of spaciousness and uncluttered simplicity. Walls are paneled in Japanese red birch, carpeting is off-white, and accent colors are burnt orange and bright lemon yellow. Furniture is predominantly modern.


Floor plan: Living-dining room and library open to deck; library can also function as part of owners' suite. Guest-sitting room and master bedroom are located on opposite sides of the house.
Inside information on today’s room finishes

Since there are more important things in this world than spending all day doing housework, everyone is interested today in the things that make a house easy to run. Fortunately, there are now many materials for walls and floors that help reduce household maintenance. Modern science has developed a host of new synthetics for the interior walls of the house—plastics, plywood, hardboards and wallboards that are easy to keep clean and economical to install. Vinyl, cork, rubber and asphalt tiles and linoleum are resilient flooring materials which are easy underfoot and take hard wear. And they can be installed by the home owner himself. Prefabricated wood block, strip and plank floors now come already waxed and polished. Present-day plastics, manufactured as surfacing materials for both walls and floors, offer a wide choice of colors and design possibilities along with a stubborn resistance to stains and scratches. Time-tried masonry products such as brick, stone, concrete, clay tile, slate, marble and terrazzo have found new favor today inside the house for floors and walls. Their sturdy surfaces last forever and can be installed without any finish or they may be waxed. Here are some of these materials in typical installations. Others are found on page 223.

FLOOR FINISHES

Plywood panels are easy to install and require only an occasional wiping to keep looking fresh and new. They adapt themselves to all kinds of interior design. Here, ceiling, at left, is covered in mahogany plywood; walls are painted for colorful accent. Laminated oak blocks cover the floor, offer a soft, warm glow to room. Comfortable underfoot, they need only waxing to keep in condition.

Vinyl plastic flooring has infinite variety. It is resilient, self-healing, can be left unfinished, or waxed for extra brilliant sheen.

Cork tile is easy underfoot, sound-deadening. It comes in natural or bleached finish or with plastic coating in many colors.
WALL FINISHES

Concrete blocks double as inside-outside walls. Inexpensive and fire resistant, they can be painted.

Wood adds mellow warmth to a room, has sound-deadening properties. This traditional raised paneling is painted.

Modern wood wall design, at right, uses flush, narrow boards, with natural finish, for a dramatic effect.

Vertical wood boards are equally good for all kinds of houses. Stained and waxed, they need little attention.

Shell stone gives a clean, warm surface to modern fireplace wall. Readily available in southern coastal states; its hard surface requires no care, no added finish.

Brick can be used for floor or wall. It lasts forever, gains added beauty with a wax coat.

Concrete today finds its way inside our homes, can be colored or painted and laid in a variety of patterns. Concrete offers a permanent surface that needs only wax to keep looking fresh and bright, can be laid directly on or below ground.

Rubber tile offers a wide selection of colors and design possibilities. It is soft underfoot, long-lasting and, with periodic washing and waxing, it can be maintained in tip-top condition. Rubber tile knows no design limitations, can be used in traditional or modern rooms.

Clay tile, with unexcelled past performance, finds new favor today both as floor and wall covering. It is permanent and excellent where traffic is heavy. Waxing enriches the surface color, cuts down on upkeep.
A good tree is your best garden investment

Here is how to choose and care for a shade tree and how, step by step, a fine tree was planted.

Everybody loves a good tree and the first thing most families in a new home want to do is to plant one. The reasons may be sentimental, or they may be practical, such as the desire for shade on a bare lot, for protection from strong winds or an ugly view, to soften the lines of a new house. They may wind up being a combination of both, for the beauty of a tree lives and grows; so does its practical worth. Like any other good investment, while continuing to pay dividends, it becomes more valuable all the time.

On these pages you see the step-by-step story of how a fine tree was planted by skilled workmen last July to replace another which had died a few weeks earlier. The death of the first tree, a maple, was due to suffocation of the roots when a few inches of top soil was added to the lawn at the time the terrace was built. It was possible to plant the new tree, a pin oak, in midsummer because a spray compound which prevents wilting of foliage permits the moving of trees and shrubs in full growth if proper precautions are taken. Aside from the fact that this job was done in the middle of a brilliant summer day, it is typical of good tree planting any time, anywhere. The tree was carefully lifted in the nursery with an unbroken ball of earth around its roots for minimum set-back in growth. An adequate planting hole was dug in the new location, and this hole was provided with fertile soil, rich in organic matter, to encourage development of new feeding roots. The new tree was set with the soil level around its trunk flush with the surface of the ground around it, to duplicate as nearly as possible the growing conditions it was accustomed to. A rim of earth was made to catch and hold water around the roots, and guy wires were set to brace the tree against jarring winds for a year or two till the new roots could provide firm anchorage. Every step contributed to the welfare of the garden.

(Continued on page 257)
Tree ball, which weighs nearly 600 lbs., is lowered, by winch and rope on planks, to plank track laid on grass. Tree platform is borne on iron pipe rollers which are lifted from rear and placed in front as men push tree along. This tree was watered, wilt-proofed, dug in nursery ten days before transplanting time.

Several parts of job are being carried on at once, as seen from balcony above terrace. At left, tree is approaching on plank track as hole is being dug 2' wider than root ball size. Note compacted subsoil at site chosen for new tree requires pick work to loosen. Table marks area where shade will be wanted for breakfast or luncheon outdoors.

Clumps of concrete rubble, foundation hardpan are completely removed from hole. Dark upper earth layer is topsoil provided when rear yard was first prepared for lawn, later when terrace was built.

When hole has been dug with straight sides to a depth of 6" more than depth of tree's root ball, good topsoil from truck, right, and humus peat bought for purpose, left, are mixed and firmed in bottom of hole. No matter who transplants your tree, only top quality soil should go under and around roots to promote new growth.

To get tree in hole, track ends are raised, holding rope is slacked, and tree ball is slowly eased in. Planks, rollers and platform are then removed while tree is still in tilted position.

Final trueing of tree, so that trunk is erect and in the right position in front of terrace, is done with planks for leverage as workman removes or adds soil underneath root ball as needed.
The life of a tree depends on its planting, whether you spend $200 for a professional job, or $25 and do it yourself.

After tree is standing erect and centered, and set at exactly same depth it stood in the nursery to avoid root or trunk damage, hole is soaked to finish settlement of new soil.

Topsoil and humus mixture, which will provide a spongy fertile bed for tree's new feeding roots, is watered in place with hose as it is added.

When hole is nearly filled and tree firmly set in place, burlap is removed from upper part of root ball; remainder will soon rot away.

With wrapping removed from roots and base of trunk, notice that lower bark is unmarred by ropes and surface of earth ball is neither broken or cracked.

Here the hole has been filled, with old and new levels matching. Hose is saturating the roots. Dirt rim holds water. Last, trunk is braced with 3 guy wires.

Here the young pin oak stands in its final location just at noon of a hot July day, its foliage unwilted, thanks to a modern plastic which, when sprayed on, seals the leaves against moisture loss until roots are established. Tree planting prices and conditions vary. To transplant this one while dormant in early spring might have totaled about $150. Add about $100 for each additional inch of trunk diameter or 5 feet of additional height. Mary Deputy Cattell was landscape architect.
IT'S EASY TO BE
AN ARMCHAIR SANTA CLAUS
WITH THIS 14-PAGE PORTFOLIO
OF HAND-PICKED

Christmas gifts

A Santa Claus by any name—St. Nicholas in Germany, Svaty Mikulas in Czechoslovakia, Jule-Nissen in Denmark and Norway—is the great dispenser of the good things of life. In America, Santa is a happy fellow with a twinkle in his eye and a generous pack on his back. He symbolizes the spirit of joy in giving. In some magical way, he manages to find out everyone's heart's desire. At Christmas time, each of us becomes an anonymous Santa Claus showering gifts on family and friends. Weeks ahead we look for clues: the slippers that have lost their shape, the twelve little cordial glasses that are down to two, the doll that's been loved too long. Because we want each gift we give to find a place in someone's heart, no effort is too great, no time ill spent. The unexpected result is a closer link between old friends and a deeper understanding within the family circle. House & Garden hopes that you will find in this issue gifts for everybody on your Christmas list.

On the next 14 pages, House & Garden's Christmas gift portfolio
Here are gifts for people who like to entertain

**Hardboard coasters** imported from England are alcohol and stain resistant. Antique prints depict notable English castles, residences. $1.95 ea. Lord & Taylor.

**Thermostone casserole** doubles as ice bucket. In rustflecked white or gunmetal. 2-qt., $22.50. Gump's, San Francisco.

**Ceramic sunburst** is a replica of an old Spanish piece. Handsome in a foyer or over a mantel. The glazed pottery burst measures 14” in diameter. $6. B. Altman.

**Pots au crème** imported from France are white china, go from oven to table for puddings, chocolate. 95c ea. Bazar Français.

**French opera plates** of glazed ceramic show scenes from Faust, William Tell, Mignon and Robin des Bois. For luncheon, dessert, etc. $1.75 ea. Barker Bros., Los Angeles.

**Antipasto set** is good for hot or cold hors d’oeuvres. Made of silver plate with slim walnut handles. $10 a set. Saks 5th Ave.
Bavarian china tea set in a present day mood has a black and gray design on white. Set has teapot, sugar bowl, creamer. $29.50. B. Altman.

Lenox china pitcher in Monte Carlo design is black and white, 14" high. Lovely for flowers. $13.95. Marshall Field, Chicago.

Plastic salad bowl with matching individual bowls is speckled in gold. Large bowl, $15. Small bowls, $3 each. Bergdorf Goodman.

Glass candy jars make wonderful containers for Christmas goodies, can also be used as canisters. The 12" size, $4; 11", $2. Higbee Co., Cleveland.

Hors d'oeuvres server is solid ceramic, shaped like grapefruit, perforated for picks. $3.50. Wanamaker's.

Bonita assay tureen is a French import. Of earthenware in green and brown tones, it is 9" tall and 8" in diameter. $14.95. Macy's N. Y.

Cutting boards imported from Holland are marvelous for serving cheeses or breads at buffets. Each board has a different design on handle. $2.98 ea. Macy's N. Y.

Egg cozy is made of gay denim, fits over a wooden cup to keep soft cooked egg warm. A fun way to start the day. Cup, $1.50; cozy, $1.95. Lord & Taylor.

Andirons in the shape of horses' heads are cast iron with shining brass rings and bits. Add a distinctive note to the hearth, both in living room or in a study. $16.95. W & J Sloane.

Fireplace set with matching rack has poker, tongs and a shovel. Of brass and wrought iron. $26.95. W & J Sloane.

Salt and pepper mill is a combination piece of sterling and ebony wood. 7" tall. $15. Georg Jensen.

Hors d'oeuvres dishes in green, yellow or pink ceramic have little notches to keep matching spreaders in place. Dishes are $2.95 each; spreaders, $1 each. Bonwit Teller.
Gifts from $1 to $50 to make a study-guest room more inviting

Magazine basket shaped like a log basket, is white tole. Handle makes it easy to tote. A good 15" long, it holds a large supply of current magazines and newspapers. $5. At the Higbee Co., Cleveland.

Sealing wax set from England is stamped with initial or "Merry Christmas." $1.15. B. Altman.

Twine and scissor set for desk comes in red, green, yellow, brown or black leather case. 4" tall. $6.98. From Georg Jensen.

Stamp dispenser in black plastic keeps stamps at hand, prevents sticking. $1. At the Commercial Stationery Co.

Paperweight is carved from heavy alabaster in pineapple shape. Would make a charming accessory for a study, on a lady's desk, or a handsome gift for an executive office. 2½" x 3". $5. From Wanamaker's.

Tripod table, 29" across, has brass frame. Top is plastic-finished hardboard. $15. At Peacock's, Chicago.
Portable phonograph has four speeds (including new 16 RPM). Red or green with gold tone arm. $22.95. By V-M Corp.

Plastic card holders are fan-shaped, keep cards in position for easy handling during play. Set includes 1 each of red, green, blue and yellow holders. $1. Lord & Taylor.

Glass cigarette box has green or black marbleized top trimmed with gold medallion. Doubles as paperweight. Has twin match box for companion. Cigarette box, $10; match box, $3. Helen Cole.

Pewter inkwell and matching quill are a Williamsburg reproduction. $15. By Stieff.

Desk clock has a black and white face, is encased in polished blond maple with black legs. Indicators are raised. 8-day movement. $30. By Herschede Clock Co.

Navajo rugs, woven by tribe-members in Indian reservations in New Mexico, Colorado and Arizona, make useful and attractive gifts. Prices range from $4.95 upwards. This one, which measures 30" x 42½", is $19.98. From B. Altman.

Pearl white stationery (100 letter-size sheets, 100 semi-notes, 200 envelopes lined in blue) is packed in a marbleized hinged box which can be used later as jewelry or hose box. $20. By Crane.

Brownie movie camera has an extra fast f/1.9 lens, making it especially good for indoor shots. $46.75. By Kodak.

Glazed ceramic vase with butterfly motif in delicate blues, yellows and pink is a good height (6") for an end table or desk. $5.50. From Bonnier's.


White tole tray and double old-fashioned glasses, have a word game motif which spells out the names of drinks and the ingredients. 4 glasses, tray, $8. From Frost Bros., San Antonio.
Gifts that any child would love to find under a Christmas tree


Brer Rabbit and Uncle Remus, cloth-covered, felt feet, wool hair. Brer Rabbit, 21"; Uncle Remus, 24". $10.95 each. Henri Bendel.

Miniature fourposter for a favorite doll has a mattress, crisp white dotted Swiss canopy, spread and bolster. Mahogany or cherry finish. 13½" long, 8½" wide and 13" high. $8. F.A.O. Schwarz.

Circus characters to start a Big Top collection. Red-headed clown stands 15" high, $8.75. Soft plushy leopard cub is 8" long, $7.50. Both at F.A.O. Schwarz.

Toy stove has 9-piece set of cooking utensils. Twin drawers and oven open. Measure 9" x 6" x 11". $2.98. Bloomingdale's.
Puppet theatre has 5 fairy-tale characters, 3 scene changes and a drop curtain. Puppets can be moved about through slots in stage platform. $18.75. Bloomingdale's.

Indian Campfire bowl, mug and 9" earthenware plate in gay colors tempt small fry to the table. Indian figures are papoose size. $5 for set. Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D.C.

Junior-size tow truck of welded steel, painted royal blue with yellow trim, actually tows another car. Towing winch is adjustable, self-locking. Truck has professional ATA marking on side. 2 seat levels, 8" wheels, 16" x 10½" x 40½". $22. Gimbel's.

Child-size pots and pans for a budding gourmet cook. Sturdy aluminum replicas of kitchen utensils can be used in actual cooking. $6.75 for the set. Creative Playthings.

Binnie Walker doll with washable hair walks, moves her head. 15", $9.95. At Altmann's.

Train terminal and passenger station round out a junior engineer's railroad. Both units are of plastic. Terminal holds 2 trains. Station interior lights up, 16" long. $9.95 each or $17.50 the set. A.C. Gilbert.

Animal puppets, all ready for a private zoo, are made of bright wool felt, 10" tall. Mouse Maid, Cock o' the Walk Rooster, Bricklayer Pig, and Elegant Elephant are each $5.95. Saks 5th Avenue. Works on AC. 14½" high. $14.95. Wanamaker's.


Fire truck runs in forward and reverse, ladders can be raised and lowered, all by remote control. Operates on two flash-light batteries. $10. F.A.O. Schwarz.

House of Cards giant size has 20 slotted cards, 7" x 11". $1.98. Gimbel's.

For a touch of glamour and comfort in a bedroom, any of these is sure to please.

Folding hanger of pastel wood has brass rails and four plastic pins for drying gloves, stockings, or lingerie. It is perfect for a traveling friend or to slip in an overnight bag. $1. Lord & Taylor. Ins. $49.95. Lewis & Cooper.

“Weatherzone” air conditioner is portable, plugs in AC current. Cools 20' radius to slip in an overhead bag. Lord & Taylor.

Alabaster powder bowls for her dressing table can also be used as nut or candy dishes for entertaining. 4" in diameter, $2. 6" in diameter, $5. At Wanamaker's.

Jewel-studded plastic case lends a Scheherazade look to a bedside telephone. In pink, white, blue, gold, etc. $10.95. Lord & Taylor.

Meerschaum with white bowl, amber stem, to enchant a feminine pipe dreamer. $12.50. Pastel tobacco pouch in pink or blue leather looks like an evening purse. $3. At Dunhill.

Pine treasure chest has deep drawers for jewelry, and brass hardware. 9" x 5 ½" x 6 ½". $15. W & J Sloane, San Francisco.

Brass towel rack with raised leaf wall plates lends a luxurious look to a bathroom or powder room. 24" long rail will hold three folded bath towels, a bevy of guest towels. $10.98. A. Fairchild.

Leather stud box decorated with Roman symbols nearly files a man's jewelry. In wine, white and brown leather with gold tooling on top and sides. 4" x 5" x 2". $9.50. Georg Jensen.

French pillboxes, nickel-size, have screw-on lids, gold finish. Enamel lined. Six crowned heads from Napoleon to Charlemagne. $2 each. Bonwit Teller.

Shell-trimmed wicker accessories are lightweight, splash-and-smash proof, give a marine mood to a bathroom. Wastebasket, $5; tissue box, $4; fish-shaped basket, $6. Helen Cole.

Potpourri brings spicy fragrance from a Southern garden to drawers and closets. Plastic box, $1, glass jar, $2.25. N. Y. Exchange for Woman's Work.

Shell-trimmed wicker accessories are lightweight, splash-and-smash proof, give a marine mood to a bathroom. Wastebasket, $5; tissue box, $4; fish-shaped basket, $6. Helen Cole.

Bath back rest of terrycloth and sponge rubber lends support to those who combine facials or manucures with bathing. Suction cups attach to tub. 7" x 12", expandable. Pink, blue, champagne, $4.75. Schoenfeld Linens.

Tortoiseshell shoehorn with gold-colored handle. Also Lucite with silver or black. $2. Neusteter's, Denver.

Nesting straw wastebaskets in tight basket weave are lightweight yet sturdy. Will look equally well with modern or traditional furniture. Set of five, 8"-11" diameter, 10½"-11" high, $6. Penthouse Gallery.

Brass carafe makes a handsome bedside accessory for a man or woman. Holds 1 pint. $27.50. Saks Fifth Avenue.

Prices approx. Include Fed. tax.
Get a head start on spring by giving gifts for the garden and terrace.

Sprayer for indoor-outdoor use is stainless steel, won’t corrode. Has double nozzle to wet-spray or mist a light fog on plants. Lightweight, in blue and silver gift box. $5.70. Dayton’s, Minneapolis.

Bracket bell, gleaming brass, 16” l, on wrought iron frame. Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D.C.

Bootscraper, a sturdy black wrought iron dachshund with a ring through his nose, discourages muddy shoes. Good for all seasons. About 12” long. $4. Halle Bros., Cleveland.

Charcoal broiler for outdoor summer use or indoor fireplace in winter is 12” diameter. $3. Wanamaker’s, Philadelphia.

Wick-fed pot is the modern way to water house plants without sprinkling. Wick conveys water in base to soil in pot. $1. Fawber’s.

Wrought iron bar on wheels has shelves for glasses, removable racks on bottom shelf with enough room for record player, records. 16” x 40” x 36” high. $77. By Gallo.
Flower-pot covers are made of cane in natural colors. Available in 2", 3", 4" and 5" sizes for 39¢, 50¢, 75¢ and $1, to accommodate different sized pots. B. Altman.

Brass mailbox, 7" by 11", is trimmed with brass studs, has signet-like design. Rack on the bottom holds newspapers and magazines. $13. At The Bright Stores, Red Bank, N. J.

Outdoor electric light is tapered to sink into lawn or garden, won't tip. Aluminum, green finish. 47½". $30. By Lightolier.

Brass hurricane lamps, perforated, come 9½" and 6½" tall. $6.50, $5.20. Bergquist's, Cloquet, Minn.

Oscillating sprinkler has a sled-like frame which makes it easy to move about on lawn. It will irrigate 1500 sq. ft. or more of lawn or garden area, depending on water pressure. Attaches to any garden hose. $12.95. By Avon.

Redwood plant tub, banded with brass, is treated for outdoor use. Drilled raised bottom drains, ventilates, 14" tall. $5.50. Vaughn's.

Portable bar, the "Bar-ette", is made of wicker. Sectioned for glasses and bottles, it has a convenient handle for carrying. $6. Lord & Taylor.

Glazed pottery strawberry-jar is half-round, can be hung flat against wall or it can stand on floor. 14" high. $22.50. Carbone, Inc., Boston.

H&G Book of Gardens, by British House & Garden, is a picture tour of English gardens. Good for garden lovers. $1. Conde Nast Publications.

Garden shears combine cutting and holding of stem in one operation, keep hands from touching flower thorns, 6½" long. $2.25. By Wiss.

Folding dog bed has steel frame with foam rubber cushion topped by zippered leather-like cover. 17" x 21" long. $28. At Abercrombie & Fitch.

All prices approx. Include Fed. tax.
Gift-shopping for a good cook?
Here are unusual presents from $3 to $30

Electric skillet bruises, grills, deep fries, doubles as a casserole and chafing dish. Automatic heat control ranges from simmer to 420°. Light flashes when temperature is reached. 3½ qt. capacity, $22.95. By Dominion Electric.

Hallite aluminum pans with copper-toned lids are an asset to any kitchen. 6-qt. saucepot, $8.45; 2½-qt. double boiler, $9.95; 9” brazier, $8.95. By Wear-Ever. From Bloomingdale’s.

Portable electric cooker-fryer also bakes, roasts, steams, bruises. Has time-and-temperature cooking chart on side, and automatic heat control. 6-qt. capacity, $26.95. By Presto.

Swedish glass oil and vinegar cruets, contemporary design, 9” high. Corks have ringed metal tops. $3.90. At Bloomingdale’s.
Electric knife sharpener does professional job on all types of blades. No skill needed; press starting button, and draw the blade through. Chrome-like plastic, $19.95. By Cory.

Apothecary jars hold liquids, herbs, spices, with printed or blank stick-on labels. Sets of 2 32-oz., 3 16-oz., or 4 4-oz. jars are $4.95. Barbara Lewis.

Plug-in Speedmaster boils water for tea, instant coffee, heats milk or soup, right at the table. Automatic control keeps liquids hot. One to 8 cups, $12.95. By West Bend.

Starters set in stainless steel with fast-heat core has rack for pans, lids. Skillet is 7”, saucepans 1, 2 qt., $18.95. By Elco Products.

Chrome canisters with copper trim add luster to the kitchen. Oval canisters have ring handles on tops, sides for convenient lifting. 4-piece set, $9.98. By Heller Hostess Ware.

Nest of aluminum saucepans with extra-long, copper handed handles of Korina wood, perfect for barbecue cooking. The pans stack or hang up. Set of 4 pans in 32-oz., 24-oz., 16-oz., 12-oz. sizes, $13.95. Hammacher Schlemmer.

Cheese tray invites guests to help themselves. Wood tray has trough for crackers, two white ceramic cheese jars with spreaders. $14.75. Souccon.

Fondue set would delight any hostess. It teams an earthenware casserole, $2.95; alcohol lamp base, $3.95; dunking fork, $1.25; 1 lb. can fondue, $1.95. Baron Francais.


Electric tea-maker is no mere tea pot. It makes tea, coffee, any hot beverage, has thermostat control for hot, medium, warm. Holds 2-10 cups, 6” high. $29.95. By Nesco.

Spanish stewpots of glazed earthenware are attractive oven-to-table dishes. Bean pot, $1.98; the deep 3-qt. casserole, $1.98; the flat 1-qt. casserole, $1.50. Bloomingdale's.

Prices approx. Include Fed. tax.

More gifts, page 234.
If you say "Merry Christmas" with a gift of silver, you will make the greeting permanent, for silver is a welcome present that has a future. Here (and on pages 218 and 219) are pieces of silver all under $15, and each destined to take first honors under the Christmas tree. Everyone likes to give silver presents, since they are impressive and lasting gifts. Some of the things shown on these pages may not have occurred to you, such as bookmarks for the library, picture frames for the bedroom and decanter labels for the bar. Here are inexpensive silver gift suggestions for every room in the house.

**Williamsburg labels** in sterling will identify the contents of his favorite decanter. For Rye, Scotch, Bourbon, Port, Sherry, etc., they are $2.50 each. *Stieff.*

**Jam set,** consisting of a crystal jar with sterling top, spoon and tray will reflect sunshine on breakfast table. $12.50. Without tray, $7.50. *Lunt.*

**Curled edge serving trays** in silver plate make decorative centerpieces when filled with flowers or fruit. The sizes, 8", 10", and 12", are $8.95, $10.95 and $14.95. *International.*

**Sterling bud vases,** to give a single rose a touch of elegance, come in two slender sizes. The smaller of the two, 5½" high, is $4. The taller 8" size, $6.80. Nice to dress up a desk or a dressing table. *Wallace.*

"Reigning Beauty" salad set will toss the prettiest and tastiest salad ever. The handles are made of sterling and the scoops are long-wearing black nylon that repels oil, vinegar stains. Set, $13.25. *Heirloom Sterling.*
Bookmarks in sterling silver will make you want to catch up on your reading. The simpler of the two is $1.25; ornate, $1.65. Kirk.

Paul Revere pitchers in silver plate come in 20-, 10-, and 3-oz. sizes. Good for ice water, martinis, cream or egg nog, they are $15, $12 and $5.70. Reed & Barton.

Bread and butter set in silver plate consists of four plates 6" in diameter. Good for salads and for desserts, too. $4.75. Oneida.

“Modern” serving bowls in silver plate come in 6", 7", 8", and 9" diameters, the depth increasing with width. $6.50, $8.50, $10, $12.50. Gorham.

“Francis I” bar knife, right, is sterling silver. The stainless-steel blade has serrated edge, olive pick and hook opener for bottles. $7. Reed & Barton.

Sterling watch holder to set off a family timepiece makes an ideal gift for father, son or brother. $10.50. Frank M. Whiting.

Sterling trivet makes a lovely addition to a dinner table or buffet. With raised design, it is 6½" in diameter. $7.95. Towle.

“Fiddle Shell” sterling cheese server will make a hit with host or hostess. It is just as at home on the dinner table as at a cocktail party, is of a compatible design. $7.50. Frank Smith.

Combination candlestick and ash tray is Colonial in feeling, serves a practical purpose while being decorative. It makes a handy cigarette lighter for cocktail tables, would be equally attractive on a dressing table or on a desk in the study. It is $8 in sterling. Kirk.

Prices approx. Include Fed. tax.

For silver storage chest, see page 247.
How to protect your house against hurricane damage

Hurricanes! Violent storms with feminine names, such as Carol and Edna, have left death and damage in their path northward along the coast of eastern United States. These hurricanes, which usually dissipate themselves in the ocean off our coasts, originate in the Atlantic near the Cape Verde Islands or in the Western Caribbean Sea. They have swept across the south and east coast states with tremendous force and destruction in 1928, 1934, 1947, 1949, 1950 and 1954. In 1953, hurricanes in league with tornadoes and hailstorms caused $175,000,000 worth of damage in the United States. In the same year the U. S. Weather Bureau recorded 539 tornadoes—the greatest number reported in a single year. Because windstorms can strike without warning, seconds count in saving lives and property. As soon as you hear of an approaching storm, take the following precautions to avoid damage to your house or injury to anyone in it.

1. If you live on low ground near waterfront areas that might be inundated by high tides and flood water, vacate to safer buildings on higher ground.
2. Close shutters and fasten firmly before winds reach you. Shutters are very hard to handle in strong gales. Shutters that are loose in high winds cause even more damage to windows than no shutters at all.
3. Protect and anchor down all loose and movable outdoor furniture. Garage cans should also be secured so they will not be blown away or against the house or through a window.
4. Movable awnings should be raised and tied down, or removed entirely.
5. Make sure you have flashlights, candles or kerosene lanterns on hand in case your electric current is shut off. Investigate battery and gas driven supplemental power systems that will take over if public utilities fail. Jellied canned heat will be valuable if you have an electric stove. A portable radio will keep you informed of the storm’s progress even if your house current has been interrupted.
6. Large swinging or sliding doors and garage doors should be securely fastened and braced against movement in or out.
7. Have hammer, saw, nails and boards available in house so emergency bracing can be done during storm.
8. Fill the bathtub and basins with fresh water in case your water supply should be put out of commission.
9. Everyone in the house should stay on the leeward side, that is, the side opposite from which the wind is blowing.
10. Close and fasten all exterior windows and doors except in certain cases mentioned below.
11. If wind or flying objects make an opening in the side of the house toward the wind (windward), it is a sign that the center is passing over you, so do not assume that the storm is over. The wind will rise again in a short time and will be coming in the opposite direction because of the circular direction of the winds. If the center of the storm passes at a distance, you will not experience this calm, but the wind direction will change, depending on the distance of the storm center. As the direction of the storm changes, the leeward and windward sides of the house may be reversed, so be prepared to follow directions 9 through 14 again, but on the opposite sides of the house.
12. Remember to keep gutters, downspouts and drains clean so that water will drain away from the house. Close damper in chimney to keep water out of the house.
13. If there is a chance that electrical power will be cut off, turn up your freezer and refrigerator and open door� This will forestall spoilage of foods.

(Continued on page 216)
What to do about salt water and hurricane damage in your garden

In the Atlantic hurricanes of late August and September, winds with velocities of 100 miles an hour wracked the northeast coast, Long Island and New England particularly. Extremely high tides covered huge areas of land normally above the high-water mark. Salt water and spray drenched everything in the immediate vicinity and the spray was borne great distances inland by the high winds, coating everything it touched, including all kinds of plant growth. Here Donald Wyman, specialist in seaside plantings who was in the middle of both hurricanes, tells in questions and answers what steps will help counteract effects of salt water or salt spray in your garden.

What is the first thing to do? As soon as possible after the storm is over, take a garden hose and wash the foliage on all trees, shrubs, perennials in order to remove as much salt as possible. Salt has a tendency to draw water from the foliage of all kinds of trees and shrubs, both evergreen and deciduous. This is especially injurious as the sun comes out. Likewise, soak your lawn thoroughly to dilute the salt content. Do this before you wash the windows on your home. They can wait.

What effect has salt water on trees and shrubs? If salt water stands any length of time, it may kill trees and shrubs of all kinds. If the salt water runs off quickly, there is frequently no serious injury. If it’s possible to do so, dig a ditch to drain the salt water from the affected area.

Will evergreens make new foliage? Evergreens that have turned completely brown are not likely to revive. As a rule, an evergreen that is fifty per cent or more brown is not likely to recover. However, if you have a rare or unusual evergreen which has been badly burned by the wind and salt, it will do no harm to give it a rather severe pruning and wait until next spring to see what happens. If your evergreens are only brown in part, make haste slowly. Prune the brown areas lightly and wait until they have had an opportunity to make new growth in the spring.

Will deciduous shrubs and trees recover if they have lost their foliage or had it badly discolored? The fact that the foliage of deciduous trees and shrubs has turned brown does not necessarily mean that the plants will die. Leaves have largely performed their function for this year when fall comes.

How can you tell whether a deciduous tree or shrub is alive? Scratch the bark with your thumbnail. If the wood under the bark is green and plump, give it a chance. In a whole area where salt water may have been standing for some time, a good way to estimate chances for next year is to dig around any one shrub and feel its roots. If the bark slips away or the roots smell unpleasantly, there’s no hope.

How should wind breakage be treated? Trees and shrubs that have been badly lashed and injured should be pruned. Make clean cuts back to sound wood and apply tree paint to the exposed areas. If the bark is loose, cut the stem back to wherever you find it plump and green. Misshapen shrubs should be pruned back proportionately so that they develop they will grow into a graceful natural form.

Should trees be staked or guyed? Any trees or large shrubs that have been whipped severely by the wind, so that they are leaning or loose in the ground, should be securely guyed or staked to prevent further damage to their roots.

Do damaged plants need feeding? All types of trees, shrubs, evergreens and fruit trees, near the sea or away from it where there has been no salt-water injury, need nursing after being subjected to a hurricane or violent storm. All should be given fertilizer. Manure is excellent if available. If not, give a complete plant food, one of S-10-5 or similar analysis.

How should plant food be applied? It can be spread directly on the ground under the plant. The elements will work it down to the area where it will be available to plant roots. After applying give the area a good soaking. It isn’t necessary to drive holes and put the fertilizer in the soil except to preserve the appearance of a lawn.

When should plant food be applied? Fertilizer can be applied any time during the fall from now on. It may give some benefit before the ground freezes and certainly will do so in the spring when the plants resume growth.

What should be done to lawns? Lawns also suffer from the salt left by storm tides. The high-water mark is distinctly outlined by the brown dead-looking grass in contrast with the practically unchanged darker green above the water’s reach. The damage may not be as bad as it would first appear. Begin at once to brush out the dead stuff which acts as a smothering agent. This fall, apply a complete lawn food and also apply ground limestone if an analysis of your soil indicates it is needed. An analysis of your soil will also give information used to stimulate root growth before winter.

What about the salt content in the soil? Do not be too alarmed about the salt content in the soil because what has happened has happened. Hurricane Edna brought, in many places, from four to seven inches of rain which helped wash the salt down or away.

What should be done after the storm? Salt water which has run off quickly can be washed down or away. If salt water stands any length of time, it can be drained away by digging a ditch to prevent it from covering plants.
What happens to electric appliances when a hurricane hits? If you are in the heart of the storm, tidal waters may inundate some or all of your motor-driven equipment. Water seepage can cause short circuits in wiring which operates appliances. But even if motors are covered with water and silt, you don’t have to throw them away. Electric appliances can almost always be restored to first-class working order.

The best thing you can do to save your electric appliances and wiring, according to the National Aquate Wiring Bureau, is to call in an electrician. He will survey the damage, repair and dry out waterlogged wires, windings, and motors. However, there are some things that you can do yourself. Disconnect appliances which have been immersed or otherwise saturated by fresh or salt water. Delicate controls and windings of electric appliances will be damaged if current at normal voltage is put through them before they are thoroughly dried out.

There are several methods that can be used to dry out electric motors in home appliances (exposing the motor to a heater fan, infrared heat lamp or to the hot sun). An electrical contractor can also save small appliances by drying out the wiring in a very low oven, observing the proper temperature limits for the insulation used, and with due regard for any plastic materials which may be part of the assembly. Even a hair dryer can be pressed into service as a heat circulating source. Carbon tetrachloride is sometimes used to hasten drying action, but the parts will have to be rebubriclated before the appliance can be used again. A word of warning: don’t let carbon tetrachloride come in contact with rubber, and don’t breathe the toxic fumes.

If a motor can be spared from service for a few days, a much better job of reconditioning can be done on it by coating the dry windings with an insulating varnish or plastic.

Do not reconnect any portion of the wiring system that may have been flooded. Here is how you can tell if the wiring has been reached by water: make sure all appliances are disconnected and switches are off on the circuit you wish to test. Remove fuse from suspected circuit and screw in an ordinary light bulb. If, after eight to ten minutes the bulb has not shown any light and is still not warm to the touch, the chances are good that the circuit is all right. You can replace the fuse and plug in undamaged appliances. But, if the bulb lights or even becomes warm to the touch, a permanent short in the line is indicated. If there is water on the floor near the fuse panel, do not attempt the test.

Only an electrician has the tools and knowledge to service such sensitive electric equipment as oil burner motors, automatic washers, clothes dryers, air conditioners, home freezers, and refrigerators.

If you have a basement workshop, laundry or playroom, the electrical convenience outlets may be immersed in rain water and tides. Drying out wiring behind laths and plaster may present great difficulties so it is definitely a job for the electrician. He can restore sections of circuits that were badly hit by the flood. Sometimes portions of the circuit involved, and the wiring devices as well, have to be replaced completely. You can prepare your house to cope with storm water by waterproofing basement walls on the outside with a pitch or cement coating and placing drain tile along the foundation footings. Make sure that areas around basement windows and floors that are apt to flood have adequate and clean drains. Install a sump pump in basement, if necessary.

When you learn of an impending storm raise appliances as far above the floor as possible and cover small ones with plastic waterproof bags.

PROTECT YOUR HOUSE AGAINST HURRICANE DAMAGE

continued from page 214

19. If power does stop, disconnect all heating appliances so that when power returns there will be no possibility of fire.

20. Look for and avoid all dangling wires outside your house. They can be packed with anywhere from 120 to 27,000 volts. Notify your local power company if your power is cut off.

21. Your house will be less vulnerable to hurricanes if you have:

- Permanently attached shutters to protect windows and doors.
- Windows with panes of glass not larger than 12" x 16" of double-strength glass.
- Large windows subdivided by well-built mullions. Individual panes separated by deep-ribbed muntins.
Governor's residence. In the Dutch cemetery, the tombs are made of copper shells, brightly painted. You can take a glass-bottomed boat for a fish-eye view of the sea below. On St. Croix there are wild deer and you can see the most extensive collection of Carib Indian and Pre-Columbian Azawak art in the world. Go to the popular downtown streets. Visit the 18th-century fort at Frederiksted; the Reception Hall; the Christiansted wharf with its bobbing schooners; Alexander Hamilton Square where the slave statesman worked as a child; the cane fields; Buck Island where the beaches are white coral. Take a boat to St. Johns alive (55 horseback through landscape bright with birds, sweet with the smell of flowers and citrus fruits.


NETHERLANDS WEST INDIES: The islands of Curacao, Aruba and Bonaire that lie off the north coast of Venezuela, plus a small group 500 miles to the north at the tip of the Leeward Islands. Curacao, the largest, is a tidy, bright island containing one of the largest oil refineries in the world. Trade winds blow along the cliffs of its North Coast. Willemstad, the capital, is an operetta town of narrow, gabled 18th-century houses. A waterway named St. Anna Bay connects the harbor with the open sea, and when you arrive, your ship slips slowly through the center of town past old buildings, each a different color. Cross Queen Emma pontoon bridge to shop at Punda where there is a floating market of schooners loaded with vegetables and fruit. Almost everything except alcoholic beverages is under the low duty of 3.5%, so you can find wonderful bargains in French perfume, Swiss watches, silks and ivories from the Orient, Brazilian and Argentine leather, Irish linens, Spanish shawls, Dutch porcelain and Swedish crystal, Swan at Piscadera Bay. Dance in the open air at Afro or the Chochohoba Club. Drive (55 minutes) to the coral cavern of Boca Tabla. Go to nearby Aruba to sail, fish and swim off a beautiful palm-shaded beach three miles long. Houses everywhere are painted gay colors.


TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO, the most southerly of the West Indies, are within sight of Venezuela. Trinidad is a mixture of East Indian, Hindu, Venezuela, Syrian, British, French, Portuguese, Dutch, Chinese, and American cultures. Mountains rise 3,000 feet in the interior. The wonderful Qu'est-ce qu'il dit? bird repeats its question. There are hundreds of hummingbirds. At Port of Spain the Botanical Gardens are full of flytrap flowers, orchids and anthurium lilies. If you drive along one of the fine roads, you will come upon Ceylon willows, flowering immortelles, the golden poinsettia, bamboo and palms. You can watch horse racing at Queen's Park or follow a game of cricket or soccer. The colorful calypso "wars" begin in January. In the fall you can watch the Moslem Hoeest Festival. Be sure to taste the local curries. You can walk on Pitch Lake (asphalt almost 30 feet deep) without sinking. Take the marvelous North Coast Road to Maracas Bay for a swim. On the way back you pass through forests of teak and bamboo. Tobago is reached only by boat or plane from Trinidad. This is said to be Robinson Crusoe's island. There is a thrilling bird of paradise sanctuary on Ingram Island just off the northern tip. The best swimming is at Pigeon Point or Man O'War Bay.


And there are the extra dividends of Barbados, St. Kitts, St. Christopher, Antigua, Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Grenada all in the Lesser Antilles and the mountain-high, valley-low coastal regions of South and Central America.

Cruise schedules

GRACE LINE: Sailings from New York every Friday for Curacao, La Guaira, Puerto Cabello, Caragua; 12 days. Sailings from New York every Friday for Aruba, Maracaibo, Guanta and Cumanas; 16 to 18 days. Minimum fare $435-$450.

UNITED FRUIT COMPANY: Sailings every Thursday from New Orleans for Havana and Puerto Barrios; 11 days. Minimum fare $250, Including 10 days in Guatemala, $350.


CANNADIAN NATIONAL STEAMSHIP LINES: Sailings December 17 and 31, January 14 and 28, February 11 and 25, March 11 and 25 and April 8 from Halifax, N. S., for Bermuda, St. Kitts, Antigua, Montserrat, Dominica, St. Lucia, Grenada, Trinidad and British Guiana (return to Saint John, N. B.); 30 days. Minimum fare $977.


STANDARD FRUIT & STEAMSHIP COMPANY: Weekly sailings, usually on Tuesday, from New York for La (Continued on page 251)

Thousands of homeowners didn't need to repair screens this fall...

The first nip of frost used to warn dad that screen overhauling time was near. Now, however, thousands of homeowners avoid that tedious chore with screens woven of Alcoa Alclad Aluminum Wire. No burn holes to mend—no sags to tighten—no rust to worry about. In fact, many folks leave aluminum screens up all winter.

Combination windowmakers know this and offer aluminum screening in their finest units. So do makers of tension screens and screens with wood and metal frames. But only manufacturers using Alcoa Alclad Aluminum Wire may tag their products with the Alcoa label.
FOR THE LIVING ROOM—Peterborough is pictured with such beautiful selections as (left to right) the Nest of Tables, Desk-and-Secretary, Windsor Chair, Lamp and Buffet Coffee Tables and the handsome Peterborough Settee.

Long-Living Maple is so Beautiful.

THROUGHOUT YOUR HOME

...in Living Room, Dining Room, and Bedroom

Many beautiful pieces of solid rock maple built in American Colonial times are still in service today! The Sprague & Carleton Maple which you buy now can live in the homes of your grandchildren and great-grandchildren, radiating rare Maple beauty in an atmosphere of contentment.

And remember, the maple pieces pictured are but a few of the many Sprague & Carleton styles now on display at leading stores everywhere. Ask today for solid rock maple, bearing the famous Sprague & Carleton furniture tag, at your favorite Department or Furniture store.

FOR THE DINING ROOM — the new 40-inch Round Solid Top Table; the new Arrowback Arm Chair; the Welsh Server with Deep Leaves. Many other pieces for small or large Dining Rooms include drop leaf and extension tables; a variety of maple chairs.

FOR THE BEDROOM — the new Deerfield Cannon Ball Bed grouped with (left to right) the Vanity and Vanity Bench (Air-foam seat); occasional Barred Chair; Snack Table; Deerfield Triple Dresser and Mirror. Beautifully built Bedrooms by Sprague & Carleton include pineapple and acorn four-posters, spindle and headboard beds, other authentic maple pieces.

YOUR GUIDE TO GOOD MAPLE

Look for this famous tag on each piece of Sprague & Carleton Maple — it identifies the authorized Sprague & Carleton retailer, and contains helpful information about Solid Rock Maple. ... Send today for Free illustrated booklets on Sprague & Carleton Maple Furniture for beautifying the complete home.

Sprague & Carleton

INCORPORATED

OVER A HALF CENTURY OF AMERICAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

SILVER PRESENTS continued from page 213

10 more suggestions for a silvery Christmas

Demitasse spoons in sterling give special dignity to after-dinner café expresso. Their simple design will compliment all types of china from traditional to modern. Set of 6, "French Scroll" pattern, $13.50. Alvin

Hostess serving set in sterling silver includes a lemon fork, nut spoon, sugar tongs, small ladle and a jelly server. The open-work Chippendale design will blend with any silver pattern. The complete set is $15. Lunt

Fluted tazza will add a note of elegance to the tea table when filled with tiny tea cakes or cookies. Good for after-dinner mints on the dining table. "Queen Anne" design, 81/2 in sterling. Tuttle

Bread and roll tray in silver plate has a gracefully scalloped edge. Because it is 111/2" long, it is large enough for serving celery, desserts, etc. "Holiday" pattern, $9.75. By Reed & Barton
Silver plate cigarette box makes a wonderful gift for either a man or a woman, and could be personalized with a single monogram. This one is large enough to hold king-sized cigarettes, too. $8.25. Poole

Sterling pin cushion, 21/2" in diameter, makes a pretty and practical present. When the velvet cushion is removed, the dish can be used for nuts, candy, cigarettes, or as an individual ash tray. $4. Gorham

Lemon set will help a hostess entertain more easily. The dish has a sterling silver rim with a glass inset. Matching lemon fork in sterling is delicately shaped. $6. Frank M. Whiting

Decanter coaster will keep a cordial bottle in its place. This one is of wood and has a sterling silver rim. Wonderful gift for husband or father. $10.50. By Frank M. Whiting

Salt and pepper shakers in sterling silver have black and white plastic tops for identification. They are simple in design, good with contemporary table settings. "Froth" pattern $10 a set. Gorham

Matching clam shell dishes in sterling are 31/2" and 6" in size. The smaller one for almonds or other nuts, $3.75. Larger bonbon dish, $12. Individually or in twos, they make handsome gifts. Wallace

Prices approx. Include Fed. tax.
Osborn house, building data


Mudge house, building data


Severe house, building data


MANUSCRIPTS

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited contributions except, of course, to accord them courteous attention and ordinary care. Manuscripts must be accompanied by postage for their return.

Cherry Valley WORKSHOP

STICKLEY
OF FAYETTEVILLE, N. Y.

Knife-and-fork tray of solid cherry in the lovely Stickley Old Mansion finish, plus a generous sample of Stickley Furniture Polish (the same as used in the Stickley Workshops), and a profusely illustrated 32-page Stickley Style Brochure. All by postpaid mail for only $7. (Add 5¢ for delivery cost of the Mississippi.) Style Brochure separately, 50c. L. & J. G. Stickley, Inc., Fayetteville, N. Y.
**Music:** Turntable

Recorded music-dramas make perfect Christmas gifts

*Operas without tiers*

Today, you can stay comfortably at home and listen to your favorite operas performed by the world's greatest artists.

The extraordinary voice of the Brooklyn-born soprano Maria Meneghini Callas is featured in four of Angel's recent offerings. *Her Tosca* (Angel 35088, two long-playing records, $11.90), with Giuseppe Di Stefano, Tito Gobbi and the orchestra and chorus of La Scala under Vittor De Sabata, captures the melodious sound and fury of Puccini's great score, depicting two lovers destroyed by a tyrant, so vividly that the recording has almost a pictorial quality. The composer's unerring sense of theatre is beautifully caught in the counterpart of the Queen's party offstage in Act II, in Scarpia's song of desire set against a choral *Te Deum*, and in the ironic waltzing strain that follows Tosca as she crosses the stage to curse the murdered Mario. Without a doubt one of the finest opera performances ever preserved on discs.

Lucia di Lammermoor, Donizetti's setting of Sir Walter Scott's tale of a stolen bride (Angel 3503 B, two long-playing records, $11.90), stars the same three principals. With Tullio Serafin conducting the orchestra and chorus of the Maggio Musical Fiorentina, they again succeed in creating a powerful ensemble performance. Especially fine are Lucia's aria *Regnava nel silenzio* and the lovers' duet in the first act, the lovely, sad orchestral introduction to Act II, the Mad Scene, the jubly celebrated Sextet, and Edgar's song before his suicide.

In Bellini's *I Puritani*, which has to do with love, madness and Puritanism, Callas and Di Stefano are joined by the superb bass Nicola Rossi-Lemeni and the orchestra and chorus of La Scala, led by Tullio Serafin (Angel 3502 C, three long-playing records, $17.85). This is a work of endless song. From Arturo's outburst of love, *A te, o cara*, in the first act, the listener knows that this is going to be Italian Grand Opera as flowing and effortless as the fountains of Rome. Rossi-Lemeni's singing at the beginning of Act II, and later on with Elvira after her glorious Mad Scene, *Qui la voce sua soave*, is unforgettable. Other high points: the quartet when the Queen of France puts on Elvira's wedding veil, the last act quartet. And in spite of all, things end happily.

**MUSIC: Turntable**

*Continued on page 223*
Consolidated Trimming Corporation • 27 W. 23rd St., New York 10

I made these lovely draperies so quickly with

Conso® Bestpleat®

The Secret?

CONSOS'S
new
NIP-TITE®
Pleater Hooks

If you use pleater tape—as millions of women do—you will go overboard about the new NIP-TITE Pleater Hook, an exclusive Conso Bestpleat invention, which guarantees crisply professional and truly permanent pinch-pleated draperies. Without NIP-TITE there is absolutely no other way to achieve this customized look!

so easy — so fast — so inexpensive
Just stitch Conso Bestpleat pleater tape to the top of your fabric—insert the amazing NIP-TITE hooks—and hang.

Thanks to NIP-TITE
Gone forever are flat, uneven, sagging pleats. In their place NIP-TITE’s special hinge locks in row upon row of uniformly beautiful, knife-like pleats that stay that way! No need to sew or tack pleats, with NIP-TITE.

millions
Women
have beautified their homes with various CONSO drapery accessories, but NIP-TITE is something extra-special. Remember, ONLY CONSO has NIP-TITE Pleater Hooks. Ask for Bestpleat, with the super-strong woven-in pockets, and NIP-TITE wonder-hooks in drapery departments everywhere.

Send for

the ingenious "1001 Decorating Ideas" Edition No. 11—just off the press. 64 pages full of up-to-the-minute, practical ideas and directions. Send 25¢ in coin to Dept. RG-11.

Entrance is on the north, or uphill, side of property; stairs lead down to living room floor, up to bedroom balcony. This split-level plan follows the land’s contours, and main rooms face the downhill view. Grille at left shields deck (see photograph below) from road.

Deck-terrace is a sun-pocket off living room, protected on two sides by house and wall. One end is open to broad view of the mountains.

Fireplace side of living room, beneath the bedroom balcony, is a cozy spot for conversation. Other side is two stories high, faces deck and mountain view. Kitchen, left, opens to the living room.
opera, Capriccio, a long monologue (concerning the relative merits of music and poetry) for soprano which again exhibits his uncanny ability to write for high voice, recalls the magnificent monologue of the Marschallin in Der Rosenkavalier. Elizabeth Schwarzkopf sings it with great expressiveness and style. She also sings the same composer’s haunting and melancholy Four Last Songs on the reverse side. (Angel 35684, one long-playing record; Otto Ackermann and the Philharmonia Orchestra; $5.95.)

There are two recent pressings of El Retablo de Maesa Pedro, Manuel de Falla’s enchanting puppet opera based on an episode from Don Quixote and commissioned by the Princess de Polignac for her private marionette theatre, where it was first presented on June 5, 1923. Although difficult to stage in any but the unorthodox setting for which it was designed (it has been tried with live performers and found wanting) El Retablo is a perfect work for records. Westminster has issued it on one long-playing record (WL 5230, $5.95) with Ilse Hollweg, Waldemar Kmentt, Walter Berry and the Vienna Symphony Orchestra under Pedro de Freitas Branco are the performing artists for Westminster. To make the listener’s choice even more difficult, the complete texts in Spanish and English come with both records.

Another opera commissioned for and presented in a private theatre, this time in the suburbs of Vienna in 1768, is Mozart’s one-act Bastien und Bastienne (Columbia ML 4835, one LP, $5.95) with Ilse Hollweg, Waldemar Kmentt, Walter Berry and the Vienna Symphony Orchestra under John Pritchard. With only three singers and a small orchestra, the 12-year-old Mozart created a wholly enchanting pastorale about the love of a shepherd for a shepherdess. Full of airiness and delicacy and brimming with tunes, it holds its own very well compared to the later, greater masterpieces.

with exclusive PANORAMIC VISION...


“there is nothing finer than a STROMBERG-CARLSON.”

Television models from $199.95 including excise tax and warranty. (Slightly higher in South and West) • STROMBERG-CARLSON COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

URBAN OR SUBURBAN

wrought iron-cast aluminum furniture

Completely adaptable.
Molla wrought iron-cast aluminum furniture knows no limitation—blends beautifully with Nature’s greenery or any indoor setting. Fashioned in delightful decorator colors. Guaranteed against rust for eight years.

Write for name of nearest dealer.

molla, inc. Dept. 67
171 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
C-THRU
ALUMINUM AWNINGS
are Alodized
WITH "ALODINE®"
for EXTRA PROTECTION

Photographs by courtesy of C-Thru Aluminum Awning Co.,
Los Angeles, California.

C-THRU aluminum awnings are not only decorative,
but render comforting service the year round. To preserve
their beauty under all weather conditions, they are Alodized.

Alodizing is a chemical treatment for aluminum that pro-
vides a durable bond for the paint finish and protects the
metal from corrosion-pitting.

If it's aluminum, be sure it's Alodized.

Pioneering Research and Development Since 1914

AMERICAN CHEMICAL PAINT COMPANY
AMBLER, PENNA.

DETROIT, MICH. NILES, CALIF. WINDSOR, ONT.

Exactly balanced, U-shaped front of house wraps around en-
trance courtyard, which faces east and catches early morning sun.
Rear of house has large window-walls which open main rooms to
north and south terraces and to a view of rugged hills in distance.

Dining terrace, seen from south side of house, is sheltered by
wings, living room (left) and kitchen (right). Such careful house-
and-site planning makes outdoor living pleasurable in spring and
fall as well as in summer. Kitchen door opens directly to terrace.

Two tall shade trees and prevailing breezes from the southwest
keep dining terrace cool all summer. Dining table is a stone slab
supported by concrete piers. Immediate site is flat meadowland.
Master bedroom has a window-wall and door which opens to the north terrace and garden. Adjoining the bedroom is a bath-dressing room with built-ins lining the walls.

Owner's studio is a separate building, perched high on a brick foundation about 100 feet from house. Mr. Osborn, an illustrator, can work in complete seclusion, undisturbed by telephones and other noises, yet be close to his family.

High in the air, the studio is as bright and airy as a pavilion. It consists of one room and is cantilevered out from its brick foundation at front and back (the front is the deck-porch). Interior of one-story brick foundation is a general storage room.

Bathroom Glamor
(with an eye to the practical)

Church Seats
and
PLASTIC WALL TILE

For a bathroom you'll be proud to show your guests . . . gloriously beautiful, amazingly easy to keep that way . . . Replace that worn or outmoded toilet seat with a new CHURCH Seat . . . "the best seat in the house®". Highest in quality, yet lowest in cost-per-year-of-service. At better plumbing stores everywhere.

- And for bathroom walls (kitchens, too)! . . . smart, permanently lovely CHURCH Plastic Wall Tile. Never needs redecorating, cleans with just the swish of a damp cloth.

Four styles, a wide range of colors.
See it at your floor covering dealer's.

Write today for FREE colorful brochure of Church Seats and Tile. Just address Dept. HG
C. F. CHURCH MFG. COMPANY, HOLYOKE, MASS.
Division of AMERICAN RADIATOR & STANDARD SANITARY CORPORATION
- serving homes and industry -
AMERICAN COMBUSTION • AMERICAN HEAT • CHURCH SEATS & WALL TILE • HEAT TRACERS • PUMPS • BOILERS • WATER Heaters • TANKLESS HEATERS
SMART WAY TO HURDLE A DECORATING PROBLEM!

Schumacher's

"DUBLIN HORSE SHOW"

Scenes from the world's most elite horse show, colorfully rendered by the renowned painter of horses, James Reynolds, set the pace for this thoroughbred decorating pattern.

Schumacher's has captured, and masterfully reproduced on fine cotton, every delicate line and every last detail of the original classic painting. The "Jumpers," a fine hooked rug makes a most befitting companion. Available through your decorator or decorating departments of fine stores.

"Quality is a Schumacher Tradition"

F. SCHUMACHER & CO., 60 W. 40th St., N. Y. 18, N. Y.

FABRICS . CARPETS . WALLPAPERS

Spotlighting joins indoors and outdoors by night, so owners can enjoy view of Lake Washington from living room, deck or lower terrace at water's edge. Boat gear is stored in half-basement under left corner of deck.

Garage and ample parking space for guests' cars are secluded from house. Note that the walled, covered entrance walk at left runs parallel to house, creating a private yard area to the left. Plot is 130' deep and slopes down toward the lake, where the owners' racing sloop is moored.

Open planning adds entrance hall to living room, enlarging it. Note ceiling skylights. Hall continues into living room, and L-shaped sofa is divider between the two areas. Ceiling is grasscloth, walls are paneled in Japanese red birch. Sofa, which faces living room fireplace, is upholstered in beige; small pillows are orange.
Guest bed-sitting room opens off entrance hall. With sliding shoji wall pushed back, it becomes part of general living and entertaining area. Floor covering is Japanese straw matting, walls are painted straw color, and curtains are gold and white chintz in Chinese tea paper design; accent color, Siamese pink, is picked up in cushions.

Serving-puntry side of kitchen has a long countertop, ample storage cabinets above and below. Swinging door opens to dining end of the living room. The cabinets are made from birch in natural finish.

U-shaped kitchen is compact, has a pass-through (right) to the dining area. Cabinets in foreground serve as divider between kitchen, laundry-utility room.
ROOM FINISHES continued from page 195

 Floors that are practical and easy to care for

**Terrazzo**, which is concrete with stone or marble chips, has a hard, permanent finish, can be poured in a variety of patterns. Occasional mopping keeps it bright and fresh looking.

**Slate and flagstone** give an indoor-outdoor look to a room and are excellent where traffic is heavy. They are easy to take care of if protected by sealer or wax.

**Asphalt tile** is fire and moisture resistant, hard-wearing, inexpensive and can be used for floors below or above ground. Wax is only finish needed.

**Linoleum** has proved its worth as floor covering over many years. It comes in many colors and patterns, is resilient, comfortable to walk on. Available in various weights for light or heavy traffic.

**Ceilings that give a room a lift**

**Plastic finish** sprayed over insulating boards allows a wide variety of color possibilities, is durable and waterproof. Damp cloth will keep it new looking.

**Acoustical tile** is available in a number of interesting patterns and textures. Sound-deadening qualities recommend it for kitchen, play room.

**Wood boards**, doubling as roof sheathing, give textural interest when left exposed. Stain them to show natural grain, or paint to match color of room.
Time-proven wall finishes used in new, exciting ways

Marble walls are colorful and washable. Use polished surface for walls, non-slipping surface on floors. Easy to keep clean, it requires no extra finish, never needs to be replaced.

Translucent glass panels can be used as room dividers or for privacy. They are available in large sizes and wide variety of interesting patterns.

Exterior wall siding now moves indoors to offer unusual interest to wall surfaces. Left natural or painted to match decorative scheme, it provides inexpensive, long-lasting and rustic finish.

Wear-resistant finishes for work counters

Hard-surfacd plastic sheets offer wear-resistant finish on countertops and can be kept in spic-and-span condition with a damp cloth. Color and pattern ranges suit all types of kitchen design.

Clay tile, oldest of man-made materials, adapts itself to many uses. As finish for countertops and splashboards it is colorful, requires little care, has a hard surface to withstand constant use.

Youthfully audacious . . . yet beautifully gracious.

Such, if you please, is the dual personality achieved by Craddock designers in this charming new dining group.

For Trans-Era is smartly sophisticated, to be sure — a refreshingly new concept in casual furniture styling — with just the right touch of bright brass to highlight its spirited lines. But with all its trend-making newness, Trans-Era brings you an ever-desirable note of warmth . . . the soft warmth of superb Walnut in a wonderful new Patina finish, hand-rubbed with the loving care finest furniture deserves.

And Trans-Era is practical furniture, too, with important spacemaking advantages such as a versatile drop leaf table — equally useful for spur-of-the-moment entertaining, or for the most special occasion.

Your favorite store will be proud to show you new Trans-Era or 18th Century pieces by Craddock.

Your pride of ownership will be even greater.

About $445 as shown, with 3 pedestal table using filler leaves. (Also available with 2 pedestal model of same type table, featuring self-storing folding leaf.) Slightly higher in some areas.
MIRACLE MEALS COOKED AND SERVED WITH YOUR LOVELIEST TABLE SETTING!

Smart! Wonderfully different! That's your mealtime when you cook and serve everything right at the table with a Presto Skillet and a Presto Coffee-Maker. Everything will look so lovely . . . taste so extra delicious because you cook the modern Presto automatic way. Why don't you perform the miracle of a Presto meal today?

PRESTO AUTOMATIC COFFEE MAKER
America's Most Beautiful
A really good cup of coffee every time! Faster, too, because Presto's Exclusive Thermatrol perks twice as fast. Automatically brews to exact flavor-strength you prefer, signals when ready and keeps serving hot! Silversmith finish. 3 to 8 cup capacity. $29.95 Fair Trade List, Fed. Tax Incl.

PRESTO AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SKILLET
Deep... for all-purpose cooking

If you can use a pair of scissors, you can decorate with Con-Tact

Here is a new way to brighten your home that doesn't require a complete carpenter's kit or a working knowledge of raw plugs, plaster or putty. With the new self-adhesive plastic, Con-Tact, you can decorate and at the same time protect practically every surface from a waste basket to an entire wall. All you have to do is measure the area to be covered, cut the plastic material to fit and stick it on! No water or paste is needed. Because Con-Tact is available in peppermint stripes, solid colors, woodgrain, marble effects and prints, its decorative uses are unlimited. Pink, blue, gray, yellow or red stripes on a white background will look handsome in closets, on boxes or walls. There are matching solid colors for these peppermint stripes. Two patterns were designed especially for the kitchen, a provincial fruit print and a stenciled pattern. A stuffed animals toy print was designed for children's rooms. Marble patterns are in black, gray or terra cotta on white, and the woodgrain finishes simulate mahogany, in gray, brown or beige.

On this page you see (at top) a shoe box, waste basket, cook book and match box that have been dressed up with this new plastic. At the left, an old lahl has been given a brand new look with a marbleized top. Because Con-Tact is washable with soap and water, it is ideal for bathroom or kitchen splash areas. In fact, you can even cover all the bathroom walls with it. If you like the warmth of wood in your kitchen, try covering the cabinets with one of the woodgrain finishes. Behind the bar in your playroom, you can apply cut-outs of various shaped bottles,
Window sill is given protective covering with wood-grained plastic.

Letting your imagination dictate the colors and designs you cut. If you're a plant lover (and who isn't?), this plastic makes a wonderfully protective covering for window sills that might otherwise be harmed by damp flower pots. If there are children in the house, there are bound to be fingerprints. Why not cover their furniture with the plastic? And for a closet, it makes a perfect lining. (You might use a stripe with a matching solid color for this, and carry out the theme by covering your shoe and hat boxes.) If you are planning a children's party, you can create a world of make-believe, such as the circus shown below, right. And, for the Christmas season, why not wrap your presents in boxes that have been covered with this material? The boxes could be used later for filing or storage. The reverse side of the material has a paper backing, complete with cutting and application instructions. This is pealed off after desired shape has been cut.

Con-Tact was developed by the Comark Plastic Division of Cohn-Hall-Marx Company in conjunction with the Monsanto Chemical Company. It sells for 59 cents a yard at most department stores, and is made 18 inches wide. The suggestions shown here were created by John and Earline Brice as a guide for brightening up your rooms.

Refreshment bar, left, wears a whimsical look with "bottle" appliqués on rear wall, cut from solid-color plastic. Woodgrain covers the bar, can be wiped clean with damp cloth.

Circus motif, right, adds a gay touch at a children's party. Balloons, circus performers, animals, tent are cut from plastic, and stuck to wall. The table tops and chairs are covered in stripes and solids.

cordials by cointreau

A time-honored formula gives Cordials by Cointreau the superb flavor that is preferred by all who instinctively choose the finest.

Cointreau Cordials are produced in 19 distinctive flavors.

60 PROOF, 50 PROOF, 40 PROOF, 30 PROOF, 20 PROOF, 10 PROOF, BLACKBERRY FLAVORED CHOCOLATE, CREME DE CACHAOU, ANISette, LIQUEUR Cointreau, MANDARIN ORANGE FLAVORED CHOCOLATE, Cointreau Cordials, produced and bottled in U.S.A. by Cointreau Ltd., Pennington, N.J.
Your Tables Deserve This Beautiful Dinnerware

HARKERWARE

ROYAL GADROON

Your tables will never look more attractive than when you set them with this glamorous, colorful pattern. The unusual decorative technique of Royal Gadroon originated in France, and is brought to dazzling brilliance by Harker American ceramists. All the rich, lustrous body color, the snowy-white highlights, are protected forever under a bright, clear glaze... oven-safe, craze-resistant. Royal Gadroon is open stock for complete dinner service... available, too, in cake sets and tea-and-toast sets for informal occasions.

Choose From Four Wonderful Colors:

CELADON—CHINESE GRAY GREEN
CHARCOAL—GRAY BLACK
CHESTERTON—SILVER MIST GRAY
CORINTHIAN—TEAL GREEN

SOLD AT LEADING STORES EVERYWHERE

16-piece starter sets consisting of service for four in cups, saucers, bread-and-butter, and 9 1/4" dinner plates—only $5.95 (slightly higher west of Denver).

With Keyword, a crossword becomes a contest of wits

Working a crossword puzzle is much more fun if you have a playing board, block letters and a competitor across the table instead of a newspaper. With Keyword, you win bonus points when you spell out an upturned "keyword" card. Game ($3, Parker Brothers) is played above on a black-framed card table and matching chairs by Stakmore.

You identify famous people in Analysis

A new way of playing "20 questions" is to identify personalities with clue cards and an Analysis board. Players guess after each clue. A round card table, above, by Hampden provides room for keyboards. Table top and seats of chairs are yellow plastic. Game, $2.95, by Stuart Hoover.
Chess and checkers belong in every home
To a serious chess or checkers player, a long, uninterrupted evening at a game table is the best kind of party. Here chess is laid out on a handsome mahogany and ebony game table designed by Paul McCobb for Directional. Checkerboard slides over drawer for playing pieces. The chessmen above are antique black and white French faience.

You can plan an amateur detective party with Clue
If you've a secret yen to play Sam Spade, Clue gives you a chance to discover (by deduction, of course) who assaulted Mr. B—, where and with what weapon. Cards, miniature weapons, a die and pegs representing suspects are the tools of the trade. Board floor plan of Mr. B—'s mansion is opened out on a flip-top console by Extensole. Clue, $3, Parker Brothers.

A-Number 9623 about $49.95
B- Number 9609 about $49.95
C- Number 9606 about $29.95
D- Number 9614 about $39.95

Slightly higher west of the Rockies

Most Stiffel designs are patented and always original.

Rare beauty and Originality*

And unmistakably too, will be your ability to recognize the finest in taste and craftsmanship, when you choose Stiffel Lamps always appreciated for their style enduring qualities. Stiffel lamps are in the homes of the most discriminating, the world over.

Lamps shown have famous STIFFEL E-Z-LITE SWITCH

Other Stiffel Lamps at fine stores to $300

Write for name of nearest dealer
THE STIFFEL COMPANY
Chicago 10, Illinois
Family Affair
DIffERWARE by STEUBENVILLE

A pastoral pattern that offers a pleasant background for informal dining. The fascinating feathered family is reproduced in gay colors enhanced by the rim band of pasture green. It's open stock, featured on the modern Horizon shape at leading stores everywhere. One of the many beautiful dinnerware creations of The STEUBENVILLE POTTERY CO., Steubenville, Ohio.

Wm. A. Berkey Furniture Co.
MAKERS OF MID-CENTURY MODERN AND TRADITIONAL FURNITURE

AT FINE STORES AND ACCREDITED DECORATORS
Wm. A. Berkey Furniture Co. Est. 1879 A division of
John Widdicomb
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., ONE PARK AVE. NEW YORK

Send 50c dept. HG for 64 page book of John Widdicomb furniture (or Bedroom, Dining Room and Living Room)

GIFTS FOR A COOK continued from page 211

Set of 5 knives from parer to large carver is an asset to any kitchen. Handsome black pistol-shaped plastic handles with copper trim; stainless steel blades. $19.50.
By Charles D. Briddell.

Two-speed mixer the Osterizer, whips cream, purées vegetables, mixes batter. Non-spill cup permits adding ingredients while in motion. 1-qt. Pyrex jar has easy-to-read markings; the removable processing unit fits Mason jars. $49.95. By John Oster Company.

Electric coffeemaker has jet pump which circulates water many times through coffee grounds without boiling water or coffee. Result is delicious, drip-like brew. Makes 3-10 cups, signals when done, keeps coffee hot. $34.95. Jet-O-Mat.

Ceramic electric clock, complete with second hand, designed by Russel Wright. In yellow, green, coral, charcoal. $8.98. General Electric.

Freez-Cut knife is a boon to frozen food users. Cuts quickly and easily through frozen meat, frozen food packages, to eliminate leftovers when cooking for only two. $3.95. By W. R. Case.

Rotisserie has electric baking tray, multitemp heat control for unlimited settings; 4-hour timer; corn popper. $79.95. Broil-Quik, Peerless.

Metal step stool converts into a posture chair. Back adjusts forward and backward to suit individual needs. Seat, back in colorful Duran plastic. $17.95. Hamilton Corp.
Ice-O-Mat, the Bucketeer, has detachable bucket to catch and serve ice. Stainless steel blades crush ice fine or coarse. Bucket in red, black, yellow, $12.95. In copper, $13.95. By Rival.

Electric mixer has 10 recipe-tested speeds, automatic beater release and includes electric meat grinder. The mixer is all chrome, comes with two stainless steel mixing bowls. $32.75. Dormeyer.

Redi Baker, a small electric oven, bakes rolls, biscuits, potatoes, frozen pies, etc., right at the table. Can also be used to brown rolls, warm foods. Heat range 200° to 500°. $29.95. Knapp-Monarch.

Steam-dry iron with stainless steel soleplate won't stain, snag or scratch; has button-saver tip. Soleplate grooves spread steam evenly on fabric. $19.95. Hoover.

Ceramic canister set, in a black metal frame, has three large containers and six smaller ones for spices, etc. Black polka-dots on yellow add a gay note in a kitchen. $12.95. By Rubel & Co.

Toast 'n jam set includes toaster which automatically lowers and raises bread, jam jars in wire rack, toast plate, limed-walnut tray. $34.95. Toastmaster.

Cutlery set includes, top to bottom, a slicer-server; sharpening steel; boning knife. Solid rosewood handles; stainless vanadium blades. $10.95. By Elco.

UNITE' BOMBE'

UNION-NATIONAL INC.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

"you can feel it's a KENWOOD blanket"

Union National's craftsmanship is especially evident in the interesting lines of this Unite Bombe French Provincial suite. The finish is of antique white with French floral decorations. At better furniture and department stores. Send 5 cents in stamps or coin to Dept. G for booklet.

UNION-NATIONAL, INC.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Prices approx. Include Fed. tax. Store list, page 255.
From The New
PRAIRIE GROUP
Typical Early American period styling
but on a larger scale. There is more
width, depth, and height than usual.
Wonderful as a fireside or lounge chair.

AT LEADING FURNITURE
AND DEPARTMENT STORES
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3001 Pineville Road
Charlotte, North Carolina

Write for name of your nearest dealer

CHILDREN'S TOYS continued from page 205

Toy puppy dog has a snooper's
nose. Of white looped wool, he goes
into the washing machine when
he needs a quick bath. 8" long,
handmade. $3.50. The Lighthouse.

Electromatic xylophone
plays when colored buttons
matching 12 bars are pressed,
or hammers can be used. $9.98.
Bamberger, Newark, N. J.

Wind-up crane to inspire young
construction engineers. Hoists up
and down, left and right. Looks
just like a big commercial model.
22" high. $4.98. Bloomingdale's.

Lion puppet, a make-it-yourself toy,
is made of bright felt and yarn. He is
10" high, as easy to make as he is fun
to play with. $2.50. Bloomingdale's.

Paint 'n Build set for a
hudding architect. Scale
model village ready to
paint and put together.
8 new non-spilling fountain
brushes have felt tips.
Paint tablets dissolve in
brush barrels. $2. Macy's.

Lifelike baby doll, named "Bonnie,"
is 16" tall and made of vinyl. She has
jointed arms, moving eyes, washable
hair and wears a toddler's organdy
Jumbo anagrams make a
game out of spelling. The
reverse sides of the block
letters have mosaic patterns
for making imaginative de-
signs. Good for children
from 5-9. $1.50. Gimbel's.

MG car kit for sports car
enthusiasts can be assem-
bled in one evening with
a screwdriver. An exact
14" operating replica of
the real model, it has
steel chassis, solid rubber
tires, is rust-proof. $11.75.
I. Magnin, San Francisco.

Interior decorating set
for a little homemaker is
styled in H&G colors with
Schumacher fabrics. Includes
paints, painted furniture,
wallpaper, flooring fabrics.
$5. At Abraham & Straus.

Toy dessert set starts off
a little gourmet cook
with easy desserts. In-
cludes true-to-scale ingre-
dients for making pud-
dings, pie with pie crust
mix, Jello, sprinkles. $3.
G. Fox, Hartford, Conn.

Zooraffe, whose name is Gargle, stands a
mighty 30" tall. A beguiling stuffed toy, it
will make a constant companion for any child.
Camel's hair color. $9.95. Penthouse Gallery.

Luggage for a traveling miss
and her dolls includes a fitted
vanity, $3.98, for the little
girl; 18" dolls' trunk, $5.98;
wardrobe, $3.98. Abraham &
Straus, Brooklyn, New York.

The Days of the Week...

“Tuesday’s child is full of grace...” One of an exquisite figurine series inspired by the charming 7-day verse, breathtakingly beautiful, extraordinarily life-like in appearance. Perfect gifts for those who appreciate fine things. See “The Days of the Week” and a host of other magnificent Royal Worcester Bone China figures at your favorite store.

Send 25¢ for magnificent “Collectors’ Book of Royal Worcester figurines and statuettes... over 125 subjects in beautiful natural color.

ROYAL WORCESTER
The Finest of Fine China Since 1751
The Worcester Royal Porcelain Co., Inc., Dept. Gt 234 East 46th St., New York 17

TOYS FOR CHRISTMAS continued from page 237

Jack-in-the-box is a bright-eyed clown in a red and yellow harlequin wood box. His nose and ears are made of felt and his beady eyes are movable. $3.50. New York Exchange for Woman’s Work.

Overland bus, sculptured from one piece of polished wood, 13” long, has passengers. $5. Sportster car with a lively family. $2.25. The Block Shop, New Haven.

Dachshund is a real autograph hound. (Everyone signs his cotton coat.) Complete with ball-point pen and big bold bow around neck. $2.95. Lord & Taylor.

A velocipede is every child’s dream. This one has ball-bearing front wheel, all-steel step plate, 12” front wheel and fender shields. $9.98. Macy’s New York.

Big Show is a way for all circus lovers to play the role of barker. Has ticket booth 32” high, 3 poster sheets on cloth (Thin Man, Fat Lady, Tiger Boy), tickets, derby, false mustache, coins. $8.95. Harzfeld’s, Kansas City.

Italian animal rolls have zipper backs, can be used for purses or as jewelry holders on dressing table. Made of raffia and felt, they’re 12” high. Filled with candy, nuts. $8.75; empty, $7. Souvenir.
Safety signs will teach children on play cars and bicycles the rules of the road. Five 24" signs, parking meter, traffic lights, badge. $3.95. Neiman-Marcus, Dallas.

Stuart Little Mouse, a cocky story book character, sports a turtleneck knitted sweater and a matching stocking cap. In light gray felt. $3.95. Brett.

Glockenspiel has 8 clear-toned bars which give off a melodic chime heard above the clash of cymbals and roll of drums. 25" long. $4. From F. A. O. Schwarz.

Aeromite airplane is a ready-to-fly plastic model with 17" wingspan, 1-cylinder engine and flight control unit. Controlled by nylon line from ground, $9.95. Fuel kit costs $1. At Polk's Hobby Store.

Walking horse prances along, when it is pulled by a string, to delight the heart of any toddler. In white or tan mohair, it stands 10". Imported from Switzerland. $5. Bonwit Teller, White Plains, N. Y.

Miniature farm set has five authentic farm machines and a barn. Models, which have adjustable parts that work, include tractor, plow, wagon, spreader, harrow. Red metal; rubber tires, yellow wheels. $9.95. Empire Carriage & Toy, Jersey City.

The everlasting charm of the Windsor Rose is enriched by elaborate, raised scrollwork on this lovely Louis XV shape in pure white translucent china . . . accented by silver-finish palladium trim. Five pc. place settings . . . . . . . $11.80 Slightly higher South and West The Dundee. Same pattern in rich coin gold trim, at same price. Write Dept. H-11 for illustrated leaflet and name of nearest dealer. Paul A. Straub & Co., Inc. 19 East 26th St., New York 10, N. Y.

Created for the most discriminating, the DÄNISKA Group combines smart, modern design . . . refreshing new materials . . . painstaking workmanship. Salvatore and Lilliane Bevelacqua have chosen genuine butternut, the newest and loveliest of cabinet woods and spun brass to give the DÄNISKA Group a most distinctive style of Scandinavian origin. This smart buffet is one of a large group of living room, bedroom and dining room occasional pieces. Ask for and see DÄNISKA at the better stores. ALLIANCE of JAMESTOWN, N. Y. DIVISION OF TILLOTSON FURNITURE CORPORATION.
Cherry Heering
Denmark's liqueur delight
since 1818

All your guests will enjoy it—anytime!

Cherry Heering
over ice cream—try it!

49 PROOF. SCHENLEY IMPORT CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mobile server, with sliding door compartments, from the elegant Apollo dining room group. Mahogany, ermine finish. Black formica top. Designed by Renzo Rutili.

Furniture this beautiful must be Johnson

GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS continued from page 239

Double marmites of brass and treated pyrex keep food hot or cold 6 hours, hold 2 qts. Brass stand. $16. Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D.C.

Wide-mouthed pitcher of crackled glass holds 2½ qts. of liquid. It also serves as a tall flower vase. Bronze bale helps to keep the pitcher steadily when pouring. 11". $7. By Imperial Glass.

Italian ceramic tray with gay motifs on white background has a shallow center section for canapés, crackers. 6" x 11". $10. W. Jay Saylor.

Black-and-white tiles, 6" square, designed by Laura Jean Allen. Here, her amusing "Travel Time." $2.20 each, 3 for $5.75. Associated American Artists.

"Rain King" sprinkler sprays in curved or straight lines or on one spot, up to 100 feet. Shuts off automatically. Rustproof, water-driven motor. 12" wide, and 10" high. $35. By Sunbeam.

Trowel and weeding fork are made from hand-forged stainless steel that won't rust. Polished hardwood handles. English import. Set, $7.25. Vaughan's Seed Co.

Tulip-shaped ceramic cup makes an unusual holder for small flower arrangements or cigarettes. Six white petals, streaked with pink, form the bowl. 6" tall. $10. Alice Marks.
Galvanized watering can has two brass sprinkling heads, one fine, one coarse, for light or heavy sprinkling. Long spout reaches easily over borders. Holds 6 qts. $10.50. Vaughan's Seed Co.

Croissant cutter shapes the flaky French-style rolls that taste so good with morning coffee. Metal roller with wooden handles. $6. From Bloomingdale's.

Marketing memo in cobra case is perfect size for a handbag or pocket. White plastic disc has movable red indicators. $1.95. Lederer de Paris.

Gift that grows in value over the years is a U. S. Savings Bond. In attractive gift folders and denominations from $25 upward. At any bank or Treasury Dept.

"Constellation" power mower with 21" cutting width has 3-speed transmission for lawn and tall-grass mowing, trimming around flower beds. Motor disengages when hand control is needed. Dial automatically adjusts cutting height from 1"-3", $169.95. By Moto-Mower.

Calorie-counter's scale has magnifying lens for easy reading, wide base. Enamel finish, chrome trim. In pink, maize, white, green, blue, black and duvetonnet. $7.95. By Hanson.

Casserole-holder for oven-to-table serving has trivet base, carrying handles. Silver-plated. Holder expands to fit casserole or dish. $5. Lord & Taylor.

"THE CONN ORGAN"

"AMERICA'S FINEST ELECTRONIC ORGAN"

"Yes, Connsonata tone is just about the most convincing quality any organ could possibly have. Organists and music lovers everywhere are most enthusiastic in their praise of it. Make it a point to compare Connsonata tone with that of any other organ ... you'll then agree that Connsonata is "America's Finest"—equally beautiful and desirable for home, school, church or auditorium. See your dealer for private demonstration soon."

CONNSONATA, Div. of C. G. Conn Ltd.
Dept. 1141, Elkhart, Indiana

"THE CONNSONATA"

"Sounds just like a Pipe Organ!"

"AMERICA'S FINEST ELECTRONIC ORGAN"

"Consonant tone is just about the most convincing quality any organ could possibly have. Organists and music lovers everywhere are most enthusiastic in their praise of it. Make it a point to compare Connsonata tone with that of any other organ ... you'll then agree that Connsonata is "America's Finest"—equally beautiful and desirable for home, school, church or auditorium. See your dealer for private demonstration soon."

CONNSONATA, Div. of C. G. Conn Ltd.
Dept. 1141, Elkhart, Indiana

"THE CONN ORGAN"

"HOW TO CHOOSE AN ORGAN" will show you what to look for, what to avoid. Assures selection of the most satisfactory organ for your purpose. Write for it today. No obligation.
only one factory in the world is authorized to make the
"HUMMEL"* FIGURINES

The world-famous "Hummel"* figurines, prized by art collectors everywhere, were originated at the Convent of Siessen and produced by the world-famed "Hummel"* factory. They depict village children with a remarkably endearing quality, a delightful charm that cannot be imitated!

Be sure you buy a genuine "Hummel"* figurine, made only by W. Goebel, Bavaria, Germany.

And when you buy, look for these marks of authenticity:
- the indented signature M.J.Hummel
- the country of origin stamp "Germany"

Imported exclusively by
EBELIN & REUSS CO., PHILA. 6, PA. 
SCHMID BROTHERS, INC., BOSTON, 10, MASS.

Direct all inquiries to your local dealer.

*Trade Marks by W. Goebel, Germany.

FINE POOLE SILVER
a treasured gift
for over 61 years

For 61 years gifts of Poole Silver have been received and cherished. Poole styling in the traditional manner, has enhanced the reputation of hollow ware stamped with this famous trade mark. Anyone on your list will be flattered and pleased to receive a gift of Poole Silver.

Write for Booklet 33 showing
the Complete Poole Line
A tradition in silver since 1893

POOLE SILVER COMPANY
TAUNTON, MASS.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

ENTERTAINING: CORKSCREW

You can simplify your
Christmas list by giving a bottle

There is no question about it, the package with the built-in gurgle is a natural for holiday giving. Well chosen, it can take care of the most diverse names on your list. It is the classic greeting to office associates and a courteous acknowledgement of business transacted. It is the solution of what to give people "who have everything." This year there are many bottles to choose from. Besides the stand-bys there are rarities whose containers will take their place among your bibelots. There are tempting joys in foreign wines and more available vintages in native ones. For convenience, we have divided these suggestions by category of recipient.

Younger hostesses need the stuff that parties are made of, that is a good wine or liqueur. It is an American wine you might want to send a case, though even two bottles make a fine present and serve a dinner of eight generously. Consider one of the excellent Astis, a red Beaujolais or Inglenook, an Almaden, a Cresta Blanca. For a weekend lunch party wine, try a white Widmer with the typical New York State flavor. All are under $2 a bottle. In liqueurs, the classic is French cognac. It will set you back $7 to $9 but it will last over many a long memorable evening. Chartreuse (about $8.50) makes a pleasant variant which women appreciate as much as men. Cointreau (about $5.00) is sure-fire and versatile too as it does wonderful Things to desserts. Young housewives will thank you for six miniature "snifters" glasses each filled with one of the delicious Cogniers liqueurs. The list costs under $6 and ends up as a permanent addition to a glass shelf. Denis Monniec has done the same with cognac, $7.50 for ten. Or, for a bit more money, how about a bottle of Benedictine (about $8) and four of those very special Benedictine glasses for $1.75 the set? For those who were married a year-ago, we suggest a toast-for-two in the form of splits of imported champagne. You can get six Perrier Jouet English cuvee brut for under $10; or, in a dear little carrying case that is ornamented with views of Paris, six extra-dry Piper Heidsieck splits for $9.90. Bachelor-about-town can safely be offered whiskeys. For Bourbon-lovers, we suggest Ancient Age, an 86-proof, six-year-old that sets you back only $5. The competition in bottling is still going strong, Old Charter (under $6.50) is one of several that have produced a decanter that conjures up visions of medieval chivalry and family splendor. Beam's Bourbon comes in an ornate glass shaker with metal top (around $6.25). Scotchies are dressed up, too. Peter Dawson's 15-year-old appears in a numbered decanter of Royal Brierly crystal at under $29; Ballantine's 30-year-old, while costing some $82, brings you a Leaded crystal from Edinburgh. Then there are pottery jugs that have a whiff of the heather about them: Glen Garry for under $7 and King's Ransom for under $12.50.

Still another gift idea has been thought up by Seagram's. Their V.O. Canadian and 7 Crown whiskies are offered in gold-bronze coasters into which any bottle will fit waist-high. Made after Georgian models in openwork square or diamond patterns, these are real additions to bar or table. The price, $6 for the 7 Crown, $6.95 for the V.O. Canadian. Here are some more bachelor thoughts. To a young man go typical N.Y. cognies give Bovandale for under $5; to a man of the world give cognac; or if he is an outdoor type, make it 151-proof Hudson Bay Demoner rum which, besides keeping him warm in the ski hut, will transform an ordinary rum drink into something ambrosial. The older generation might prefer milder stuff. Dubonnet (about $1.60) comes to mind, also a dry tawny port such as Robertson's Dry Humour (under $3.50). In sherries, there's a magnificent Sandeman offering called Am- brosette at around $8.75. Madeira was much esteemed by our elders. We suggest a bottle of Leacock's Dry Sercial (under $4) in its attractive lattice covering. And speaking of bottlings, how about the French cognacs in Baccarat engraved glass? The Remy Martin in a real beauty of a bottle sells for $7.60. Then there are the Bischoff cordials in Venetian glass. We weep for the star-sapphire blue bottle decorated with foliations of real silver which holds Triple Sec; or the blackberry liqueur in a silver-chrysoprase violet bottle; or the Bohemian ruby etched glass job full of Curacao. For these prices is between $10 and $15. $10 will also bring you a lovely Delft jug of Bols' cherry liqueur.

(Continued on page 243)
SIMPLIFY YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST
continued from page 242

Connoisseurs and sophistcates are perhaps the hardest category. But you can't go wrong with a fine Rhine wine which can cost as little as under $4 a bottle or one of those Moselles whose bouquet is supposed to be like spring primroses ($28.50 a case). For even less money you can get a very pleasant white Burgundy such as Pouilly Fuisse or an amiable rosé. Friends who summered in France would recognize a bottle of San Raphael aperitif with cheers (price $2.65). And Campari is now back on the market, its price upped to around $5.80 but a nice momento of Italy. If they've been in the British Isles there's always Stone's ginger wine at $2.49 and there's Akvavit (under $6) for northern travelers. Cherry Heering (around $8.30) is still in the delightful novelty class. Garnier's dry white Alsatian liqueurs are tops even among people who have everything, the Mirabelle for under $10, the Framboise for under $14. Runner-up to the latter is Dolfi's Frambouy packaged in an enchanting French kiosk at about $6.60. The Sherry Wine & Spirits in New York can arrange to ship to you Moët & Chandon Coronation champagne complete with royal seal and legend, "Elizabeth II, Regina." It's a '43, costs $8.37 and is what they actually drank at that historic party. And here's a last royal suggestion. Give a half-bottle of Romanoff vodka ($2.65) and accompany it with Romanoff caviar ($7) suitably set off in a jewel box of beige and gold.

A half an hour well-spent can strengthen someone who is sick, can cheer someone who's unhappy, can comfort someone who's alone. But perhaps most important of all, half an hour well-spent at a RED CROSS BLOOD DONOR CENTER, can save a human life.

More Than Merely A Mail Box

The makers of "Peerage," famous English Brass, turn their skilled hands to wrought iron and the result is a mail box which is a decorative asset to your home front.

We will be pleased to send you the latest booklet of "Peerage" accessories in brass, and the name of your nearest dealer.

S. P. Skinner Co., Inc.
225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
Sole Agent and Wholesale Distributors in U.S.A.

Style IS OF THE SPIRIT

Pride is the essence of craftsmanship and Treasure House craftsmen are proud that no restrictions are placed on the full expression of their matchless skill. The end result: some of the most beautiful furniture — and by far the finest hall clocks — made today in all the world.

FURNITURE BOOKS


GAINSBOURGH

Place Setting $11.10

For today's casual living, Spode is a wise choice. Colorful patterns and the interesting serving pieces will add a distinctive note to your buffet suppers. To select the pattern that is right for you, read the information in Booklet 39. Send for it today.

Wholesale Distributors
Copeland & Thompson, Inc., 206 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.
How to take interior photographs of your home

With practice you can take a picture of your own living room like the one at the top of page 174. Our photographer, William Grigsby, used a Deardorf 8 x 10 camera with an Eastman wide-field 10" Ektar lens, Ektachrome B film and an 85 B filter, and a shutter speed of six seconds at f-32. But before he clicked the shutter he studied the room. He decided that the point of the room was the arrangement of the furniture in relation to the dramatic fireplace, then he concentrated on the best composition that would tell the story. To take his picture, he set his camera on a tripod at his own eye level and relied mostly on natural daylight, filling in with 2,000 watt "daylight" flash bulbs covered with nocolor blue gelatine filters (his "professional secret").

Of course you can't expect to take professional pictures without years of practice, but you can take good ones and many an amateur photographer misses a good deal by shying away from interior shots.

With even the most basic equipment you can surprise and delight yourself and everyone else and preserve memories for years to come, by venturing nothing more than a little thought and a few pieces of unexposed film.

This is possible because most cameras in use today have a provision for making time exposures. Even those in the uncomplicated box Brownie class have an adjustment marked "T" for instantaneous or snapshot pictures and another labeled "B" for time. When set on "T", the shutter will open on one push of the picture-taking button and remain open until it is clicked again. A little practice with an empty camera will clear up any misunderstanding of this operation you may have.

The question of "What to take?" is wide open and can only be decided by you. The photographers represented between these covers seem to have one thing in common. With all of their lighting equipment, expensive cameras, wide angle lenses, and technical knowledge, they continually strive for simplicity, center of interest, and composition.

So it should be with you. Look at your favorite room or part of a room (Continued on page 245)
INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS continued from page 244

CRITICALLY: from the corners; through the doorways; from the stairs. Unless you are striving for the unusual effect of a high or low angle, keep your line of sight between four and six feet above the floor for normal perspective.

Such a study will usually come up with one or two vantage points that take in a grouping or arrangement that is pleasing, complete, and tells a little story of the room and its owners.

Load your camera with one of the higher speed films such as Kodak Super XX or Anseio Ultra-Speed and arrange a firm support at the selected spot. A tripod is a wonderful convenience but is far from a necessity. A step ladder, a box across the backs of two chairs, even the corner of a chest or bookcase, can be pressed into service as a camera support.

If your camera has adjustments, set the lens at 3.5 and focus on the near side of the center of interest. In the beginning, and with simple equipment, it is usually wise to avoid taking pictures in which there is considerable distance between important foreground and background objects. Parts of such pictures may be badly out of focus.

Possibly the most important ingredient of a picture is light, light which will impress the scene on film with the proper intensity and tone. In lieu of experience or the professional's ever-present exposure meter, trial and error enter in. This is because dark walls reflect less light than white ones; heavy lamp shades transmit less light; even the number of lights present varies greatly from room to room. As present-day film has a great deal of latitude as far as exposure is concerned, this is far from being an insurmountable obstacle. If given half a chance, fast-black and white film will produce a printable negative.

If your room is brightly and uniformly lighted within the area to be photographed, no other lights will be necessary. But make sure that no unshaded lights are shining or reflecting into the lens. Open the shutter by tripping the lever once, count off two seconds by saying "one-thousand-and-one, one-thousand-and-two," and click the shutter closed. Make all movements carefully to avoid shaking the camera during the exposure.

Advance the film and try another picture of the same scene at six seconds exposure. When walls and furnishings are dark or the light dimmer, double or triple the exposure time, perhaps five and fifteen seconds or ten and thirty.

In the frequent cases when the light appears too dim or spotty or the surroundings too dark, it is wise to use a No. 2 photographic bulb and reflector or a silvered photoflood bulb with its own built-in reflector. Stand behind or beside the camera and, while the shutter is open, paint or "spray" the light rapidly over the area with sweeping figure-eight movements.

There are a number of variations (Continued on page 246)

How to make every dinner a special treat... serve FLAMING CAFE HENNESSY

Here is the delightful extra touch that makes every dinner a special treat. Serve Flaming Cafe Hennessy—the perfect ending to a fine meal. And, of course, any time you serve it, it's a compliment to your good taste and to your guests.

How to get Brandy Burning Spoons

To serve your Flaming Cafe Hennessy in style, you can get 2 attractive brandy burning spoons. Simply send $1 for each 2 spoons to Hennessy, Dept. 15Z, P.O. Box 513, New York 46, N. Y.

How to make Flaming Cafe Hennessy

1. Hook Burning Spoon on rim of cup of black coffee. Place lump of sugar in spoon.
2. Pour 1 oz. Hennessy Cognac over sugar and blaze the Cognac with a match.
3. When heat melts the sugar, pour contents into coffee and stir.

Schieffelin & Co., New York • 84 Proof

From Holland HAND-DECORATED porcelainized cast-iron "oven to tabletop"

...for superb top of range or oven cooking, nothing compares with cooking done in cast iron utensils. DRU-Iron's permanent, beautifully hand-decorated porcelainized surface gives it the lifetime beauty of fine china. You'll dress up any table setting with DRU-iron, the easy-to-wash, burn-proof and stain-proof "cook and serve" utensil. In sparkling Delft blue color with traditional Dutch windmill and tulip design. Also available in soft pastel green with a hand-decorated traditional Dutch windmill and tulip design in leaf greens.

DRU iron

If there is no store near you write:
Evan's International, Inc., 194 Great Road, Acton, Mass.
DRU-iron is featured in the following fine stores:

New York City
B. Altman & Co., 7th Avenue & 156th Street
Bloomindale's
Lewis & Cogar
Chicago, Ill.
Carson, Pirie & Scott
John Wanamaker & Co.

Tulsa, Okla.
Vandever's
New Orleans, La.
D. H. Holmes & Co.

Detroit, Mich.
J. L. HUDSON & CO.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
John Wanamaker & Co.

San Francisco, Calif.
The Emporium
Portland, Oregon
Meyer & Frank
Boston, Mass.
R. M. STEARNS CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio
John Shillito Co.

Miami, Florida
Burdine's

St. Louis, Mo.
Famous Barr
St. Louis, Mo.

Minneapolis, Minn.
The Dayton Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

High Bee Co.
B. Altman & Co.
New York City, N. Y.


druck

Brews delicious coffee automatically—keeps it serving-hot. Flavor dial, signal light, non-drip spout. Gleaming chrome finish. $29.50

Makes 4 to 9 cups of perfect coffee. (Fed. Tax incl.)

THE ALUMINUM COOKING UTENSIL CO., INC., NEW KENSINGTON, PA.
HOW TO TAKE INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS

continued from page 245

on this general treatment that are fun for variety or experimentation. You can substitute photoflood bulbs (generally not over three to avoid circuit overload) for regular bulbs in light fixtures as long as they are shielded from shining directly into the camera. One or more flash bulbs may be fired, but only from a battery-operated flash attachment, either while the shutter is open on time exposure or by built-in synchronization.

Unless you "bounce" it off the ceiling and walls, flash may destroy much of the natural atmosphere of your photograph. Its advantage lies in shorter exposures and generally sharper blacks and whites.

When making daylight pictures indoors, avoid shooting directly into bright windows or bright patches of sunlight. Where light is uneven, a better balance may be obtained by draping a sheet or newspaper over furniture out of camera range to serve as a reflector. The photoflood bulb will also provide a handy fill-in for heavy shadows and dark areas. Keep in mind that it takes considerably less daylight than artificial light to properly expose film, and either reduce the exposure or pick a time of day when the light is soft and even.

Color pictures must be considerably more exact in exposure and lighting. A good exposure meter is one of the best ways of insuring accurate exposure and true colors. When shooting color indoors at night, use indoor film and regular white bulbs. If the pictures are to be made with the help of daylight, use daylight film and blue "daylight" photoflood or flash bulbs.

If you want to include people, make sure they remain absolutely still during the time the shutter is open. Any movement may get one of those headless blurs that pop up occasionally in time exposures involving people or pets.

Now's as good a time as any, so wipe the dust off the lens of your camera and get to work. It's challenging: it's fun, and can return big dividends to the shutterbug who invests a little thought and effort.

J. ROBERT KELLY

Buy U. S. Savings Bonds

At all bookstores or write:
VOGUE, Greenwich, Conn.

Please send me copies of THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY at $10.00 each.

Name

Address

City Zone State

I enclose my remittance on the understanding that Vogue will pay all postage.

Please send C.O.D. I will pay postage charges.
Silver storage chest accommodates flat silver, holloware, linens and place mats for all dining and serving uses. A contemporary adaptation of an old piece, it is completely covered in leather and has a tambour top. It rests on a polished brass base, is 28" long x 18" wide x 48" high. Custom-made to order by Dunbar. Silver is by Towle. Woman’s suit is by Frank Gallant.

Silver Gifts continued from page 213.

SOSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
21735 HOOVER ROAD • DETROIT 13, MICH.

FREE BOOKLET gives complete details on the "Hinge That Hides itself." Write for it today!

A SIZE FOR EVERY TYPE OF INSTALLATION

IN ITALY—and at New York’s chic restaurants, Mr. and Mrs. Igor Cassini—he’s the celebrated columnist Cholly Knickerbocker—enjoy “Cinzano on the Rocks.” It’s the drink famed in all capitals of the world—indeed, Cinzano means vermouth on the Continent. If you like your drinks full-bodied, rich and smooth—perfect with a smoke—then order Cinzano Italian. For a drink that’s dry and light, just brilliant—order Cinzano French. Cinzano Italian or French “makes” your favorite cocktail. Established 1816. Imported by Cinzano, Inc., New York, New York.

1954 HOUSE OF IDEAS
again uses SOSS Invisible Hinges
SOSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

FREE BOOKLET gives complete details on the "Hinge That Hides itself." Write for it today!

A SIZE FOR EVERY TYPE OF INSTALLATION

WARD PRODUCTS CORP., DIV. THE GABRIEL CO.
500 HOE ROAD • DETROIT 13, MICH.

Ward TV Antennas

Only Ward presents such an outstanding array of precision-engineered TV antennas. Among them is the "Dymon-Vone", first to combine distinguished beauty with superb reception. Consult your local TV dealer about Ward antennas or mail coupon below.

WARD PRODUCTS CORP., DIV. OF THE GABRIEL CO.
1148 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO

Send me free additional information on Ward's complete line of TV antennas.

Name
Address
City
State

1954 House of Ideas again uses SOSS Invisible Hinges

1954 House of Ideas again uses SOSS Invisible Hinges

1954 House of Ideas again uses SOSS Invisible Hinges

Soss Hinges are completely hidden from view when doors or lids are closed. These smart, unique hinges make possible the flush, streamlined surfaces so necessary to contemporary architecture. Whenever you find modern minds producing outstanding edifices, there, too, you'll also find Soss Invisible Hinges. Ask your builder or architect to use Soss Hinges whenever you build or remodel.

FREE BOOKLET gives complete details on the "Hinge That Hides itself." Write for it today!

A SIZE FOR EVERY TYPE OF INSTALLATION

1954 House of Ideas again uses SOSS Invisible Hinges

1954 House of Ideas again uses SOSS Invisible Hinges

1954 House of Ideas again uses SOSS Invisible Hinges

Soss Hinges are completely hidden from view when doors or lids are closed. These smart, unique hinges make possible the flush, streamlined surfaces so necessary to contemporary architecture. Whenever you find modern minds producing outstanding edifices, there, too, you'll also find Soss Invisible Hinges. Ask your builder or architect to use Soss Hinges whenever you build or remodel.

FREE BOOKLET gives complete details on the "Hinge That Hides itself." Write for it today!

A SIZE FOR EVERY TYPE OF INSTALLATION

In Naples--and New York--it's "CINZANO ON THE ROCKS"
**GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS continued from page 241**

He-man gifts to delight a home bartender

**Fish bottle opener** is the "one that didn't get away." The fish handle is silver; the opener end, stainless steel, $11. At Georg Jensen.

**"Bottoms Up"** is a flexible little imp who will guard your choice private stock. Dressed in red flannel pajamas, with hair of bright yarn, he'll add a Christmas spirit to any bottle. $3.95. Helen Cole.

**Corduroy bottle cover**, in green, gray, wine or yellow, will see him through that all-important alumni game, accompany him on a trip. $7.50. Greenland's Linen Importers.

**Bottle rack** for a dinner wine is all decked out in brass. It will support any size bottle, since it expands to accommodate various sizes. $3. Saks Fifth Avenue.

**Brass piglet** uses his curly tail to good advantage as corkscrew. An amusing gift. $4.50. Helen Cole.

**Dome cork** has shining brass cap. Attached ring slips over neck of bottle to keep cork from getting lost. $3.50. Saks Fifth Avenue.

**Ceramic bottles** imported from Italy will add a smart touch to the bar. There are labels for brandy and wine. $12 ea. Penthouse Gallery.
Garden book reviews


Here are 106 annuals, biennials, perennials and bulbs, each easily identified by Katharine Burton's clear line drawings. The information about each flower, its uses, habit of growth, flowers, foliage, assets, faults, culture and varieties is concise. The family, genus and species is given with pronouncing guide in parenthesis for those gardeners who are not Latin scholars. There are a few handsome colored photographs of flowers in gardens and borders. Such a readable, convenient garden reference book will be of great interest to all amateur gardeners and especially to beginners.

Photographing Your Flowers by John P. and Mary A. Roche. Greenberg Publishers, 1954. $3.75.

Any amateur photographer can learn a great deal about his hobby by reading the Roche's book. For the gardener who wishes to try to catch his lovely border or flowering shrubs in full bloom with his own camera, the book will be especially helpful. Mr. and Mrs. Roche are professional photographers who specialize in horticultural subjects and whose work is known both here and abroad. Their practical suggestions on such factors as composition and lighting are simple and clear. Since they have an endless amount of picture material in their files, the book is well illustrated on all points made by the text. Most of the illustrations are in black and white but there are a few color reproductions as well.


Nelva Weber, a distinguished landscape architect, has designed 90 small planting units, three for each of the 30 house-and-lot plans in this book. Since the plot plans are hypothetical, any homeowner can adapt and use the units as they apply to his own case. There are planting schemes to cover almost any type of problem encountered, such as entrances, terraces, rock gardens, corner and border planting, service pathways, bird pools, sloping banks, fences, walls, gardens and outdoor fireplaces. Messrs. Sigman-Ward have made attractive drawings suggesting how the plantings would look when the plants are in flower. Under each design there is a numbered list of plant materials and the captions give you the dimensions of each unit. This is a practical book for the small homeowner who wants to landscape his own place or for the person who would like to improve or remodel his home grounds.

An Introduction to Trees by John Kieran. Hanover House, 1954. $2.95.

We in America are fortunate to have so many varieties of trees, both native and introduced. Mr. Kieran's aim is to interest the novice in identifying the trees in his locality and stimulate him to further study. One hundred trees are described in the text, and the colored drawings of Michael H. Bevan of the trees, leaves, flowers and seeds characteristic of each are not only attractive but easy to identify. Mr. Kieran's enthusiasm for these largest and oldest of living plants makes good reading for adult or child.

Telling Trees by Julius King, William Sloane Associates, 1953. $2.00.

This small book has leaf sketches to help identify the trees included. There are also area maps of the parts of the United States in which the trees described are located. Rutherford Platt, an expert on the subject, provides the last section on identification of trees in winter. A handy guide to slip into your pocket before you go for a walk in the woods.


This is a sequel to Workbook 1 by the same author and published last year. It is an advanced course in flower arranging and presupposes a certain amount of knowledge and skill. Mrs. Brooks has followed the format of Book 1, dividing the book into 12 lessons. Each lesson is illustrated with photographs of finished flower arrangements or plant materials used for the arrangement. The instructions are brief and extremely easy to follow, for Mrs. Brooks is an expert teacher as well as an experienced demonstrator and exhibitor.


Flower shows have become important events in our national life, not only the large city shows but also the Garden Club exhibits in smaller communities. They stimulate a wide interest in flowers and plants and exert influence on the thinking and planning of all gardeners. Mrs. Wood, writer, lecturer, horticulturist, national flower show judge and former Field Secretary of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, has satisfied a long-felt need for an authoritative book on flower shows. She tells in concise paragraphs with good topical headings, just how to organize and direct any type of flower show. The duties of each member of the many committees are discussed and complete directions are given for exhibiting, staging and (Continued on page 251)
Will the trees on your new place last as long as the house?

Is that big tree in your new yard going to be a joy forever? Or is it a potential liability, damaged during the building of your house? Many a handsome tree, which took 50 to 100 years to grow, will die in a few years unless the new homeowner knows what signs of distress or danger to look for and what to do about them. Treated in time, it can be preserved for generations more of useful shade and landscape beauty.

Here are illustrated two danger signs that any prospective home buyer can recognize, however inexperienced he may be. One is the visible marks of damage done by bulldozers and other heavy construction machinery. When low branches are ripped and torn, they often need only to be sawed off cleanly to forestall serious results. When the lower trunk of a tree is charked or splintered, trouble is more likely to follow. That this, too, can be cured is shown in both the photographs and the two drawings. As long as the damage does not completely girdle the trunk, the tree may recover if the wounds are cleaned of loose wood, the bark trimmed back to healthy tissue, and the damaged area protected with tree wound compound. In the examples pictured, the sides of the wounds show how new tissue (the cambium layer) and bark are already starting to grow back over the damaged parts after less than (Continued on page 261)

YOU'LL dispense traditional Yuletide cheer glamourously—and very proudly indeed—with America's most popular new 14-piece Punch and Beverage Set, of brilliant, seamless, handcrafted crystal by those famed West Virginia Glass artisans!... There's sheer artistry in every clean-cut, graceful line of the generous 300-Oz. sham-bottom Bowl, the Ladle, and those 12 lustrous 6-Oz. Handled Cups—rare examples of meticulous, unhurried craftsmanship! A suave compliment to your holiday—and year 'round—hospitality!... Also available in open stock, for additions or replacements.

When buying glassware, look for this blue and gold label identifying West Virginia Glass. It's your assurance of hand-blown, brilliant crystal—exquisite, modern design—superior quality—at conservative prices. At gift, specialty and department stores. For name of nearest dealer, write West Virginia Glass Specialty Co., Weston, W. Va. (Member Glass Craftsmen of America.)

Sign of buried tree clump is slanting trunks separated at grass level (photograph left). Drawings show how bark and main roots should be protected by circular wall. Unless added soil is sandy or shallow, roots may need special aid to avoid suffocation or starvation.

Skinned bark is less dangerous than buried trunk and feeding roots. Normally trunk swells outward at base; beware straight entry into ground, as pictured, left. When in doubt about important trees on place, call in a qualified tree expert for advice and necessary treatment.
CRUISES
continued from page 217


FRENCH LINE: Sailing from New York December 23, January 7, 21 and 28, February 11 and 17, March 4; from Orleans December 21, January 7, 21 and 29, January 4 and 29, February 7, 8, 23 and 20 and March 4 for Port-au-Prince; 13 days. Minimum fare: $2.30.

CANADIAN PACIFIC STEAMSHIPS: Sailing from New York January 20 and March 4 for Port-au-Prince, San Juan, St. Thomas, La Guaira, Cristobal, St. Lucia, La Guaira, Kingston; 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 29 days. Minimum fares: $295-$495.

HOLLAND-AMERICAN LINES: Sailing from New York December 18 and 21, January 5 and 21, February 7, 8, 23 and 25 for such ports as Cartagena, Cristobal, Kingston, San Juan, Curaçao, La Guaira, Havana, Nassau, Port of Spain, Montego Bay, Barbados, Puerto Cabello, Matanzas and San Blas; 11, 12, 14, 16, and 17 days. Minimum fares: $275-$480.

CUNARD STEAMSHIP COMPANY LTD.: Sailing from New York December 21 and 29, January 4 and 29, February 19, March 10 and 26 for such ports as Nassau, La Guaira, Curaçao, Kingston, Barbados, Grenada, Havana, St. Thomas, Martinique, Cristóbal, Balboa, Callao, Port-au-Prince, Antigua, Trinidad, St. Lucia; 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 29 days. Minimum fares: $260-$450.

ARNOLD BERNSTEIN SHIPPING COMPANY: Sailing from Miami December 18 and February 3 for San Juan, Charlotte Amalie, St. Johns, Pointe a Pitre, Fort de France, Bridgetown, Port of Spain, La Guaira, Curaçao, Trinidad, St. Lucia; 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 29 days. Minimum fares: $295-$795.

CLIPPER LINE: Sailing from New Orleans December 23, January 7, 21 and 28, February 11 and 17, March 4 for Cartagena, Port-au-Prince, St. Thomas, Guadeloupe, St. Lucia, La Guaira, Curaçao, San Blas, Cristobal, Montego Bay; 24 days. Minimum fare: $625.

In addition to the hotels listed, all the islands have delightul guest houses. For further information write the New York Offices of the Haiti Tourist Information Bureau, 39 Rockefeller Plaza, the Puerto Rican Travel Bureau, 845 Seventh Avenue, the Dominican Republic Public Tourist Bureau, 455 Lexington Avenue, the Jamaica Tourist Board, 30 Madison Avenue, the Virgin Islands Bureau for Hotel and Travel, 553 West 57th Street, the Netherlands West Indies Tourist Company, 475 Fifth Avenue and the Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board, 122 East 42nd Street.

BOOK REVIEWS
continued from page 249

judging. Everyone connected in any capacity, from Chairman through committee members to the lowliest exhibitor, will find this book so instructive that they will want to own a copy.


Here is a book which helps you to select the right plants to decorate your home and also instructs you on their proper care. There are many black and white illustrations of all kinds of house plants and an attractive colored photograph of a group of foliage plants. Mr. Merckel adds his knowledge of unusual plants found on his collecting trips to the Caribbean Islands, Mexico, Central and South America.


A small, compact and practical book on indoor gardening, the first part gives general directions for growing plants and gives lists of suitable plants that require sunlight in various degrees. In the second part, specific plants and their needs are discussed in detail and there are many unusual ones. Mr. Clark, the author of Gardening the Small Place, writes comprehensively and simply.

In Your Garden by V. Sackville-West. Transatlantic Arts, Inc., 1952. $2.50.

A delightful book made up of many articles written for The Observer which take you through the seasons from January to December. Also included are: a reprint of an earlier book by Miss Sackville-West, Some Flowers, a review of a seventeenth century treatise on a flower garden and an article on Hidcote Manor. Good illustrations and an index of plants described make this an attractive and useful gift book.

Birds as Individuals by Len Howard. Doubleday & Company, 1953. $4.00.

Here is a person who actually lives with wild birds, tames them and watches them, and records their fascinating ways. Miss Howard is convinced of their individuality and gives us proof from her long observation, especially of titsmice. The proof is further documented by the fine photographs of Eric Hosking, F.R.P.S. This is one of the most absorbing books on birds this reviewer has ever read.

ORDER A DOZEN WILL & BAUMER TWISTOLITE CANDLES today from your favorite grocer, drug, housewares or department store, gift or Variety shop. Recognize them by the handy "Twist Pack" box that serves as an extra protection for their exquisite colors and finish, and makes them easier to store and handle.

WILL & BAUMER SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Leading Candle Craftsmen for Nearly 100 Years.
New KIRSCH 
WINDOW DECORATING 
Ideas Colored!

Shopping information

Cover
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 160. For prices on the items below write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Cover: Walnut oval extension table, side chair, and buffet with adjustable drop leaves and folding doors incised with diamond marquetry, all from the Circa 60 Group by Heritage-Henredon. "Gold Seal" inlaid with onyx, by Goulomile-Slaton, Inc.

Drapery are of "Marigolds," 36" hand-printed glazed chintz designed by Rene Wilaumue; upholstery on chair is "Omershy" cotton bourette, 50", both by Cheney Greff & Co., Inc.

Accessories, table setting: Linen napkins, from John Matouk. "Furstenberg" plates imported from Germany, brass chafing dish with tray designed by Tommi Parzinger; Oilylite salt and pepper shakers and "Regal" flatware, ebony salad bowl, and salad servers with porcelain handles, all at Bonwit Teller, N. Y.

French bread basket, from Basket Bazaar.

Center piece, from Helen Cole. On buffet: Pottery leaf dish, brass ice tongs, trays and ice bucket designed by Tommi Parzinger; old-fashioned, highball and Victorian cocktail glasses, all at Bonwit Teller.

March at St. Tropez" painting by Milton Avery (over buffet) from Berge- nicht Gallery, N. Y.

Table setting
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 160. For prices on the items below write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Page 160:
"Sakkara" hand-painted dinner plates, by Castleton China Company.
"Craftsman" sterling silver flatware, by Biltmore Manufacturing Co. "Helga" goblets and wine glasses, ash trays, and "Benderette" decanters, all from Hambro Trading Co. America.

Linen tablecloth and napkins, by John Matouk.
Plate silver candlewarmer and yellow ole bread basket, both at Saks Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
Silver pewter casserole on candle-warmer), by Royal Worcester.
Candles, by Will and Baumer.
Wooden platter with chromium handles, from Maxwell Phillip.
Centerpiece on round table, from Carbone.
"Horse and Bamboo" Chinese rubbing, from Raymond & Raymond, Inc.

Furniture, from Dunbar.

Hospitality at the hearth
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 165. For prices on the items below write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Page 165:
Cherry trestle table and chairs with rush seats, by L. & J. G. Stickley Inc.
"Foliage," hand-printed on antique willow designed by Count Rene Wil- laumue for Cheney Greff & Co., Inc.

This page only $50

IN FULL COLOR
32 PAGE BOOK OF 
Fresh, Exciting 
ROOM TREATMENTS

Help yourself to new home beauty! Never before such a stimulating and inspiring collection of beautiful room pictures, complete with practical guidance for obtaining the effects shown.

More than forty full-color room illustrations, traditional and modern.

Over SIXTY window treatment ideas in all, including how to "widow" windows and what to do with problem windows and corner windows.

A fascinating section on color!

Instructions for making curtains, draperies, including Kirsch easypleat.

Built right into every copy of "Window Inspirations" is a unique "slide-rule" color guide that enables you to select — at a glance — colors that "go together."

SEND FOR YOUR COPY!
Don't wait — mail coupon today! Enclose 50¢, or better still, send a dollar and have an extra copy to pass along.

Kirsch 
DRAPERY HARDWARE


Guaranteed by Good Maukingg

only 
30c
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More than forty full-color room illustrations, traditional and modern.

Over SIXTY window treatment ideas in all, including how to "widow" windows and what to do with problem windows and corner windows.

A fascinating section on color!

Instructions for making curtains, draperies, including Kirsch easypleat.

Built right into every copy of "Window Inspirations" is a unique "slide-rule" color guide that enables you to select — at a glance — colors that "go together."

SEND FOR YOUR COPY!
Don't wait — mail coupon today! Enclose 50¢, or better still, send a dollar and have an extra copy to pass along.

Kirsch 
DRAPERY HARDWARE


Guaranteed by Good Makingg

only 
30c
SHOPPING INFORMATION

continued from page 252

Small table with inlaid wood top and marble base, from Altamira. Crystal decanter and footed crystal glasses, at Georg Jensen. Brass cigarette lighter with black finish and matching ash tray, at Georg Jensen. Natural wood tray, and "Edith" ceramic teapot and tea cups, at Bonnier's, N.Y. "School of Fish" wall decoration, from America House. Brass hanging lamp with Aspenslat shade, by Lightolier.

Top right: "Roto-Dart" revolving dart game (on wall), has 4 rubber darts, by Klauber Games, Inc. Poker table with Formica top, by Habitani Shops, Inc. Olong brass tray, from Vincent Lippe. Covered cookie jar and cheese pots, from Revel & C. Co. Italian glass iced tea cooler and matching glasses, from Mittleroder-Straus. Brass pull-up lighting fixture, by Laurelton.

Middle left: "Bali" word-solitaire game, by I-S Corp. Interlocking, unbreakable poker chips, from E. S. Lowe Company, Inc. Terra cotta ash tray and matching cigarette holder, from America House. Interlocking, unbreakable poker chips, from E. S. Lowe Company, Inc. Terra cotta ash tray and matching cigarette holder, from America House.


Page 171, top: Scrolled set, by Selchow & Righter. Brass and mahogany dining table, crescent-shaped tables, sideboard, and easy chairs, arm chairs and side chairs with foam rubber construction, all by Grosfeld House. Coasters, Nordic double old-fashioned glasses, cocktail glasses, and Picallii ash trays on table, all at Saks Fifth Avenue.

Large Swedish ceramic jar and bowl (on fireplace), enamel skirtel (on grate), and stoneware ash tray (on small table), all at Bonnier's. Serving spoons, salt and pepper shakers, and Dutch copper chafing dish (on hearth) at Saks Fifth Avenue. Cast iron grate, from Edwin Jackson. Pre-Columbian Colimadog, from Carlebach Gallery, N.Y.


Below: "Blar" detective game, by Parker Bros. Cherry console table, by Extension Corp. Walnut chairs with leather upholstery and foam rubber construction, by J. G. Furniture Co. "Key Collection" wallpaper from the Glerncraft Collection, by Imperial Paper & Color Corp.

New way of life

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 173-177. For prices on the items below write to House & Garden Reader Service.

All furniture designed by Edward J Wrennley for Dunbar.

Page 233, upper: Black and white French faience antique chase set, from Carlebach Gallery, N.Y. Game table and chairs with welded leather seats, designed by Paul McComb for Directional Showrooms.

Below: "Clue" detective game, by Parker Bros.

Costs only $19.95.

It's electric—completely automatic—never needs servicing or adjusting.

When building or buying a new home, specify Edwards Home Fire Alarm.

You can install it yourself in your present home. Or your electrician can install it at nominal cost. See it at your local electrical or hardware dealer.

Made and guaranteed by Edwards, world leader in fire alarms for schools, hospitals, industry...since 1872.

24-HOUR-A-DAY WATCHMAN!
continued from page 253
Brass pencil holder and pen stand with brass base, from Vincent Lippe Co.

Page 177:
Accessories:
Square basket, at Georg Jensen.
"Craftsman" sterling teaspoons, by Towle Manufacturing Co.
Silver-plated burner, at Saks Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
"Analysis" game, by Stuart Hoover Co.

Cotton tapestry
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 178 and 179. For prices on the items below, write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Coverlets, petticoats, and curtains, all by Ottavia and Craig Creations.

Page 178, left:
Italian Provincial headboard and night table, both made of fruitwood, by Kindel Furniture Co.
Antique lamp, blue opaline finger bowl, white opaline glass, and French ash tray, all from Doris Desauer.
Center:
Black wrought iron bench, from Sophie Mayro.

Page 179:
Painted fruitwood and brass headboard, painted night table, and fruitwood desk and side chair, all by Kindel Furniture Co.
Barrel armchair with linen upholstery, by Erwin-Lambeth, Inc.
"Kingley" Spanis rayon rug, by Needlepoint Rug Mills.
"Riviera" wallpaper from the Villa Bella Collection, by C. W. Stockwell Co.

Accessories:
Ceramic lamp base, yellow Limoges porcelain night-light cup and stand, from Accessories & Design.

New wisdom for window walls
Here is the shopping information for the Fiberglas handprinted fabrics shown on pages 180 and 181. For prices on these fabrics write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Page 180, top left:
"Panama," horizontal stripe printed on Fiberglas boucle, from Ben Rose.

Bottom left:
"Woodland Fern," Fiberglas boucle, from F. Schumacher.

Center top:
"Shasta Daisy," from Witcombe, McGeachin & Company.

Center bottom:
"Chrysanthemum," on Wondale texture, from Witcombe, McGeachin & Company.

Center:
"Thoroughbred Horses," satin weave, from Witcombe, McGeachin & Company.

Page 181, left:
"Plaza Mayor," on Fiberglas boucle, from F. Schumacher.

2 WAYS
TO PROTECT VALUABLES
IN YOUR HOME

1. With a Herring-Hall-Marin Home Safe, like this. Hang a framed picture over it for concealment. If you're building a new home or remodeling an old one, be sure to include this in the specifications.

2. With a Herring-Hall-Marin Wall Safe, like this. Shown here in Modern (limed-oak), but furnished also in 18th Century style (mahogany or walnut).

Send postcard for descriptive literature and name of nearest dealer.

HERRING • HALL • MARVIN SAFE CO.
HAMPTON, OHIO

Right:
"Honesty," on Fiberglas boucle, from F. Schumacher.

H&G's Directory of current best-selling games

Action Games
Carrom Board, $9, $10.50, $13.75
Bat-M-Up, Senior, $2.98
Electric Big 5 Pooch-M-Up Pin Ball Game, $5.95
U-Drive-It, $2.98
Beat the Clock, $3.98
Comin Round the Mountain (electric), $1.25, $3
Electric Jack Straws, $1.25
Balla-Rolla, $7.95
Roto Line, $4.95
Game Room Golf, $4.95

Word Games
Crosswords, $1
Skip-A-Cross, $2
Roll-It, $1.50
Bali, $2.98
Scrabble, $3, $10
Keyword, $3

Chance Games
Bingo, 50c to $1
Lotto, 30c to $2
Ra-Seba, $2.50

Skill Games
Chinese Checkers, $1.98
Teeko, $2
Hollywood Go, $2.50
Call Me Lucky, $3
Qubic, $2.50
Kalah, $2.50 up
Chess, $2 up
Checkers, 50c up

Educational Games
Spill-It, $1.75
Meet the Presidents, $3
Game of the States, $2
Lingo, $2.50

Sports Games
Par Golf, $2
Raceway, $2
Photo Electric Football, $6.98
Bus-Ket, $3.98
Kikit, $5, $10
Nok-Hockey, $12.95

Quiz & Guessing Games
Groucho Marx TV Quiz, $2.98
Head of the Class, $2.50
Down You Go, $3.95
Swazy, $3
MusQuizz, $5.95
Carte Blanche, $3
Analysis, $2.75
Clue, $3

Pursuit Games
Sorry, $2.50
Parcheesi, $1.25, $2.25, $3
Chutes & Ladders, $2
Pirate & Traveler, $2
Pop-Up-Store, $2.50

Trading Games
Monopoly, $3, $5, $10
Park & Shop, $3
Rich Uncle, $3.50
Following are the addresses of stores carrying the gifts in this issue.

ABERCROMBIE & Fitch
Madison & 45th St.
New York, N. Y.

ABRAM & STRAUSS
Brooklyn, N. Y.

B. ALTMAN & CO.
New York, N. Y.

ASSOCIATED AMERICAN ARTISTS
711 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

BAMBERGER'S
Newark, N. J.

BARKER BROS.
713 S. Flower St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

BAZAR FRANCAIS
666 Sixth Ave.
New York 10, N. Y.

B. ALTSHUL & CO.
605 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

BELK'S
711 S. Flower St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

B Hermann GOODMAN
Fifth Ave. at 58th St.
New York, N. Y.

BIBER'S
39 E. 48th St.
New York, N. Y.

BIG BARN
Dayton's
38 E. 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

BLOOMINGDALE'S
New York, N. Y.

BONNIER, INC.
29 E. 48th St.
New York, N. Y.

BONWIT TELLER
350 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

BOOKSHOP
11th & F Sts.
Washington, D. C.

BOLS DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
250 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

BOLS LICUORES
Since 1575
SERVE YOUR FRIENDS & YOURSELF THE WORLDS BEST LIQUEUR

BOLS

BRANDY V.D.C.

BRETT

CUMP'S INC.
Frost Bros.

CARBONE, INC.

C. D. PEACOCK INC.

C. F. O. SCHWARZ

C. F. O. SCHWARZ

C. F. O. SCHWARZ

CUCCHIERI SCHILLERI

DAVIS & CO.

DAYTON'S

DELL HAY MARKS

DE LUCA

DILL PARKER

DOMINICK & ROMANO

DOROTHY MANSON

DRAPER'S

DUIX

DUFORD-FOSTER

EMPIRE CARRIAGE & TOY

EQUINOX

F. V. O. SCHWARZ

FALCON

F. V. O. SCHWARZ

FIRE KING

FISK
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...there's a more convenient way to get heating comfort today... FLUID HEAT!

Oil or gas, Fluid Heat keeps giving comfort throughout the heating season at lowest possible fuel costs. This comfort and economy reflects Fluid Heat's 30 years' experience in producing the finest equipment. For example, Fluid Heat's Wall Flame Rotary Oil Burner has only one moving part, uses less electricity than a small light bulb, has longer life, in quieter operation. Check your classified telephone directory for your nearest Fluid Heat dealer or write for full information. Address: Fluid Heat, Division of Anchor Post Products, Inc., 787 Eastern Ave., Baltimore 24, Md.

CHAFING DISH COOK BOOK
continued from page 162

Appetizers
May vary by putting stuffed olive in center of each meat ball before browning.

Shrimp dill creme
1 lb. cooked shrimp
2 T butter
2 T flour
½ t salt
Dash cayenne pepper
1 t light cream
2 t ground dill or
½ c fresh chopped dill
½ c slivered toasted almonds
2 e cooked rice

Melt butter in chafing dish pan over hot water pan. Stir in flour off flame until smooth. Return to fire and add seasonings and the cream slowly and then stir. Stir until well mixed and add cooked shrimp. Heat through and serve topped with slivered almonds over rice in individual serving dishes.

Swiss cheese toast
½ lb. Swiss cheese, grated:
1 e milk
2 T flour
2 T water
2 eggs
½ t salt
1½ t baking powder
Shave cheese into thin pieces. Heat milk in chafing dish pan over hot water pan, thicken with flour mixed with water. Cook 5 minutes. Pour sauce over beaten eggs. Add cheese and salt. Cook slowly since until cheese melts and mixture is creamy. Cool and add baking powder. Toast bread on one side. Spread cheese on untoasted side and brown under broiler. Serve hot, cut into finger strips. Enough for 10-12 whole slices.

Fish
Sweet and pungent lobster
1 lb. lobster coves
2 green peppers
1 c onion rings
2 T oil
Salt and pepper
1 c chicken stock
4 slices canned pineapple, cut into wedges
3 T cornstarch
2 t soy sauce
½ c vinegar
½ c sugar
Cut peppers in pieces and cook with onion rings in boiling water until tender. Place oil, seasonings and lobster chunks in pan of chafing dish over flame. Stir-fry until lobster is heated. Remove lobster to warm platter. To ½ c of the chicken stock add pineapple wedges, green pepper and onion rings. Cover and cook about 10 minutes. Blend remaining ingredients and 1½ c chicken stock and add to above. Stir constantly until thickened and hot. Pour over lobster.

Deviled crab
1 lb. canned crabmeat
¼ c chopped onion
½ clove garlic, minced
2 T butter
1½ t flour
1¼ t dry mustard
½ t salt
Freshly ground pepper
¾ c milk
1¼ c cream
1 lb. Cheddar cheese
1 T sherry

Wash and drain crabmeat. Simmer onion and garlic in butter in chafing dish pan over hot water until golden. Blend in flour and seasonings. Add milk and cream gradually. Stir constantly over fire until thickened. Add grated cheese and wine. When cheese is melted add crabmeat. Serve hot in patty shell or with toast fingers.

Cheese and eggs
Creole blintzes
4 T oil
1 T scallions, minced
1 T green pepper, minced
1 egg
1 c milk
1 e pancake mix
2 c cottage cheese
½ c chili sauce
3 T sour cream

Heat oil in chafing dish pan over direct flame. Sauté scallions and green pepper until tender and remove. Add egg beaten with milk to pancake mix and beat smooth. Bake pancakes in lightly greased chafing dish pancake pan. Mix vegetables with cottage cheese and spoon cheese mixture in center of each pancake. Roll and fasten with toothpick. Mix and heat chili sauce and sour cream. Pour over pancakes and serve in chafing dish.

Career eggs
2 e sliced scallions
3 T butter
½ t salt
6 hard-cooked eggs, cubed
1 T parsley, chopped
1 medium can drained lima beans
1 can condensed celery soup
½ c light cream
Dash Tabasco
Popcorn

In chafing dish pan over direct flame sauté scallions in butter until transparent. Add rest of ingredients except popcorn. Stir, heat well and serve topped with popcorn croutons.

Egg roll
2 eggs, beaten
½ e water
1 salt
½ c sifted flour
½ c cooked shrimp
½ c bamboo shoots, canned
½ c cooked pork or beef
½ c water chestnuts
1 T scallions, diced
1 T celery, sliced
1½ t salt and pepper
1 t oil
1 t MSG
Beat eggs, water and salt. Add flour (Continued on page 258)
tree in its new home and toward the protection of the $200 investment. But each of these measures is just as important to the welfare of a smaller tree you might buy for $20 and plant yourself.

While you can plant trees when in full leaf with the aid of new wilt-proofing sprays, it costs more money and the risks are greater. Early spring is always safe for transplanting. Late fall or winter are next choices for moving shade trees. All trees over 5' or 6' tall suffer less set-back if moved with a burlapped root ball, though those varieties, even up to 10' or 12', may be moved bare-rooted with little risk for growth start in spring, especially if they remain out of the ground for only a short time.

It is hard to say what is the best size tree to buy. The pin oak we show in our pictures would be classed as 18'-20' in height and 3'/4"-4" in diameter. Well-rooted, dug and burlapped, trucked 20 miles and assayed by the nursery's crew, it cost just over $200 (less than a good living room sofa). It will give some shade and makes a fine garden picture when it is a few years old. A couple of years it will be a really effective shade tree. To buy a tree 5' taller with a trunk 1' bigger would have cost another $500 dollars or more. In buying a pin oak 11/2"-2" diameter and 10'-12' in height might cost $15, dag bare-rooted, 5-gallon nursery; with roots balled and burlapped, allow $8 to $10 more for this size tree. If delivered in picture, add from $5 to $20 depending on distance and shipping conditions. If you wanted this tree planted by a nursery crew, it would cost at least $50 more. That would total, say, $40 to $50 for a well grown tree, of a fine variety, properly planted for minimum growth set-back. You could expect such a tree to catch up to the one pictured in from 3 to 5 years, depending upon other growing conditions. With a bit of help from a neighbor, you could plant this sort of tree yourself. As a family project to launch a new garden, tree planting has few equals for pleasure and satisfaction.

When you buy a tree in a big size you buy time. When you have a tree planted by professionals you buy labor and, maybe, insurance. You, yourself, have to decide what's best in your own case.

What kind of tree should you buy? For a shade tree suitable for growing in the lawn of an average suburban lot, in temperate climates, there are few trees better than the pin oak (Quercus palustris). The red oak and scarlet oak are similarly good, with effective fall foliage. The sugar maple is also big and handsome. One of the best is the Moraine locust, thornless and seedless form of an old favorite. It is a graceful tree, excellent for shading a terrace. Sweet gum is a fine lawn tree, is far north as southern New York, Ohio and all across the southern part of the country, (It is no good for prairie regions or the far north.) Berkley hardhackberry is an ideal choice.

Sweet gum is pest-free and disease-free. It should be planted in the spring, and with a root ball, as preferably should oaks of over 12' height.

There are many other trees that are handsome but will prevent good lawn growth around and under them, especially if the dense shade they cast or the voraciousness of surface feeding roots. Norway maple and elm are two favorites that do not belong on lawns. Big, brittle tulip is another. Scale and proportion must be considered in the selection of a tree. Your yard may be so small as to restrict the size you can accommodate, in both width and height. In that case, select from those that never exceed 15' or 25'. Many of these are beautiful in flower and include flowering dogwood, Japanese cherry, golden-rain tree, crabapple, silk-tree, golden chain tree and purple-leaved plum. A tree reaching large size at maturity, such as an oak, should be planted with its trunk at least 20' from your house. The smaller ones should be no nearer than 10' or 15'.

The best way to buy a tree is to visit a nursery and pick out one you like. If you can't do that, deal by mail with a firm whose good reputation is known, or one that has given satisfaction to your neighbors or friends.

Whether you plant your tree yourself or hire someone to plant it, you will find our accompanying picture story of great help in your project. Especially important for at least a year after planting are the maintenance of the guy wires looped around the trunk through protective pieces of rubber hose and anchored to 2'-3' stakes, and the preservation, by an earth ring around the base, of all rainfall and need for supplementary hose water to keep roots constantly moist (but not waterlogged).

When well planted trees become established (after a couple of years) they benefit from a complete plant food applied according to manufacturer's instructions. Your tree has received a considerable investment, and it is worth having a professional check it if you are in doubt about its health, to treat it for pests, diseases and storm damage if and when they occur. If you make up your mind to this in the beginning, you will be getting not only insurance against possible disaster but also against depreciation of what should be a happy life-time investment.

You cherish his picture... why not his voice?

- He'll sing for you through the years... exactly as you capture his voice today on your RCA Push-Button Tape Recorder. Yes, it's easy as flipping a light switch to preserve the happiest moments and the biggest occasions of your life, to record your favorite radio shows and music programs. Use a versatile RCA Push-Button Tape Recorder wherever you want. It's so simple to operate because it's precision-built to make truly professional recording far easier than ever. Each time you play back the voices, the music you've recorded, you'll appreciate the rich, life-like fidelity. Year after year, you'll be glad you own the tape recorder with the most famous name in electronics-RCA.

Visit your RCA Victor dealer, to see the latest models in RCA Push-Button Tape Recorders. But don't just look—listen! You'll be convinced that only RCA gives you so many fine quality features in a moderately-priced tape recorder.

See the New RCA PUSH-BUTTON Tape Recorders

Priced as low as $169.95*  
*[Suggested retail price

Help support your local RED CROSS

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
Comden, N. J.
Now! Duncan Hines brings you COFFEE WITHOUT BOILING

Wonderful drip coffee at savings up to 30% with the beautiful DUNCAN HINES JET-O-MAT COFFEE MAKER. 3 to 10 cup capacity. Fits any cupboard. Easy to clean! Fully automatic. Safe—protective handle liner and "lock-on" cover.

At your dealer or write Jet-O-Matt, Inc. 2901 Emerson South, Minneapolis 8, Minn.

See for yourself... what the excitingly new Luxo Lamp gives you. A design in Europe, it's the lamp for better light plus more dramatic high-lighting in your decorating schemes. Rains, lowering, tacks, stamped at the touch of your finger. Brings you lighting "as you like it" — in desired intensity. Lightweight all steel and aluminum construction with vented shade. In decorator-colors: Ivory, Black, Mahogany, Green, Grey. Take your choice of the Luxo Lamp from a variety of models. From $19.85

At better stores everywhere

LUXO LAMP CORPORATION
Turkuakes, New York

LUXO LAMP

CHAFFING DISH COOK BOOK


Poultry

continued from page 163

2 T butter
2 T cornstarch
3/4 c milk
1/2 c vinegar
1 T soy sauce
1 T mustard
1 green pepper, chopped
1 red pepper, chopped
1 can pineapple chunks and juice 1/4 c sliced water chestnuts

Mix paprika with flour, salt and pepper. Dust lives with mixture. Heat butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame. Sauté lives until golden. Remove to warm platter. Combine other ingredients in the order indicated and simmer 15 minutes. Add lives to sauce and serve hot.

Meat

continued from page 164

Vail continental

4 thin slices veal, 2" round
4 thin slices precooked ham, 2" round
4 slices Swiss cheese
Salt and pepper
1/2 T garlic salt
2 T butter
1 T flour
1/2 c beef bouillon
1 T lemon juice
2 T chopped parsley

Pour veal thin and round. Place ham slice and cheese on top of each slice. Season with salt and pepper and garlic salt. Roll and tie ends with string. Heat butter in chafing dish pan over direct flame. Sauté vegetables over direct flame. Add beef, turn and pour over liver and onions and sprinkle with chopped parsley. Heat cognac in

LID CAN'T PLOP INTO FOOD!

HOME CRAFTSMEN DELIGHT

...in FINISHING... or REFINISHING


Cape Cod Finishes

145 Main Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts

All inquiries to House & Garden's Reader Service should be addressed to 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

BOONDS

U. S. SAVINGS

BONDS

BUY
How to shovel snow by remote control

It's a lot of fun to help the youngsters build a snow man but it's a chore to shovel the driveway after a blizzard. Anyone who has become overtired or has fallen while shoveling snow by hand need not be told what a nuisance shoveling snow can be. Here HOUSE & GARDEN reports on half a dozen of the latest machines (or attachments for your mower or garden tractor) which give you all the fun of playing in the snow and none of the work. Whether you blow your snow or plow it, buy a special snow removal machine, a power unit plus snow attachment, or simply buy an attachment for your present tractor or tiller are matters to be decided on the basis of cost, and the amount and kind of area you need to clear.

Plow attachment for Garden-Spot 2-wheel rotary cultivator clears a 30" path; can be used for grading at other seasons. Lock bar makes removal of cultivator bars unnecessary. Melling Manufacturing Co.

Snow removal machine with 18" clearing width casts snow 18'-20'. Homko snow plow may be operated manually or self-propelled on both paved and unpaved areas. Controls are on handle. Western Tool & Stamping Co.

(Continued on page 261)
CHINA, GLASS, SILVER

If It's Fine . . . It's Flintridge China package contains individual folders illustrating the many lovely patterns, and price lists for each. Flintridge China Co., 350-380 S. Raymond, Pasadena 1, California.

Westmorland Reproductions in hand-made milk glass are shown in an attractive, 32-page booklet. You can choose from a variety of patterns, pieces and pricing. Westmoreland Glass Co., HG-11, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

How to Have Light Where You Want It. 16-page folder full of decorative, space-saving lighting ideas. Shows 18 new Wall Lightholders, ways to use them. They put light exactly where you want it, save floor and table space. Light- oiler, Dept. HG-104, Box #368, Jersey City 5, New Jersey.

1001 Decorating Ideas you can use for your home. The 10th edition of this invaluable book has 64 pages (many in color), packed with ideas. Shows you how to make slipcovers, draperies, decorate with color, tricks with trim. 25c. Consolidated Trimming Co., Dept. HG-11, 27 West 23rd St., N. Y., N. Y.

How to Decorate with Confidence is a valuable fund of practical ideas, created to encourage tasteful self-expression in beautifying your home. Illustrated booklet gives suggestions, examples, for modern, 18th century, and contemporary decoration, including information about carpets and general advice. 25c. Firth Carpet Co., Dept. 80, 295 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

Things you should know about . . . screen cloth, tension screens, combination windows of Alcoa Aluminum, are all told in an attractive booklet. Tells you how to install and replace screens, how to care for them, what to look for when buying. Answers typical questions about screens. Aluminum Co. of America, 1927-K Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

Blue Danube china is so right for today's living, whether your home is traditional or contemporary. Folder illustrates patterns, gives sizes, open stock price list. Lipper and Mann, HG-10, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Furniture

Inside . . . a Beautiful New Bedroom is a folderful of illustrations of modern bedroom suites, plus an informative booklet of hints on room decoration, suggestions on how to care for furniture. Includes facts about the special features of Siegel Modern. 10c. Siegel Furniture Company, HG-10, Railroad, Pennsylvania.

The peak of perfection in furniture design is in skillful adaptations of eighteenth-century French and English antiques. Here there is wide choice for dining rooms, bedrooms and living rooms. Note that these distinguished pieces have been constructed with an eye to storage problems, 5c. Union National Inc., Dept. G, Jamestown, N. Y.

I'm going to give you an "on location" shampoo, facts about proper vacuuming. Callaway Mills, HG-11, 295 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, New York.
a season's growth. Much more serious is the damage that cannot be seen. That is the covering of the roots and lower trunk of the trees by soil added to the site in grading. Our photographs show tell-tale signs of such burial: the trunks of the trees continue straight and parallel into the ground without any of the usual swelling (shown in drawings) that marks the spreading of the trunk as it joins its roots at ground level. This is a sure sign that a tree has been buried at least a few inches below the grade at which it originally grew.

The triple clump pictured tells its story not only by the way the three trunks enter the ground without swelling at their bases, but by the fact that while they are close together, they are not actually touching. In other words, they look as though they had grown from a common root or a common point of origin below ground. The drawing of the clump shows where the original grade was. Both drawings show how to prevent damage from burial of roots and trunk. A well of stones or masonry blocks should be built around and a few feet away from the trunk. The well will keep the bark from being rotted by soil contact and will help collect moisture which can then seep out to the roots.

When you find trees on your new or prospective home site plugging straight into the ground, dig an exploratory hole alongside the trunk to find out how much the grade has been raised and what mechanical damage, if any, has been done to the trunk below ground. Wounds covered by soil are almost sure to result in rotting and eventual weakness and loss of the tree. The trees shown in our pictures were barked and buried from 8" to 18" a year ago. They will recover from the visible wounds to their bark and trunks, but they may well die in from one to three more years if their trunks and roots remain buried.

It is obviously wise to take care of your trees because their beauty takes either many years or a sizeable sum of money or both to replace. And the cost of removing a dead tree from a small home site can be as much as that of planting a new tree. So examine your trees when you buy, just as you would the heating plant or bathrooms in the house itself. If the amount of fill exceeds a few inches in depth, or if it is a heavy, non-porous soil, additional means of getting air, water and food to the covered roots by drainage lines will be required. This work should be done by experts. If you are in doubt, and especially if the trees are mature, call in a professional tree man, either to remove a potential liability or to be done without too much trouble and expense, or to protect your investment before it is too late.

BUY SAVINGS BONDS
Let a mechanical handyman rake and mulch your fall leaves

There are three ways in which you can cope with fallen tree leaves on your lawn. You can rake and burn them. You can rake and pile them up to form compost, which in a few years will be ready to enrich the garden. You can adopt the up-to-the-minute practice of chopping or mulching the leaves where they fall. To burn them is to waste one of the best and cheapest sources of that organic or humus-forming matter which is a vital ingredient of all topsoil. It does get rid of the leaves, but that's about all you can say for it. Method number two, gathering and composting, is perhaps the ideal long-range plan. But it requires much raking and hauling, a considerable time for thorough decomposition (one to four years, depending on type and procedure), and a place to store the pile. The third method, now coming to the fore along with the improvements in rotary power mowers and the development of special mulchers, is a most promising way of disposing of leaves without waste.

Whether you have a combination mower-mulcher, or a device which cuts leaves only, you can run it over the lawn in the usual way. Fallen leaves will be cut into small fragments and deposited beneath or to one side of the machine, there to sift down among the grass blades and form a light, protective mulch layer. Eventually this mulch decomposes and increases the organic fertility of the lawn. Or, before using either type of machine, you can rake into the open some of the leaves which gather in piles and windrows under trees and along hedges (where you need them least) and chop them there. Where the leaf fall is excessive, or where wind or other conditions cause a deep pile-up of leaves in certain spots on your grass, the latter course is worth the extra effort, for two reasons: first, the windswept areas of your lawn are likely to be those where a mulch of finely chopped organic matter would do the most good; second, too heavy a layer of leaves, chopped or unchopped, will smother any turf if allowed to remain in place over winter. Under average yard conditions, however, this would not be necessary. One or two trees will yield a nuisance crop or a bonus crop each year, depending on how you look at it, and what you do about putting the crop to use.

For manufacturers' addresses, write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Sunbeam rotary mower with mulcher attachment provides low speeds to mulch leaves, cut heavy grass; high speeds for fast grass cutting. Mower about $149; mulcher, priced separately, is about $10.

Toro Whirlwind mower is equipped with mulcher. Open loop handle protects controls against accidental stopping and starting. Mower with mulcher, about $200.
Newly Wed or Not ... you will cherish the Trousseau Luxury of the new Nylomar Deluxe Blanket by Fieldcrest

Here's a new $8.95 blanket looking for people who think they must pay much more for such fleecy warmth, such enticing colors. The secret is in the special blend of nylon, rayon and cotton and the deep, thick nap.

So soft, so long-lasting and easy to wash you'll want a whole new blanket trousseau right here and now.

---

Nylomar Deluxe was a woman's dream only a few months ago ... already one of America's favorite blankets.

In pink, gold, blue, dark green, light green, turquoise, Pompey red or spice as shown.

Size 72 x 90. At leading department stores, approximately $8.95.
The Most Welcome Gift of All!

SURPRISE YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS THIS CHRISTMAS! . . .
Give NuTone Door Chimes . . . to greet them with a "Musical Welcome" for years to come. Smart looking, rich sounding, and so inexpensive, too. NuTone prices start as low as $4.95.

REPLACE OLD, TIRED DOOR SIGNALS WITH NUTONE. . . .
Easy to "hook up" on wires now in the house — a screw driver is all you need. See and hear NuTone's 17 exquisite models for Hallway, Kitchen and Living Room — at your Department or Electrical Store.

For Free Color Catalogs, write NUTONE, INC. Dept. HG, Cincinnati 27, Ohio

a "Cheerful Earful" at the Door

NuTone K-22 Jewel — Lined Oak Finish and Brass, 2-Note Door Chime, $11.50

NuTone K-23 Deluxe — 2-Note Chime, $7.95

NuTone MC-302 — Needs No Wiring, $4.95

NuTone K-20 Mt. Vernon — 2-Note Chime, $10.95